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Preface

After 13 very successful conferences held annually in Europe, Asia, and North America—
ICOST was inaugurated in France (2003), and was subsequently hosted in Singapore
(2004), Canada (2005), Northern Ireland (2006), Japan (2007), USA (2008), France
(2009), Korea (2010), Canada (2011), Italy (2012), Singapore (2013), USA (2014) and
Switzerland (2015)—the 14th International Conference on Smart Homes and Health
Telematics (ICOST 2016) was hosted for the ﬁrst time in China by Huazhong University
of Science and Technology (HUST).
ICOST provides a premier venue for the presentation and exchange of research in
the design, development, deployment, and evaluation of smart environments, assistive
technologies, robotics and health telematics systems. ICOST brings together stakeholders from clinical, academic, and industrial perspectives along with end users and
family caregivers to explore how to utilize technologies to foster independent living
and offer an enhanced quality of life. ICOST 2016 invited participants from around the
world to present and discuss their experience in the design, development, deployment,
and evaluation of assistive and telehealth systems, as well as ethical, professional
practice, and governmental policy issues. The conference featured a dynamic program
incorporating a range of technical, clinical, and industrial keynote speakers, oral and
poster presentations, along with demonstrations and technical exhibits.
The theme of the conference this year was “Inclusive Smart Cities and Digital
Health” focusing on the quality of life of dependent people not only in their homes, but
also in outdoor living environments, with the aim of improving mobility and social
interaction in the city. Extending the living space with suitable ICT support in term of
smart transportation, mobility, interaction, and socialization is the scientiﬁc challenge
and promising innovation that ICOST community decided to tackle. ICTs are not
limited only to end-users with special needs, but also to providers, caregivers and
family members in charge of taking care of dependent and elderly people. To be more
effective and impactful, technologies in different areas, such as Internet of Things (IoT),
big data analytics, smart mobility etc., should target all the stakeholders.
ICOST 2016 and the organizing team and host in the famous city of Wuhan were
proud to extend their hospitality to the participants from the international community
from major universities and research centers as well as representatives of industry and
users from more than 20 countries. This year we selected 38 full papers out of 83
submissions following a double-blind review, which were presented during the conference as oral presentations and regular posters sessions. A demonstration session was
also planned so that academic and industry representatives could share their prototypes
and future devices with the participants.
We were very pleased to host several world-renowned keynote speakers from the
USA and France. We were extremely honored for the conﬁdence of the sponsors and
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particularly the active support of the French Embassy in China and Renault, the
industrial Gold Sponsor, who accepted to contribute actively to ICOST 2016.
April 2016
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Smart Homes, Smart Urban Spaces
and New Assistive Living Space
Concepts in the Smart City

Multi-resident Location Tracking in Smart Home
through Non-wearable Unobtrusive Sensors
Jie Yin, Meng Fang, Ghassem Mokhtari, and Qing Zhang(B)
CSIRO, Herston, QLD, Australia
{jie.yin,meng.fang,ghassem.mokhtari,qing.zhang}@csiro.au

Abstract. Tracking indoor locations of residents is a prerequisite of
accurate monitoring and advanced understanding of human activities in
smart homes. Without using any indoor video surveillance devices in
terms of preserving privacy and security, majority of existing approaches
often utilise wearable BLE/RFID sensor tags to track locations of residents through analysing variations of received signal strength and angle
of sensor tags. In a multi-residential environment, these tags can also
be used as unique identiﬁers to help distinguish individuals. However,
the extra burdens of remembering and wearing sensor tags all day along
restrict them to be widely accepted by senior communities, let alone
by people with neurodegenerative diseases. In this study, we propose a
novel indoor tracking technique for smart homes with multiple residents,
through relying only on non-wearable, environmentally deployed sensors
such as passive infrared motion sensors. We design a multi-tracker system
that uses multiple, independent probabilistic models, such as Naive Bayes
and hidden Markov model, to track diﬀerent residents’ movements separately. We evaluate our tracking technique on real sensor data acquired
from a dual-occupancy smart home in our clinical trials. The experiment
results, through comparing with location details acquired by wearable
tags, demonstrate that our proposed technique is a simple yet feasible
solution to tracking multi-residents’ indoor movements.

Keywords: Smart home
Motion sensors

1

·
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·
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·

Introduction

The original Smart Home concept was proposed in 1980 s and found its wide
application in health and ageing to support independent livings of elderly people [11]. Over the last two decades, along with the emerging of new technology
in mobile computing, smart sensor and Internet of Things, smart home has been
a hot topic and is poised for strong growth in assistance in health and wellbeing. Communicating with in-home deployed sensors, a Smart Home monitors
changes of its residents’ health and wellbeing status through understanding their
circadian rhythms of indoor activities and behaviour, such as sleeping patterns,
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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activities of daily living (ADL), to provide timely interventions when necessary. Since many indoor activities happen at certain locations, such as preparing
meal and eating usually in kitchen and lounge, showering in bathroom, sleeping
in bedroom, tracking indoor locations of smart home residents with room-level
granularity patently becomes a prerequisite of many if not all smart home monitoring and assistive functions.
For a smart home only targeting residents living alone, indoor localisation
can be easily achieved through passive infrared (PIR) motion sensors deployed in
each room, assuming they can only be triggered by this only resident [5, 9]. However, for smart homes with multiple residents, indoor localisation and tracking
for separate individuals becomes very challenging. A naive approach is to install
video cameras in each room which is intrusive and raises considerable concerns
on privacy. Thus we do not consider using cameras in this study. Another commonly adopted approach in smart home is to ask residents to carry RF tags, such
as RFID, BLE, or even their own mobile phones. These tags communicate with
base stations to report their ID and distance frequently, which can be then used
to accurately pinpoint their locations. Nevertheless these tags, or wearable sensors, share a common problem, i.e. adding extra burdens by requiring residents
to always remember wearing those tags, which could become over-demanding
requirements especially to seniors with neurodegenerative diseases. Motivated
by these, we provide a tag-free indoor tracking solution that aims at reporting
individuals’ real-time locations with room-level granularity in a multi-occupancy
smart home through only environmentally deployed sensors such as PIR motion
sensors.
There exist some tag/device-free indoor localisation methods, such as
through pressure mat, ultrasound, electric ﬁeld, etc., that have been witnessed
in literature, [6, 10]. However, these solutions are either too costly in terms of
price and installation eﬀorts, or focus solely on localisation without diﬀerentiating identities of residents. In our work, we propose the use of passive infrared
motion sensors to track individuals’ locations in multi-occupancy smart homes.
To diﬀerentiate residents, we design a multi-tracker system that employs multiple, independent probabilistic models, such as Naive Bayes and hidden Markov
model, to track diﬀerent residents’ movements separately. We believe the multitracker system proposed in this paper can provide a low-cost but practical solution to multi-resident indoor tracking based on PIR motion sensors only.
In order to track locations of smart home residents to an acceptable level, we
need to train our multi-tracker system that requires accurately labeled data, i.e.
ground truth, for learning. However, one of the major challenges in this paradigm
is the collection of reliable ground truth. Previous work has deployed intrusive
devices such as video cameras to record residents’ whereabouts [1], or relied on
residents themselves to manually log their movements over a period of time [3].
These solutions either invariably invoke privacy issues or result in incomplete,
error-prone annotations for learning. In this work, to collect quality ground truth
without intrusive sensor deployment or residents’ manual logging, we borrow the
idea of tag-based localisation to propose a semi-automatic approach that utilises
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wearable Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) tags to assist with the training of our
multi-tracker system. Initial experimental results on real sensor data collected
from a dual-occupancy smart home has demonstrated that our proposed technique is a low-cost yet promising solution to tracking multi-residents’ indoor
movements.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we introduce our
Smart Home platform and ground truth collection from a dual-occupancy smart
home in our clinical trials. Section 3 details our probabilistic model for multiresident location tracking. This is followed by experimental results and discussions in Sect. 4. Section 5 concludes this paper with some future works.

2

Smarter Safer Home Platform

To test the proposed multi-resident location tracking method, we use real sensor
data collected through the Smarter Safer Home (SSH) platform. In the following,
we ﬁrst give an overview of the SSH platform, and then discuss the bluetooth
localisation approach we take to collect ground truth for multi-resident location
tracking.
2.1

Overview of SSH Platform

The SSH platform aims at developing an innovative wireless sensor based inhome monitoring and data analytics platform, which seeks to support and extend
independence and improve quality of life for aged residents through the use of
cutting edge pervasive computing and wireless communication technologies. The
potential beneﬁts of these technologies are multiplied where distance separates
families and adds substantial costs to delivery of health and other services.
The core principle of the SSH platform is to infer health and wellbeing status
of residents through wireless sensor based in-home monitoring system [12]. This
system consists of approximately 20 sensors positioned discretely throughout the
home to detect motion, temperature, humidity, appliance usage, door open/close
and sleep restlessness, as an example shown in Fig. 1.
Almost all sensors, except power sensor, are battery powered to increase
installation ﬂexibility and decrease maintenance requirements. Each of the sensor
gathers data about a diﬀerent aspect of resident lifestyle and activities contributing to functional independence. For instance, a motion sensor detects movements
within its vicinity and reports to an in-home gateway using Zigbee communication protocols. These data will be then analysed to track locations of smart home
residents to understand their mobility performance. To simplify installation and
ensure continuously high quality sensor data, we use only quality proofed oﬀthe-shelf sensors in our smart homes. The motion sensor is a passive infrared
one, having up to ﬁve meters detection range with 100◦ angle. It has one second
delay before ﬁring when a movement is ﬁrst detected, with 20 s delay when no
movements are detected. So even for a smart home with an independent living
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Fig. 1. A smart home with various types of wireless sensors.

resident, it is not surprising that two motion sensors ﬁre simultaneously by signalling movements detected, let alone smart home with multiple residents. This
patently complicates the location and tracking problem and poses a big challenge
for indoor localisation through only environmentally deployed motion sensors.
2.2

Ground Truth Collection Through Bluetooth Localisation

To gather ground truth of individual movements in home, we install Bluetooth
Low Energy scanners in SSH and detect Received Signal Strength Indicator
(RSSI) of wearable sensors through BLE scanners. Figure 2 shows the ﬂoor
map of a dual-occupancy smart home, with positions of motion sensors and
BLE scanners. For each room, we deploy one motion sensor to suﬃciently cover
room/interesting zone level movements.
We also deploy six scanners that listen to BLE broadcasts from two tags
attached to in-home residents separately. Each tag has a unique ID to be considered as the identity of the resident wearing it. Tags advertise their IDs in a
ﬁxed time interval (advertising interval ). On each scanner, we developed a mobile
application to scan and receive tag advertisements with their signal strength values. Similar to BLE advertisement, BLE scanning scans all BLE signals in a ﬁxed
time interval (scanning interval). The information of scanned tags is uploaded to
a centralized server by scanners, and will be collectively computed to determine
the location of tag bearers by the server. Figure 3 shows the framework of our
BLE RSSI localisation approach.
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Fig. 2. A dual occupancy smart home with motion sensors and BLE scanners

Fig. 3. An indoor localisation system based on BLE RSSI scanning
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Table 1. BLE RSSI localisation accuracy comparisons
Sampling interval Accuracy of p-RSSI Accuracy of m-RSSI
t=5s

79.17 %

88.61 %

t = 10 s

80.56 %

92.22 %

t = 15 s

80 %

96.67 %

t = 30 s

78.33 %

100 %

It is however worth noting that due to the ﬂuctuation nature of BLE RSSI
signal strength, the sampling rates of scanners need to be tuned carefully to
achieve maximum localisation accuracy. We tested various settings through comparing computed locations against results recorded by an independent observer.
Two RSSI indices, peak RSSI (p-RSSI) and mean RSSI (m-RSSI), are used for
residential localisation. That is within a sampling interval t, p-RSSI/m-RSSI
represents the maximum/average RSSI of all RSSI values within t. Our experimental results are shown in Table 1. It can be seen that in this smart home
environment, by selecting m-RSSI with t ≥ 15 s, we can achieve high accuracy
(above 95 %) for room-level localisation. It thus provides us a reliable, easy to
acquire ground truth to evaluate our later proposed probabilistic models for
multi-resident location tracking.

3

Probabilistic Models for Multi-resident Location
Tracking

We formulate the problem of multi-resident location tracking as a sum sequential
prediction problem that associates with more than one residents in a smart
home. Let R = {r1 , · · · , rK } be all residents, where K is the number of residents
currently being tracked. Let xt = {x1,t , · · · , xN,t } be the sensor data collected
at time step t, where N is the number of motion sensors and xi,t indicates that
sensor i is triggered at time step t. Let F = {f1 , · · · , fK } indicate the set of all
independent trackers, where each tracker fi deals with one resident i.
Let us model a smart home as a ﬁnite location-state space L = {l1 , . . . , lM }
at the room level. Given sensor data Xt:t+Δ = {xt , · · · , xt+Δ } collected at time
interval [t, t+Δ), our work aims to track the locations Y = {y1,t , · · · , yK,t+Δ } of
K residents that are the output of K trackers. For each tracker fj , let θj indicates
the parameter vector. Each tracker fj parameterizes a probability distribution
over all possible locations l ∈ L, that is,
yj = fj (θj , X).

(1)

Because sensor data can be very noisy in nature, we design the above learning
model to be any kind of probabilistic models. Probabilistic models have abilities
to capture the uncertainty of sensor data and can calculate the likelihood of
residents being at possible locations accordingly.
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There are some advantages using the multi-tracker algorithm discussed
above. First, the state space of multi-resident location tracking is very large,
making the process of model learning intractable. By simply assuming independence between diﬀerent trackers, the state space can be largely reduced and
the learning algorithm can be eﬃciently implemented. Second, each tracker can
model diﬀerent preferences and behaviour of individual residents in the context
of the multi-resident spaces [7], so that locations of diﬀerent residents can be
estimated accurately.
In our work, we primarily investigate the use of two probabilistic models,
including a Naive Bayes classiﬁer and a hidden Markov model (HMM). The two
probabilistic models have been demonstrated with good performance in other
smart home research projects [3,4]. The two models are both trained using the
results of bluetooth localisation as ground truth and make inferences to perform
room-level location tracking.
3.1

Multi-tracker with Naive Bayes

A Naive Bayes classiﬁer is ﬁrst used in our multi-tracker algorithm to estimate
the locations of residents. It falls into a family of simple probabilistic methods
by applying Bayes’ theorem with independence assumption between the features. In our location tracking problem, let each state indicate possible locations
of residents and motion sensors provide observations about the state. A Naive
Bayes classiﬁer can directly estimate the likelihood of residents being at speciﬁc
locations from the data collected from motion sensors.
Speciﬁcally, given the sensor data xt = {x1,t , · · · , xN,t } collected from N
motion sensors at each time step t, for each resident j, the Naive Bayes classiﬁer
computes the posterior probability by applying Bayes’ theorem as follows:
p(yj,t |xt ) ∝ p(yj,t )

N


p(xi,t |yj,t ),

(2)

i=1

which indicates the likelihood of resident j being at possible locations. Based on
this, we can estimate the location yj,t of resident j at time step t as
∗
= arg maxyj,t p(yj,t |xt ).
yj,t

(3)

In our problem, since location tracking should provide sequential predictions
about a resident’ locations. Thus, by assuming a resident’s locations are independent at diﬀerent time steps, we have
∗
∗
, · · · , yj,t+Δ
}.
yj = {yj,t

(4)

Then for all residents, we have
Y = {y1 , · · · , yK }.

(5)
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Multi-tracker with Hidden Markov Models

The Naive Bayes classiﬁer assumes that residents’ locations at diﬀerent time
steps are independent of each other. This assumption may not hold in practice,
because when residents move around at home, their locations possibly exhibit
certain temporal dependency over time. Therefore, we adopt a hidden Markov
model in our multi-tracker algorithm. An HMM is proved to be a powerful
statistical tool for sequence modeling in diﬀerent application domains.
The HMM is a generative probabilistic model characterised by an underlying
Markov process that generates an observation sequence from the hidden state
sequence. In our problem, let the location of residents y be the hidden state variable and the sensor data x be the observable variable. There are two dependence
assumptions in HMM modeling. First, the motion model p(yt |yt−1 ) represents
the likelihood of transition from the previous state yt−1 to the current state yt .
That means the current state is dependent only upon the previous state. Second, the current observation xt depends only on the current state yt . Given the
observation sequence X = {x1 , · · · , xt }, we would like to ﬁnd the most likely
sequence of hidden states y = {y1 , · · · , yt }, which indicates the most probable
sequence of a resident’s locations.
Formally, for each resident j, we use an HMM to model the joint probability
as follows:
T

p(yj,t |yj,t−1 )p(xt |yj,t ).
(6)
p(X, yj ) =
t=1

where, simply, we write the initial data distribution p(y1 ) as p(y1 |y0 ). Here yj
is the inferred sequence of locations for resident j.
Given the observation sequence X, the Viterbi algorithm can be used to
compute the most likely sequence of locations for resident j, and we have
yj∗ = arg maxyj p(X, yj ).

(7)

Then for K residents, we construct a HMM-based tracker for each resident.
Thus, we have
(8)
Y = {y1 , · · · , yK }.

4

Experiments

In our experiments, we used the dual-occupancy smart home shown in Fig. 2
as the testbed. This smart home consists of six rooms, including living room,
kitchen, bathroom, laundry and two bedrooms. The data that we used in the
experiments was generated by a couple of elder residents in a 12-month trial.
During the trail, residents followed their normal daily routines such as making
meals, watching TV, without wearing any tags/devices. We also installed ﬁve
motion sensors that simply generated binary values when triggered by residents’
movements within their vicinities. Our aim is to track the locations of these two
residents only using the data collected from all motion sensors.
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We evaluate the performance of our location tracking algorithms using the
data collected over a period of seven days. During this period, two residents
were requested to wear BLE tags, and six BLE scanners were deployed in the
testbed that listen to BLE RSSI signals broadcast from two tags attached to
residents. The locations of two residents at diﬀerent time were estimated using
the BLE localisation approach proposed in [8], which served as ground truth in
our experiments. As a result, there are 2,880 records generated every day during
which we had a location label every 30 s. Thus, we had a total of 20,160 records.
For evaluation, we trained the models using the motion sensor data collected over
the ﬁrst four days, for which location labels estimated using the BLE localisation
approach were treated as ground truth. The data collected at the rest of days
were used for testing, in which location labels were kept hidden at ﬁrst and then
revealed for evaluation.
In our experiments, we focus on answering two research questions. First, is it
feasible to track multiple residents’ locations by using motion sensors only? Second, are there strong temporal dependencies among elderly people’s movements
at home?
We ran experiments to validate the localisation accuracy using both Naive
Bayes and hidden Markov models with diﬀerent settings. Because hidden Markov
models capture temporal dependencies among consecutive states, we partitioned
sequences of daily sensor data into segments and varied segment length from
two to six. The results are reported in Table 2. We can see that, Naive Bayes
and hidden Markov model can achieve about 73 % localisation accuracy. The
performance of two models is comparable in regard to localisation accuracy,
while hidden Markov models perform slightly better than Naive Bayes. We also
observe that, hidden Markov models achieve the best localisation accuracy of
73.70 % when segment length is set to be four.
Table 2. Localisation accuracy using motion sensors
Naive bayes Hidden Markov model
73.01 %

73.10 % (len = 2)
73.20 % (len = 3)
73.70 % (len = 4)
73.34 % (len = 5)
73.26 % (len = 6)

Our experimental results on room-level location tracking conﬁrm ﬁndings
found in previous studies (e.g., [2, 7]) that multi-occupant activities can be better recognised if individual models for the residents are learned. Yet, using
probabilistic sequence models for multi-resident location tracking, like hidden
Markov models, does not lead to signiﬁcant improvement over Naive Bayes, as
it does for activity recognition. This is because, in-home activities, with a ﬁner
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time granularity, such as cooking, tend to exhibit strong temporal dependencies among decomposed subtasks. The local temporal dependencies enforced by
hidden Markov models can therefore place a strong emphasis on proper orderings of subtasks to improve recognition performance. In contrast, such strong
dependencies do not exist for room-level location tracking, especially for the
elderly people. For example, in this smart home testbed, one resident usually
spends most of his time in the living room watching TV and seldom makes transitions to other rooms. This leads to weak dependencies among his movements
at home, which can not be leveraged by probabilistic sequence models to boost
the localisation accuracy.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper addressed the problem of tracking indoor locations of multiple residents in smart home environments. We argued that, due to privacy and burden
concerns, previous approaches to indoor location tracking that rely on wearable
devices are not suitable as a practical solution in multi-resident smart homes.
Thus, we proposed a new indoor tracking technique through non-wearable, environmentally deployed sensors such as motion sensors. To distinguish multiresidents’ movements, we designed a multi-tracker system that uses multiple,
independent probabilistic models, such as Naive Bayes and hidden Markov models. To aid in the collection of ground truth to learn such probabilistic models,
we also presented a semi-automatic approach that makes use of Bluetooth Low
Energy scanners to estimate locations in a less labor-intensive manner. Our
tracking technique was evaluated on real sensor data collected from a dualoccupancy smart home in our clinical trials. The experimental results, through
comparing with locations acquired by our BLE localisation approach, showed
that our proposed technique could be a feasible solution to assist indoor tracking of multiple residents in real smart home systems.
The proposed work in this paper lays the groundwork for follow-on research
on multi-resident location tracking and activity recognition. First, we will investigate how to improve localisation accuracy of our proposed tracking technique
based on our deployed SSH platform. Second, we will evaluate the performance
of the proposed tracking technique through larger-scale datasets collected from
more multi-occupancy smart home testbeds in our clinical trials. Third, we
will further examine temporal/spatial dependencies that are possibly present
in room-level location tracking and other advanced probabilistic models, and
investigate their potential to improve localisation accuracy.
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Abstract. In this paper we propose the use of low-cost thermal imaging sensors for the application of people tracking in Ambient Assisted
Living environments. We describe background subtraction and segmentation on low-resolution thermal images as the necessary preprocessing
steps to derive suitable percepts. Extensive data association to samples
of a set of Monte-Carlo particle ﬁlters is realized by circle-circle intersection tests between percepts and pose hypotheses. Experimental evaluation conducted in the Bremen Ambient Assisted Living Lab proves
the precision of the proposed system by comparing the tracking results
against ground truth data coming from an ARTTRACK optical tracking
system.
Keywords: Tracking system · Thermal camera
Particle ﬁlter · Ambient assisted living
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·

Data association

·

Introduction

Age-appropriate assistance systems for self-determined living is a key focus of the
Bremen Ambient Assisted Living Lab (BAALL) [2]. People with mobility impairments are supported by providing intelligent mobility devices that are embedded
in the apartment [10]. Appliances such as lights, doors, height-adjustable cabinets, and mirrors are becoming intelligent through mutual interconnection and
control. All of these applications depend on, or beneﬁt from, the knowledge about
the spatial location of their users. For instance, a wheelchair can be sent to a
goal to pickup a person if the person’s initial location is known, and ceiling lights
can be controlled such that only the direct surrounding of a person’s location is
lit at a time.
While the aforementioned mobility devices, i.e. wheelchairs and walkers,
localize themselves and their users by matching readings from on board laser
range ﬁnders against map data (cf. the GMapping approach in [8]), pure people
localization should be realized without instrumenting the persons to be tracked.
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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Fig. 1. Illustration of essential methods used in this work: a thermal camera mounted
at the ceiling of the depicted kitchen area perceives the superimposed video image.
The blue area contrasts to the thermal signature of a person rendered by a red pixel
cluster. This cluster is abstracted by the yellow circular-shaped percept, and fed into
a Monte-Carlo particle ﬁlter that tracks the green colored trajectory of the Subject.
(Color ﬁgure online)

Initial experiments in this direction solely required the user to carry a smartphone that received signals from Bluetooth Low Energy-beacons mounted in the
BAALL, in order to realize ﬁngerprinting-based localization (cf. [13]).
Therefore, this paper proposes the use of downward facing thermal cameras mounted at the ceiling of the apartment. We will show that the stream
of low-resolution (80 × 60 pixels) thermal images can be utilized to successfully track people in the BAALL by feeding them into a set of multi-hypotheses
Monte-Carlo particle ﬁlters (cf. Fig. 1 for the application scenario). Please note
that tracking does not imply to recognize individual persons from a trained set.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows: Sect. 2 gives an overview
on state of the art approaches in visual people tracking, including thermal
camera-based solutions. Section 3 overviews our solution of a Monte-Carlo particle ﬁlter-based tracking system that works on thermal camera percepts. Section 4
details the methods proposed by our work, namely thermal camera image preprocessing, data association between image percepts and particle ﬁlter hypotheses, and the actual tracking algorithm. In Sect. 5 we describe the experimental
evaluation, including a comparison of tracking results between our proposed
method and the gold standard, an ARTTRACK optical tracking solution. The
latter tracks retroreﬂective markers ﬁxed on the subjects. We ﬁnally conclude
with Sect. 6 by discussing the achieved results and future work.
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Related Work

A good starting point for dealing with people localization services in Ambient
Assisted Linving environments is given by Eisa and Moreira. In [4] they deﬁne
requirements and metrics for AAL related localization techniques.

Fig. 2. Flowchart diagram of the people tracking system described in this paper. The
software is structured into image acquisition and preprocessing steps (blue), data association (green), and the particle ﬁlter cycle (red). (Color ﬁgure online)

In [9], Hevesi et al. describe a system that makes use of cheap arrays of
infrared sensors (8 × 8 pixels) for people localization with an accuracy of 1 m in
home and oﬃce environments. By classifying time series of temperature feature
vectors, it is also possible to monitor household appliances such as water cookers. Tracking of multiple sources of heat while recognizing their identity is not
described.
Kumar et al. [11] also use a low resolution thermal sensor consisting of 32
single infrared receivers for people tracking in indoor environments. By rotating
the linear system about 140◦ in 94 discrete steps, they construct a 2-dimensional
image in one minute. After fusing blobs from the infrared image with a 640× 480
pixel wide RGB image, the results of pure RGB-based template tracking can be
improved. Since track identity is not handled by the system, this work is more
about estimating the location of people in image frames.
A performance comparison between Kalman ﬁlter and particle ﬁlter-based
optical people tracking approaches is given by Bazzani et al. in [3]. Although
working on RGB-image datasets and not on monochromatic thermal images,
and thus dealing with diﬀerent strategies for background subtraction and percept
modeling, this work motivates the application of the particle ﬁlter method since
it shows a better tracking success rate.
Beside the research perspective, people localization and tracking in ambient
assisted living environments is already a commercial issue. Therefore, actual
research and developments have to prevail against already available solutions,
e.g. the people tracking ﬂooring material SensFloor [7].
The contribution of our own work is straightforward. We describe a particleﬁlter-based tracking system with an accuracy that is well-suited for security
and convenience appliances in ambient assisted living environments. In spite
of the low resolution sensorial input, we can prove a mean error of < 12 cm
compared to a sophisticated marker-based optical tracking system that served
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as our ground truth. From this perspective, we can enhance the performance of
available thermal sensor-based tracking solutions.

3

System Overview

The thermal imaging sensor setup as shown in Fig. 3 is mounted in a height
of 4.4 m under the ceiling of the BAALL, but over a suspended ceiling made
of textile that is opaque for the human eye, but transparent for the infrared
spectrum of electromagnetic radiation. Hardly noticeable for visitors of the ﬂat,
the thermal camera observes approximately 6m2 of the kitchen area. According
to Fig. 2, image acquisition is the ﬁrst step of our proposed tracking system (see
Sect. 4.1). Running as a C++ application on a Raspberry Pi, this step reads
out the thermal images from the sensor, and forwards the video stream to a PC
running the next steps under the robotics framework SimRobot [12].
Thermal images are now preprocessed by ﬁrst increasing contrast through
static background subtraction (cf. Sect. 4.2). The following segmentation process
outputs blobs that are candidates for people silhouettes. Abstracted by encompassing circles, these percepts are associated to hypotheses of particle ﬁlters that
each track a single person. The data association described in Sect. 4.3 builds on
the assumption that a given percept better explains a sample if the area of
intersection between the two circles is large. Since even multiple percepts can
explain a single hypothesis about the position of a person, the particle ﬁlter’s
sensor update step (cf. Sect. 4.4) computes the sample’s weight by summing up
the total area of intersection with all percepts associated to this sample.

Fig. 3. The experimental sensor setup includes a boxed FLiR Lepton longwave imaging module (right), and a connected Raspberry Pi 2 Model B (left) for initial data
acquisition. The Pi is also used for forwarding the video stream to a computer running
the preprocessing and tracking algorithms.

4
4.1

Detailed System Description
Sensorial Equipment

For acquiring thermal images, we use a FLiR Lepton longwave infrared imaging module that connects via a breakout board to a Raspberry Pi 2 Model B.
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The Lepton (cf. [5] for a more detailed description) is based on a microbolometer focal plane array, and is capable of outputting 80 × 60 pixels with a thermal
sensitivity of < 50 mK. Given the sensor’s 51◦ wide horizontal, and 63.5◦ wide
diagonal ﬁeld of view, our application scenario asks for a suﬃciently high mounting position in order to cover a preferably large area on the ground plane of the
room observed. Please note that the camera doesn’t output absolute temperature
values per pixel. Instead, the sensor maps the observed temperature spectrum
to a 14 bit wide range, and sets each pixel to a value within this interval. After
basic image data collection is performed by the Raspberry Pi, the video stream is
transfered to a PC via a TCP/IP stream. We have selected this multi-host solution for the reason of convenience, i.e. the Raspberry Pi and the camera module
can stay online mounted on the ceiling, while code changes in the preprocessing
and ﬁltering part is done on a development PC.
4.2

Preprocessing of Raw Images

A typical raw image coming from the thermal camera can be seen in Fig. 4 (left).
Beside the desired information, raw images contain undesirable properties that
are tackled during the preprocessing steps.
The ﬁrst major drawback of raw images is given by picture fragments that
depict sources of heat diﬀerent from the human body, e.g. the upper left pixel
blob in Fig. 4 (left) that is caused by the motor of a fridge. Although we cannot
decide the question which one of the two image fragments equal in shape and
temperature is originating from a person’s silhouette, and which one not, it is
possible to ﬁlter out image portions that present a static temperature over time.
A further artifact that complicates the recognition of thermal signatures
caused by persons is given by a global temperature gradient caused by the camera or the sun’s thermal radiation passing through windows into the scene. An
exemplary situation is shown in Fig. 4 (left), where the gradient extends from
the upper right corner to the lower left corner.
Both artifacts described are tackled by background subtraction. The resulting
images (see Fig. 4 (centre) for an example) show an increased contrast between
foreground objects and background, and are taken as the input for the segmentation process. After segmentation, images are represented by blobs, i.e.
pixel-groups sharing the same ﬂattened temperature value (cf. Fig. 4 (right)).
Background Subtraction. By subtracting the moving average temperature
of a given pixel, from the current temperature reading of the same pixel, we
obtain values that tend towards 0 for static background pixel, and values = 0
for foreground pixels. The moving average ﬁlter is implemented as in (1), and (2).
Here, matx,y denotes the moving average of the pixel located at position (x, y),
at time t. The current reading at the same location is given by ptx,y and bsptx,y is
the value after background subtraction. The parameter c ∈ [0..1] describes how
strong the actual reading inﬂuences the moving average.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of thermal image preprocessing pipeline - Left: Raw image as outputted from the sensor. Warm areas render dark, while colder areas render light. This
image depicts two persons, one in the center and one to the upper right. The dark area
to the upper left originates from a static source of heat. Centre: After background subtraction, the static source of heat, as well as an image wide thermal gradient, caused
by sensor miss-calibration, disappears. Right: Segmentation yields two blobs describing
the persons observed by center coordinates and a maximal radius.

matx,y = c ptx,y + (1 − c) mat−1
x,y


bsptx,y = ptx,y − matx,y 

(1)
(2)

Segmentation. This step is implemented by recursively processing each pixel
via an 8-neighbor connectedness. A neighboring pixel is assigned to the center
pixel’s blob, if it has not been visited so far, and if its temperature value differs from the blob’s mean temperature no more than a given threshold. After
including a new pixel into an existing blob, the temperature values of all of the
blob’s pixels are set to the blob’s mean temperature. If an unvisited pixel is not
recorded into the currently processed blob, a new blob is opened by that pixel.
4.3

Data Association

The key task of data association is to assign percepts generated from preprocessed images to pose hypotheses of the tracking ﬁlters (cf. Sect. 4.4) for
validation. Basically a percept is given by a pixel blob that might correspond to
a person’s silhouette, i.e. it matches in size and mean temperature the expected
values. We abstract a percept by the smallest circle that contains all blob pixels.
Thus, we deﬁne the structure of a percept as follows:
Pt = [(xt , yt ), rt , tt , St ]

(3)

In (3), St denotes the set of blob-pixels the percept is generated from, (xt , yt )
and rt the center and radius of a circle that encompasses St , and tt the mean
temperature of St . Our basic strategy for judging whether or not a given percept
supports a pose hypothesis of a tracked person, that is modeled by a circle as
well, is to calculate the overlapping area between the circles involved. According
to that, let d be the distance between the midpoints of two circles with radii
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r1 and r2 . Then, according to [14], the area of intersection A between the two
circles is given as in (4).
 2

 2

d + r12 − r22
d + r22 − r12
+ r22 cos−1
A = r12 cos−1
2dr1
2dr2
1
−
(4)
(−d + r1 + r2 ) (d + r1 − r2 ) (d − r1 + r2 ) (d + r1 + r2 )
2

Multiple Targets - Single Measurement

Single Target - Multiple Measurements

Fig. 5. Illustration of two cases where image segmentation fails to produce suitable
percepts for the given situation. The red area describes the intersection between the
percepts modeled by green circles, and the pose hypotheses modeled by black circles.
(Color ﬁgure online)

Beside the trivial case in which one percept overlaps with exactly one hypothesis of an already existing ﬁlter, data association handles the following situations:
1. Multiple Targets - Single Measurement: This case (cf. Fig. 5 (left)) typically
occurs in situations where two persons that are already tracked by their individual ﬁlter move close together. Image segmentation produces a single blob
that describes the merged shape of both individuals.
2. Single Target - Multiple Measurements: In this situation (cf. Fig. 5 (right))
image segmentation has failed to produce a single blob for the silhouette of
a person. Instead, two separate blobs explain a pose hypothesis.
3. No Match: Since there is no ﬁlter with at least one hypothesis that explains
the given percept Pt , a new ﬁlter is instantiated. The samples of the new
particle ﬁlter are initialized at (xt , yt ) of the given percept Pt .
Occlusion Handling. A special case for single target - multiple measurements
data association is given by partly occluded silhouettes. Because of the suspended ceiling’s beams in-between the camera and the persons to be tracked
(cf. Fig. 7 (right)), pixel blobs describing a single target are split sometimes (cf.
Fig. 6 for an illustration). Since the general rule of data association requires an
overlap between the percept’s and the sample’s circles, which is obviously not
given in this situation, a diﬀerent strategy is necessary. Therefore, we model the
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static beams of the suspended ceiling by rectangles in world space. After also
transforming the image percepts into world space, we check for the number of
intersections between a line that connects a sample’s position with a percept’s
position, and the beam rectangle’s lines. If we can conclude that both circles are
located on diﬀerent sides of the beam, and if they are no more separated than a
given threshold, the percept is attached to the sample and adds to its weighting.

Fig. 6. Illustration of percepts that are partly occluded by beams of the suspended
ceiling in-between the camera and the person to be tracked. Red colored rectangles
model the beams that can also be seen in Fig. 7(right). (Color ﬁgure online)

4.4

Monte-Carlo Particle Filter Tracking

We chose the Monte-Carlo particle ﬁlter approach [6] to track people’s trajectories, since this algorithm is able to deal with the non-linear motion model
involved, and its ability to handle multiple hypotheses. Let a single hypothesis
about the position and orientation of a tracked person at point of time t be
described by the sample st = [(xt , yt ) , θt , rt , ωt ]. The vector (xt , yt ) denotes the
cartesian position in the ground-parallel plane, and θt the direction of movement,
which we interprete as the person’s orientation w.r.t. the global x-coordinate axis.
Furthermore, rt represents the mean radius of all circular percepts that conﬁrmed
st , and ωt the weighting, or probability that st describes a person respectively.


A single particle ﬁlter is now deﬁned as PFt = [St , Pt ], with St = s1t , ..., sm
t
describing the discrete probability distribution about the position and orientation of a tracked person by m samples, and Pt = {pt−n , ..., pt } describing the
path of this ﬁlter, i.e. the list of the mean positions over all samples during
the last n cycles of sensor update, motion update, and resampling. Above, the
parameter n is chosen freely for informational purposes only.
Sensor
Update.
Since data association has already assigned the set of percepts

 1
Pt , . . . , Pti that overlap with the sample under scope, computing the sample’s
weight ωtm is straightforward given the following formula:
 i
n
m

i=1 A (st ) ∩ A Pt
m
2
(5)
1 − min 1,
ωt = N 0, σ
A (sm
t )
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In (5), the inner fraction describes the relative area of the sample’s circle that is
covered by all of the percepts attached. By adjusting σ, one can let even small
overlaps produce a good weighting, or favor only extensive overlaps respectively.
Motion Update. A sample’s state transition through motion is given by
um
t |= dt , ht 

(6)

with dt being the translational distance walked since the last motion update,
and ht being the rotational distance respectively. Note that we do not use a
real odometry sensor, e.g. a gait detector, at this point. Instead, we assume the
traveled distance to be given by the distance from the mean center of all percepts
associated to sample m at time t, to the location of sample m at time t − 1. A
3-dimensional movement vector v m = (vxm , vym , vθm ) is now computed as follows:


⎛
vm =

m
⎝ Mθ

dt + a1 nm
x (dt )
a2 nm
y (dt )
a3 nm
θ (ht )

⎞
⎠

(7)

In (7), Mθm denotes a rotation matrix that describes the sample’s orientation
θ m , nm
x,y,θ noise functions sampled from a triangular distribution, and a1 , a2 , a3
three diﬀerent scalars for the generated noise.
m
m
xm
t = xt−1 + vx

(8)

m
+ vym
ytm = yt−1

(9)

θtm

=

m
θt−1

+

vθm

(10)

m

With the movement vector v described in (7), a sample’s new position and
orientation is computed according to (8), (9), and (10).
Resampling. Samples from each particle ﬁlter are carried over to the next cycle
of computation according to their weighting. This means, that hypotheses with
a high weighting are cloned, while hypotheses with a low weighting disappear.

5

Experimental Evaluation

In order to prove the accuracy of the tracking system proposed in this work,
we compared its results from an experimental evaluation with the output of
an A.R.T. DTrack2 reference tracking system [1]. The DTrack2 tracking system conﬁguration consisted of two cameras actively sending out infrared light
at 880 nm wavelength, which is well reﬂected by retro reﬂective markers. The
spherical markers that were used had a diameter of 30 mm, and were ﬁxed on top
of a cap worn by the tracked person. After calibration of the DTrack2 system,
three-dimensional marker positions were outputted at 60 Hz.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of paths tracked by the thermal image percepts driven particle
ﬁlter, and a DTrack2 optical tracking system (left). The evaluation took place in the
kitchen area of the BAALL (right). Here, one person walked clockwise and counterclockwise rounds between the table and the kitchen bench.
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Fig. 8. Error plot indicating the performance of the tracking system proposed in this
work. The red curve depicts the distance between associated points along the paths
outputted by the A.R.T. DTrack2 system, and our approach (cf. Fig. 7(left)). Given
the DTrack2 ground truth, we observed a minimal, maximal, and mean error of εmin ≈
1.94 mm, εmax ≈ 35.58 cm, and ε ≈ 11.91 cm, along the d ≈ 23 m long path. (Color
ﬁgure online)

Starting at the kitchen table, the test person walked approximately 23 m in
two clock-wise and two counter-clockwise oriented circles located in-between the
table and the kitchen bench (cf. Fig. 7 (right)). During that walk, the probandee
was observed by the DTRack2 system described above, and the thermal
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image-based tracking system proposed in this work. In order to allow for comparison of the results, tracking output of both systems was transformed into a
common two-dimensional coordinate system (cf. Fig. 7 (left)).
We observed a mean deviation of ε ≈ 11.91 cm between our particle ﬁlterbased tracking and the DTRack2 ground truth (cf. Fig. 8). The maximal error
observed was εmax ≈ 35.58 cm, while the minimal error is given by εmin ≈
1.94 mm.
Multi people tracking has only been roughly examined so far, with a maximum of three subjects simultaneously moving in the viewing area of the thermal
camera tracking system. A preliminary qualitative performance indicator is given
in Fig. 6 (right), where two people are well tracked in our kitchen scenario.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a people tracking system that is embedded into an ambient
assisted living apartment. It could be shown that circular percepts coming from
segmented thermal camera images are suﬃcient to feed Monte-Carlo particle
ﬁlters for estimating the position of the persons to be tracked. A comparative
experiment contrasted our approach with an high-precision optical marker tracking system, and revealed a mean tracking error of ≈ 12 cm.
To develop this promising approach towards a real solution requires redesign
of the thermal camera to have wide angle to allow for low mounting positions, for
instance. This is future work and also discussed below. The presented method
already handles occlusions due to ﬁxed infrastructure such as beams; using wide
angle cameras, this could also be pillars or high appliances in the observed area.
It is certainly not reasonable to manually specify the positions of such objects in
the camera image as has been done in our experimental setup. It rather requires
a calibration phase of the camera to detect these, but is conceivable.
That said, the results show that a suﬃciently accurate tracking of multiple persons can be achieved using low-cost thermal cameras. For instance, in
museums or shops, it allows to easily track peoples walking paths and length
of stays at points of interests. By combining the people tracking with information about actuators in the environment allows to develop pro-active environment assistance, such as to automatically adjust the illumination. Finally, it can
be used to realize safety mechanisms, such as to detect unconscious persons,
which is a side-eﬀect of the background subtraction: the blob tracking a person losing consciousness vanishes over time due to the background subtraction.
Hence, vanishing blobs, which are in the middle of a camera image, can be used
as indicators. To avoid false-positives requires to adjust the parameter used in
background subtraction such that common durations of immobility do not lead
to blob disappearance, and to combine tracking information with information
over the environment, to exclude areas where people typically rest, such as sofas
or beds.
Since the overall tracking system proposed in this paper involves various
methods, future work is manifold. Starting with the preprocessing of thermal
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images, segmentation could be improved by integrating dynamic adjustment
of the segmentation threshold. Applying a shape-based classiﬁer for pixel-blobs,
instead of abstracting to circular percepts, would enable us to better discriminate
not only persons from other sources of heat, but also persons in diﬀerent postures,
e.g. standing vs. sitting. Because of the thermal camera’s narrow ﬁeld of view,
a tracking system covering the whole apartment asks for integrating multiple
cameras. This extension will require a new layer of abstraction that allows single
particles from instantiated ﬁlters to move from one camera view to another. In
this context, we want to keep in mind that the unusual high mounting position
of the thermal camera system used, is due to its quite low ﬁeld of view. For
lower mounting positions, not only wide angle lenses are necessary, but also a
perspective correction of raw images, which could be neglected in this work.
Acknowledgement. Special thanks go to Felix Wenk and Jan Janssen who supported
us in setting up the A.R.T. DTrack2 tracking system for evaluation.
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Abstract. The aim of this research is to build up a fully automatic preprocessing
algorithm capable of binarize and dewarping digitized documents, embedded in an
application processor-centric Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), in order to
develop an autonomous voice scanner for blind and visually impaired. Providing for
blind the ability of hearing books without further assistance is the main purpose of
this work overall. This is a part of a larger project, called “The Vocalizer Project”,
emerged due to a demand by Brazil’s Ministry of Culture and Education for utiliza‐
tion in schools and public libraries, and is addressed for having more inclusive and
intelligent cities. Furthermore, it is destined for the inclusion of blind and visually
impaired people to the vast bibliographic material existent.
Keywords: OCR · Application Processor-Centric FPGA · Visually impaired ·
Voice scanner for blind people · Social inclusion

1

Introduction

This work is a part of the Vocalizer Project, which was developed due to a demand by
the Ministry of Culture and Education of Brazil for the application in schools and public
libraries, and its goal is to create more inclusive and intelligent cities. It is funded by
Finep – a Brazilian agency which ﬁnances projects on research and innovation.
The project objective is to develop a ﬂatbed scanner that can be manipulated by blind
as well as visually impaired people. The aim of this paper is to develop a pre-process
capable of scanning books [1] and automatically turn its data into a digital and audible
experience afterwards. This technique consists of taking digital pictures of each page of
the book through mechanical process assisted by an automated electronic system [2]. It
is not easy to capture an analog image and turn it into software readable digital data,
hence to the natural distortion caused by the speciﬁcation of the device used to capture
the image [3], the ambient variables such as light exposure [4, 5], the kind and format
of the captured object and its characteristics [6], and the overall deformations that the
software must be able to read [1, 5, 6] and reinterpret in a way that the other further
necessary software should be able to understand it [3, 7].
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
C.K. Chang et al. (Eds.): ICOST 2016, LNCS 9677, pp. 27–34, 2016.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-39601-9_3
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In order for making the software reading easier, it is possible to run gathered digital
data by an algorithm capable of preprocess and dewarping each captured image,
correcting possible nonlinear scanning issues [6, 8], which is the main purpose of this
paper. Afterwards, identifying words in this preprocessed digital image is necessary,
and can be achieved through specialized software such as Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) [2–4, 8], which is capable of reading and decoding patterns to recognize char‐
acters and words within images, then transferring these identiﬁed patterns into a new,
digitally written document [1, 7]. Through this process, another software is necessary
to transform these words into spoken language, known as text-to-speech software, so
the output of this operation provide for blind people the ability of hearing books without
further assistance [1, 3, 7]. It’s known that there are two ways to turn a bound document
into digital data: using a straight-line device such as a ﬂatbed scanner, or nonlinear device
such as a digital camera [9]. The main diﬀerence between these methods consists on the
geometry distortion caused in the captured image [3, 9], resulting in invalidation of OCR
process as a whole, due to lack of information [6]. We investigate in this paper how to
assure proper recognition of gathered data, enhancing picture quality through preprocessing of the images [2, 9].
The algorithm proposed in this paper operates in the preprocessing of the captured
image, and then the output is run through open source OCR, Tesseract [10], in order to
study the possibility of handling better and reliable results to the ﬁnal user [2, 3].

2

Related Works

In book camera capturing there are issues related to non-planar/non-linear scanning,
which results in heavier page curling and warp than linear scan [2, 3]. Many techniques
exist in order to overcome the distortion generated by the camera image, which can be
classiﬁed into two categories: 2D image processing [8] and 3D document shape
discovery [6, 9]. These techniques have in common the objective of restoring each line
of the document as the original form, and in this case, so the OCR can be applied with
lesser error range [6].
From the best of this research, there weren’t found similar works that are the conﬂu‐
ence of OCR techniques and preprocessing in reconﬁgurable hardware with high-level
synthesis, in the sense of blind people usability and beneﬁt. The abrangency of the
presented preprocessing method is tested within OCR results on unprocessed and
preprocessed image on the next pages.
Methods like line-by-line dewarping through a 3D model based on each character
position and orientation [9], is not applicable to this presented method due to superior
hardware, processing and time consumption compared to binarization [8, 9]. 2D Gray‐
scale document segmentation through threshold varying [4, 5, 9] is a way to acquire
depth information from image’s shading, and it’s used in this algorithm so it can identify
the center of the open page and compare horizontal and vertical character information
for further dewarping, gathering a sum of columns. This 2D image dewarping consists
into transforming each character into a rectangular model [6, 8, 9], then identify its
respective line and column, placing them correspondingly.
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The Speciﬁcation

This work was driven by the need to develop low-cost voice scanner for blind people,
to vocalize open books up to A3 size. It has set up a multidisciplinary team so this could
be achieved eﬀectively. The overall system has some important mechanical and elec‐
tronic speciﬁcation, but the most important concerns are about the usability. For blind
people, the usage of this equipment is to be “most natural as possible”, in the sense of
“the reading” experience. In order to do this, the handling must be simple and the
processing must be quick. It was proposed a high conﬁgurable model able to use either
smartphones or specialized platform as well and, hence to this, studies on the warping
phenomena and the computational eﬀort to dewarping the captured image suggested
that a mechanical approach could minimize this eﬀect. It was studied the Android
Tesseract [10] OCR performance and error rate for a 12 Mpx image and around 250dpi.
But in order to parallelize the overall process, it was developed an algorithm for character
position identiﬁcation and line identiﬁcation presented in this paper. For a ﬁrst approach,
much earlier than working on a speciﬁc hardware platform, all routines were developed
on desktop personal computer core i5, 4 GB Ram, using Matlab and HDLcoder [11] in
combination with Vivado [12] as synthesis platform.
To acquire the image, a smartphone Samsung Galaxy SII (with 8Mpx camera) was
used, without any kind of special treatment. The image (no compressed jpg) was down‐
loaded to the PC using a simple USB cable. At this stage there was no real-time require‐
ment. The distance from the camera to the open book was around 15 cm in order to
guarantee the desired 250dpi. Several photographs are taken in non-controlled illumi‐
nation environment.

4

The Algorithm

From the RGB image, a simple average of R, G and B are performed to obtain a gray
scale image. Then, with the gray scale image, a 50 × 50 “one’s” kernel are used in order
to estimate a “illumination mask”, which will be remove from the original gray scale
image, resulting in a more uniform illumination gray scale image. The binarization [5]
is treated as simply thresholding operation [4]. From the binary image, it was identiﬁed

Fig. 1. Cumulative sum of pixel at rows and columns.
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Fig. 2. Some important steps in order to identify islanding regions and chains of regions. (Color
ﬁgure online)

the center of the open book performing the cumulative sum of columns, and comparing
this cumulative sum with a trigger level. Each page is treated separately. In fact, in
addition to columns cumulative sum, the cumulative sum of lines is also performed. This
was done for later version of algorithm can be extracted horizontal and vertical histogram
of each character, as depicted in Fig. 1, and with this, it will be possible to extract unique
features to each letter that allow to identify them.
The Fig. 2 shows some important steps in the detection of lines of text, called here
for convenience: “isolated regions chains”. Figure 2A shows the left page of a book,
which was placed at the base of a structure previously mentioned.
This page contains a curvature profile represented by solid blue lines, which appear here
only for highlighting purposes and in fact there is no exist on printed sheet in question. This
curvature and the position of the camera are responsible for some level of misalignment and
distortion of the characters at the image. It is also possible to observe at the end of the sheet
a kind of graphical illustration, very common in scholar books.
In Fig. 2B are shown the “walking through” on a single column slice called “a” from
“1” to “3” in order to found “isolated region” or potentially, characters. The ﬁgure show
too, that the subsequently columns are at the right, from “1” to “2”. Figure 2C show 5
important columns to be analyzed for the purposes of this example (i.e. from “a” to “f”),
because all of them contains non-empty binarized pixel, that is mean, that can by the
start of an isolated region (a character, a ﬁgure, a table, or a more complex shape).
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Figure 2D it is possible to analyze the ﬁrst column (“b”) in which exist a start of an
isolated region, in this case, the letter “p” of “paragraph”. For every isolated region,
there are some properties saved for pos-processing in order to identify if the region is a
character, or, in order to determine which line in text the character belongs. The prop‐
erties are shown in Fig. 3A. Ci, Cf, Li, Lf (Initial and Final Column, Initial and Final
Line; on BinaryImage), also height (h) and width (w).
The Fig. 3B shows that for two letters are regarded as belonging to the same line in
the text, there must be an area of intersection between their parallel bottom and top lines,
and the distance between them must be less than h/3 pixels.

Fig. 3. A. Properties of single character. B. Rules for determining two consecutive characters on
the same line.

In order to recognize the boundaries of the region, a simple algorithm shown in
Fig. 4 can be run; in fact, this algorithm can be detect all isolated regions in binary image,
putting all, coordinates and sizes of all these “objects” in a collection called isolated
regions chain. The subsequent ﬁgures, from Fig. 2E to H shows the evolution of the
process, from just 3 regions until all region detected.
It’s important to say that atypical isolated region like the “cloud” at the bottom of
the sheet (Fig. 2) are removed, because are too big to be a character. Similarly, small
regions are removed, but before that, an algorithm of uniﬁcation of small regions are
running, to join two or more region belonging the same character, like “j”, “;”, “:”, “i”,
and others. In the column “walking through” process describe through Fig. 2B and
subsequent, the ﬁrst isolated region founded starts a “new line” object that contains
properties like: This Line #, Next Line #, Previous Line #, Char Chain (the text on the
line) and First char distance from Top. For example, in Fig. 2D, we have the ﬁrst line
object with contains the Char Chain: “p”, like depicted in Fig. 5. For every new isolated
region founded at the beginning, a new line object is started, and will be inserted in a
binary tree in coherent manner with its previous and next line, modifying the entire
relationship between lines, as depicted in Fig. 6.
The described approach above combines procedural and object oriented routines, and
because that the hybrid FPGA and centric processor like Zynq from Xilinx was chose.
For the ARM embedded processor the Android Operational System was chosen in
order to run Tesseract OCR inside. For the FPGA side, an entire Matlab m-script, that
implement the complete algorithm describe above, was created in attempt to pass
through the HDLcoder later, but when writing the m-script code, the programmer
chooses techniques aiming the productivity, reuse of previously developed high-level
functions and the fast validation. However, the use of m-scripts jointly with HDLcoder
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(MATLAB 2015) becomes more restrictive because there are several unsupported data
types, non-synthesizable functions and best practice required by HDLcoder. Therefore,
this makes the use of code written not fully compatible and for this work rewrite some
parts of the code is necessary and will by subject on next paper.

Fig. 4. Algorithm for recognize isolated regions in all BinaryImage.

Fig. 5. First “line object” referenced itself as “previous” and “next”, corresponding at status of
Fig. 4D.

Fig. 6. Binary tree of line objects, corresponding at status of Fig. 2F.

Other high level synthesis tool like HLS/SDSoc from Xilinx is based on
C/C++ language but also have some limitations: No dynamic memory (all need to be
static), no system calls (std, ﬁle i/o, etc.), avoid recursive functions and function must
be more atomic as possible; HDLcoder makes stand-alone ip-cores. In other hand SDSoc
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makes improved co-processor ip-cores for the Zynq Accelerator Coherency Port (ACP).
For existing source-code like Tesseract, it becomes necessary to perform proﬁling tests
in order to identify some candidate functions to become synthetizable using SDSoc. This
also will be subject on next paper.

5

Results

For testing purposes, the same image was used with and without the presented prepro‐
cessing technique. Comparison criteria are the average execution time and the perform‐
ance of OCR. For the execution time, the Tesseract was performed using an image
already pre-processed to isolate the time that used to prepare the image. To obtain the
execution time, Tesseract was executed utilizing a preprocessed image, aiming to isolate
time consumption on preparing the image. The execution time was obtained from the
average of ﬁve executions. For the performance of OCR, it was measured the amount
of hits and misses. It was considered an error when Tesseract:
(a) Detected a character wrongly;
(b) Didn’t detect a character;
(c) Detected an inexistent character (soil).
A hit is characterized when Tesseract detects the respective character on image. To
perform the comparison, the Google Diﬀ Match [13] software was used. This serves to
compare texts in character level. Still, all spaces, special characters and line breaks was
removed.
The exact text of the image being used in the tests was obtained by transcribing the
text of the image to a text ﬁle. A person transcribed text and revised it twice and another
person revised the text once again. The results of hits and error obtained using the
DiﬀMatch are shown in Table 1. Other similar image gives similar results.
Table 1. Preliminary Results
Well identiﬁed chars
Wrong or not identiﬁed chars
Non-chars identiﬁed as chars
Execution Time (in seconds)

6

With preprocessing
1602
378
329
18,5662

Without preprocessing
1568
412
451
11,9318

Conclusion

This work is a contribution to Vocalizer Project. It is a tool for blind people, proposing a
preprocessing technique which aims at the acceleration and/or increasing the performance
of OCR algorithm on the Tesseract routines, predicting the increased of parallelism afforded
by the future conversion of m-script Matlab code to VHDL using HDLcoder from Math‐
works. The preliminary results as shown in Table 1 are satisfactory.
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Future work also points to development of an entire self-contained system inde‐
pendent from Tesseract; preliminary tests show that with the simple measurement of
euclidean distance from each character to all database font pattern characters, the algo‐
rithm presents good and very quick results in OCR.
Acknowledgement. We would like to thank FINEP and CNPq for the ﬁnancial support. And a
special acknowledgment to Pináculo company and also the multi-disciplinary team whose worked
through the stages of this project.
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Abstract. Worldwide, in 2014, more than 1.9 billion adults, 18 years and older,
were overweight. Of these, over 600 million were obese. Accurately documenting dietary caloric intake is crucial to manage weight loss, but also presents
challenges because most of the current methods for dietary assessment must rely
on memory to recall foods eaten. The ultimate goal of our research is to develop
computer-aided technical solutions to enhance and improve the accuracy of
current measurements of dietary intake. Our proposed system in this paper aims
to improve the accuracy of dietary assessment by analyzing the food images
captured by mobile devices (e.g., smartphone). The key technique innovation in
this paper is the deep learning-based food image recognition algorithms. Substantial research has demonstrated that digital imaging accurately estimates
dietary intake in many environments and it has many advantages over other
methods. However, how to derive the food information (e.g., food type and
portion size) from food image effectively and efﬁciently remains a challenging
and open research problem. We propose a new Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN)-based food image recognition algorithm to address this problem. We
applied our proposed approach to two real-world food image data sets
(UEC-256 and Food-101) and achieved impressive results. To the best of our
knowledge, these results outperformed all other reported work using these two
data sets. Our experiments have demonstrated that the proposed approach is a
promising solution for addressing the food image recognition problem. Our
future work includes further improving the performance of the algorithms and
integrating our system into a real-world mobile and cloud computing-based
system to enhance the accuracy of current measurements of dietary intake.
Keywords: Deep learning
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1 Introduction
Accurate estimation of dietary caloric intake is important for assessing the effectiveness
of weight loss interventions. Current methods for dietary assessment rely on self-report
and manually recorded instruments (e.g., 24 h dietary recall [1] and food frequency
questionnaires [2]). Though the 24 h dietary recall is the gold standard for reporting,
this method still experiences bias as the participant is required to estimate their dietary
intake (short and long term). Assessment of dietary intake by the participant can result
in underreporting and underestimating of food intake [3, 4]. In order to reduce participant bias and increase the accuracy of self-report, enhancements are needed to
supplement the current dietary recalls. One of the potential solutions is a mobile cloud
computing system, which is to employ mobile computing devices (e.g., smartphone) to
capture the dietary information in natural living environments and to employ the
computing capacity in the cloud to analyze the dietary information automatically for
objective dietary assessment [5–15]. Among the large selection of mobile cloud
computing software for health, many have proposed to improve dietary estimates
[13–15]. While these apps have features to track food intake, exercise, and save data in
the cloud, the user has to manually enter all their information. To overcome these
barriers, some research and development efforts have been made over the last few years
for visual-based dietary information analysis [5–12]. While progresses have been
made, how to derive the food information (e.g., food type) from food image effectively
and efﬁciently remains a challenging and open research problem.
In this paper, we propose new deep learning-based [16] food image recognition
algorithm to address this challenge. The proposed approach is based on Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) with a few major optimizations. The experimental results of
applying the proposed approach to two real-world datasets have demonstrated the
effectiveness of our solution.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related work in
computer-aided dietary assessment and visual-based food recognition. Section 3 presents the proposed deep learning-based approach for food image recognition. Section 4
describes the implementation details and the evaluation results of our proposed algorithms. We make concluding remarks in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work
The ﬁrst related research area is technology solutions for enhancing the accuracy of
dietary measurement. As we have introduced before, the ubiquitous nature of mobile
cloud computing invites an unprecedented opportunity to discover early predictors and
novel biomarkers to support and enable smart care decision making in connection with
health scenarios, including that of dietary assessment. There are thousands of mobile
cloud health software (e.g., mobile health Apps available for iPhone, iPad, and Android)
and many mobile health hardware options (e.g., activity tracker, wireless heart rate
monitors). Among this huge selection, many have proposed to improve dietary estimates
[13–15]. While these Apps have features to track food intake, exercise, and save data in
the cloud, the user still has to manually enter everything they ate. Several apps have an
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improved level of automation. For example, Meal Snap [17] estimates the calorie
content by asking the user to take a picture, dial in data such as whether you are eating
breakfast or lunch, and add a quick text label. However, the accuracy of calorie estimation is unstable and is heavily dependent upon the accuracy of manually entered text
input from users. Another App named “Eatly” [18] simply rates the food into one of the
three categories (“very healthy”, “it’s O.K.”, and “unhealthy”) using the food image
taken by the user. However, the rating is actually manually performed by the app’s
community of users, instead of by automated computer algorithms.
The second related research area is visual-based dietary information analysis [5–
12]. Yang et al. [6] proposed a method to recognize fast food using the relative spatial
relationships of local features of the ingredients followed by a feature fusion method.
This method only works for a small number of food categories (61 foods) and is
difﬁcult to extend to composite or homemade food. Matsuda et al. [7] proposed an
approach for multiple food recognition using a manifold ranking-based approach and
co-occurrence statistics between food items, which were combined to address the
multiple food recognition issue. However, this type of solution is computationally
intensive and may not be practical for deployment within the mobile cloud-computing
platform. A sequence of papers [8–10] from Purdue University TADA project [11]
covered food item identiﬁcation, food volume estimation, as well as other aspects of
dietary assessment, such as mobile interface design and food image database development. The majority of their techniques for food recognition are based on traditional
signal processing techniques with hand-engineered features. Recently, due to the
occurrence of large annotated dataset like ImageNet [19], Microsoft COCO [20], and
the development of powerful machine equipped with GPU, it is plausible to train large
and complex CNN models for accurate recognition, which surpassed most of the
methods adopted using hand-crafted features [21]. In this paper, we employ
machine-learned features with deep learning based method, rather than the hand
engineered features, to achieve a much higher accuracy.

3 Proposed Approach
In this paper, we propose a new deep learning-based approach to address the food
image recognition problem. Speciﬁcally, we propose Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN)-based algorithms with a few major optimizations, such as an optimized model
and an optimized convolution technique. In the following sub-sections, we will ﬁrst
introduce the background and motivations of the proposed approach, follows with the
detailed introduction of the proposed approach.

3.1

Deep Learning, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), and Their
Applications to Visual-Based Food Image Recognition

Deep learning [16, 22], aims to learn multiple levels of representation and abstraction
that help infer knowledge from data such as images, videos, audio, and text, is making
astonishing gains in computer vision, speech recognition, multimedia analysis, and drug
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designing [23]. Briefly speaking, there are two main classes of deep learning techniques:
purely supervised learning algorithms (e.g., Deep Convolutional Network [21]), unsupervised and semi-supervised learning algorithms (e.g., Denoising Autoencoders [24],
Restricted Boltzmann Machines, and Deep Boltzmann Machines [25]). Our proposed
approach belongs to the ﬁrst category (supervised learning algorithms). With the help of
large-scale and well-annotated dataset like ImageNet [19], it’s now feasible to perform
large scale supervised learning using Convolutional Neural Network(CNN). The issue
of convergence has been addressed by Hinton’s work in 2006 [22]. Subsequent theoretical proof and experimental results both shows that large scale pre-trained models in
large domain, with speciﬁc small scale unlabeled data in another domain, will give
excellent result in image recognition and object detection [26]. To address the issue of
limited abilities of feature representation, many researchers have proposed more complex CNN network structure, like VGG [27], ZFNet [28], GoogLeNet [29] and so on.
On the other hand, ReLU [30] is also proposed to make it converge faster and also gains
a better accuracy. Most of current researchers have put efforts in making the network
deeper and avoid saturation problem [21, 27].
Inspired by the advances of deep learning technique, some researchers have applied
deep learning for visual-based food image recognition. In a paper by Kawano et al.
[31], the researchers developed an Android application to collect and label food image.
They also created a food image database named “UEC-256 food image data set”. With
this data set, they ﬁrst conducted some experiments using SIFT features and SVM, and
shows much better result comparing with PFID [32]. Then, they used AlexNet [21] to
the same data sets and showed much better result than SIFT-SVM-based method [33].

3.2

Proposed CNN-Based Approach for Visual-Based Food Image
Recognition

Our proposed approach was directly inspired by and rooted from LeNet-5 [34],
AlexNet [21], and GoogleNet [29]. The original idea of CNN was inspired by the
neuroscience model of primate visual cortex [35]. The key insights from paper [35] is
how to make the machine learning with multiple level neurons like human mind. In
human brain, it’s known that different neurons control different perception functionality, how to make the computer recognize and think in human-like way has long been
a topic for many artiﬁcial intelligence experts. In [34] the article by LeCun et al., they
proposed the initial structure of LeNet-5, which is considered to the ﬁrst successful trial
in deep learning. In their paper, a 7-layer network structure is proposed to represent
human-written digital characters and used for digits recognition. The input of the
network is 32 × 32 grey-scale image, after several layers of convolution and
sub-sampling, a feature map is generated and feed into the two fully-connected layers.
After the fully-connected layer’s computation, a 10-class output is generated, representing the digital 0 to 9.
This network shows the basic components of convolutional neural networks
(CNN). It’s consisted of three convolutional layers marked as C1, C3 and C5,
sub-sampling layers marked as S2, S4 and fully connected layers as F6 and output
layer. For convolutional layer, a receptive ﬁeld (we call it ﬁxed-size patch or kernel) is
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chosen to compute convolution with the same size patch in the input. A stride is set to
make sure every pixel in the original image or feature map is covered and generates the
corresponding output in the output feature map. After the operation of convolution, a
sub-sampling is done within the feature map to reduce the dimension and avoid repeat
computation. Finally, fully connected layers are used to concatenate the
multi-dimension feature maps and to map the feature into ﬁx-size category as a classiﬁer. All these layers have trainable parameters (weights) adjusted when it’s training
using character sample images. According to some of the latest research, researchers
are putting more efforts in strengthening the capabilities of the representing image
features using more complex model. In the article [21], a 7-layer model called AlexNet,
consisting 5 convolutional layers and 2 fully-connected layers is used with large scale
labeled image dataset ImageNet. Since then, more and more work is done to increase
the number of layers and layer size, while using Dropout, ReLU to address the problem
of overﬁtting and saturating. In the following years, ZFNet, VGG, GoogLeNet are
developed using more complex neurons, computation units and layer structures.
Similar to GoogleNet, we employed an Inception module to increase the representation power of neural network. This work is motivated by the Network-in-Network
approach proposed by Lin et al. [36]. In this module, additional 1×1 convolutional
layers are added to the network, increasing the depth of overall network structure. On
the other hand, this additional module can reduce the dimension of feature map, thus
removing the computation bottlenecks. Normally, an Inception module takes the feature map as the input, followed with several convolutional layers varying from 1×1
convolutions, to 3×3 and 5×5 convolutions, and max-pooling layers like 3×3 pooling.
Each layer generates different output and then these ﬁlters are concatenated into one
feature map as the output. The outputs of the Inception module are used for next layer’s
convolution or pooling.
Based on the aforementioned inception modules, an optimized convolution is used
to conduct dimension reduction and depth increasing. The input is not fed directly into
the 3×3 and 5×5 convolutional layer. Instead, an additional 1×1 convolutional layer is
added to reduce the input dimension. Furthermore, after the 3×3 max-pooling layer, the
output is fed into an additional 1×1 convolutional layer. This way the Inception
module is adjusted with more depth and
less dimension. Similar to GooglNet,
experiment shows that this network
enhances the capturing of more visual
information under constrained computational complexity. The improved inception module is illustrated in Fig. 1. The
dotted rectangle shows the added 1×1
convolution layer. In this Figure, we used
dotted convolutional layer called convLayer to represent the layers that we
added in the Inception module. Unlike the
previous network structure that doesn’t
Fig. 1. Inception Module
contain the dotted layer, which is only
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three layers: previous layer, conv/max-pool layer and concateLayer, after adding these
convLayers, we have four layers: previous layer, conv/max-pool layer, conv layer and
concateLayer. In this way, a feature map contains much more information than before.
After the Inception module is formed, we use multiple modules to form the
GoogLeNet, as shown in Fig. 2, the two modules are connected via an additional max
pooling layer, each module takes the input of another module, after concatenation and
pooling, the output is feed into another
Inception module as the input. In this way,
the network forms a hierarchical level step
by step. In [37], Kaiming et al. gives the
general guidance for modifying models
considering the influence of different depth,
number of ﬁlters and ﬁlter size. In our
experiment, we inherit the 22-layer network
structure in GoogLeNet, run the experiment
multiple times using different kernel size and
stride. In our experiment, an input size of
224 × 224 taking RGB channels, with
“1×1”, “3×3” and “5×5” convolutions,
yield the best result. Other parameters are
the same as the proposed GoogLeNet,
Sect. 4 gives the detailed parameters when
training on different data.
The network has 22 layers in depth, if
Fig. 2. Module connection
only counting the layers with parameters.
The average pooling layer is 5×5 ﬁlter size,
and 1×1 convolutional layer is equipped
with 128 ﬁlters and rectiﬁed linear activation (ReLU). In addition, the fully-connected
layers are bound to 1024-dimension for feature mapping, and it’s mapped into 1000class output using ImageNet data set. A 70 % dropout rate is used to reduce over
ﬁtting, and the ﬁnal classiﬁer uses Softmax loss. Given different datasets, the output
class number may vary according to the actual categories.
Due to the efﬁcacy and popularity among open source community, we implement
the proposed approach using Caffe [38]. In our experiment, we choose Ubuntu 14.04 as
our host system. Four NVidia Tesla K40 GPUs were used to boost the training process.
According to the model zoo, we used the pre-trained GoogLeNet model on ImageNet
dataset with 1000 class, then ﬁne-tuned on our own dataset UEC-256 and Food-101
with 256 classes or 101 classes. The model deﬁnition is adjusted in prototxt ﬁle in
Caffe.

4 Experimental Results
In our experiments, we used two publicly available and challenging data sets, which
were UEC-100/UEC-256 [31] and Food-101 [39]. As shown in the sub-sections below,
the results of our proposed approach outperformed the all the existing techniques.
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Experimental Results on UEC-256

The ﬁrst datasets we used is called UEC dataset [31], which includes two sub-data sets:
UEC-100 and UEC-256 [31]. This dataset was developed by DeepFoodCam project
[33]. This dataset includes a large volume of food categories with textual annotation.
We note that most of the foods in the dataset are Asian foods (i.e., Japanese foods). For
UEC-100, there are 100 categories with a total of 8643 images, each category has
roughly 90 images. For UEC-256, there are 256 categories with a total of 28375
images; each category has roughly 110 images. All of these images are correctly label
with food category and bounding-box coordinates indicating the positions of the label
food partition. In our experiment, because of the requirement of large-scale training
data, we chose UEC-256 as the baseline dataset. All these images are divided into 5
folds, and 3 folds were used for training while the remaining 2 folds were used for
testing.
In our experiment, we ﬁrst used the pre-trained model with 1000-class category
from ImageNet dataset. This model is publicly available in model zoo from Caffe’s
community. The pre-trained model was trained using 1.2 million images for training
and 100,000 images for testing. Based on the pre-trained model, we further ﬁne-tune
the model using the UEC-256 dataset whose output category number is 256. The model
was ﬁne-tuned (ft) with a base-learning rate at 0.01, a momentum of 0.9 and 100,000
iterations. The results are shown below in Table 1.
Table 1. Comparison of accuracy on UEC-256 at different iterations using UEC-256)
# of Iterations
4,000
16,000
32,000
48,000
64,000
72,000
80,000
92,000
100,000

Top-1 accuracy
45.0 %
50.4 %
51.2 %
53.1 %
52.5 %
54.7 %
53.6 %
54.0 %
53.7 %

Top-5 accuracy
76.9 %
78.7 %
79.3 %
80.3 %
80.3 %
81.5 %
80.1 %
81.0 %
80.7 %

We also compared our result with the original results from the DeepFoodCam
papers [31, 33]. To make a fair comparison, we used the same dataset as original
papers, which is UEC-100, as well as the same strategy of dividing image dataset, the
result is shown in the Table 2. From this table, we can tell that our proposed method
outperformed all existing methods using the same dataset:

4.2

Experimental Results on Food-101

The second data set we used is Food-101 by Lukas et al. [39]. This dataset consists of
101 categories and each category has around 1000 images. Among the 1,000 images,
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Table 2. Comparison of accuracy between our proposed approach and existing approaches
using the same data set (UEC-100)
Method
SURF-BoF + ColorHistogram
HOG Patch-FV + Color Patch-FV
HOG Patch-FV + Color Patch-FV(flip)
MKL
Extended HOG Patch-FV + Color Patch-FV(flip)
DeepFoodCam(ft) [33]
Proposed Approach in this Paper

top-1
42.0 %
49.7 %
51.9 %
51.6 %
59.6 %
72.26 %
76.3 %

top-5
68.3 %
77.6 %
79.2 %
76.8 %
82.9 %
92.00 %
94.6 %

around 75 % of them were used for training and the rest 25 % were used for testing.
There are 101,000 images in total in this dataset. However, since all these data were
collected by food sharing websites, images do not contain any bounding box information indicating the food location. Each image only contains the label information
indicating the food type. Most of the images are popular western food images.
The implementation of our algorithm for this dataset is similar to the one used in
Sect. 4.1. We did adjust the parameters to ﬁt for 101 food categories, and then used a
base learning rate of 0.01, a momentum of 0.9 and (up to) 300,000 iterations. Based on
the 1000-class pre-trained model on ImageNet dataset, we ﬁne-tuned the model on
Food-101 dataset, the accuracy is shown as the following table, and we have achieved a
77.4 % top-1 accuracy and 93.7 % top-5 accuracy (Table 3).
Table 3. Comparison of accuracy on Food-101 at different iterations
# of Iterations
10,000
30,000
50,000
70,000
90,000
160,000
180,000
200,000
250,000
300,000

Top-1 accuracy
70.2 %
74.7 %
75.1 %
74.0 %
76.3 %
76.6 %
77.2 %
76.9 %
77.4 %
76.4 %

Top-5 accuracy
91.0 %
93.0 %
93.0 %
92.1 %
93.4 %
93.4 %
93.3 %
93.4 %
93.7 %
93.0 %

We also compared our experiment with the state of the art techniques using the
Food-101 datasets for evaluation. As shown in Table 4, our proposed method is better
than all existing work using the same dataset and division.
From the above table, we can see that pre-trained model with domain speciﬁc
ﬁne-tuning can boost the classiﬁcation accuracy signiﬁcantly. And ﬁne-tuning strategy
improves the accuracy comparing with non-ﬁne-tuning method. In this table, we use
“ft” to represent the method using ﬁne-tuning, otherwise “no ft” means that we don’t
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Table 4. Comparison of accuracy using different method on Food-101
Method
CNN-based Approach from Lukas et al. [39]
RFDC-based Approach from Lukas et al. [39]
Proposed Approach in this Paper

top-1
56.40 %
50.76 %
77.4 %

top-5
NA
NA
93.7 %

use ﬁne-tuning and directly train the CNN model using designed architecture. The
“NA” value in the “top-5” column means “not available”, as we used the original
experiment data from their paper [39], and they don’t provide the top-5 result in it.

4.3

The Employment of Bounding Box

In the above experiment, we have shown that our proposed approach outperformed all
existing approach. One further improvement is to add a pre-processing step with
bounding box before ﬁne-tuning. Speciﬁcally, based on the original image dataset, we
ﬁrst used the bounding box to crop the raw image. After this processing, only the food
image part is remained for training and testing. We then conducted similar experiment
on UEC dataset as shown Sects. 4.1 and 4.2 (Table 5).
Table 5. Comparison of accuracy of proposed approach using bounding box on UEC-256
Method
Top-1 Accuracy Top-5 Accuracy
Proposed Approach without Bounding Box 54.7 %
81.5 %
Proposed Approach with Bounding Box
63.8 %
87.2 %

We also conducted the experiment on UEC-100, as follows:
Table 6. Comparison of accuracy of proposed approach using bounding box on UEC-100
Method
Top-1 Accuracy Top-5 Accuracy
Proposed Approach without Bounding Box 57.0 %
83.4 %
Proposed Approach with Bounding Box
77.2 %
94.8 %

Food-101 was not used as it does not contain bounding box information and we
cannot preprocess the image. Our experiment in these two subsets on UEC dataset
shows that using bounding box information will signiﬁcantly boost the classiﬁcation
accuracy. One intuitive explanation for this result is that the cropped image using
bounding-box eliminates the abundant information in the raw image and forms a more
accurate and clear image candidate for training, which yields a more accurate model for
classiﬁcation during the testing (Table 6).
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4.4

Running Time

Training a large model requires a large amount of time. On a K40 machine, it takes 2 to
3 s per image for forward-backward pass using GoogLeNet. Since large dataset like
ImageNet, Microsoft COCO contains so many images, it’s a bit waste of time to train
the model from scratch. One practical strategy is to use the pre-trained model in model
zoo, which is public for all researchers. In our real experiment, the training time is
influenced by how powerful the machine or GPU is, how large the image candidate is,
how many iterations we choose, and what value we choose for learning rate etc.
According to the rough estimation, if we use the pre-trained GoogLeNet model, then
ﬁne-tune on the UEC-100, UEC-256, Food-101 dataset, it roughly takes 2 to 3 days
nonstop for a server equipped with Nvidia K40 GPU to train the model. After we have
trained the model, we directly apply the model for classifying the image. It takes less
than 1 min to test one image.

5 Conclusion
Obesity is a disorder involving excessive body fat that increases the risk of type 2
diabetes and cardiovascular diseases. In 2014, about 13 % of the world’s adult population (11 % of men and 15 % of women) were obese. Accurate estimation of dietary
intake is important for assessing the effectiveness of weight loss interventions. In order
to reduce bias and improve the accuracy of self-report, we proposed new algorithms to
analyze the food images captured by mobile devices (e.g., smartphone). The key
technique innovation in this paper is the deep learning-based food image recognition
algorithms. Our proposed algorithms are based on Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN). Our experimental results on two challenging data sets using our proposed
approach exceed the results from all existing approaches. In the future, we plan to
improve performance of the algorithms and integrate our system into a real-word
mobile devices and cloud computing-based system to enhance the accuracy of current
measurements of dietary caloric intake.
Acknowledgments. This project is supported in partial by National Science Foundation of the
United States (Award No. 1547428, 1541434, 1440737, and 1229213). Points of view or
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Abstract. Emotion Recognition is challenging for understanding people
and enhance human computer interaction experiences. In this paper, we
explore deep belief networks (DBN) to classify six emotion status: anger,
fear, joy, neutral status, sadness and surprise using diﬀerent features
fusion. Several kinds of speech features such as Mel frequency cepstrum
coeﬃcient (MFCC), pitch, formant, et al., were extracted and combined
in diﬀerent ways to reﬂect the relationship between feature combinations
and emotion recognition performance. We adjusted diﬀerent parameters
in DBN to achieve the best performance when solving diﬀerent emotions. Both gender dependent and gender independent experiments were
conducted on the Chinese Academy of Sciences emotional speech database. The highest accuracy was 94.6 %, which was achieved using multifeature fusion. The experiment results show that DBN based approach
has good potential for practical usage of emotion recognition, and suitable multi-feature fusion will improve the performance of speech emotion
recognition.

1

Introduction

Emotion status is an outward manifestation of people’s inner thoughts, which
plays an important role in rational actions of human beings. There is a desirable
requirement for intelligent human-machine interfaces for better human-machine
communication and decision making [4]. However, there are still many problems
existing in the process, such as limited range of application, low recognition
rate, etc.
It is generally believed that emotion is quite a complex reaction that even
human cannot distinguish perfectly. It is also a useful data for human-computer
interaction. Therefore, ﬁnding an eﬀective way to recognize hidden emotion eﬃciently and accurately is really meaningful work. This has introduced a relatively
new research ﬁeld named emotion recognition, which is deﬁned as detecting the
emotion status of a person. Four decades ago, Williams and Stevens [16] presented an early attempt to analyze vocal emotion, which takes the ﬁrst step on
emotion recognition. Since two decades ago when Picard put forward aﬀective
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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computing [12], emotion recognition became a hot topic and great eﬀorts has
been made in this ﬁeld. Researchers have tried to predict high-level aﬀective content from low-level human-centred signal cues by using every possible features
extracted from the whole body such as speech, facial expression, heart rate, etc.
Emotion recognition is particularly useful for applications which require a
natural man-machine interaction where the response to a user depends on the
detected emotion. For example, if computers are able to give real-time response
depend on users’ aﬀect, it will be more life-like than conventional systems which
operate according to rigid rules. In addition, if some important posts such as
car, aircraft and workshop where the mental status of the workers may aﬀect the
working status seriously can be monitored and get the information of tiredness or
stressfulness out in advance, it’s possible to guarantee workers’ safety and avoid
the accident [5]. What’s more, it will be helpful for doctors to make the right
diagnosis and it can also be employed as a diagnostic tool for therapists [13].
However, emotion recognition is a complex task that is furthermore complicated because there is no unambiguous answer to what the correct emotion is
for a given sample [15]. Emotion recognition is still a challenging task because
of the following reasons. First, it is diﬃcult to decide which feature should be
chosen for the recognition system. For speech emotion recognition, the acoustic
variability introduced by the existence of diﬀerent sentences, speakers, speaking styles, and speaking rates adds another obstacle because these properties
directly aﬀect most of the common extracted speech features such as pitch, and
energy contours [2]. Moreover, there may be more than one perceived emotion
in one sample and it is diﬃcult to determine the boundaries between diﬀerent
portions.
In this paper, we apply DBN to conduct speech emotion recognition. In
addition, we compare and analyze diﬀerent feature combinations. In fact, our
work is more challenging than those who use Berlin emotion database or USCIEMOCAP database because we use Chinese emotion database. The Chinese
language’s prosodic features are complex, which makes Chinese vocal emotion
recognition more diﬃcult. Thus, we try to extract more feature from speech
samples and combine them in a suitable way to solve this problem.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section two describes some
features that used widely in speech emotion analyzation. Section three introduces
the classiﬁer we use. Section four is the evaluation of our methods. Conclusion
and future work end the paper.

2

Background Knowledge of Speech Emotion
Feature Extraction

It is known that any emotion from the speaker is represented by a large number
of parameters which are contained in the speech signals and the changes in these
parameters will result in corresponding change in emotions. Thus, an important
step in the design of speech emotion recognition system is extracting suitable
features that eﬃciently characterize diﬀerent emotions. Many researches have
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shown that eﬀective parameters to distinguish a particular emotion status with
high eﬃciency are spectral features such as Mel frequency cepstrum coeﬃcient
(MFCC), linear prediction cepstrum coeﬃcient (LPCC) and prosodic features
such as pitch frequency, formant, short-term energy, short-term zero-crossing
rate, and so on [14]. Each speech signal is divided into small intervals of 20 ms
to 30 ms, which are known as frames [14], and features are extracted from every
frame respectively. All the extracted features have its own unique signiﬁcances
to the speech emotion recognition and they are described as follows:
1. Pitch frequency. Generally, pitch frequency is related with the length, thickness, toughness of one’s vocal cords and reﬂect personal characteristics to a
large degree. As one of the most important parameter of describing excitation
source in speech signal processing ﬁled, pitch frequency is used widely to solve
speaker identiﬁcation problem, especially for Chinese. Because Chinese has
intonation, which is very helpful to Chinese semantic comprehension, accurate
pitch detection plays outstanding role in Chinese speech emotion recognition.
2. Short-term energy. Short-term energy can be used to distinguish voice and
noise because voice has more energy than noise. If the environment noise and
the input noise is low enough, voice and noise can be separated easily by
computing short-term energy of the input speech signal. Besides, short-term
energy based algorithm performs well when detecting voiced sound because
the energy of voiced sound is much more than voiceless sound. But it’s hard
to get a good performance for voiceless sound perception.
3. Short-term zero-crossing rate. Short-term zero-crossing rate indicates the
times of speech signal wave crossing horizontal axis in each frame. It can
be used to distinguish voiced sound and voiceless sound because the high
band of speech signal has a high zero-crossing rate since low band has a low
zero-crossing rate. In addition, short-term zero-crossing rate and short-term
energy are complementary approximately because high short-term energy corresponds low short-term zero-crossing rate while low short-term energy corresponds high short-term zero-crossing rate.
4. Formant. Formant is an important parameter for reﬂecting vocal track information, which carries speech identity attribute like an ID card. The position
of formant varies with diﬀerent emotion because the pronunciation with different emotion can make vocal track change accordingly.
5. MFCC. MFCC is extracted based on the human ears’ hearing characteristics,
which is the most common kind of characteristic parameter of speech emotion recognition. Work on human auditory systems show that the response of
human ears to diﬀerent frequency is nonlinear but logarithmic. Human auditory system is good enough that it can not only extract semantic information
but also emotion information. MFCC is extracted by imitating human auditory system, which is helpful for improving accuracy. The process of extracting
MFCC is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The process of extracting MFCC

3

Deep Belief Networks

Deep learning has been used widely in multi-classiﬁcation problems and it performs well. The characteristic of self-learning reduces the heavy work of feature
selection, which makes classiﬁcation more eﬀective. Supposing that there is a
bipartite graph, in which one layer is visible layer and the other layer is hidden layer. The nodes in the same layer are unconnected and all the nodes in
the bipartite structure are random binary variables. Meanwhile, the probability distribution is Boltzmann distribution. This structure is known as Restricted
Boltzmann Machine (RBM). Deep belief networks (DBN) is constituted by many
RBM. Comparing with conventional neural networks with discrimination model,
DBN is a probability generation model, which is a joint distribution of observation and labels [6]. That is to say, the probability generation model estimates
P(Observation|Label) and P(Label|Observation) since the discrimination model
only estimates P(Label|Observation). There may exist some problems when
using DBN. For example, a labeled dataset is needed for training, the speed
of learning process is slow and the learning results may converge to local optimal solution because of unsuitable parameter.
A typical DBN model is shown in Fig. 2. The networks contain only one
visible layer and one hidden layer. All the layer connects with each other but
nodes in the same layer is unconnected. The hidden layer is trained to catch the
correlation between high level data expressed by the visible layer. The connection
of DBN is determined by top-down weights generation and RBMs constitute the
whole structure like building blocks. Comparing with sigmoid belief networks,
DBN performs well in weights connection learning.
Ignoring the complex work on feature representation and selection, DBN can
eﬀectively generate discriminative features that approximate the complex nonlinear dependencies between features in the original set. So it has been widely
applied to speech processing as well as emotion recognition tasks [11]. In our
work, we present a DBN model to investigate audio feature learning in emotion
domain, which is a three-layer model. The audio features from the input layer
are learned in the hidden layer. The learned features from the hidden layer are
used as the input to the output layer. Finally, a binary list which represents the
emotion category of the speech sample is obtained.
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Fig. 2. A simple structure of DBN

4

Evaluation

4.1

Database

The database we use in the experiments is Chinese Academy of Sciences emotional speech database1 , which is provided by the Chinese Academy of Sciences
Institute of Automation State Key Laboratory of Pattern Recognition Research
Group. The corpus is recorded by four processional announcers, including two
males and two females. The total 1200 sentences contains 6 kinds of emotion
status: anger, fear, joy, sadness, surprise and neural status, and each emotion
status has 50 recording scripts. Pitch frequency, short-term energy, short-term
zero-crossing rate, formant and MFCC are extracted from speech segments and
the corresponding statistic characteristics such as minimum, maximum, mean,
variance and standard deviation are calculated at the same time. Finally, a feature dataset with 74 dimension is obtained.
4.2

Experiments with DBN

Allowing for the diﬀerence between male and female, whose vocal characteristics
are so disparate that will inﬂuence speech analyzation greatly, we divide the
dataset into two groups, the male group and the female group. Each group contains 500 training samples and 100 testing samples. And MFCC is the most
widely used feature for speech emotion recognition because it can simulate
human auditory system in a large degree. So the ﬁrst group of experiment used
MFCC to train with DBN. After loading one group of dataset with labels added
by ourselves, We adjusted the parameters of DBN to get a good model. Then we
evaluated the trained model with the rest of speech samples. During the training
process, we found that this four parameters of numpochs, bachsize, momentum
1

http://www.datatang.com/data/39277.
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and alpha mainly aﬀect the results. The challenge is ﬁnding suitable parameters to achieve the best results. One group of parameters may be suitable for
detecting male emotion but unsuitable for detecting female emotion because of
the diﬀerence between male and female voice. So it’s important to ﬁnd the rule
of parameter adjustment by a lot of experiments. The ﬁnal true positive of using
MFCC are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Results only using MFCC features with DBN
Emotion

Anger Fear Joy Neutral Sadness Surprise Average

Male (%)

86

88

94

88

90

94

90

Female (%) 98

82

94

98

88

82

90.3

As other features also play the important role of reﬂecting speech emotion,
three group of experiments were conducted. We choose the most representative
feature combinations in the experiments. Table 2 shows the true positive using
MFCC and pitch. Table 3 shows the true positive using MFCC and formant.
And Table 4 are the true positive using all features we extracted
Table 2. Results using MFCC and pitch features with DBN
Emotion

Anger Fear Joy Neutral Sadness Surprise Average

Male (%)

92

90

94

88

94

92

91.6

Female (%) 94

90

90

90

92

90

91

Table 3. Results using MFCC and formant features with DBN
Emotion

Anger Fear Joy Neutral Sadness Surprise Average

Male (%)

92

88

94

94

94

94

92.6

Female (%) 94

92

94

90

94

90

92.3

Though the results of each group are very similar, we can ﬁnd some characteristics of diﬀerent feature combinations. For example, when using MFCC
and pitch, neutral status has the lowest accuracy. But when using MFCC and
formant, fear performs badly. What’s more, the fusion of all features interaction
decreases the contingency of single feature, leads to similar results of male group
and female group and at the same time, achieves a higher accuracy. It’s necessary to note that the fusion features are not simple series of diﬀerent features
and they need adjusted weights for every feature. The weights of one feature
can be adjusted according to its contribution to reﬂect emotion or the dimension of it. For example, the dimension of MFCC is higher than pitch, so we give
pitch a larger weight than MFCC. All the adjustments should be changed by
the practical applications.
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Table 4. Results using all features with DBN

4.3

Emotion

Anger Fear Joy Neutral Sadness Surprise Average

Male (%)

92

94

90

98

98

96

94.6

Female (%) 94

96

96

96

90

96

94.6

Experiments with SVM

Additionally, we conducted the experiment using SVM as a comparison of DBN.
Three kinds of SVM multi-classiﬁcation methods, one versus one, one versus
rest and minimum output coding (MOC) are evaluated. Meanwhile, the conventional dichotomous method is implemented. The true positive of male emotion
recognition are shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Results of male emotion recognition with SVM
Emotion

Anger Fear

Joy Neutral Sadness Surprise

OneVsAll (%)

36

92

18

94

80

26

MOC (%)

86

100

84

94

98

98

OneVsOne (%) 74

98

10

100

94

18

Dichotomy (%) 84

96

74

98

74

96

As we can see from Table 5, when using one versus one method to deal with
male dataset, fear, neutral status and sadness have a higher accuracy of 92 %,
94 % and 80 % respectively. Similarly, these three emotions have a higher accuracy when using one versus one method. Since all the emotions have the highest
accuracy when using MOC method. We can see obviously that the three methods
perform better than conventional dichotomous method.
The true positive of female emotion recognition are shown in Table 6.
Table 6. Results of female emotion recognition with SVM
Emotion

Anger Fear

OneVsAll (%)

94

96

Joy
66

MOC (%)

Neutral Sadness Surprise
86

100

84

96

100

100

86

98

98

OneVsOne (%) 98

98

86

96

100

94

Dichotomy(%)

72

98

86

100

98

90

From Table 6 we can see that when using one versus rest method, only joy
has a low recognition of 66 % since the rest ﬁve emotions have a high accuracy.
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And one versus one method can get a good result for all the emotions. MOC
method performs better than other methods, which is same with the result
of male emotion recognition. We can also see that conventional dichotomous
method can’t get a good result.
As shown in the experiments above, the highest accuracy of DBN is 94.6 %,
which is higher than SVM method of 84.54 %. That is to say, when applying
DBN, the performance of speech emotion recognition is better than SVM, which
satisﬁes the expected result.
4.4

Related Work

Prashant Aher et al. [1] put forward a noise robust speech emotion recognition system. They ﬁnd that MFCC is good in clean environment but degrades
when there exists data mismatch between training and testing phase. Features
extracted from input speech samples are fed into SVM with RBF kernel function and get an accuracy of 89 % on Berlin emotion database. We also extracted
MFCC as the main feature but we fused other speech features to achieve a better
performance.
In [7], the authors generated feature representations from both acoustic and
lexical levels. They extracted both low-level acoustic features and lexical features.
And they also used the traditional Bag-of Words (BOF) features. Their work
was evaluated on USC-IEMOCAP database and achieved an accuracy of 69.2 %.
The experimental results showed that late fusion of both acoustic and lexical
features were suitable for speech emotion recognition task. Though they used
both acoustic and lexical feature, they didn’t use deep learning method.
In [17], the authors proposed modulation spectral features for the automatic recognition of human aﬀective information from speech. The features were
obtained using an auditory ﬁlter bank and a modulation ﬁlter bank for speech
analysis. They evaluated their system on Berlin emotion database and Vera am
Mittag database with SVM and achieved an overall recognition rate of 91.6 %,
which was a good performance.
Yelin Kim et al. [9] focused on deep learning techniques which can overcome
the limitations of complicated feature selection by explicitly capturing complex
non-linear feature interactions in multi-modal data. They proposed and evaluated a suite of deep belief networks models and demonstrate that these models
show improvement in emotion classiﬁcation performance. An accuracy of 62.42 %
has been achieved on the Interactive Emotional Dyadic Motion Capture Database. We also used deep learning method but we applied some artiﬁcial assistance
of selecting suitable feature fusion, which leaded to a better performance.
In [3], the authors removed the gaussian white noise with the adaptive ﬁlter.
Then the Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coeﬃcients (MFCC) based on Empirical
Mode Decomposition (EMD) was extracted and with its diﬀerence parameter to
improve. At last they presented an eﬀective method for speech emotion recognition based on Fuzzy Least Squares Support Vector Machines (FLSSVM) so as
to realize the speech recognition of four main emotions. The experiment results
showed that this method has the better anti-noise eﬀect when compared with
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traditional Support Vector Machines. However, deep learning method that we
used has been conﬁrmed to have a robust performance when facing noisy speech.
Chi-Chun Lee et al. [10] proposed a hierarchical binary decision tree approach to realize emotion recognition. They performed feature selection on the
384 features including pitch frequency, short-term energy, MFCC, etc. using the
software SPSS and obtained a reduced feature set which was in a range of 4060. The results show that comparing with SVM baseline model, this approach
has an improved accuracy of 3.37 % and 7.44 % on the AIBO database and the
USC-IEMOCAP database respectively. The features they extracted was more
than ours but not all the features are helpful.
Akshay S. Utane et al. [15] handled ﬁve emotion status (joy, sadness, surprise, anger and neutral status) using two diﬀerent classiﬁer, SVM and GMM.
Prosodic features such as pitch frequency and spectral features such as MFCC
were extracted. And the system was evaluated on Berlin emotion database and
achieved an accuracy of 12.18 %–74.37 % among diﬀerent emotion status. They
found that both SVM and HMM provide relatively similar accuracy for classiﬁcation. The accuracy they achieved had a large range between various emotions,
which represented that it was an unstable method.
In [8], the authors proposed a speech emotion recognition system using multialgorithm, i.e., the MFCC and Discrete Wavelet Transform based algorithm
have been successfully used to extract emotional information from speech signal.
Similarly, they used SVM as the classiﬁer, but the speech database they use is
created by themselves. An accuracy of 11 %–89 % is achieved among diﬀerent
emotion status, which is also a large range.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we investigate the utility of single feature and fusion features for
speech emotion recognition. The results show that fusion features can improve
the performance of DBN. However, the combination is not a simple series process
and it needs suitable weights for diﬀerent features according to the practical
applications. Moreover, both SVM and DBN can be used for multi-classiﬁcation
well. But the evaluation of DBN shows that deep learning method can make the
best of low-level features to complete high-level emotion detection. That is to say,
deep learning method has advantage over the SVM method when facing multidimensional features, because it avoids artiﬁcial selection of complex features.
In the future, we will collect more speech data to train DBN and generalize
the network model. What’s more, lexical feature is a very important part of
speech. If we combine lexical feature with audio feature, the system will work
better. Besides, the single speech feature is too few to reﬂect one’s real emotion.
The combination of various features from the whole body is the biggest challenge.
Acknowledgement. This research was supported by the International S&T Cooperation Program of China (ISTCP, 2013DFA10980).
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Abstract. The medical diagnosis process can be interpreted as a decision making
process, which doctors determine whether a person is suﬀering from a disease
based on the medical examination. This process can also be computerized in order
to present medical diagnostic procedures in an accurate, objective, rational, and
fast way. This paper presents a detection model for small for gestational age
(SGA) based on support vector machine (SVM). For this purpose, a dataset was
adopted from pregnancy eugenic investigation to train the classiﬁcation model.
Then empirical experiments were conducted for SGA detection. The results indi‐
cate that support vector machine is considerably eﬀective to detect SGA to help
doctors make the ﬁnal diagnosis.
Keywords: Small for gestational age · Support vector machine · Classiﬁcation ·
Healthcare

1

Introduction

Small for gestational age (SGA) refers to a fetus that has failed to achieve a speciﬁc
biometric or estimated weight threshold by a speciﬁc gestational age. SGA is a compli‐
cation of pregnancy. It’s the main reason of fetal mortality and morbidity in the perinatal
period. It can cause perinatal complications such as acute fetal distress, meconium aspi‐
ration, neonatal asphyxia, polycythemia increase and neonatal hypoglycemia. SGA
often represents placental pathology, and it may precede the clinical manifestations of
preeclampsia, preterm labour and placental abruption. More seriously, SGA fetus may
cause intrapartum complications or stillbirth [1, 2]. After the birth, SGA babies are
known to that they are at increased risk for a wide range of diﬃculties [3]. Some studies
have shown that, in preschool and school age populations, SGA children present minor
neurological signs, poor school performance, ﬁne motor coordination abnormalities,
spatial relation deﬁcits and poor visual-motor integration [4, 5]. Compared to those
detected after birth, these risks may be substantially reduced in case of SGA antenatal
identiﬁed, which helps reduce the incidence using medical intervention [6].
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Early prediction and treatment for SGA is of great signiﬁcance to improve children’s
health and ensure their safety to grow. Improved identiﬁcation of infants at risk for SGA
could help pediatrician draw up customized care plans to those infants. In past, pedia‐
trician needed to weigh newborns manually in the delivery room to determine whether
the newborn was SGA. This approach isn’t ﬁt for large-scale SGA detection. In addition,
doctors can only check out SGA infants but not reduce the incidence of SGA. However,
recently studies have found that parents’ lifestyle and psychological factors may be
relevant with incidence of SGA [7, 8]. Using of these factors from parents would make
it possible for us to predict SGA and then help pediatrician be more focus on the care
of at-risk infants. But how to use risk factors to construct a predictive model for SGA
and simultaneously improve the predictive accuracy as high as possible? The objective
of this study was to develop an algorithm using machine learning to predict infants at
high risk of SGA.
1.1 Related Work
Studies on SGA prediction have been made for years. Doppler Umbilical Artery Wave‐
form Analysis [9] has been used. Based on this technique, one real-time ultrasonography
was used to measure the respective abdominal circumferences. Doppler recordings of
the umbilical blood ﬂow velocity waveforms were taken immediately after the real-time
probe was removed from the abdomen. By abdominal circumferences to judge whether
infant develops to a reasonable size. Meanwhile measuring the umbilical blood ﬂow
velocity to check out how much nutrients fetus gets from mother and whether metabo‐
lism is normal. For abnormal infants, they need further examination to make the ﬁnal
diagnosis. Researchers are also trying to apply to predict SGA infants in twin pregnan‐
cies. But the results indicated that was not of much value. This research is relevant but
not closely related to the work in this paper since our research is to use machine learning
to build a classiﬁer for SGA detection. The main objective of the study is to construct
an automatic classiﬁcation model to quickly and accurately predict SGA before infant
were born.
From the angle of large-scale of SGA detection, the work in [10] is closely related
to this paper. In [10], George Karagiannis et al. used maternal characteristic, fetal nuchal
translucency thickness, serum pregnancy-associated plasma protein-A and free 𝛽-human
chorionic gonadotropin from biophysical and biochemical makers to develop a regres‐
sion model for prediction of SGA. The work in this paper is diﬀerent from both these
two pieces of work since we adopt the machine learning framework for large-scale SGA
detection, where more fast and accurate prediction on the SGA classiﬁcation.
1.2 Machine Learning Based SGA Classiﬁcation
Machine learning (ML) is studying how the computer to simulate or to realize the study
behavior of human being. The aim is to obtain the new knowledge or the skill, organize
the knowledge structure, which can make progressive improvement of its own perform‐
ance. Any machine learning method consists of two steps [11], i.e., selecting a candidate
model, and then, estimating the parameters of the model using a learning algorithm and
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available data. Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a machine learning algorithm which
is developed from the statistical learning theory of Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) dimen‐
sion structural and risk minimization principle [12], which shows generalization errors
to be bounded by the sum of training errors and a term depending on the VC dimension
of the learning systems. By minimizing this upper bound, high generalization perform‐
ance can be achieved. In recent years, SVM has been applied to broad areas, including
handwritten digit recognition, face detection in images, pattern recognition and function
regression [13, 14]. SVM has important research value for system identiﬁcation and
disease diagnosis [15, 16]. A SVM approach for detection of Pima Indian Diabetes had
achieved 82 % for the diagnosis success [17]. It also had been applied to Lymph diseases
detection and reached 83.1 % for accuracy [18].
SVM has high performance in classiﬁcation. So we selected it to detect SGA. It was
developed to classify data points of linear separable data sets. The target result after
ﬁnished training is separated into 2 groups which divided set by a separating hyperplane.
The distance between the separated hyperplane and closest data points of dataset is called
“the margin” [19]. SGA positive samples are on one side of the hyperplane and the
negative samples are on the other side.

2

Method

2.1 Support Vector Machine
Based on the structural risk minimization principle from statistic learning theory, SVM is
originally introduced for solving the two-class pattern recognition problem. Its main idea
is to build a hyperplane classifier that separates the positive and negative examples while
maximizing the smallest margin (i.e., has the largest margin from two classes of data).
A separating hyperplane can be written as,

f (x) = W T x + b

(1)

Where W is a weight vector and b is a bias.
Thus any point that lies above the separating hyperplane satisﬁes
WT x + b > 0

(2)

Similarly, any point that lies under the separating hyperplane satisﬁes
(3)
WT x + b < 0
{(
) (
)
(
)}
Assume x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , … xn , yn is a set of training data, where xi is an input
vector and yi is its class label, yi {1, −1}. The function yields f (xi ) > 0 for yi = 1, and
f (xi ) < 0 for yi = −1.
For a given training set, while there may exist many hyperplanes that separate the
two classes, the SVM classiﬁer is based on the hyperplane that maximizes the separating
margin between the two classes. We use the soft margin SVM to ﬁnd the hyperplane
between positive and negative training data, through which the problem that the training
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data are not linearly separable can be solved. Formally, it can be stated as the optimi‐
zation problem:
∑
1
𝜉
Minimize: ||𝜔||2 + C
i i
2

(4)

ci (wxi − b) ≥ 1 − 𝜉i , i = 1, 2, 3, … , n

(5)

Such that:

C is a user-speciﬁed, positive, regularization parameter. In (4), the variableis a vector
containing all the slack variables 𝜉i , i = 1, 2, … , n.
As a discriminative classiﬁer that learns from both positive and negative data, SVM
models posterior class probabilities P(cj |di ) for all classes directly and learn mapping
from di to cj. SVM has two important advantages: (1) it is fairly robust to overﬁtting and
can scale up to high dimensionalities; (2) no eﬀorts in parameter tuning is needed, since
the theoretically derived “default” choice of parameters setting has been shown to
provide the best eﬀectiveness. It has been recognized as one of the best classiﬁcation
algorithms for many classiﬁcation tasks [20].
2.2 Feature Selection
In this paper, all of the data was obtained from Peking Union Medical College Hospital
(PUMCH) pregnancy eugenic database. 400 kinds of attributes were obtained in database
including parents’ family history, medical history, lifestyle, physical examination, labora‐
tory examinations etc. We gave up the records that missed more than 20 %, and then we
selected 147 attributes as SGA risk features that may have clinical significance. But the
features are still too many for large-scale and rapid SGA detection. We need to estimate the
influence that each feature makes on the pathogenesis of SGA. Based on the impact to the
SGA we select an appropriate feature subset to reduce the data dimension thus speeding
up the succeeding learning algorithms as well as improving predicting accuracy.
In feature selection, the wrapper approach is deemed as a search problem: the impor‐
tance of features is evaluated by their contribution to the ﬁnal prediction accuracy. Stat‐
istical tests (χ^2 test, T-test) are popular wrapper method in the feature selection. The
core idea is to compare the diﬀerence between observations and theoretical value to
determine whether the hypothesis is established.
T-test is one methodology for testing the degree of diﬀerence between two means
in sample; it uses T distribution theory to infer the probability when disparity happens,
then judge whether the disparity between two means is signiﬁcant. So it’s ﬁt for contin‐
uous variable statistical deduction. For χ^2 test, it seeks to determine whether there’s a
well ﬁt between the frequencies of the observed data and the frequencies of the expected
or theoretical data. It uses the chi-square statistic to compare the two frequency distri‐
butions and test the hypothesis that the observations come from the same probability
distribution. So it’s ﬁt for continuous variable statistical deduction. P-value is deﬁned
by its critical region which is determined by the signiﬁcance level 𝛼 (0 < 𝛼 < 1). The
signiﬁcance level 𝛼 is found under the constraint of the degree of conﬁdence, which is
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used to estimate the reliability of an estimator. It’s is a diminishing indicator of conﬁ‐
dence level. The greater the P-value, the more we cannot think that the variables asso‐
ciated with the sample to be reliable indicators of population variables associated.
Each selected features had been conducted to the statistical test to validate relevance
with SGA. For continuous features, we make a T-test to them, i.e. serum creatinine (SC),
the SGA infants’ maternal mean SC is 71.5 while not SGA infants’ is 71.8. The P-value
is 0.026. As platelet (PLT), the SGA infants’ maternal mean PLT is 202.46*10^9/L
while not SGA infants’ is 201.62*10^9/L. The P-value is 0.165. The rest of continuous
features are conducted to the same T-test and got the P-values. For the non-continuous
features, we validate relevance with SGA by χ^2 test.
We rank the features with respect to the P-value from small to large after statistical
test. Suppose the features are independent, we can select the top 50 features as the subset
we want to predict SGA in this research, which includes 10 continuous features and 40
non-continuous features.
2.3 Classiﬁer Construction
The aim of this paper was to use a Support Vector Machine approach for early detection
of SGA. In the first step, we used the 50 features for classifier training. According to the
definition of SGA, we marked to different infants as SGA group or not SGA group. In this
paper, we use SGA+ and SGA− to denote SGA positive sample and SGA negative sample.
According to the present medical statistics, the morbidity of SGA is 5 %–10 %. In this
range, data set was randomly split into subset for training, testing and validation for SVM
development. In preprocessing, difference between features’ value field made some
features had big impact to others. In order to prevent a few dimensions making too large
effect on the data, meanwhile speed up the convergence of the training process. All features
were normalized in [−1, 1]. After that, randomly select subset of data for training.
The kernel function in an SVM plays the central role of implicitly mapping the input
vector (through an inner product) into a high-dimensional feature space. In this paper,
we selected Gaussian RBF kernel. It’s deﬁned as follows.
(
)
||x − y||2
K(x, y) = exp −
2𝜎 2

(6)

Where 𝜎 > 0 is a constant that deﬁnes the kernel width.
The Gaussian RBF kernel function in (6) assumes its maximum when and are iden‐
tical. The associated parameters 𝜎 is determined during the training phase. When the
results of training meet the Aarush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions, Training
completed and got a model ﬁle. Next step, we used the model to predict and validate the
test sets. In order to make the results more accurate, we used diﬀerent sizes of training
and test sets and predicted with cross-validation.
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Experiment

3.1 Dataset
Data on 248501 infants were obtained from pregnancy eugenic database [18]. This data‐
base includes 200 pilot counties’ pregnancy eugenic data. It recorded 1737718 evaluated
family archives. All information involved the infants is as follows: 230,190 live births
account for 92.6 %; 18311 were miscarriage, abortion, stillbirth or other ending accounting
for 7.4 %. 222449 infants with weight were recorded in the database. According to the
definition of SGA, 11629 infants belong to SGA+ and 210820 belong to SGA−.
3.2 Task and Evaluation Criteria
The main task is deﬁned based on the real-world medical requirement for SGA detection.
It needs the classiﬁer to determine whether an infant is high risk of SGA or not, which
is a two-class classiﬁcation; the goal of this task is to apply to large-scale SGA detection
before infants’ birth. For the target, the performance of SVM classiﬁer was evaluated
by using performance indices such as accuracy, sensitivity, speciﬁcity. Main formula‐
tions are as follows:
TP + TN
∗ 100 %
TP + FP + TN + FN

(7)

Sensitivity =

TP
∗ 100 %
TP + FN

(8)

Speciﬁcity =

TN
∗ 100 %
FP + TN

(9)

Accuracy =

Where TP, FP, TN and FN and are true positive, false negative, true negative and
false negative. Sensitivity is the proportion of positive test results that are true positives.
Speciﬁcity is the proportion of negative test results that are true negative.
3.3 Performance of Classiﬁer
In this research of 222449 infants, their mean gestational age was 39.1 weeks, and mean
birth weight was 3306.6 ± 527.1 grams, which is basically consistent with the WHO
recommended standard birth weight. The mean weight of SGA group was 2099.9 grams,
and it was 3374.5 grams for not SGA group. Figure 1 gives the experiments results of
diﬀerent trends percentile for gestational age. In this study, SGA was deﬁned as standard
of 3rd centiles below the population average weight.
From Fig. 1 we can know that the baby’s weight is gradually increased with the
increase of time, which indicates that the fetus continues to get nutrients from the mother
to develop completely. However, the fetus under 3rd and 10th centiles is greater fluctua‐
tions in weight during development. This reflects a greater likelihood of SGA infants with
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Fig. 1. Diﬀerent weight trends percentile for gestational age

complications throughout the development process. It is noteworthy that 50th and 90th
centiles fetus is a slight decrease in weight while 3rd and 10th centiles fetus is a sharp
decline from 44 to 45 weeks. This is because a normal fetus can grow to a normal weight,
and there is no problem with placental function. The decline of mature placental function
will be very slow. So there will be no significant decrease in body weight. On the contrary,
there will be the phenomenon of excessive placental maturity for a SGA fetus, which may
cause insufficient blood supplies leading to get less and less nutrients and oxygen from the
mother. In order to maintain their own growth, fetuses have to consume the substance
already stored. Thus it will be significantly decreased with body weight.
Over the same proportion between SGA+ and SGA−, the size of training set would
eﬀect in the performance of classiﬁcation. Through the combination of feature sets, four
independent classiﬁers were built. For example, training set including 5000 SGA+ and
75000 SGA− derived the classiﬁer which presented the classiﬁcation sensitivity on the
test set was 81.19 %. However, training set including 3000 SGA+ and 45000 SGA−
derived the classiﬁer which only reached 74.96 % on sensitivity. The main cause is that
imbalance data results in insuﬃcient classiﬁer training. Similarity, the experimental
results of the four classiﬁers for the SGA detection based on diﬀerent size of training
sets are illustrated in Table 1. From the table we can ﬁnd that the greater scale training
set is, the higher sensitivity classiﬁer gets. And the speciﬁcity is far beyond sensitivity.
It’s mainly caused by the relatively low morbidity of SGA.
Table 1. Classiﬁcation accuracy based on diﬀerent sizes of training sets
3000 SGA+
45000 SGA−
Sensitivity (%) 74.96
Speciﬁcity (%) 99.87
Accuracy (%) 98.71

5000 SGA+

7000 SGA+

9000 SGA+

75000 SGA−
81.19
99.82
98.96

105000 SGA−
83.80
99.81
99.06

135000 SGA−
85.67
99.79
99.13
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In the standard support vector machines for classiﬁcation, the use of training sets
with uneven class sizes results in classiﬁcation biases towards the class with the large
training size. The main causes lie in that the penalty of misclassiﬁcation for each training
sample is considered equally. We constructed the training sets by various proportions
of SGA+ and SGA−. According to precious medical statistics, we built three training sets
with diﬀerent proportions of SGA+ and SGA−. Then classiﬁcation was conducted to the
same test set by the new classiﬁers. The classiﬁcation results were presented by Table 2.
From the table we can ﬁnd that the larger the sample proportion for one class, the larger
it’s corresponding classiﬁcation accuracy, while the smaller the sample proportion, the
smaller the classiﬁcation accuracy. This suggests that we can reconstruct data sets to
increase the number of minority class in order to reduce the degree of imbalance data.
Class boundary can oﬀset more to the minority class. Thus the corresponding classiﬁer
improves accuracy obviously on the prediction to positive samples.
Table 2. Classiﬁcation accuracy based on diﬀerent proportions of training sets

Sensitivity (%)
Speciﬁcity (%)
Accuracy (%)

7000 SGA+

7000 SGA+

7000 SGA+

70000 SGA−
86.66
99.77
99.15

105000 SGA−
83.80
99.81
98.06

140000 SGA−
81.60
99.83
99.98

Some cases may both exist in the training and the test sets when them were built
randomly. To avoid self-validation in classification, we adopted 10-fold cross-validation
method to evaluate the performance of the classifier. One data set including SGA+ and
SGA− was equally divided into ten subsets, nine of them were the training sets to derive a
new classifier, and the other one was classified. Each data set was conducted to classifica‐
tion once by cycling that step. Average accuracy was the final cross-validation accuracy.
Cross-validation accuracy to different size of data set was presented by Table 3. We can
find that the accuracy is very high after eliminating the effects of self-validation. That is to
say, it’s believable to apply SVM as a predictor to detect a risk SGA.
Table 3. Cross-validation on different size data set
3000 SGA+

5000 SGA+
−

Accuracy for Cross
Validation (%)

4

45000 SGA
99.93

7000 SGA+
−

75000 SGA
99.74

9000 SGA+
−

105000 SGA
99.93

135000 SGA−
99.11

Discussion

Even though SGA is considered as a complex disease, physiological and psychological
factors of both parents used by Support Vector Machine appeared to be important in the
prediction of SGA. Only two steps, small for age risk factors were being artiﬁcially
selected as ﬁrst. Second, we can predict SGA in the data set after we use Support Vector
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Machine approach to train a classiﬁer. To evaluate its applicability and performance in
real detection of SGA, several real medical datasets have been built to compare its
accuracy base on SVM. The experiment results suggest that SVM is a powerful predictor
for small for gestational age. However, due to the complexity of SGA, SVM with only
few, and e.g. in this study’s 50 risk factors cannot be expected to outperform experienced
clinicians in predicting which infant is likely to develop SGA. To make SVM stronger
performance in the classiﬁcation, more extensive SGA factors need to be taken into
consideration because SVM’s ﬁnal computational complexity depends on the number
of support vectors, rather than the dimension of the sample space, which can avoid the
“curse of dimensionality”. Using large scale SGA risk factors as SVM feature vectors
will likely lead to higher accuracy for the prediction of SGA, which in turn should lead
to better acceptance of the SVM methodology by clinicians.

5

Conclusion

This paper proposes an optimization approach to the medical application. We present a
predictive model that utilizes machine learning with risk factors from parents. Support
Vector Machine as an eﬀective predictive tools help podiatrist detect high risk infants
of SGA. It makes it possible to reduce the morbidity of SGA by early intervention to
the risk factors. Although there is still much improvement for the accuracy of the clas‐
siﬁer, it has a very broad application prospect on community doctors’ diagnosis and
large-scale detection of SGA. The feature work is that clustering SGA sample makes
each class generates the corresponding subset of SGA recognition, and then we would
use heterogeneous integrated learning via some special voting strategy, which may lead
to a higher accuracy to further the reliable prediction of SGA in risk infants or other
disease detection.
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Abstract. The ability to efﬁciently predict the elderly’s future situations and
make the right decision accordingly is a necessity in developing smart homes. In
this paper, we propose a hybrid and dynamic predictive model which utilizes
higher order Markov models integrated with a situation ranking technique. More
speciﬁcally, we employ a revised version of PageRank algorithm to take the
properties of the situation-graph (structure and semantics) into account and
dynamically rank the situations considering the user’s mental state. Then we
apply rankings as prior probabilities in order to build the corresponding Markov
model. Also, we utilize rankings to identify milestone situations and transitions
in order to compress the representation model. Experiments show that the
predictions obtained by this approach are more efﬁcient and effective than the
ones produced from the pure predictive graphical model-based approaches.
Keywords: Smart home  Situation-aware decision making
prediction  Markov models  Big data  Page ranking



Situation

1 Introduction
As the population is aging, the number of older adults who have difﬁculties doing daily
tasks is also expected to increase. This changing demographic has created an increasing
need for developing efﬁcient and effective technologies that help individuals live
independently with the least burden placed on caregivers. The development of smart
homes is one of the promising research areas in this context.
According to [19], a smart home is “an augmented environment with miniaturized
processors, software (agents) communicating between each other, and multi-modal
sensors that are embedded in any kind of common everyday objects, making them
effectively invisible to the resident”. Smart Home monitors inhabitant’s behavior using
sensors and improves the elderly’s comfort, safety by predicting the inhabitant’s situations and making the right decisions. For example, when an inhabitant forgets to take
medicine or to turn off the oven, the smart home can predict the danger and take a
suitable action such as turning off the oven automatically or making an automatic
phone call to the caregiver to inform her about the potential medical issue.
Over the past decade, the problem of predicting user’s situations in smart homes
has attracted many research interests due to: (1) It is vital to dynamically predict the
user’s next situation and make a right decision to, for example avoid any danger. (2) In
order to personalize the user’s daily activity experience (i.e. recommending the most
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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efﬁcient and effective plans to fulﬁll the personal goal), there is a need to understand the
user’s mental state.
In this study, the solution proposed to the above problem is ﬁrst to construct a
situation graph from the sensor data. In this graph, nodes represent situations and links
represents transitions between situations. Weights on the links show the frequency of
traversals on the transitions and they can be interpreted as the user’s implicit feedback
of her preferences in the situation transitions [3]. Second, we employ a revised version
of PageRank algorithm [16] to rank the nodes based on their importance w.r.t. user’s
current desire. Third, we use the rankings as the prior probabilities to create the corresponding Markov model [3].
More speciﬁcally, these are the contributions of our research represented in this
paper:
• A new hybrid and dynamic situation-aware decision-making model combining
predictive graphical models and page ranking techniques.
• A desire-oriented situation ranking algorithm to rank situations considering the
user’s current mental state.
• Predicting not only the individual’s next situation but also the plans to reach the
goal.
• Identifying milestone situations and transitions in order to compress the representation model and provide more objective predictions.

2 Related Work
Developing of smart homes has attracted much attention among researchers from
diverse areas such as gerontology, computer science, architecture and design, etc.
Usually, a smart home has multiple rooms which are equipped with sensors and
actuators. In the area of healthcare, smart homes are mainly designed to support daily
life of people with lack of autonomy by making situation-aware decisions [1].
Although many studies have been done on activity recognition in designing smart
homes [20, 21], less work has been accomplished on the activity prediction problem in
smart homes [22]. As smart home technologies have gotten attention for health
monitoring and assistance, it is important to have highly adaptive system that is able to
make the most informed decision based on the context and predict some speciﬁc
situations emerging in the near future to prevent any hazards by choosing the right
actions to do (e.g. home safety concern).
In [23], an activity prediction component is used to prevent accidents by interacting
with the user as a reminder. In [24], the authors utilize clustering techniques and
association mining rules to discover temporal relations of activities. Also, the authors in
[25] present a multi-agent architecture for activity prediction in order to detect emergencies in smart homes. Furthermore, in [26], soft computing techniques have been
employed for prediction of an older adult’s behavior in a smart home. The authors of
[26] examine different neural networks and show that frequent neural networks will be
capable of ﬁnding the temporal relationships of input patterns.
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Over the past decade, many researchers have explored probabilistic graphical
models to detect and predict user activities. For example, the authors in [27] use
Hierarchical Hidden Semi-Markov Models (HHSMMs) to predict the inhabitant
activity. In [28], Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) have been employed to model the
residents’ behavior in order to detect abnormal activities. Furthermore, in [29], the
authors present an activity prediction model based on Markov models and partial
matching in the context of smart homes. The authors in [1, 14] propose an approach
based on Markov Logic Networks for decision making in smart homes. They assume
that the user interacts with the system through voice and explicitly express her demand.
The approach presented in this study can be distinguished from the existing
probabilistic graphical model-based efforts in three main ways. First, this study presents
a new hybrid and dynamic situation-aware decision-making model combining predictive graphical models and page ranking techniques to predict not only the user’s
next situation but also the path to the goal. Second, in situation1 prediction, the proposed model takes into account the user’s activities and environmental context values
together with her mental state which leads to more accurate and objective predictions
with less user intervention. And, the third distinction is that we address one of the big
data issues in the context of smart homes (i.e. state space complexity and huge amount
of sensor data) by compressing the representation model through identifying milestone
situations and transitions.

2.1

Markov Models

Markov models [2] have been used for studying and understanding stochastic processes
and shown to be well suited for modeling and predicting a user’s next action on a
graph-based model of user’s sequential behavior. In these problems, the input usually is
the sequence of observations and the goal is to build Markov models in order to predict
the next state of the system. For example, in the problem of web surﬁng, the input is
sequence of web pages accessed by a user, and the output is the web page which is
most likely to be accessed by the user next. In the context of smart homes, the next
situation of an inhabitant relies not only on the current situation but also on the history
of her milestone activities in the past. The reason is that it is more likely to observe
stochastic behavior of the elderly. For instance, the user might get distracted with
something else while she is doing her daily activities (i.e. transition to a random
situation) and forgets her previous situation. Therefore, a predictive graphical model
which keeps the history of user’s activities and support randomness and uncertainty is
needed.
Higher-order Markov models have been widely used in predicting user’s behavior
since lower-order models do not look far into the past in order to predict user’s next
step. By taking into account the sequence of user behavior, the model would be able to
correctly recognize differences between observed patterns and make the most accurate
prediction [6, 8]. In these studies, the initial probabilities of nodes have a uniform
1

According to deﬁnition proposed in [6], situation is deﬁned as a 3-tuple=<desire, behavioral-context,
environmental-context>.
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distribution leading to a less accurate prediction results. To address this issue, some
other studies [3, 4, 9, 11, 13] have deﬁned different priors in Markov models. For
instance, in [3] the authors used a revised version of PageRank algorithm and in [4, 13]
the authors utilized link and citation analysis to assign prior probabilities to nodes
based on their importance in the graph to obtain more objective predictions. Furthermore, some studies have proposed methods to improve the accuracy or reduce state
complexity of Markov models in the context of predicting the system’s next state [4,
10, 11]. However, the authors in these studies presented methods to address the
problem of m-path prediction (prediction of user behavior in m steps), and such
methods have high computational cost [9, 12]. Our study is based on the Markov
models, and other predictive models are out of the scope of this paper.

2.2

Situation Analytics

This study employed the deﬁnition proposed in [5] for “situation”. In [5], the authors
introduce a framework called Situ for modeling and predicting human intentions as an
integrated part of software development and evolution. In order to model and detect
human intentions, Situ deﬁnes a new concept called “situation” which is a
time-stamped triplet including user’s desire, user’s behavior and environmental context
values. In [5], user’s actions can be seen as the observable consequence of the user’s
unobservable mental state (desire). Besides, user’s behavior may change some context
values. Some approaches [5, 7] have been proposed to infer the user’s desire using the
user’s actions and context values. Based on [5] a user’s intention is a path of situations
with the same desire for achieving a goal. Formally, situation at a time t is deﬁned as a
triple S = {d, A, E}, here d is the user’s desire, A is a set of actions to satisfy desire
d and E is a set of observed context values. Intention I is expressed as I = (S1, S2,…, Sk)
such that S1, S2,…, Sk is a temporal sequence of situations with the same desire d.
Although many other existing works in this area ask the user to interact with the system
and express their needs explicitly, the proposed approach in [7] does not need any
interaction with a user in run time.

2.3

Page Ranking

PageRank [17] is the most popular link analysis algorithm, used broadly for ranking
web documents in a web graph based on their importance. The rank of a page is deﬁned
as the probability of being at this page after k steps and the importance of it is deﬁned
by evaluating the importance of other pages connected to this one. In a directed graph
G with N nodes representing system states and the edges representing the transition
between them, a random walk creates a Markov Chain in which S is the set of states
(nodes in G), and M is the stochastic transition matrix with mij indicating the one-step
P
transition probability from state sj to state si [16]. For each j : Ni¼1 mij. PageRank is
guaranteed to converge to a matrix with one column which shows the unique stationary
distribution independent of the initial distribution if and only if M is irreducible and
aperiodic [16].
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Even though Markov models and page ranking techniques have been mostly used
in the context of web surﬁng, they have gotten much attention in other applications
such as predicting the next command-typed by the user on a word processor based on
her history of commands, or the alarm state of telephone switches based on its past
states. In this study, we construct a situation-graph from sensor data which is a directed
and strongly connected graph G. Each node represents one situation and the edges
show the transition between situations. Since each situation is a 3-tuple <desire,
behavioral-context, environmental-context>, the situation graph can be seen as a
semantic graph where each node has knowledge about the inhabitant’s desire and
actions in speciﬁc environmental context (i.e. location, time), and each edge has
knowledge about the changes in any elements of the user’s current situation. In order to
extract this knowledge, we associate each pair of adjacent situation nodes with a weight
that shows the frequency of transition between the pair. The new graph is a weighted,
directed and strongly connected graph G with adjacency matrix M. In order to assign
weights to nodes, we take the properties of the weighted situation-graph structure into
account by employing a PageRank-style algorithm [16]. This algorithm takes a graph
with irreducible and aperiodic transition matrix as input and returns the ranks of each
node as output. The adjacency matrix M corresponding to graph G is an irreducible2,
aperiodic3 matrix which represents a situational stochastic behavior of the user during a
period of time in a smart home. We employ the algorithm in [16] to assign weights to
the situation nodes based on their importance in the situation graph. PageRank can be
used in its original form which assumes that the user chooses one of the outgoing links
with equal probabilities, or uniformly, go to a random node or consider a range of
probabilities in a personalized form [3, 16] by adjusting the personalization vector to
favor certain nodes. We employ its personalized form to bias the ranking based on the
behavior of the elderly in the context of personalized situation predictions in smart
homes.

3 Proposed Approach
In this section, we present our approach for the prediction of user’s future situations in
smart homes. We assume the domain of our study is a single-user domain. The user is
believed to be rational and has only one desire at a time instant. That is, the user no
concurrent desires and they are sequential so that user is executing one desire at a time).
The other important assumption is that the user’s actions and context values are visible
and can be observed by sensors. On the other hand, the user’s current desire may or
may not be visible; if not, we can employ the method proposed in [7] to infer the
current desire. Besides, in this study we consider time, location and temperature as
environmental context parameters however other context values can be applied to our
model too. In the rest of this section, ﬁrst we deﬁne some concepts used in our
approach, then we explain each component of our model which is illustrated in Fig. 1.
2

The adjacency matrix of a directed graph is irreducible if and only if the graph is strongly connected.

3

A square matrix M such that the matrix power MK þ 1 = MK for k a positive integer is called a
periodic matrix. A matrix which is not periodic, will be considered aperiodic.
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Fig. 1. The proposed approach diagram

Situation Session. A situation session is a sequence of the user’s situations in
chronological order during a speciﬁc period of time. During the construction of situation sessions, the start and end of the sessions can be determined either without or with
user intervention. In the former case, sessions can internally be deﬁned by the system.
For instance, when there is a transition from a goal situation to another situation with
different desires or after a certain time of inactivity of the user. Because we want to
minimize the user’s intervention, we consider being inactive for a while4 as a differentiating indicator to separate situation sessions.
Global Situation Ranking. It is a PageRank-style algorithm [16] which can be applied
to a directed, weighted, strongly connected graph in order to rank its nodes based on its
link structure and the paths followed by the user in the past. This process gives the
“global” ranking of situation nodes in the graph.
Desire-Oriented Situation Ranking. It is a PageRank-style algorithm [16] to rank the
situations considering the user’s current desire, i.e. providing a “desire-oriented”
ranking. We employed the Localized-PageRank-style algorithm [16] to do
desire-oriented ranking. The only difference is that in [16], the algorithm considers the
location and the path that user has followed so far; but in this study, we localize the
ranking based on the user’s desire.

4

In the context of user’s web surﬁng, if user remains inactive for 25.5 min, it means a new session
will starts [15].
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Milestone Situations. We deﬁne milestone situations as “signiﬁcant” situations which
are more likely to be observed to reach the goal g w.r.t. desire d. milestone situations
are obtained from applying the desire-oriented situation ranking technique.
Milestone Transitions. We deﬁne milestone transitions as “signiﬁcant” transition of
milestone situations which are more likely to be observed in order to reach the goal g
w.r.t. desire d. milestone transitions are the ones with higher weights compared to other
transitions w.r.t. desire d. The weights can be obtained from either employing the
algorithm proposed in [3], or using the association rules mining techniques.

Table 1. Situation sessions for three days w.r.t. desire of “taking a shower”
ID

Day

Desire

Session

1

1

Taking a
shower

grab towel ! turn on the hot
water ! turn off the water !
put on clothes

3

2

Taking a
shower

3

3

Taking
shower

turn on the hot water ! brush
the teeth ! open the fridge !
close the fridge ! put the food
in the microwave ! open the
microwave
grab towel ! turn on the hot
water ! turn off the water !
put on clothes

Milestone
situations
turn on the
hot water,
turn off the
water
turn on the
hot water

Milestone
transitions
turn on the
hot water !
turn off the
water
–

turn on the
hot water,
turn off the
water

turn on the
hot water !
turn off the
water

For example, in Table 1, three situation sessions and corresponding milestone
situations and milestone transitions are listed w.r.t. desire of “taking a shower”. Here,
“turning on the water” and “turning off the water” are milestone situations because they
have higher ranks compared to other situations. Also, “turn on the hot water ! turn off
the water” is a milestone transition since both situations involved are milestone situations and the weight of this transition is more than that of others w.r.t. desire of
“taking a shower”.
The proposed model has two main components: situation ranking, predictive
modeling. The description of these components follows.
Situation Ranking: There are two different types of situation ranking: global ranking
and desire-oriented ranking. We employ the algorithm proposed in [16] to rank the
situations. The input of this step is the weighted, directed, strongly connected situation
graph and the output includes global and desire-oriented rankings. We apply the results
of global ranking to Markov model as prior probabilities to bias the prediction in favor
of the user’s past situational behavior. Also we utilize the desire-oriented ranking to
identify milestone situations and provide more objective decisions in runtime.
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Probabilistic Modeling: In order to predict the user’s next and future situations, and
make the right decision a higher order Markov model that encodes the users’ known
behavior patterns need to be built. However, using higher order Markov models would
be very expensive in terms of computation cost. To address this issue, in this study, we
build a predictive model based on milestone situations and milestone transitions in
order to compress the transition matrix. When the model is built based on training data,
it can be used to predict the user’s next situation by matching the current user’s
situational path to the model’s paths, and recommending the most likely one. Also, the
model can predict the future path by utilizing desire-oriented ranking and providing the
path including the high-ranked milestone situations. After predicting the elderly’s
future situations, the system can make the right decision in case of any concerns.

4 Experimental Evaluations
To evaluate our approach, we employed one data set called Aruba [18] which contains
sensor data that was collected in a smart home for two years. The situations are
recorded in terms of sensor status (3 types of sensors: motion, door, temperature)
annotated with the desire of user (11 categories). We evaluated our approach in three
different setups of the prediction model. The ﬁrst setup is pure Markov model and the
second one is Markov model extended with global situation ranking. The third setup is
the one with both global and desire-oriented situation rankings.
As the reader can observe from Fig. 2, the proposed approach provides an
improvement over the other two setups in terms of accuracy of prediction5. The reason
is that pure Markov model assigns equal prior probabilities to all nodes but in the two
other setups, Markov model is extended with ranking process which uses the ranks as
prior probabilities. In the proposed approach, two different levels of ranking have been
applied, global and desire-oriented. Desire-oriented ranking provides more objective
and accurate predictions because it utilizes the user’s current desire to ﬁlter out all the
possible paths which do not match the desire. Therefore, by removing the unrelated
nodes from the state space, the prediction will return more effective and objective
results. Figure 3 depicts the OSim6 similarity for the top 3, 5, 8 rankings of Aruba
dataset w.r.t. d = “Meal-Preparation”. The top-n rankings from desire-oriented ranking
are more similar to actual user’s behavior compared to global ranking because it takes
into account the user’s current desire in ranking situations. Figure 4 shows the comparison of three setups in terms of complexity. However our proposed approach utilizes
higher order Markov models to look far into the past in order to provide more accurate
user’s situation and next path prediction, it only considers milestone situations and
transitions to compress the model. As a result, as Fig. 4 shows, our approach has lower
complexity and prediction time compare to two other setups.

5
6

Precision =

Number of correct predictions retrieved ðTP)
Number of correct predictions retrieved ðTP) + Number of wrong predictions retrieved ðFP)

OSim(T1, T2) indicates the degree of overlap between the top n situations of two rankings, T1 and
T2.

[3].
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Fig. 2. Comparison of setup1 (pure Markov model), setup2 (Markov model extended with
global ranking) and setup3 (proposed model) in terms of accuracy of prediction
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Fig. 3. Comparison of setup2 (Markov model extended with global ranking) and setup3
(proposed model) in terms of similarity of top-n (n = 3, 5, 8) rankings to the user’s actual data w.
r.t. desire = Meal-Preparation

In Table 2, we compare our approach with some other probabilistic graphical
model-based approaches [1, 22, 29] in terms of prediction accuracy. Please note that
the dataset used in [22] was not available and the datasets used in [1, 29] were not
annotated with the user’s desires so they are not applicable to this paper. Nevertheless,
we employed Aruba dataset to evaluate our model. According to the authors of [22],
Aruba is closer to dataset used in [22] with same assumptions and features compared to
other available smart home datasets. Also, Aruba dataset includes user’s activity data
collected for two years; however, the dataset used in [29], includes user’s activity data
for only two months. Considering the fact that Aruba has much more data than dataset
used in [29], our approach has comparable (i.e. against SPEED [29] that was validated
for only two-month data) accuracy while keeping the complexity low which is an
improvement over that of [1, 22, 29]. We speculate the reason that our approach
outperforms the other three approaches is because it ranks the situations dynamically
based on the user’s current desire. Also, it compresses the representation model by
identifying milestone situations and milestone transitions.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of setup1 (pure Markov model), setup2 (Markov model extended with
global ranking) and setup3 (proposed model) in terms of prediction time

Table 2. Comparison of proposed approach with some other predictive graphical model-based
approaches
Name
CRAFFT [22]
[1]
SPEED [29]
Proposed
approach

Method
Dynamic bayesian network
Markov Logic Networks
Markov models with partial matching
Higher order Markov models extended with situation
ranking

Accuracy
74.75 %
65 %
88.3 %
84.84 %

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a novel hybrid probabilistic predictive model, which deals
with uncertainty and large amounts of sensor data in run time and make the
situation-aware decisions in an efﬁcient and effective way. The presented model utilizes
higher Markov models together with a link analysis techniques (i.e. PageRank algorithm) to handle priori knowledge using the structure of the graph. Although the focus
of this study was on the situation-aware decision making in smart homes, the application of the proposed model is not limited to this domain and it should be applicable to
other domains as well.
In order to predict the elderly’s situation efﬁciently and make effective decisions,
we employed a desire-oriented situation ranking algorithm to rank the situations based
on their importance and identify milestone situations and transitions accordingly. Then,
we built the Markov model based on milestone situations and transitions to provide
more accurate and objective predictions while keeping the complexity low. We evaluated the proposed approach using a real open-source dataset collected based on
observing an inhabitant’s daily activities in smart homes for two years. The experimental results suggest the superior performance of our model over the other related
predictive approaches. The reason of outperformance of our model lies in the idea that
it employs a ranking process to identify milestone situations (i.e. high-ranked) and
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transitions with respect to the user’s current mental state in order to compress the
transition matrix while keeping the accuracy high.
In the future, we plan to integrate our ranking process with other probabilistic
graphical models and validate it against other datasets. Also, we aim to extend the
proposed approach to address the big data issues as we believe that our compression
technique will outperform many other approaches when the datasets are huge.
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Abstract. Smart buildings have to provide occupants with a good
experience in order to encourage people to use them. To reach this goal, a
smart building must always perform an appropriate behavior and select
its actions according to the user’s environment (context) and preferences.
However, due to its dynamic nature, the context can change; smart building designers need to make these systems able to adapt by themselves.
In this paper, we present our on-going research on an adaptive model
which aims to help smart building designers to make systems able to
adapt their behavior by themselves. Our approach is based on behavior trees in order to structure behaviors of smart homes and a generic
adaptive strategy.

1

Introduction

The advances in domains such as sensors network, electronic and ambient intelligence allow us to create “smart homes” [4]. This expression deﬁnes homes
with technological features which aim to make occupants’ lives more comfortable. It is important to make the diﬀerence between “smart home” and “home
automation”. The latter expression deﬁnes the fact of allowing the control of all
components of a home through a central access. Occupants can control heating,
lighting and locking of windows and doors through a mobile device for instance.
Conversely, a smart home can act autonomously on several elements in order to
satisfy a need. In other words, it can trigger actions without an explicit request
from an occupant.
These systems realize vision of Marc Weiser. The computing is everywhere in
the service of people, instead of being just a computer in a room which is used
by few persons [19].
Smart homes can signiﬁcantly impact the quality of life. Indeed, people spend
a most of their life in their respective home. Consequently, it is very interesting
to enhance life at home [12].
Fundamentally, we can use smart homes to reduce energy consumption,
through an intelligent managing of lighting and heating for instance. They
can also provide an assistance to impaired or frail persons by giving an assistance, warnings or guidance. This could decrease the necessary for caregivers
and enhance the quality of life of elderly people [2].
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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However, we need to overcome some challenge in order to increase the use
of smart homes. One of the main issues is to reduce building costs. Designers
can reach this objective by using models and approaches which do not require
expensive devices [14]. Moreover, advances in electronic components will decrease
the cost of these devices. Another main issue is to provide occupants of building
with a pleasant and good experience. For example, a smart home designed for
an impaired person should encourage him to live inside, reassure his family and
increase his autonomy.
We have to notice the fact that several elements contribute to user’s experience. For example, the aesthetic of a building aﬀects this experience. However, in
this study we focus on one element: smart home behavior. Indeed, actions done
by the system have a great impact on occupants’ experience. Ideally, it should
perform the right action at the right time.
However, it is important to notice that homes are not static places. Indeed,
internal state evolves according to time and activities that are conducted by
occupants. Consequently, the impact of each action depends on the state of the
environment. In fact, the system needs to adapt to the state of the environment
in order to maintain a good experience.
Let us take a simple example to highlight these considerations. We can imagine a smart home designed to help a person who suﬀers from memory troubles
and a physical disability. Consequently, the home monitors its occupant at every
moment. When he is cooking, it opens and closes drawers and cupboards automatically according to his progressing. When he receives mail or some visitors,
it uses the best way to notify him. It uses a visual signal if he is in a room
which provides this kind of signal. Otherwise, it uses an audible signal because
the occupant prefer the ﬁrst solution. When he is with his family, the system
proposes less assistance in order to promote interaction between them. Finally,
when he has free time, it proposes an appropriate memory game in order to help
him to train his memory.
However, designing adaptive systems is a problematic task. Basically, when
designers want to build adaptive systems, they must deﬁne when, what and
how to adapt? Moreover, they have to do these tasks for each system because
objectives and behaviors can be diﬀerent.
In this paper, we present our on-going research about a generic approach for
building adaptive smart home. It is composed by a generic model of smart home
behavior, a model of the context and an adaptation strategy.
The structure of this document is the following. Next section presents main
concepts of our research. Section 3 presents the related works. Section 4 presents
the proposition we develop. We conclude and present future works in Sect. 5.

2
2.1

Background
Context-Aware Systems

In order to deﬁne context-aware systems, we ﬁrst need to deﬁne context information. For this, we use deﬁnition given by Dey in [5]: “context is any information
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that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person,
place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and
an application, including the user and applications themselves”.
The expression “context-aware system” is used to deﬁne systems that use
context information. For example, without context-awareness, a smart home
will use audible notiﬁcations for guidance regardless if the environment is noisy
or not. In contrast, with context-awareness, it will use an audible notiﬁcation if
the environment is quiet or a visible notiﬁcation if it is noisy.
2.2

Adaptation

Cybernetic and control theory have introduced the adaptation concept in computer science [20]. In this domain, we can describe the adaptation, as an ability
for a system to maintain equilibrium of a set of parameters despite external perturbations. So, it has to be able to detect changes into these parameters and act
in order to reduce the diﬀerence.
According to the kind of action, two categories of adaptation can be distinguished:
1. Passive adaptation, if actions aﬀect only internal state of the system.
2. Active adaptation, where two systems interact with diﬀerent roles. One is the
controller and the second is the target [6]. The target provides an interface
to perceive and modify parameters.
It is interesting to note that a smart home should perform both kinds of
adaptations. Indeed, according to the context, it could not be able to act on the
environment. For example, if several persons are cooking and it has to assist one.
It cannot force the others to leave the kitchen. For the active adaptation, it can
act on lights and alter the global lighting in order to provide a better guidance.

3

Related Works

Several solutions are proposed in order to make easier the building of smart
homes. The projects “Eclipse Smart Home” [10] and “Open HAB ” [18] propose frameworks that simplify the managing of sensors and eﬀectors. In fact,
these frameworks propose a homogenized environment for implementation. Consequently, designers can focus on the deﬁning of smart home behaviors. However,
these frameworks do not provide an adaptation model.
Real Games proposes “Home I/O” [7] and “Connect I/O” [8] which are
respectively a smart home simulator and a visual programming environment.
“Connect I/O” simpliﬁes the deﬁning of the system behavior thanks to visual
programming. With this software, designers use a node-based interface to deﬁne
how the system must react. By using these two softwares, designers can quickly
prototype a set of behaviors and experiment how do these behaviors aﬀect
the user’s experience. However, this framework does not provide an adaptation model.
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Kadouche et al. [11] propose an approach to build a smart home which is able
to perform personalization. This approach has been developed in the domain of
smart homes for disable people. In this study, they aim to implement smart
homes which can adapt to users’ proﬁle. Basically, the proposition uses an inference engine with a semantic model to deduce a handicap situation from a user’s
proﬁle and an environment description. According to the inference engine, the
system provides the appropriate service.
Gouin-Vallerand et al. [9] propose a solution to build smart environments
with context-aware capacity. Functionally, authors use fuzzy logic to compute the
matching between a service and context. When a service needs to be deployed,
their engine computes a score (called Device Capabilities Quotients) for each
devices. Then, the system selects the device with the higher score.
To summarize the related works, we can classify the diﬀerent contributions in
two categories. In the ﬁrst one, we can regroup the projects Eclipse Smart Home,
Open HAB and Connect I/O which aims to make easier the development of
smart home behaviors. These tools are very useful in smart-home development.
Indeed, developers do not need to manage the software integration of smart
home electronic devices. However, we can notice that these tools provide a lower
abstraction level. In fact, they do not propose an explicit model for smart home
behaviors. Consequently, each behavior is developed from an ad hoc way. An
explicit model could promote the reusing of elements which come from previous
development.
In the second one, we can group works of Kadouche et al. and GouinVallerand et al. These works focus on the adaptation. They provide a good
solution to manage adaptation of smart homes. Indeed, their adaptation models
propose a simple way for designers to deﬁne the comportment of the system
according to the context. However, as works in the ﬁrst group, they do not
propose an explicit model to design a smart home behavior.
In conclusion to this section, we can notice that a generic model of smart
home behavior, a generic model to deﬁne the context and a generic adaptation
strategy are mandatory to propose a generic framework for building self-adaptive
smart homes. Without a generic framework, smart home designers need to use
ad hoc solutions for designing their systems.

4

Proposition

We propose a design approach allowing a simpler way to develop the behaviors
of smart homes. We build this approach on two main components:
– A generic model of smart home behavior. Basically, this model splits the
running of a smart home into several components.
– A generic adaptive approach with a simple method for deﬁning contexts that
are compatible with a component.
The overview of our proposition is illustrated by the Fig. 1. The main steps
are the following:
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1. At the beginning, activity detection and guidance modules are developed by
the community.
2. Smart home designers use these modules to deﬁne the behaviors of the smart
home.
3. During the running of the home, a process collects pieces of information about
the context.
4. A process control if current smart home activities ﬁt with the current context
and perform an adaptation process if an activity does not ﬁt.

Smart home (SH)

SH behaviors
component

SH manager
SH designers

SH behaviors
manager

Devices
(sensors,
eﬀectors)

User

Adaptation
manager

Fig. 1. Scheme giving a overview of the system

4.1

Smart Home Activities Model

We use behavior trees as a tool to model smart home behaviors. This model
is interesting for smart home design because it is not a simple analytic tool. It
can have a direct application in smart-home development. Indeed this concept
is already used in domains such as video games, robotic and unmanned aerial
vehicles (UVA) [1, 3, 16,17]. Before introducing how we use behavior trees in
smart home design, we will ﬁrst introduce their main principles.
Behavior Tree Principle. Basically, a behavior tree is a formalism used in
planning. More precisely, it is a rooted tree which hierarchies the executions of
tasks that are performed by an entity. In this tree, leaf nodes represent an atomic
task that can be directly executed. Control the state of an entity for instance.
Intermediate nodes that can be called composite node control how their children
evolve. Composite nodes are described below.
When the behavior tree is executed, nodes can be in one of the following
states:
– Not Running: The node has never been started.
– Running: The node has been started but is not ﬁnished yet.
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– Succeeded: The node is ﬁnished in success.
– Failed: The node ﬁnished in failure.
It is important to notice that in this model, failed does not mean an error.
For example, if the task consists of controlling that the entity has performed a
particular action before the end of a timer. The succeeded state means that the
action has been done. The failure state that the action has not been done and
the action cannot be done in the future. Basically, succeeded and failed state
represent two ending state for the node. The parent of a node will act according
to the ending state of their child and its nature.
Several composite nodes can be created according to the domains and the
need of behavior trees users. However, the two following composite are widely
implemented:
– Sequence: it executes node sequentially. It starts from the ﬁrst one and each
time a node ends in succeeded state it starts the next one. If a child ends in
failed state, it ends in a failed state.
– Selector: it executes node sequentially until one ends in succeeded state. In
this case, it ends in succeeded state. If all child are in failed state, it ends in
failed state.
– Repeat: it execute its only children until this one ends in succeeded state.
It is important to notice that in behavior trees, order of children has a meaning. Children are aligned horizontally and the ﬁrst node is the leftmost.
Application in Smart Home Design. One advantage of behavior tree is the
ability to compose complex behaviors from a set of simple elements. Additionally,
it allows a smart home designers to deﬁne the behavior of a home without worrying about how simple tasks work. In our approach, we call leaf nodes behavior
components. A behavior component is the entity that interacts with devices (sensors and eﬀectors) in order to reach one objective. Detect if the user while he is
cooking is an example of a behavior component objective. Giving assistance to a
user who is cooking is another example. Fundamentally, we implement behavior
components by deﬁning a function that interact with sensors or/and eﬀectors
and that return succeeded when the objective is accomplished.
Example. Let us use a design scenario to show the use of behavior trees for
smart home design. We use the example given in the introduction. However,
we will not consider adaptation issue. In this scenario, we need six behavior
components which are the following:
– Cooking detection: it interacts with a subset of sensors in order to detect
when the occupant starts a cooking activity.
– Cooking guidance: it interact with a subset of sensors and eﬀector in order
to help the occupant while he is cooking.
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– Visitor monitoring: it interacts with a set of sensors which are outside in
order to detect if somebody come to visit the occupant.
– Visitor notification: it actions eﬀectors which are dedicated to alert the
occupant about a visitor.
– Exercice monitoring: it compute time since the last exercise in order to
detect if the occupant needs to train his memory.
– Exercise 1: it performs one memory game that trains the occupant.
– Exercise 2: it performs another memory game which uses other devices to
play.
The behavior trees for the smart home of this scenario are shown in Figs. 2
and 3. In our model, each behavior tree is computed in parallel. Consequently,
with this design, this smart home performs three activities at the same time.
Sequence

Visitor
detection

Sequence

Visitor
notiﬁcation

Cooking
detection

Cooking
guidance

Fig. 2. Behavior trees that manage cooking assistance and visitors notiﬁcation

The Fig. 2 shows the behavior trees of cooking assistance and visitor notiﬁcation. Modeling of these behaviors is simple with behavior trees. It is a sequence
of two behavior components. Broadly, the ﬁrst behavior component uses sensors and artiﬁcial intelligence models to detect a pattern. Once this pattern is
detected, it ﬁnishes with a succeeded state. Then the parent starts the next
behavior component which has to perform the guidance.
Sequence

Exercice
detection

Selector

Exercice 1

Exercice 2

Fig. 3. Behavior tree that manages user’s exercises

The Fig. 3 shows the behavior tree of exercise management. The overall principle is the same as the Fig. 2. A behavior component checks when the exercise
should start and notify its parent. The main diﬀerence with previous trees is the
use of “Selector” node. The main idea in this tree is to try the exercise 1. If the
user fails this exercise, the system proposes the exercise 2. In this context, we
consider that the exercise 2 is easier and the user will always succeed.
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Adaptation Model

The previous model allows us to deﬁne smart home behavior. During the execution the behavior tree evolve according to interactions with occupants. In order
to support adaptation to context, we propose to allow the system to adapt the
behavior tree according to context state. Our approach is the following: each time
a behavior component is started or the context state changes, the system checks
if behavior components are adapted to the current context. If one does not ﬁt, it
reacts by changing the behavior tree or acting on the context. This approach is
built from the two main concepts: (i) context query; (ii) an adaptation strategy.
Context Query. The context query is the element that allows our system to
identify if a behavior component ﬁts to the current context or not. The principle
is similar to the approach used by some works in the related work. We propose to
link each behavior component with a description of the context where they are
compatible. For example, the behavior component “visitor notiﬁcation” which
is described in the above sub section is implemented for a quiet and lighted
environment. Consequently, we link the description “place is quiet AND lightning
is good” to “visitor notiﬁcation”.
Or context queries are also similar to the media query concept [13] from
responsive web design [15]. From a technical point of view, a context query is a
predicate on some context characteristics. The evaluation of the predicate must
return true value in order to consider that the linked component is compatible.
In order to deﬁne and evaluate context queries, we deﬁne a model of the
context. We use an object oriented approach to deﬁne this model. The main
advantage of the oriented approach is to allow us to extend it easily. In fact, the
goal of this model is not to be exhaustive and to provide enough information to
deﬁne and evaluate our queries. The Fig. 4 show our current model.
According to this model the context query for the component “visitor notiﬁcation” is the following “place.noise = false AND place.light = hight”.
Adaptation Strategy. We use context queries to tag a collection of component
A = {b1 , b2 , .., bn } in order to form a set of couple < bi , ci > where ci is the query.
The Algorithm 1 describes how we detect a need of adaptation.
Basically, the process traverse all running nodes in order to evaluate context
queries. When a issue is detected, we have two possibilities:
– to act on the environment in order to create an appropriated context for
running.
– to act on behavior trees in order to run only components which ﬁt.
We will ﬁrst introduce our approach for the second possibility. The Algorithm 2 describes how we process in order to act on the behavior trees. Fundamentally, our approach requires several methods for reaching an objective.
Moreover, we group all components according to their objectives. Our process
selects the approach that can be applied according to its context query.
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Place
noise
light

Kitchen

Device

Fig. 4. Our class diagram for the context. On this diagram, yellow classes represent
the core of our modelization. Blue classes show how we can extends these objects to
add new elements. (Color ﬁgure online)
Data: context : the current context, shcomponents : list of running behavior
components
for each component in shcomponents do
evaluation ← evaluate context query of component
if evaluation =false then
is environment adapted ← try to act on the environment
if is environment adapted = false then
adapt behavior trees
end
end
end

Algorithm 1. Detect need for adaptation

We can notice that our algorithm act on the behavior tree according to the
nature of intermediate nodes. Basically, the semantic of the node “Selector ”
means that at least one of the children must be compatible. Consequently, we
verify in the set of current children if one child is compatible before acting on
the tree.
In order to allow the system to act on the environment, we use a naive
approach. We add for each entity of our context model a boolean variable that
indicate if this system contains a way to act on the entity. For example, for
lighting, the variable is true because the system has an access to the light.
However, for the number of people in a room the variable is false because the
system cannot force people to leave. If it exists the system can get from a service
the future state of the context according to the diﬀerent actions. Then, the
system can verify if one of the proposition can ﬁt and valid. The Algorithm 3
describes our approach.
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Data: context : the current context, shcomponents : list of behavior
components to switch
for each component in shcomponents do
parent ← get parent of component
if parent is selector then
siblings ← get sibling of component
if siblings is not empty then
for each sibling in siblings do
evaluation ← evaluate context query of sibling
if evaluation =true then
activate sibling
// we start this component and we stop its siblings
end
f ind subtitute ← true
end
else
f ind subtitute ← true
end
else
f ind subtitute ← true
end
if f ind subtitute= true then
subtitute ← ﬁnd in component library a subtitute activate subtitute
// if no subtitute is found, we stop the component until a current
context is created
end
end

Algorithm 2. Adaptation of the behavior trees
Data: shcomponents : list of running behavior components,
shcomponentstoswitch : list of running behavior components that do not
ﬁt
correct ← false
while correct = true do
for each component in shcomponentstoswitch : do
context ← get ideal context for component if context is applicable and
context is compatible with shcomponents then
correct ← true apply context
else
ﬁnd subtitute for component
end
end
end

Algorithm 3. Adaptation of the environment

5

Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we have presented our on-going research about a generic model for
smart home with adaptive behavior. Our proposition is built from three main
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concepts: (i) a model for the smart home behavior; (ii) a model for the context;
(iii) an adaptive strategy.
As future work, we have objectives for both short and long terms. Our shortterm objective is to experience the adaptation of smart home behaviors on users
in order to measure the impact on the user’s experience. For the long-term, we
aim to enhance this model in order to deal with adaptation to users’ preferences.
Indeed, activities of our model should be activated according to these preferences
in order to maximize the user’s experience.
Furthermore, our adaptation strategy has been designed in case of smart
home designed to help one main users. Our approach needs to be enhanced in
order to deal with multi-user context.
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Abstract. For acquiring information about an environment under
which people cannot work, a prototype system of autonomous information collection is designed and implemented. The prototype system consists of a vehicle and a mobile terminal. The vehicle can autonomously
move in a horizontal two-dimensional space and not collide with any
obstacle under the control of a build-in obstacle-avoidance algorithm.
By an information collection subsystem that includes a camera, a video
server and some sensors mounted on the vehicle, and a communication
subsystem, the vehicle sends acquired environment information, namely
video, by wireless signal, to the mobile terminal in real time. The mobile
terminal, with a client application deployed on it, can receive the environment information. In the implemented prototype system, we use pcDuino
to integrate the dynamic control module based on obstacle-avoidance
algorithm and Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM), the information collection module based on infrared sensors and USB camera, the video
server based on mjpg-streamer with the 3G communication module. An
Android App that can be installed on a smart phone is developed for
receiving the video sent by the vehicle. Using “Port Mapping (PM) +
Dynamic Domain Name Server (DDNS)” mode, we implement the interconnection based on 3G between the vehicle and the mobile terminal,
i.e., a smart phone. We test the implemented prototype system in some
scenario and the result shows that it can be applied to smart home or
city, service for dangerous task and unmanned exploration.
Keywords: Obstacle avoidance
pcDuino · 3G · Smart home

1

· Autonomous information collection ·

Introduction

Today, no matter for urban management or family life, it is necessary to learn
about an environment that people cannot enter into. For example, we need to
look at the damage under nuclear leaks or to search something in a very narrow
space. Thus, it is required that an equipment can autonomously move, gather
and return environment information.
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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Accordingly, we design and implement a prototype system of automatic
obstacle avoidance information collection vehicle (AOAICV) by the interoperation of pcDuino [1] and Android [2] based on 3G communication. The prototype
consists of a car model and a smart phone. A set of infrared sensors and a
USB camera built on the car model detects obstacles and captures video about
the environment where the car model run. The video can be sent to the smart
phone by 3G signal. An obstacle avoidance program, which controls the car
model to bypass obstacles, and a video server, which controls video capture and
transmission are built in a pcDuino mainboard that integrates all hardware and
software. The smart phone can send a request for collecting information to car
model, receive and display the video by an Android application deployed on it.
There are two main contributions of this work. Firstly, we solve point-to-point
communication between two terminal devices in 3G network. Since 3G network
only assigns a dynamic IP address to any access device, two access devices cannot
exchange messages based on IP in 3G network. We adopt Port Mapping (PM) [3]
and Dynamic Domain Name Server (DDNS) [4], called PM+DDNS mode, to
tackle this problem. Secondly, by building lightweight video server on pcDuino,
we solve video transmission with limited network bandwidth and storage space.
The video server can encode video into continuous photographs and push them
to a client based on HTTP protocol.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the architecture of the prototype system and describe the function of every component
in it. Section 3 presents the implementation of the prototype system in detail.
Section 4 explains an experiment for validating our implementation, especially,
the function of automatic obstacle avoidance and video transmission. Section 5
considers related works. Finally, we conclude this paper in Sect. 6.

2

Design of Prototype System

The prototype system of AOAICV comprises two parts: an information collection vehicle and a mobile terminal, which is shown in Fig. 1. The information
collection vehicle autonomously runs in an environment without collision with
any obstacle, and collects information about the environment after receiving an
request from the mobile terminal. At the same time, the information collection
vehicle can sends collected information to the mobile terminal. The mobile terminal, only for remotely incepting environment information in real time, can
send a request for collecting the environment information and display the information sent by the information collection vehicle. All interaction between the
information collection vehicle and the mobile terminal bases on wireless signal.
2.1

Information Collection Vehicle

The information collection vehicle is composed of an information collector, a
dynamic controller, a computing center and a communication module.
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Fig. 1. The architecture of the prototype system for automatic obstacle avoidance
information collection vehicle.

The information collector gathers the environment information, such as the
distance between the vehicle and an obstacle, and a landscape around the vehicle.
The collector sends all of this information to computing center.
The computing center is the kernel of the vehicle. It commands the vehicle
to move, such as going forward, backward and turning round, according to the
distance to obstacles output by the information collector. At the same time, it
also takes charge of sending the landscape gotten from the information collector
to mobile terminal. Moreover, it transfers a request for collecting information,
sent by the mobile terminal, to the information collector. This component determines whether the vehicle would collide with a obstacle or not, and the collected
information would be successfully sent to the mobile terminal.
The dynamic controller drives the vehicle in terms of the command sent by
the computing center. The communication module with the counterpart in the
mobile terminal builds a channel for message exchange between the vehicle and
the terminal.
2.2

Mobile Terminal

In the smart city or smart home, mobile devices are widely used. For facilitating
remote reception of the environment information in real time, a mobile terminal
is adopted. It has two components: an information receiver and a communication
module. The function of the latter is same as the counterpart in the information
collection vehicle. The information receiver is mainly responsible for receiving
the environment information sent from the information collection vehicle and
displaying the information. Additionally, it also initials a request for collecting
environment information.
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In the prototype system, all communication between the vehicle and the
terminal uses wireless signal that can broadcast widely enough.

3

Implementation of Prototype System

We use a car model to realize the information collection vehicle and a smart
phone to the mobile terminal. Moreover, we adopt 3G signal to remotely communicate between the car model and the smart phone, since 3G signal can broadcast
more widely than WiFi or Bluetooth with the same quality. The implementation
of the prototype system for AOAICV is presented in detail as follows.
3.1

Implementation of Information Collection Vehicle

Two Direct-current (DC) motors that drive two wheels of the car model to turn
are the dynamic controller in the information collection vehicle. Infrared sensors
and USB camera, which detect obstacles and capture image of an environment
respectively, are the information collector. At the same time, some software,
i.e., obstacle-avoidance algorithm and video server — mjpg-streamer, plays the
role of computing center, which controls the car model running and transmit
the captured video. A 3G router fulﬁls the wireless communication based on
3G signal. All this hardware and software are integrated in the car model by
a pcDuino — a mini PC platform. Figure 2 sketches the implementation of the
information collection vehicle.
motor of
right wheel

motor of
left wheel
PWM

PWM

infrared sensor
level
signal

Obstacle-avoidance
Algorithm

video

Mjpg-streamer
trigger
USB camera

WiFi

3G
Router

pcDuino Platform

Fig. 2. The implementation of the information collection vehicle.

Dynamic Controller and Information Collector. The body of the car
model is a 2-wheel-drive electric vehicle (2WD EV), which uses two DC motors to
independently drive the car. Compared with a 4WD EV, the 2WD EV have more
powerful detouring and climbing capacity. Furthermore, the power dissipation
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of 2WD EV is less than the 4WD. In our 2WD EV, two LFF 130 DC motors
are used. The rotation speed of the two motors is 10000 revolutions per minute
(RPM) with rated voltage from 4.5 V to 6 V. The maximum velocity might meet
to 68 cm/s. The reduction ratio of the reducer is 1 : 120.
We can control the rotation direction of the DC motors by the direction of
current, and the rotation speed by the intensity of current. When the two DC
motors rotate clockwise, the two wheels of the car model will turn forward and
the car model will run forward. On the contrary, when the two DC motors rotate
anticlockwise, the car model will run backward. If the rotation speed of the right
motor that drive the right wheel is faster than the left one, the car mode will
turn left. On the contrary, if the rotation speed of the left one is faster than the
right one, the car mode will turn right. Thus, the dynamic of the car model can
be controlled by the current of the two motors.
An infrared sensor E18-D80NK is used to measure the distance to an obstacle.
The sensor can detect a range from 3 cm to 80 cm with a sensitive angle no
more than 15◦ . It can work under 10000 lux (sunlight) or 3000 lux (incandescent
light). Its response time is no more than 2 ms and current consumption no
more than 25 mA. The sensor can directly output level signal without analogto-digital conversion, namely, it will output a high-level signal when an obstacle
is detected, or a low-level one when no obstacle. We use three E18-D80NKs to
respectively detect obstacles at the front, right front and left front.
An USB Video Class (UVC) camera is used to capture a video about the
environment where the car mode run. The camera owns 300000 pixel. Its frame
rate is 30 fps and maximum resolution 640 × 480 dpi. The operating distance of
the camera is no less than 3 cm.
The infrared sensors and the USB camera together compose the information
collector.
Computing Center. Software undertakes the computing task. A program
based on an obstacle-avoidance algorithm controls the travel direction of the
car model according to the distances to obstacles output from infrared sensors.
A video server drive USB camera to capture images about the environment, and
transmits these images to the smart phone.
Obstacle-Avoidance Algorithm. The obstacle avoidance has three steps. When
infrared sensors detect some obstacle, the system enter the ﬁrst step of obstacle
avoidance. In this step, the vehicle runs backward for a certain distance. The
reason of this step is to escape from some dead space in which vehicle cannot
turn round. The second step is to bypass. If the obstacle exists at front or left
front of the vehicle, the vehicle turns right. If the obstacle exists at right of the
vehicle, the vehicle turns left. If there are obstacles at front and left front of
the vehicle, it turns right. If there are obstacles at front and right front, or at
left and right of the vehicle, it turns left. If there are three obstacles at front,
left front and right front of the vehicle respectively, the vehicle also turns left.
Finally, if there is not any obstacle, the vehicle run forward all the time.
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Fig. 3. The hybrid automaton of the obstacle-avoidance algorithm.

In Fig. 3, a hybrid automaton [5] is used to describe the obstacle-avoidance
algorithm. q0 is the initial control mode in which vehicle keeps moving forward
with velocity from 5 to 15 cm/s, where vl and vr are the velocity of left and
right wheel respectively, and positive (resp. negative) represents move forward
(resp.backward). The control mode q1 corresponds to the ﬁrst step of the obstacle
avoidance, i.e., moving backward. q2 is turning right and q3 turning left. The
control mode q4 means collision with some obstacle. In Fig. 3, x1 , x2 , x3 are
the distance between an obstacle and the left, middle and right infrared sensor
respectively; α is the angle of rotation; d is the distance of retreat. 1 < x1 < 10
means that the left sensor ﬁnds an obstacle and 1 < x2 < 15 means that the
middle sensor ﬁnds an obstacle.
Video Server. Mjpg-streamer, a command line-based application, is used to build
a light weight video server. By IP-based network, it transmits images, captured
by USB camera, in stream mode to a client browser on the smart phone. Mjpgstreamer is plugin-based. In mjpg-streamer, the input and output of plugins
and the connection among plugins have be predeﬁned. Hence, for building our
video server, we only need to choose plugins according to our requirements.
“input uvc” and “output http” are two important plugins used in the video
server. The former is responsible for inputs and the latter outputs. Moreover,
data obtained from single input plugin can be send to multiple output plugins.
Figure 4 shows interactions among mjpg-streamer, client and USB camera.
When mjpg-streamer gets the request for collecting environment information,
the input uvc plugin starts up the USB camera, and repeatedly reads images in
Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) format from the camera and writes
them to a buﬀer in mjpg-streamer. At the same time, output http repeatedly
reads images from the buﬀer and sends them to the client.
Since the size of data captured by the camera is too big to transmit with
limited network bandwidth and storage space, the data must be compressed. In
the video server, we adopt Motion Joint Photographic Experts Group (MJPEG)
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Fig. 4. The sequence diagram of mjpg-streamer working.

that splits a dynamic video into a sequence of static photographs to compress
video. Firstly, a video is encoded to a set of continuous JPEG images and the
video server sends them to the client. Secondly, the client restores the video by
decoding.
Integration of Hardware and Software. We use a pcDuino platform, shown
in Fig. 5(a), to integrate all hardware and software mentioned above. A pcDuino
that combines mini personal computer (PC) based on Advanced RISC Machine
(ARM) architecture and Arduino is an open source hardware platform with many
I/O interface (e.g., USB, HDMI and RJ45) and a suite of program development
environment. Since Linux run on the pcDuino, we can use diﬀerent programs
to control diﬀerent I/O interfaces at the same time only if these I/O could not
conﬂict with each other. Therefore, a pcDuino can be used as many Arduino —
connecting with and controlling many devices such as sensors and motors.

(a) pcDuino

(b) L293 Motor Shield

Fig. 5. The platform for integrating hardware and software.

Our pcDuino owns a 1 GHz ARM Cortex A20 CPU, a Mali-400 GPU, 1 GB
DRAM, 32 GB Micro SD card and an USB. At the communication aspect, it
supports wireless networking by WiFi and wired by RJ45.
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The pcDuino transforms the control command sent from obstacle-avoidance
algorithm to Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM) signal, and adjusts the rotational
speed of the motors with the PWM signal for controlling movement of the car
model.
Since the rated current of the used DC motors is too big, the pcDuino is easily
to be damaged due to the excessive current if we directly use PWM output from
the pcDuino to drive the DC motors. For protecting the pcDuino mainboard, we
use L293 Motor Shield, shown in Fig. 5(b), to drive the two DC motors. L293
Motor Shield is a motor control module based on H-bridge driver chip. It can be
plugged in an expansion slot on the pcDuino.
The pcDuino only support WiFi wireless networking. Since we are attempt
to use 3G network that broadcasts more widely than WiFi, a HUAWEI E355
3G router is installed on the car model. The router can send out at most ﬁve
WiFi signals. The pcDuino can connect 3G network by WiFi.
We adopt two sets of power supply. One set, six 1.2 V batteries (AA size),
services for the DC motors. The other, 5 V/2 A power bank, services for the
pcDuino, infrared sensors, USB camera and 3G router. Since the DC motors are
big consumers of electricity, we allot a independent set of power for them.
The physical facade of the implemented information collection vehicle is given
in Fig. 6.

(a) facade

(b) planform

Fig. 6. The appearance of the information collection vehicle.

3.2

Implementation of Mobile Terminal

We use a smart phone based on Android platform to realize the mobile terminal. Then, the communication module in the mobile terminal can reuse the
communication component in the smart phone.
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A client application that sends request for information collection to the video
server, receives video sent by the server and displays it is deployed on Android
platform.

request

Main Interface

Video Buﬀer

Data
Sender

request

Data
video
Receiver

Video Decoder
screen refresh

Video Player

Fig. 7. The architecture of the client application on Android.

The client uses HTTP protocol to connect with the video server, i.e., mjpgstreamer. Firstly, by using Apache interface, the client sends a HTTP request to
mjpg-streamer. After responding to the client, the mjpg-streamer sends encoded
JPEG images to the client by HTTP protocol. Secondly, the client repeatedly
receives JPEG images from the mjpg-streamer and puts them in a buﬀer. By
decoding the data in buﬀer, the video about environment can be restored and
be displayed on the screen of the smart phone. The architecture of the client is
given in Fig. 7.
3.3

Implementation of Wireless Communication

All messages between the car model (i.e., the information collection vehicle) and
the smart phone (i.e., the mobile terminal) are transmitted by 3G signal. Since
a terminal only obtain an dynamic IP address rather than a static IP address
when it accesses the Chinese 3G network, two devices in 3G network cannot
communicate in point-to-point mode. As a result, we use PM+DDNS mode to
realize 3G-based communication between the car model and the smart phone.
The process has two steps. In the ﬁrst step, we set up a forwarding rule by
PM in the management page of the 3G router. For example, we can mapping a
video port, say 8090, into an IP of the pcDuino, say 192.168.0.101. As a result,
any access to 8090 port from internet will be forwarded to 192.168.0.101. The
second step is to conﬁgure dynamic domain name. Oray DDNS is used. We
ﬁrstly apply a dynamic domain name from Oray. Then, we bind the intranet IP
(i.e., 192.168.0.101) of the pcDuino with the dynamic domain name. Henceforth,
whenever the pcDuino gets a new dynamic IP, the new IP will be sent to Oray
DDNS by a dynamic domain name program installed on the pcDuino, and the
database for domain name server is updated. If anyone accesses the dynamic
domain name, Oray DDNS can return the right IP to him.
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Experiment

For testing the automatic obstacle avoidance of the implemented prototype, we
design a series of experiments that are shown in Fig. 8(a) to (g), where a hollow
rectangle represents the car model, a ﬁlled rectangle is the sensor, a hatchures
means an obstacle, and an arrow is the oracle of the turning direction. In these
scenario our car model can turn round in accordance with the oracles.
We also conducts two complex scenario, which is shown in Fig. 8(h) and (i), to
test the automatic obstacle avoidance. In Fig. 8(h), some obstacles in diﬀerent
shape is randomly placed in a ﬁeld. Our car model can successfully run from
the entrance to the exit with the success rate 95 %, which means that only 1
collision with obstacles was observed in 20 times of the experiment. In Fig. 8(i),
the obstacles are randomly placed barriers. The result of the experiments shows
that our car model may not successfully get through if the diameters of the
obstacles are too small.


(a)




(b)



(c)

(d)
Entrance





(f)

(g)

Exit

(h)


(e)
Entrance

Exit

(i)

Fig. 8. The scenario for testing obstacle avoidance.

For testing the video transmission of the implemented prototype, we conduct
an experiment in the scenario that is shown in Fig. 9. Under good 3G signal, the
smart phone can smoothly display the video sent by the car model. When the
3G signal is weak, frame skipping frequently happen.

5

Related Works

In our early work [6], we had designed and implemented an autonomous collision
avoidance vehicle that was remotely controlled by a smart phone. There are many
diﬀerences between the prototype in [6] (say the old prototype) and the current
one. Firstly, the old prototype realizes the collision avoidance by stopping at
the font of obstacles rather than bypassing. Secondly, in the old prototype, the
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Fig. 9. The scenario for testing video transmission.

vehicle cannot send massive data, such as video, to the smart phone. In fact, in
the old prototype, exchanged messages between the vehicle and the smart phone
is simple control command such as movement or stop. Finally, the computing
center is built on the smart phone in the old prototype rather than on the vehicle.
In current prototype, if we put computing center in the smart phone, the control
program must run concurrently with the video reception on the Android OS and
the performance would be degraded by the reason of Android. Therefore, we
move the computing center to the vehicle in the current prototype.
The other relevant work is Xu et al. [7]. They built a remote control system
for a mobile object. The system was deployed on Android platform. By the
interaction between Android and Arduino, the mobile object can be controlled
not to collide with some obstacle. Authors did not show their real system, and not
explain the implementation of the mobile object in detail, such as the integration
of Android and Arduino on the mobile object and the way of driving motors by
Arduino. In our implementation, we adopt pcDuino to integrate Android with
Arduino on the car model.
In [8], author designed an Arduino intelligent vehicle, which was controlled
by Android platform and can measure distance, move under control, and transfer
image wirelessly. However, their control is based on WiFi rather than 3G. Thus,
the control range of their system is limited.
In the aspect of automatic obstacle avoidance, [9, 10] gave methods that
derived spatial data of obstacles from images about an environment and bypassed
obstacles in accordance with these data. Compared with them, our prototype
cannot deal with some obstacles such as deep pits and steep slopes, but our
obstacle avoidance algorithm requires the computing resources less than them.
In the aspect of video transmission, hitherto, we do not ﬁnd any better proposal that can realize point-to-point data exchange between two mobile devices
by 3G signal than ours in literatures.
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Conclusion

We design a prototype system of AOAICV. The information collection vehicle is
implemented by a 2WD car model, on which three infrared sensors and a USB
camera are ﬁxed. The car model can send the environment information collected
by the USB camera to a mobile terminal, and autonomously bypass obstacles
according to the distance with the obstacles detected by the sensors. The mobile
terminal is realized by a smart phone with Android OS, on which a client application is deployed for requesting video and displaying it. The communication
between the car model and the smart phone is implemented by HTTP based
on 3G signal. We use pcDuino platform to integrate the hardware and software
on the car model. Some experiments demonstrates that the prototype is sound.
The implemented prototype can be used in urban management or family life.
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Abstract. Home networks are becoming increasingly complex with the
rising number of networked smart appliances with communication and
control capabilities. These smart devices alongside diverse user applications usually share a single broadband access link via a router to
access the Internet. The traﬃc streams competing for bandwidth on
a best-eﬀort basis may lead to poor quality-of-experience for users or
malfunctioning of smart devices. Home routers used to only serve as
dumb networking devices. Nevertheless, we expect that these routers will
play a central role in communicating, networking and controlling emerging smart-home appliances. They should be programmable in a costeﬀective way to eﬃciently transmit the real-time data, ﬂexible in aggregating resources and convenient in providing management interfaces
to upper-layer applications. The emerging software deﬁned networking
(SDN) oﬀers a high degree of ﬂexibility for implementing novel networking solutions to improve performances of distributed systems such as
smart homes. The switching performance of the programmable switches
is important for the forwarding service of the data plane after the trafﬁc policies are deployed by the controller. In this paper, we conducted a
measurement-based empirical study of the design space of diﬀerent OpenFlow switches in multiple scenarios of a smart home network. Our testbed
includes the performance of oﬀ-the-shelf commercial switches and FPGAbased networking boards. Our results demonstrate the trade-oﬀ between
performance and ﬂexibility for the OpenFlow switches. This empirical
study focused on the throughput performance which is measured for
diﬀerent software-based OpenFlow switches. Zynq-based FPGA boards
with networking capabilities demonstrate good potentials to facilitate the
experimentation and implementation with high ﬂexibility and suﬃciently
good performance. Our experiment results may provide insights into
constructing evolvable and cost-eﬀective software deﬁned smart home
routers with enhanced performance under budget constraints.

1

Introduction

Home networks are becoming increasingly complex with the rise of an era of
smart devices. Not only the user held devices like tablets, smart phones and PCs
but also many smart devices like media gateways, smart TVs, smart refrigerators
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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and washing machines are available leading towards a network of smart home
devices. Those smart devices alongside diverse user applications like browsing,
peer-to-peer, VoIP and gaming share the single broadband access link. The traﬃc
streams competing for bandwidth on a best eﬀort basis may result in poor quality
of experience for users or malfunctioning of a smart device. The home network
must be programmable enough to eﬃciently and reliably transmitting the realtime data, scalable and ﬂexible in aggregating resources, secured and convenient
in providing management interfaces to upper-layer applications.
A smart home is functionally categorized into two main networks: the broadband access network mainly for devices associated with personal needs such as
entertainment, study, home, oﬃce etc., whereas the control network is envisioned
for the control and management of appliances like refrigerator, air conditioning
system and light switches etc. Both the broadband communication network and
the control network converge at the household service gateway, which bridges
the single home network to the outside network in a wired or wireless way. The
broadband communication network is mostly attached to devices such as a laptop/desktop, digital TV and telephones etc. Most network traﬃc are generated
from heterogeneous multimedia applications which indicates potential expectations of high bandwidth without stringent constraints on the reliability and
consistency in data ﬂows. The control network mainly administers the regular
operations for all kinds of home devices such as the switching-on/oﬀ for lamps
and curtains, the start-up and stop of the air-conditioner along with the adjustment of temperature and velocity of wind, the signal collection and execution
in security and surveillance system, indoor data measurement through wired or
wireless sensors located at diﬀerent places of the house as well as the adjustment
of power usage based on the data indication on electrical meters. Therefore,
the control network is loaded with short data used for control and sampling in
length which are featured with relatively low signal frequency and accordingly
low transmission rate in order to meet their requirements. On the other hand,
the expectation of reliability is higher. It is unacceptable that excessive errors
or loss of control information occur in the network, which likely leads to the
malfunction or even breakdown of target devices.
The emerging software deﬁned networking (SDN) provides a new paradigm
for controlling network behaviors in a uniﬁed framework [16]. SDN oﬀers a high
degree of ﬂexibility for implementing novel networking solutions to improve performances of distributed systems. SDN turns the whole platform of the network
in the control of programmable entities. Software-based OpenFlow switches are
ﬂexible but this ﬂexibility is often achieved at the cost of performance degradation [9]. This programmable network is one of the techniques that can help
in the above scenario of home network. By the identiﬁcation of some common
features in the ﬂow tables of the simple commodity switches, the researchers
provide a standardized protocol to control the ﬂow table of a switch through
software. OpenFlow has become the de facto south-bound protocol implementation of software deﬁned networks. OpenFlow provides a practical approach
to control a switch without requiring the vendors to expose the code of their
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devices [12]. The performance evaluation and the limitation of these OpenFlowenabled switches is a prerequisite for using them for experimentation and implementation in smart-home networks which require high performance in terms
of ﬂow labeling and traﬃc slicing. The evaluation of these OpenFlow-enabled
switches is the ﬁrst step towards understanding the data plane performance.
Although there have been growing interests on the data plane performance while
most of the research contributes towards the control planes. In this paper, we
use the programmable hardware enabled with SDN to implement smart home
network environments and compare the performance of FPGA-based networking
boards including ONetSwitch20, ONetSwitch45 and NetGear WNDR3700 commodity programmable hardware with the oﬀ-the-shelve commercial but nonprogrammable TP-Link TL-SG1024DT switch. To the best of our knowledge,
we are the ﬁrst to conduct the performance comparison between software and
hardware based implementation of ﬂow table in the smart home environment.
Our results may provide insights into utilizing low-cost Zynq-based devices in
smart home networks to achieve the balance between cost, functionality and
programmability of the network.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2, we discuss the related work.
Section 3 provides some background on diﬀerent OpenFlow switches used in our
testbed for performance evaluation. In Sect. 4, we report the settings of our
experimental testbed. In Sect. 5, our measurement results are analyzed. Finally,
we conclude this paper in Sect. 6.

2

Related Work

With the increasing complexity of home networks, research interests have been
arising on home network management issues [7, 17]. There is still limited research
on commercial hardware that address the interface gap between home networking
devices and users. Home network management should either be made easier for
the user to conﬁgure or the responsibility taken away from users altogether.
One early system was presented in [7], which is an OpenFlow-based universal
logging platform which supports diagnostics and troubleshooting problems in
home networks. Calvert et al. pointed out that the major diﬃculty on home
network troubleshooting is due to lacking of ability to identify what changed in
the network at the moment of failures.
A few research and commercial prototypes have been built utilizing SDN
for home networks. Brush et al. reviewed various home networking problems
on addressing the needs of home users [6]. There conducted studies shows that
high cost of hardware, insuﬃcient ﬂexibility to conﬁgure and poor manageability are the main barriers towards samrt homes. Martin and Feamster studied
dynamic traﬃc prioritization for home networks to better suit immediate needs
for users [15]. They propose an interaction between the home router and user
activity associated with diﬀerent traﬃc ﬂows. Using this approach, the prioritization of traﬃc for diﬀerent ﬂows is achieved in the home router. In [8], Fratczak
et al. implemented an OpenFlow-based home network to achieve conﬁgurability
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and automation. The authors argued to slice the home network and centralize
the control outside of the home network. This approach provides ISPs or third
parties to eﬃciently manage the home network remotely so that new business
models may be invented to meet the needs of smart home users. In [13], Lee et al.
proposed an auto-conﬁguration mechanism for home networks using SDN without middleware and home gateways. In [20], Wang et al. proposed slicing strategies to diﬀerentiate home network ﬂows for performance enhancement based
on application requirements. In [5] Boussard et al. proposed a software-based
approach to interconnect devices of smart environments using the virtualization
framework based on virtual objects. This provides the end-user with a centralized control and management of the smart home devices by device and network
programmability.
Performance evaluation studies have been conducted quite extensively on
the control plane while our study focused on the data plane. In [4], Bianco
et al. compared the performance of OpenFlow switching, the link layer Ethernet switching and network layer IP routing with diﬀerent types of rules and
packet sizes. Throughput and packet latency are measured at diﬀerent network
conditions. In [14], Lu et al. proposed to use CPU in the switch to handle not
only the control plane but also the data plane. The authors pointed out two
limitations of current switches: a limited size forwarding table for ﬂow-based
forwarding scheme and a limited size packet buﬀer. In [9], Gelberger et al. evaluated the performance of two SDN architectures including OpenFlow and the
programmable generic forwarding element (ProGFE) in terms of the ﬂexibility
and performance. The authors claimed that the SDN ﬂexibility can be achieved
at the cost of tolerated performance degradation although the exact degradation
also depends on the SDN implementation. In that study, the impact of the controllers was not considered in the tested scenarios. In [21], Shijie et al. designed
and implemented an OpenFlow-based switch on a Xilinx Zynq ZC706 board. In
[11], Hu et al. designed and implemented a family of OpenFlow-based switches,
namely ONetSwitch, on Xilinx Zynq SoCs. ONetSwitch has been further utilized
to construct a data center networking testbed on a desk in [10].

3

Background

An OpenFlow switch has two important components: (1) a ﬂow table, used
for packet look up and forwarding; (2) a secure channel connects the remote
controller and the switches for coordination. A ﬂow table consists of ﬂow entries,
activity counters and more actions to apply to matched packets. Every packet is
compared against the ﬂow table and processed by the switch. If a matched entry
is found, then a speciﬁed action is performed to process the packets. If there is
no match, then the packet is forwarded to the controller for further processing.
The responsibility of a controller is to deal with those packets which don’t have
valid ﬂow entries in the switch. For processing each packet, switches may utilize
the Ternary Content Addressable Memory (TCAM) and the Random Access
Memory (RAM) for eﬃcient packet forwarding.
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There are two types of OpenFlow switches: hardware-based and softwarebased ﬂow table switches. The hardware ﬂow table is hardware accelerated OpenFlow switch, using multiple stages of FPGA-implemented hardware ﬂow tables,
which are cascaded with software ﬂow tables inside the virtual Switch running in
the CPU. Hardware based ﬂow table pipeline has ﬁxed number of ﬂow tables and
entries. Besides this, hybrid openﬂow switches also available which take advantages of both technologies. Hardware-based OpenFlow switches use TCAM and
vendor-speciﬁc operating systems. Since they are implemented in hardware ASIC
chips, they have high processing and switching speed. Software-based OpenFlow
switches commonly use open source operating systems such as Linux. The packet
processing is accomplished in software-based approaches hence the switch performance is often constrained. An OpenFlow reference switch implementation
can be divided into two categories: user space and kernel space. For the encryption of communication, the user space communicates with the OpenFlow control
plane architecture through SSL. Messages from the controller to switches and
vice versa are exchanged between the user space and the kernel space [18]. The
responsibility of the kernel module is the maintenance of the ﬂow table, packet
processing and statistics update.

4

Testbed

In this section, we report the experiment setup to evaluate the switching performance of OpenFlow switches. We have implemented a smart-home network
testbed with diﬀerent network topologies using programmable switches and
SDN controllers. The performance comparisons have been conducted between
the FPGA-based networking boards against the oﬀ-the-shelf commodity TPLINK TL-SG1024DT switch. Our testbed consists of three parts: OpenFlow
switches implemented on Xilinx Zynq boards, a SDN controller and traﬃc generators/receivers. As shown in Fig. 1, our testbed utilized three standard PCs:
one with 2.8 GHz processor for the controller and the other two PCs with core
i3 processors for the traﬃc sender and the receiver. All PCs have 4 GB of RAM,
1 Gbit/s NIC card and are running Ubuntu 14.04 operating systems.

Fig. 1. Testbed setup
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The FPGA-based programmable switches under test are ONetSwitch20 and
ONet-Switch45 against NetGear 3700v4 router. ONetSwitch20 is a quick programmable solution for the OpenFlow switch based on the Xilinx Zynq TM7000 as CPU and Avnet/Digilent ZedBoard as motherboard. ONetSwitch20
utilizes the MeshSr FMC4GE card to extent four Gigabit Ethernet interface.
The processing software components makes ONetSwitch20 software programmable. ONetSwitch45 has an ARM architecture, all-programmability in both
software and hardware. It also have four Gigabit Ethernet ports [2]. The third
switch is NetGear WNDR 3700v4. It uses Atheros AR8327 switch, 560 MHz
CPU and 128 MB of RAM.
The ONetSwitch20, ONetSwitch45 and NetGear OpenWRT-based switches
are deployed with the RYU controller [3]. Ryu is an open-source SDN controller
fully written in Python. These switches can also be conﬁgured with the usage of
OpenFlow datapath conﬁguration tool called Data Path Control (dpctl). dpctl
provides command-line utilities to conﬁgure these switches as OpenFlow switches
without an external controller.
The Mausezahn [1] traﬃc generator is used to generate packets with diﬀerent sizes for the experiments. Mausezahn allows to send packets with arbitrary
conﬁgurations in the interactive mode in our experiments. In these experiments,
one PC acts as a traﬃc sender and the other acts as a receiver. In the interactive
mode, both end-hosts establish a connection through telnet. In our experiments,
one constant bit rate traﬃc session consists of 200,000 UDP packets with diﬀerent types of packet sizes such as 128, 256, 512, 1024 and 1500 bytes.

5

Results

In this section, we examined the switching performance of OpenFlow switches
with diﬀerent packet sizes and ﬂow table sizes. The major performance criteria
is the average and maximum throughput of the network with diﬀerent number
of entries and table sizes. The performance analysis focused on hardware-based
and software-based table implementations in the programmable switches.
5.1

Packet Size

The throughput performance increases as the packet size increases. With a small
packet size, a large number of packets are generated to reach the same traﬃc
load and they impose a high CPU load on switches as the number of ﬂows is substantially large. On the other hand, a large MTU size may introduce additional
delay. This eﬀect is considerably large when data is transmitted over slower links.
Therefore, it is likely that the switch forwarding path becomes the bottleneck.
Note that in our experiments, we randomized the port numbers and IP addresses
to minimize the caching eﬀect.
Figure 2(a) shows the average throughput performance of three switches:
ONetSwitch20, ONetSwitch45 and NetGear-OpenWRT against TP-Link TLSG1024DT. In Fig. 2(a), the average throughput of the TP-Link switch and
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ONetSwicth20/ONetSwicth45 with the hardware ﬂow table achieve the same
performance level. In this case the average performance of commodity hardware is slightly better than the FPGA boards. Note that the performance of
ONetSwitches with software ﬂow tables is almost same in this scenario.
Figure 2(b) shows the maximum throughput performance of ONetSwitch20,
ONetSwitch45, NetGear-OpenWRT and TP-Link TL-SG1024DT. Note that the
maximum throughput performance of ONetSwitch20/45 with the hardware ﬂow
table is better than all the switching cases for large packet sizes (1024 and 1500
bytes) reaching to 900 Mbps. ONetSwitch45 achieves even higher throughput of
1 Gbps as compared to TP-Link TL-SG1024DT by taking advantages of TCAM.
These high average and maximum throughput rates are due to the fact that hardware tables of these switches are implemented in ASIC which has the capability
to perform switching at line rate.

(a) average throughput

(b) maximum throughput

Fig. 2. Performance comparison with diﬀerent ﬂow entries

Figure 3(a) shows the maximum achievable throughput of the NetGearOpenWRT router, ONetSwitch20 and ONetSwitch45 with the software table
implementation. In this case, ONetSwitches with software ﬂow table conﬁguration behave almost same as NetGear-OpenWRT. Note that all the three switches
use cPqD as the soft switch which is implemented as a user-space module in the
Linux kernel.
Figure 3(b) shows the comparison of maximum throughput of TP-Link TLSG1024DT with ONetSwitch20 and ONetSwitch45 enabled with hardware based
ﬂow table. It shows that the maximum throughput of ONetSwitch45 is slightly
better than TP-link TL-SG1024DT with the packet size of 1500 bytes. With
large packet sizes, the ﬂow table lookups will be reduced as the total number of
packets will be less as compared to the cases with smaller MTU sizes of 128 and
256 bytes packets.
5.2

Flow Table Size

In this subsection, we take a closer look at the impact of the ﬂow table sizes on
the throughput performance with diﬀerent number of ﬂow entries and number of
tables. The ﬂow table consists of number of ﬂow entries each with its own priority.
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(a) software ﬂow tables

(b) hardware ﬂow tables

Fig. 3. Performance comparison: maximum throughput

A packet can match multiple entries so priority based mechanism is designed.
When a packet enters the data plane, the parser extracts its related objects and
forms a tuple. Then, this tuple is processed to lookup ﬂow tables. When the ﬁnal
decision of lookup is obtained the counter for that speciﬁc entry is updated and
the required action is performed. The ﬂow table generates record of active ﬂow
entries and ﬂow counters are also maintained.
In these experiments, we have inserted diﬀerent number of entries in a single
ﬂow table. We also changed the criteria from single to multiple ﬂow tables.
Figure 4(a) and (b) shows the throughput performance of 64 and 1500 bytes
packet sizes with diﬀerent number of ﬂow table entries in a single ﬂow table.
Figure 5 shows the dropping trend of performance with diﬀerent table sizes.
This performance degradation is likely due to the higher switching complexity.
For the case of large ﬂow tables, the switching on these FPGA board is more
challenging for optimizing resource utilization [19]. In this case we compare the
performance with diﬀerent table sizes. In these experiments, in order to ﬁll up
forwarding tables we use bash scripts to generate random class C IP addresses.
The throughput performance shows a dropping trend with the increasing size
of the tables. The throughput of switches with the hardware ﬂow tables shows
slightly better performance as compared to the cases with software ﬂow tables.
This trend is due to the fact that the lookup entry time for a ﬂow in a ﬂow table
with large number of entries, increases exponentially. Hence, the performance
degradation eﬀect is similar for both hardware and software ﬂow tables.
Each programmable switch has the capability to have multiple ﬂow tables to
be conﬁgured. For ONetSwitches 20/45 ﬂow tables can be conﬁgured with each
having maximum of 4096 ﬂow entries. The throughput performance is depicted
in Fig. 5. The programmable switches are conﬁgured with diﬀerent number of
ﬂow tables ranging from 1 to 64 tables. The performance of highly programmable
switches ONetSwitch20 and ONetSwitch45 is comparatively higher for hardware
ﬂow tables as compared to software ﬂow tables. The reason is the impeccable
forwarding ASIC logic of hardware ﬂow tables.
Figure 6 shows the delay comparison of three programmable devices with
software and hardware table implementation. We have populated diﬀerent number of entries in ﬂow tables of ONetSwitches to test the latency performance of
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(b) 1500B

Fig. 4. Performance comparison: maximum throughput with diﬀerent ﬂow entries

Fig. 5. Throughput with diﬀerent ﬂow table sizes

switching devices. Host A sends ping requests to host B. The time consumed by
these devices under diﬀerent number of ﬂow entries in tables is used to calculate
the delay. Figure 6 demonstrates that the programmable devices with hardware
ﬂow tables with small number of ﬂow entries in the table introduces very low
latency that is up to 50 ms. The reason is the line switching rate of the ASIC
implementation of the hardware table. When the size of ﬂow table increases, the
delay increases. This is due to the fact that now the switch has to run more
table lookups as compared to previous scenarios. With a ﬂow table of more than
0.2 million ﬂow entries the delay is still in an acceptable range, that is less than
300 ms. This demonstrates that these programmable devices with hardware ﬂow
tables are capable enough to handle latency sensitive application ﬂows like VoIP.
On the other hand, the ONetSwitch 20/45 switch and the NetGearOpenWRT switch with software table implementation introduce low delay for
small ﬂow tables but as the tables become larger than 0.1 million entries, the
delay becomes signiﬁcantly large up to 500 ms, make them unsuitable for latency
sensitive ﬂows. As for home networks, the ﬂow table entries is not likely to exceed
from these upper limits of 4096 entries, these devices with software table are very
suitable for real world deployments as they provide high programmability and
ﬂexibility to control and manage the network.
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Fig. 6. Delay with diﬀerent number of ﬂow entries in the ﬂow tables

Fig. 7. Device comparison: performance vs programmability

Figure 7 shows the trade-oﬀ between programmability and performance of
utilized devices. The programmable devices with hardware ﬂow tables have high
switching performance comparable to TP-link non-programmable switch. The
hardware tables are low in memory but being implemented in ASIC, gives them
the edge to switch at line rate. On the other hand, the devices with software ﬂow
tables have relatively lower throughput performance but they provide similar
programmability capabilities. Hence, they are suitable for smart home networks
where higher network programmability is required for ﬂow prioritization. The
degradation on the throughput performance is tolerable for home networks as
the throughput is still suﬃciency high.

6

Conclusion

Software deﬁned networks can be of great potentials to achieve measurable, manageable and controllable smart homes. In this paper, we conducted an evaluation
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study on the performance of OpenFlow-enabled switches in an SDN testbed tailored for home networks including Xilinx Zynq boards and commodity switches.
Our results demonstrate that FPGA-based networking boards show good potential to facilitate the experimentation and implementation of new ideas with good
ﬂexibility and suﬃciently high performance for smart home network scenarios.
The Zynq-based OpenFlow switches, ONetSwitches, can perform as well as commodity switches at various diﬀerent conditions. This ﬂexibility does not degrade
the performance of the network with large packet sizes. For small packet sizes,
commodity switches outperforms ONetSwitches while with large packet sizes the
performance of TCAM-based OpenFlow switches outperform other forwarding
devices in case of limited ﬂow entries. This performance comparison indicates
that there exists room for improving the implementations of Zynq-based switches
to fully utilize the hardware capability.
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Abstract. Simplify deployment and maintenance of Ambient
Intelligence solutions is important to enable large-scale deployment and
maximize the use/benefit of these solutions. More mature Ambient Intelligence solutions emerge on the market as a result of an intensive investment in research. This research targets mainly the accuracy, usefulness,
and usability aspects of the solutions. Still, possibility to adapt to different environments, ease of deployment and maintenance are ongoing
problems of Ambient Intelligence. Existing solutions require an expert
to move on-site in order to install or maintain systems. Therefore, we
present in this paper our attempt to enable quick large scale deployment. We discuss lessons learned from our approach for automating the
deployment process in order to be performed by ordinary people. We also
introduce a solution for simplifying the monitoring and maintenance of
installed systems.

Keywords: Ambient Assisted Living
Automation · Maintenance · Monitoring
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·

Large-scale deployment

·

Introduction

Simplifying the installation and maintenance of Ambient Intelligence (AmI) solutions is nowadays an important need, given recent progress in this domain. In
fact, AmI maturity has increased over the years. As a consequence, a number of
AmI applications would target large-scale deployment in a near future. A survey from Memon et al. [8] shows that research projects are gradually shifting
towards real-world deployments. The existing real deployment of AmI solutions
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had great impact in highlighting the beneﬁt of AmI. Still, diﬃculties exist during the process of installation and maintenance of AmI systems. The process
tends to be tedious and time-consuming. Usually, technicians are required to
move in site and perform the installation and maintenance, as these tasks typically involve manual conﬁguration and expert knowledge. Typically, the installation process requires to prepare the AmI system oﬀ-site (e.g., pre-program,
wiring), conﬁgure the system manually, move on-site and set up the system.
Once the system is deployed, frequent errors may occur. These errors can be
caused by hardware failures, network issues or unpredictable behaviors from
the end-users (e.g., unplugging the system by mistake). These errors have to
be consistently monitored, and occasionally require to move on-site for maintenance. This process may be acceptable for small scale real-world deployment
(e.g., couple of houses), but it is not suitable for large-scale deployments. This
issue of installation and maintenance was addressed for the ﬁrst time in 2005 by
Elzabadani [6] but surprisingly, only few research works have been conducted
since that time.
We have experienced several successes, and a number of frustrations during
our real-world deployment experiences [4]. Thus, the deployment enabled us to be
aware of several technical issues related to in-situ deployment (e.g., networking,
ease of deployment, maintenance). It also helped us to identify the challenges
linked to the large-scale deployment. For example, customization is a major
challenge that needs to be addressed as each AmI deployment is speciﬁc to an
environment and to the needs of one end-user. Therefore, customization should
be made simple and easy to perform in order to sweet large number of endusers. The second challenge is the need for remote maintenance to ensure good
continuous performance of the system. Knowing that the maintenance of an
AmI system is a tedious process, the human and logistic cost associated to
maintenance should be minimized.
Following, we present our approach for the improvement of the installation
and maintenance process of AmI systems. Section 2 positions our contribution
within the literature. Section 3 presents our vision for the large-scale deployment
of AmI systems and discusses the architecture we propose to enable smooth
installation and maintenance. Section 4 describes our proposed process for simplifying installation of a new deployment. Section 5 details our proposed monitoring and maintenance process. Section 6 discusses the step-by-step installation
procedure. Section 7 presents the validation of our approach. Section 8 concludes
the paper.

2

Related Work

Early researches on adaptable deployments for AmI are those of Helal et al. [7]
who proposed a programmable spaces, Elzabadani et al. [6] who proposed a
device Plug & Play, and Ranganathan et al. [10] who proposed an application
polymorphism similar to today’s cloud computing. These three papers, all published in 2005, carry the vision of a customizable and extensible ecosystem for
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AmI, from hardware to software. Since 2005, a number of researches have been
published about automatic sensor discovery using Service-Oriented Architecture
(SOA) architectures [3] and the integration of sensors into a knowledge-base for
the reasoning [1]. SOA is a popular architecture in AmI, as it helps to create Plug
& Play integration of sensors/actuators (S/A) into the system. Similarly, a large
number of AmI solutions rely on ontological models using the semantic web technologies, as these models can easily integrate new S/A into the knowledge-base.
Pathan et al. [9] propose a complete approach ranging from sensor discovery to
a semantic-based automatic conﬁguration of the system.
The problematic of deployment simplicity in AmI was originally introduced
by Abdulrazak et al. [2] in 2006, whom introduced for the ﬁrst time the term
“smart-home in a box.” In this paper, the authors mention their goal of minimizing engineering expertise and lowering the costs of deployments.
To our knowledge, only few researches have been published since 2006 on
simplicity of deployment. In the last couple of years, industrial solutions such as
Resin.io1 propose to automate the deployment, provisioning and maintenance of
Internet of Things (IoT) solutions, using technologies like Docker. This solution
is interesting, but it mainly target IoT, and does not include dynamic integration
of sensors in knowledge-bases, communication between gateway and server, nor
speciﬁc aspects related to AmI. In addition, to our knowledge, the maintenance
of AmI deployments has not yet been addressed in the literature.

3

Our Vision for Deployment of AmI Solution

In this paper, we propose a practical approach for the installation and maintenance of AmI systems. Our goal is to provide end-users with a “smart-home
in a box” solution that would be delivered to and installed by an end-user,
and remotely maintained by technicians. The parcel would include a gateway
and S/A to be placed in an end-user environment. The gateway is in charge
of the collection of data from sensors, the communication between S/A and a
remote server, as well as forwarding the collected data to a cloud-based framework hosted on the remote server (Fig. 1). This framework includes a reasoning
engine in charge of context understanding and service provisioning.
In order to achieve this goal, diﬀerent measures need to be adopted. First,
the installation and customization process should be made simple and easy to
perform. Therefore, we propose an approach including an automatic S/A discovery and integration into the system. Thus, we prefer the use of a conﬁguration
interface rather than manually modifying ﬁles. This enable to generate the conﬁguration ﬁle automatically and minimize syntactic and semantic errors. Second,
the maintenance should be performed remotely as much as possible. In order to
reduce the technician’s workload and the unnecessarily move in-situ, the system
should automatically detect problems and send notiﬁcations.
Technically, we propose to extend the regular AmI architecture in order to
facilitate the installation, deployment and maintenance process. We propose
1

https://resin.io.
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Fig. 1. Extended AmI architecture

to provide technicians with a provisioning system that enable smooth install,
remote maintenance and update of gateways. We recommend to integrate dedicated user-interfaces into the framework to facilitate the deployment by nonexperts (e.g., regular end-users). In addition, we propose the use of a monitoring
interface that allow technicians check the system status and be notiﬁed in case
of problems. Remote access tools should also be provided to grant access to
deployed gateways when needed.
Following we will start by presenting our solution to simplify the installation
process.

4

Simplifying Installation Process

We aim in our deployment process to make the installation as easy as possible, so
an expert is not anymore required for set up. We propose a process based on three
following major tasks: (1) serial provisioning for quick gateway installation, (2)
Gateway & S/A discovery, and (3) Semantic Plug & Play of gateway and S/A.
4.1

Serial Provisioning

Preparing a gateway for a deployment is very tedious and time-consuming task.
It requires installing the appropriate operating system, conﬁguring the network
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in order to enable remote connection with the server, installing the diﬀerent
modules needed for the communication between S/A and server, and make sure
that software dependencies are fulﬁlled. This installation is also a repetitive
task as the same gateway installation process will be performed for each new
deployment.
In order to deal with this issue, we propose a two-step installation process.
First, a guided installation along with a script automatize the setup of the operating system on gateways. Second, a provisioning tool automatize the installation
of the gateway modules on the operating system. We recommend for this aim
“Ansible”2 . “Ansible” includes playbooks3 that allow to conﬁgure and automatize the installation of the diﬀerent modules. “Ansible” also handle parallel
installation and deployment process on multiple gateways. In order to speed the
installation process even further, a new distribution (i.e., a collection of software
applications built on top of the operating system) with all the required modules and dependencies could optionally be generated based on a newly installed
gateway, and then used for the subsequent installation of other gateways.
4.2

Enable Gateway & S/A Discovery

Deployed gateways and sensors need to be recognized and integrated into the
server framework in order to receive events, perform context understanding
and provide appropriate services to end-users. Usually, gateways and sensors
are manually integrated into the framework and linked to speciﬁc spaces and
objects. This manipulation requires an expert of the framework details to make
the required changes and conﬁgurations. We propose a communication protocol
between the gateway and the framework in order to automatize this process and
ease the deployment of AmI solutions.
Once a gateway is deployed, it only has the IP address of the framework’s
server. Since the gateway conﬁguration ﬁle doesn’t have information needed to
exchange with the framework on switch-on, the gateway uses a secured communication protocol (HTTPS) to send basic information (e.g., mac address and
local IP address) to the server and ask for registration in the framework. The
registration request is sent repetitively until approval by an installer (e.g., enduser, technician) through a dedicated user interface. Once approved, a virtual
AmI space is generated in the framework and linked to the newly approved gateway. The framework therefore generates and sends credentials to the gateway.
The gateway uses these credentials to connect to the framework and ask for its
conﬁguration ﬁle.
The conﬁguration ﬁle contains the ID and the name associated to the gateway. It also have a blank list of sensors which will be updated progressively upon
detection, approval and integration of new sensors into the framework.
2
3

“Ansible” is a free provisioning and application deployment platform. http://www.
ansible.com/.
http://docs.ansible.com/ansible/playbooks.html.
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As mentioned earlier, part of the gateway conﬁguration concerns sensors
plugged in the AmI space and registered with that gateway. Another list concerns blacklisted sensors representing undesirable sensors (e.g., noise sensors,
malfunctioning sensors or neighborhood sensors). Registered sensors’ events are
sent to the server for processing (i.e., context awareness and service provisioning) while blacklisted sensors’ events are ignored. New sensors’ events are sent
for registration to the server on a dedicated handler. A conﬁguration interface
is provided by the framework for the description of a given space (i.e., rooms’
names, rooms’ types, objects’ names, objects’ types) and the approval or blacklisting of sensors discovered previously (record) or in real time.
4.3

Semantic Plug & Play

The discovery task, described in the previous section, allows the framework to
discover and identify gateways and S/A deployed in AmI spaces. Still, S/A need
to be integrated into the reasoning process in order to use events from/to these
devices. At this stage, there is a semantic gap which prevents the integration of
events received from the sensors in the AmI reasoning process. Therefore, our
semantic Plug & Play approach aims at ﬁlling this gap by providing a simple
user-interface to let users deﬁne the semantics of S/A. For example, type of
sensor, kind of events provided and their meaning, bindings relatively to the
space such as the kind of room it is deployed in or object it is attached to.
In order to be included in the framework reasoning process, all these information need to be integrated in the AmI solution’s knowledge base. The knowledge
base allows description of an AmI spaces (e.g., rooms, objects, sensors, persons)
and the relations between its entities. We have chosen to use semantic web,
through ontologies, for the deﬁnition of AmI solution knowledge bases. This
choice is justiﬁed by the fact that semantic modeling satisﬁes the constraints
of context aware systems for adaptability and ﬂexibility in dynamic and changing environments [4]. It allows to deﬁne an a priori knowledge, separate human
proﬁle and environment representation from the system logic, and reuse and
share of common knowledge among several applications [5]. Using ontologies, it
is possible to deﬁne an abstract model common to divers AmI spaces, that will
be instantiated with information related to each new environment in which the
system will be deployed.
Typically, an AmI solution’s knowledge base is manually alimented with
information about the newly deployed space (e.g., rooms, objects, sensors).
Changes need also to be made on the reasoning part in order to include the
new entities in the context awareness and service provisioning process. This task
requires an expert to go deep into the framework code and make the required
changes. We chose to automatize all this process in our semantic Plug & Play
approach. The framework is in charge of instantiating the abstract semantic
model related to the newly deployed AmI space once the gateway and the new
deployed sensors are approved by the installer. It uses the information provided
by the installer through the dedicated user-interface to feed the instantiated
semantic model with the new environment elements and the bindings between
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these elements. In order to make the integration of the new sensors into the
reasoning process straightforward, the reasoning rules should be highly declared
and abstracted. In this case, there is no need for manual modiﬁcation to be
made. At this level, an expert is not required to integrate the newly discovered
sensors in the AmI space. The semantic reasoning oﬀers such ability to declare
abstract reasoning rules. As an example, the rule below infers the location of the
end-user based on events received from motion sensors. As you can see, the rules
is applied to all motion sensors deployed in the AmI space without specifying
concretely these sensors.
∀ Sensor se; SensorState st; Room r; User u
(se, hasCurrentState, st) ∧ (se, hasType, PIR) ∧ (st, indicateLocation, true)
∧ (se, deployedIn, r) ∧ (u, liveIn, r) ⇒ (u, detectedIn, r)

5

Maintenance

The maintenance is another key point for a real deployment. It becomes important for large-scale deployment. It is hard to perform, time consuming and economically expensive if essential procedures have not been adopted. In fact, in-situ
maintenance should be minimized and limited to critical situations hard to solve
remotely. Also the time of detection and intervention is very crucial, and can
have a strong impact in speciﬁc AmI solutions (e.g., failure in dependent people
assistive AmI solutions). Solutions need to be developed in order to automatically detect and alert on system strange behaviors. A remote intervention should
also be possible in order to investigate and solve the detected problems.
Based on our real world deployment feedback, the three key issues that need
to be addressed for any future large scale deployment are (1) Remote access to
gateways, (2) Remote monitoring of the gateways, and (3) Failure handling.
5.1

Gateway Remote Access

A large scale deployment of AmI solutions raises the problem of remote access,
maintenance and update of these systems. In fact, thousands copies of an AmI
solution might be installed on a large area in a city, country or even all over the
world. Moving in-situ to solve problems or update these systems at this scale
becomes virtually unaﬀordable.
Diﬀerent technical problems could arise unexpectedly after the installation of
an AmI solution. In addition, new versions of modules installed on the gateway
could appear and therefore these modules need to be updated. Moreover, new
modules could be required on the gateway to integrate new sensors’ types and
protocols. Therefore, a mechanism of remote access need to be established to
reach the gateway from distance (i.e., in laboratory or in ﬁrm) even if the gateway
is installed in a private network behind a Network Address Translation (NAT)
router of ﬁrewall.
Several technical solutions can be adapted to overcome this issue, without
the need for speciﬁc hacking tricks such as port forwarding, static IP addresses
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or dynamic DNS. As an example we can use SSH reverse proxy or commercial
solutions such as Weaved4 .
5.2

Ambient Intelligence Monitoring System

To automatically detect problems that could arise unexpectedly after the installation, the availability and performance of the gateways has to be continuously
monitored. Additionally, technicians should be informed about the occurrence
of abnormal events.
In order to address those requirements, a monitoring solution should be
putted in place. A set of agents should be installed on gateways. These agents collect data (e.g., CPU, memory and network usage) from the gateways and sent it
periodically to a monitoring server. The monitoring server stores, analyzes and
exposes the data collected. It also provides mechanisms to notify technicians
about the occurrence of strange events and to require the execution of remote
commands on gateways. Also, some commands can be automatically sent from
the server to be run on the gateway, such as restart system services, enable/disable a network port.
Monitoring tools should also provide strategies to easily set up a huge number
of gateways. One strategy could be providing the concept of set-up templates.
Since gateways have the same operational system and needs of monitoring, creating a template can facilitate the conﬁguration and update of our monitoring
system. For example, a template would be created with the items to check:
(i) usage of resources like CPU and memory; (ii) availability of services like SSH
and NTP; (iii) monitoring string patterns in log ﬁles. Then, when a new gateway
is registered, it is added on the monitoring system by creating a new host based
on the template. Commercial solutions such as “Zabbix”5 could be integrated in
AmI solutions in order to address the monitoring and maintenance issues.
5.3

Automatic Failure Handling

We have identiﬁed numerous cases of failure issues related to the gateway during
our experience with real deployment. An example is the gateway shutdown,
whether accidentally by the user or due to power cut. Another issue is related to
possible software bugs that break the gateway modules operation. In addition,
the network is one major problem that aﬀect the normal behavior of the system.
Internet disconnection causes loss of sensor events, and therefore stops all the
reasoning and the service provision process. Either case, a human intervention
should not be required to re-operate the system. We propose diﬀerent techniques
to handle the discussed failures: First, every module in the gateway should be
running as a background process (i.e., daemon). The gateway ensures that the
required processes are running. Second, a script should permanently check the
4
5

https://www.weaved.com.
“Zabbix” is an open source high performance real-time monitoring solution. http://
www.zabbix.com/.
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gateway internet connection (through LAN or 3G) to detect disconnections and
reconnect consequently. Finally, a process should be integrated on the server side
to notify the gateway to restart its faulty services when they are unreachable.

6

Installation & Maintenance Procedure

Based on our ﬁve years experience in real world deployment of AmI solutions, we
conclude on a four step-by-step procedure that we believe suites the best large
scale deployment. Following the details of this installation procedure:
1. Prepare Gateway & S/A. We choose to use small size single-board computer
as a gateway (for our deployment: Raspberry Pi). Using a script, we install the
default operating system on the gateway (for our deployment: Raspbian, the
most widespread Linux distribution for Raspberry Pi), we register the gateway’s
IP into the serial provisioning (for our deployment: Ansible) and run it. The
gateway is therefore provisioned. As a ﬁnal step to be performed oﬀ-site, S/A
have be selected and prepared (e.g., placing batteries, setting up unique code).
S/A receiver modules also have to be plugged into the gateway.
2. Deploy Gateway & S/A. We start by plugging-in the gateway to an electric plug and placing the sensors into the environment. We then edit the serial
provisioning system, to ﬁnalize the network conﬁguration (for our deployment:
replace the gateway’s initial IP address with the permanent one).
3. Configure the System. The gateway and sensors must be coupled with our
cloud-based framework. The gateway is regularly sending registration requests
to the server, so that the installer can view and accept the registration using a
web interface as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Registration request web interface

Once the installer accepts the gateway registration, he is redirected towards
the space description interface as shown in Fig. 3. In this page, he can deﬁne
relevant rooms and items present in the environments, as well as the sensors
deployed. To assist the installer in deﬁning sensors, newly received sensor events
appear automatically on the interface, so that the installer can accept the sensor,
and attach it to an object/room.
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Fig. 3. Space description user interface

4. Maintain the System. The gateway modules upgrade is guaranteed by a routine which makes a request on the remote repository (for our deployment: Ansible), looking for updates, every 24 h. If new versions are available, the gateways
will download the new provisioning ﬁle, and upgrade itself automatically, with no
need for human intervention. The monitoring system (for our deployment: Zabbix), continuously receives reports on the gateways current state. If it detects an
error that can be ﬁxed automatically, the monitoring system launches a remote
procedure on the gateway. If the error cannot be ﬁxed automatically, a technician will remotely log-in to the gateway using our remote access procedure,
and solve the problem manually. In case the technician cannot ﬁx the problem
remotely (e.g., connection lost, hardware problem), he will move on-site, and
replace the faulty system by a new one. This procedure was recently adopted in
our deployment in a nursing home and three individual houses. The validation
of this procedure is detailed in the next section.

7

Validation

The installation and maintenance procedure presented in this paper has the
potential to boost a large scale deployment of AmI solutions. We have validated
this approach for the installation and maintenance of our Ambient Assisted
Living (AAL) solution UbiSmart [4]. Following we highlight the beneﬁts of our
approach through the validations of three main features:
Validating Improvements on the Installation Process: We have installed and
conﬁgured our own AAL solution with and without the approach presented in
this paper. Without our proposed approach, a expert technician needs an average
of 45 min of active work to install and conﬁgure the system, diluted in a total
1 h and 45 min (including 1 h of background process). However, when using our
approach, the technician only needs less than ﬁve minutes of active work to
run the process. The process will execute in background for approximately 1 h.
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Furthermore, installing the system with our proposed approach requires only
little technical skills, compared to the manual approach.
(5 min + 1 h + non expert installer compared to 45 min + 1 h + expert installer)

Empirically, our recent deployments have required 20 min in-situ, using the
conﬁguration interface provided by our framework, whereas earlier deployments
required up to 4 h. The in-situ deployment now consists only in placing the
sensors, plugging the gateway, conﬁguring and testing the system.
(20 min + non expert installer compared to 4 h + expert installer)
Validating Improvements on the Upgrade Process: A manual upgrade of the
gateway, assuming it is performed remotely, requires between 5 min and 20 min
per gateway. The total duration of the upgrade scales poorly as the number
of gateways increases, and would be as high as several hours if considering 50
gateways. Using our approach, the upgrade process is now fully automated, and
requires no involvement from a technician.
(0 min compared to 5 to 20 min required from a technician)
Validating Improvements on the Maintenance Process: In order to measure the
impact of our approach during the maintenance stage, we introduce Eqs. 1 and 2,
which estimates respectively the daily maintenance duration of AmI systems, and
the expected downtime in case of failure.
Daily Maintenance Duration = N × (C + R × (1 − A) × T )
Expected Downtime = D + (1 − A) × T

(1)
(2)

where: N the number of houses deployed — C the time required to check one
house manually — R the daily probability of having a failure in a house — A
the probability that a house can be ﬁxed automatically after a failure — T the
time required to manually ﬁx a house — D the expected duration until a faulty
house is noticed.
When using our approach, it is reasonable to assign C = 0 (i.e., no need to
check houses manually), A = 0.8 (i.e., 80 % of the failures can be ﬁxed automatically) and T = 30 min (i.e., we need in average 30 min to solve a failure manually). Without our approach, we may assign C = 1 min, A = 0 and T = 30 min.
With these assumptions, the expected downtime of a house would be 6 min with
our approach, and 12 h without.
On a deployment of 5 houses, and given R = 0.05 (i.e., there will be a failure
every 20 days in average for a given house), D = 10 s if using our approach
(i.e., the monitoring system checking frequency), and D = 12 h without our
approach. The Daily Maintenance Duration of the deployment is 1:30 min with
our approach, and 12:30 min without. On a deployment of 50 houses, the Daily
Maintenance Duration of the deployment becomes 15 min with our approach,
and more than 2 h without.
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Conclusion

We have presented in this paper our approach to optimize the installation and
maintenance of AmI solutions, as well as reduce the human involvement and
expertise required in these tasks. We also introduce the related lessons learned
from our real world deployment. A dedicated installation and maintenance procedure for real world deployment based on installation and maintenance techniques are also discussed in this paper. The paper include a validation section
that highlight the importance and the signiﬁcant impact of our proposed approach. We are working on leveraging the work presented in this paper towards a
real large-scale deployment in smart city project.
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Abstract. In this paper, we study the multi-resource allocation problem for
multimedia systems, which aims at maximizing the total system utility under the
resource capacity constraints. We model the resource allocation problem as a
convex optimization problem and propose a pricing mechanism based resource
allocation algorithm. This paper considers the strategic behaviors of the tasks.
To prevent the tasks from manipulating the resource allocation, a distributed
resource allocation algorithm based on VCG mechanism is proposed, which
combines the pricing mechanism based algorithm with the VCG payments.
Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can achieve an approximately optimal resource allocation in polynomial time and it is robust against
strategic manipulation from the tasks.
Keywords: Multi-resource allocation
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1 Introduction
Recently, the resource allocation problem for multitask systems attracts more and more
attentions in many ﬁelds, such as networking, multimedia systems, real-time systems
and distributed systems. In multitask systems, multiple elastic tasks share the system
resources. Using the allocated resources, the tasks are executed and achieve the corresponding utilities. The resource allocation problem for multimedia systems studies
how to optimally allocate the limited system resources to multiple multimedia tasks.
Rajkumar et al. proposed a QoS-based resource allocation model called Q-RAM,
which aims to maximize the total system utility under the constraint that each task can
meet the minimal resource requirements [1]. There are several approaches that can be
used to compute optimal solutions, such as dynamic programming or mixed integer
programming. However, these approaches are not suitable for real-time systems due to
computational complexity. Lee et al. proposed several heuristic algorithms which can
yield near-optimal solutions in polynomial time [2, 3].
Traditional resource allocation algorithms depend upon each task declaring its
utility function truthfully. However, the tasks are often thought to be strategic and they
may report their utility functions untruthfully to achieve as much resources as possible.
The VCG mechanism is the most well-known method to prevent strategic manipulation, which incentivizes each task to report its utility function truthfully by introducing
the VCG payments [4–6]. The standard VCG mechanism is a direct mechanism and
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
C.K. Chang et al. (Eds.): ICOST 2016, LNCS 9677, pp. 135–147, 2016.
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requires each task to report the entire utility function. To address this problem, Lazar
and Semret proposed the progressive second price auction mechanism [7]. Subsequently, Maillé and Tufﬁn proposed a one-shot version of the PSP auction [8]. Since a
direct mechanism requires centralized decision-making, it is not suitable for large-scale
systems. To overcome this drawback, Parkes and Shneidman introduced the distributed
implementations of VCG mechanisms [9, 10] and Tanaka et al. proposed a faithful
implementation of dual decomposition [11].
This paper explicitly considers the strategic behaviors of the tasks, which may
degrade the system performance signiﬁcantly. We show that the resource allocation
scheme based on VCG mechanism is robust against the strategic manipulation from the
tasks. However, the centralized resource allocation scheme has some drawbacks. In this
paper, we model the resource allocation problem as a convex optimization problem and
propose a pricing mechanism based resource allocation algorithm. To prevent the tasks
from manipulating the resource allocation, we combines the pricing mechanism based
algorithm with the VCG payments and propose a distributed resource allocation
algorithm based on VCG mechanism.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the system model of the
resource allocation problem. In Sect. 3, we analyze the impact of the strategic behaviors
of the tasks on the resource allocation problem. In Sect. 4, we propose a distributed
resource allocation algorithm based on VCG mechanism, which combines the pricing
mechanism based algorithm with the VCG payments. Section 5 gives the simulation
results of the proposed algorithm. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Sect. 6.

2 System Model
Consider a system consisting of n tasks fs1 ; s2 ; . . .; sn g and m resources
fR1 ; R2 ; . . .; Rm g. Each resource Rj has a ﬁnite capacity Rj and can be shared by n
tasks, either temporally or spatially.
Let rij ð2 R þ Þ be the portion of resource Rj allocated to task si . The task is
executed using the allocated resources and obtains a utility ui . The utility is improved
by the allocation of additional resources.
The relationship between the utility and the requirement of a resource is described
by a monotonically increasing resource consumption function /ij , where /ij ðui Þ represents the amount of resource Rj required for the utility ui . Hence, for a speciﬁed
resource allocation ri ¼ ðri1 ; ri2 ; . . .; rim Þ, the utility achieved by task si is determined as
follows,
ui ðri Þ ¼ minimize
1jm

/1
ij ðrij Þ

The total system
Each task si has a weight wi denoting its relative importance.
P
utility is deﬁned as the weighted sum of the utilities, U ¼ ni¼1 wi  ui . For convenience, we denote the weighted utility
P of si by ui and then the total system utility is the
sum of the weighted utilities, U ¼ ni¼1 ui .
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The objective of the resource allocation problem is to maximize the total system
utility and satisfy the resource capacity constraints. The resource allocation problem is
deﬁned as follows,
Xn
u ðr Þ
maximize U¼
i¼1 i i
r0
Xn
r  Rj ; 8j
subject to
i¼1 ij

ðPÞ

It is easy to show that the problem (P) can be reduced to the following problem,
Xn
u
maximize U¼
i¼1 i
u0
:
Xn
subject to
/
ðu
Þ

R
;
8j
i
j
i¼1 ij

ðP1Þ

3 Resource Allocation Based on VCG Mechanism
3.1

A Resource Allocation Game

From the above analysis, the resource allocation framework can be depicted by Fig. 1.
The framework has two types of nodes, where the resource manager is in charge of
allocating the resources to the tasks and the tasks provide information for determining
the resource allocation.

Resource
Manager

R

Task 1

s
ce
ur
o
es

Task 2

Task n

Fig. 1. Resource allocation framework

A centralized resource allocation scheme consists of the following steps:
Step1: Each task si reports its type hi to the resource manager, where
hi ¼ ð/i1 ; /i2 ; . . .; /im Þ.
Step2: Based on the types of all tasks h ¼ ðh1 ; h2 ; . . .; hn Þ, the resource manager
determines the optimal resource allocation. For each task si ,
ri ðhÞ ¼ ð/i1 ðui Þ; /i2 ðui Þ; . . .; /im ðui ÞÞ
where ui ; 1  i  n is the optimal solution of the problem (P1).
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The resource allocation problem is informationally decentralized, and it requires
each task to report its type truthfully. However, the tasks are often thought to be
self-interested in reality and they may have incentives to report their types untruthfully
in an effort to obtain as much resources as possible.
The resource allocation problem with strategic tasks can be viewed as a resource
allocation game. In this game, the players are all tasks, the strategies for a task are all
possible types of the task, and the payoff of a task is the utility that the task achieves for
any given type proﬁle. For such a resource allocation game, we have the following
proposition.
Proposition 1. When there exists at least one task that misreports its type, the resulting
system utility is not more than that when each task reports its type truthfully.
Proof. Let ^
hi be the reported type of each task si . Assume that there exists at least one
task sk that reports its type untruthfully, i.e., ^hk 6¼ hk . Then, the resulting resource
^ ðu ð^hÞÞ; /
^ ðu ð^hÞÞ; . . .; /
^ ðu ð^hÞÞÞ, where
allocation for each task si is ri ð^hÞ ¼ ð/
i1 i
i2 i
im i
 ^
ui ðhÞ; 1  i  n is the optimal solution of the problem (P1) with the type proﬁle ^h.
hÞ; r2 ð^hÞ; . . .; rn ð^hÞÞ is a feasible solution to the problem (P) with the
Since rð^
hÞ ¼ ðr1 ð^
P
P
type proﬁle h, we have ni¼1 ui ðri ð^hÞ; hi Þ  ni¼1 ui ðhÞ.
3.2

Resource Allocation Based on VCG Mechanism

Since the resource allocation problem is an informationally decentralized optimization
problem and the tasks are strategic, we resort to mechanism design to obtain the
optimal resource allocation.
The goal of mechanism design is to design a game which implements the desirable
social choice rule
Q in equilibrium. The basic idea of mechanism design can be depicted
by Fig. 2. H ¼ ni¼1 Hi , where Hi is the type space of task si ; O is the set of outcomes;
f : H ! O is called a social choice function, which maps a type proﬁleQh 2 H to an
outcome o 2 O. A mechanism is deﬁned by a pair ðM; gÞ, where M ¼ ni¼1 Mi , Mi
is the strategy space of task si , and g : M ! O is an outcome function. When given the
preferences of each task over the outcomes, the mechanism ðM; gÞ induces a game.
A social choice function f is implemented by the mechanism ðM; gÞ in equilibrium if
there exists a proﬁle of strategies m ¼ ðm1 ; m2 ; . . .; mn Þ such that m is an equilibrium
and gðmðhÞÞ ¼ f ðhÞ for all h 2 H.
A mechanism ðH; f Þ is referred to as a direct mechanism. A direct mechanism
ðH; f Þ is dominant strategy incentive compatible(also known as strategy-proof) if
f

O
g

Fig. 2. Framework of mechanism design
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truthful revelation is a dominant strategy for each task. According to revelation principle, if a social choice function f can be implemented by a mechanism ðM; gÞ in
dominant strategies, then the direct mechanism ðH; f Þ is dominant strategy incentive
compatible.
The mechanism ðH; f ¼ rÞ is not dominant strategy incentive compatible. In order
to encourage the tasks to be truthful, the resource manager can introduce a monetary
transfer function t : H ! Rn . Then, the social choice function is the pair f ¼ ðr; tÞ. The
preferences of task si can be deﬁned by a quasi-linear utility function,
U i ð^h; hi ; r; tÞ ¼ ui ðrð^hÞ; hi Þ þ ti ð^hÞ
and each task is considered to behave rationally to maximize this function.
Based on VCG mechanism, the payment of each task is deﬁned as follows,
tiVCG ð^hÞ ¼

X

uj ðri ð^hi Þ; ^hj Þ 

X

j6¼i

uj ðrð^hÞ; ^hj Þ

ð1Þ

j6¼i

where ^
hi ¼ ð^
h1 ; . . .; ^hi1 ; ^hi þ 1 ; . . .; ^hn Þ and ri ð^hi Þ is the optimal resource allocation
with task si taken out of the system. Then, tiVCG ð^hÞ can be viewed as the utility loss of
all other tasks due to the presence of task si . The mechanism ðH; ðr; tVCG ÞÞ has the
following properties.
Theorem 1. The mechanism ðH; ðr; tVCG ÞÞ is strategy-proof and allocatively efﬁcient.
Proof. Since the transfer function is deﬁned as (1), the net utility of task si is
U i ð^
h; hi ; r; tVCG Þ ¼ ui ðrð^hÞ; hi Þ  tiVCG ð^hÞ
X
X
¼ ½ui ðrð^hÞ; hi Þ þ
uj ðrð^hÞ; ^hj Þ 
uj ðri ð^hi Þ; ^hj Þ
j6¼i

ð2Þ

j6¼i

Because the last term is independent of the reported type of task si , task si aims to
maximize the terms in the square bracket in (2) by manipulating its type,
maximize ui ðrð^hi ; ^hi Þ; hi Þ þ
^
hi 2Hi

X

uj ðrð^hi ; ^hi Þ; ^hj Þ

j6¼i

It can be seen that truthful revelation is a dominant strategy for each task. Therefore, the mechanism ðH; ðr; tVCG ÞÞ is strategy- proof, from which allocative efﬁciency
follows immediately.
Theorem 2. The mechanism ðH; ðr; tVCG ÞÞ is individual-rational and weakly
budget-balanced.
Proof. By Theorem 1, each task reports its type truthfully. Then the net utility of task
si is
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U i ðh; hi ; r; tVCG Þ ¼

n
X

uj ðrðhÞ; hj Þ 

j¼1

X

uj ðri ðhi Þ; hj Þ:

j6¼i

Since ri ðhi Þ can be viewed as a feasible solution to the system with ri ¼ 0, we
have
n
X

uj ðrðhÞ; hj Þ 

j¼1

X

uj ðri ðhi Þ; hj Þ

j6¼i

Therefore, U i ðh; hi ; r; tVCG Þ  0, i.e., the mechanism satisﬁes individual rationality.
Next, we prove that the total transfer is nonnegative such that the resource manager
does not require a subsidy, i.e.,
n
X
i¼1

tiVCG ðhÞ  0

ð3Þ

Substituting the transfer of each task by (1), we have
n
X
i¼1

tiVCG ðhÞ ¼

n X
X
X
½
uj ðri ðhi Þ; hj Þ 
uj ðrðhÞ; hj Þ
i¼1

j6¼i

j6¼i

Since any solution to the system with all tasks remains feasible to the system
without any one task, the payment of each task is nonnegative. Therefore, (3) holds,
i.e., the mechanism is weakly budget-balanced.

4 A Distributed VCG-like Resource Allocation Algorithm
The research on mechanism design mainly focuses on direct revelation mechanisms.
However, direct mechanisms have some drawbacks. In the direct mechanism
ðH; ðr; tVCG ÞÞ, the tasks are asked to disclose their private information completely and
the resource manager is required to compute the optimal resource allocation in a
centralized manner. To overcome these drawbacks, we propose a distributed resource
allocation algorithm.
In Sect. 4.1, we propose a pricing mechanism based multi-resource allocation
algorithm, in which the tasks are assumed to be truthful. In Sect. 4.2, we take into
account the strategic behaviors of the tasks and propose a distributed VCG-like
multi-resource allocation algorithm.
4.1

A Pricing Mechanism Based Resource Allocation Algorithm

Usually, we assume that
Pn the resource consumption functions are convex. Then, the
objective function
i¼1 ui is concave, the inequality constraint functions
Pn
/
ðu
Þ

R
are
convex,
and the problem (P1) is a convex optimization problem.
j
i¼1 ij i
Thus, dual decomposition can be used to solve the problem (P1).
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The Lagrangian of (P1) is deﬁned as
Xn

Xn
k
ð
/ ðu Þ  Rj Þ
j
j¼1
i¼1 ij i
Xm
Xm
Xn
ðu

k
/
ðu
ÞÞ
þ
kR
¼
i
j
i
ij
i¼1
j¼1
j¼1 j j

Lðu; kÞ ¼

u 
i¼1 i

Xm

where kj  0 is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the inequality constraint
Pn
i¼1 /ij ðui Þ  Rj  0 (the price of resource Rj ). The dual function is deﬁned as the
maximum value of the Lagrangian,
gðkÞ ¼ maximize Lðu; kÞ
u0

which is convex even if the original problem is not convex. The dual function can be
decomposed into the following subproblems,
gi ðkÞ ¼ maximize ui 

Xm
j¼1

ui  0

kj /ij ðui Þ

ð4Þ

which can be solved locally and independently. The solution to (4) is
ui ðkÞ ¼ arg max ui 

Xm
j¼1

ui  0

kj /ij ðui Þ

The dual problem is
minimize gðkÞ ¼
k

Xn

g ðkÞ þ
i¼1 i

Xm
j¼1

kj R j

subject to k  0
which is always a convex optimization problem even if the original problem is not
convex.
Since the original problem is convex, under some conditions such as Slater’s
condition, the duality gap is zero. Hence, the original problem can be equivalently
solved by solving the dual problem.
The gradient or subgradient method is often used to solve the dual problem. It is
easy to show that the gradient or subgradient of the dual function is
R

Xn
i¼1

½/i1 ðui ðkÞÞ; . . .; /im ðui ðkÞÞT

Hence, the following gradient or subgradient method can be used,
kj ðt þ 1Þ ¼ ½kj ðtÞ  aðRj 

Xn
i¼1

/ij ðui ðkðtÞÞÞÞ þ

where t is the iteration index, a is a positive step-size, and ½ þ denotes the projection
onto the nonnegative orthant. To guarantee the gradient or subgradient method to
converge to the optimal value, we can adopt a diminishing step-size rule. For
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convenience, however, we adopt a constant step-size. For a sufﬁciently small step-size,
the gradient method converges to the optimal value and the subgradient method converges to within some range of the optimal value.
According to the above analysis, we propose a pricing mechanism based
multi-resource allocation algorithm (PMRA),
Parameters: The resource consumption functions of each task /ij and the capacity of
each resource Rj .
Initialization: Set the initial price for each resource kj ð0Þ  0.
Step 1: The resource manager informs all tasks of the price of each resource kj ðtÞ.
Step 2: Each task computes the resource demand /ij ðui ðkðtÞÞÞ according to the price of
each resource, and reports the result to the resource manager.
Step 3: The resource manager updates the price of each resource kj ðt þ 1Þ based on the
resource demand of each task.
Step 4: Repeat the above steps until satisfying termination criterion.
At each iteration, we need to ﬁnd a feasible solution u to the problem (P1) such that
(

8i 6¼ j; L0i ðui Þ ¼ L0j ðuj Þ
P
P
8j; ni¼1 /ij ðui Þ  Rj and 9k; ni¼1 /ik ðui Þ ¼ Rk

)

where Li ðui Þ is the Lagrangian of task si . The above problem can be solved by a
bisection search algorithm.

solution to the problem (P1). P
For any feasible
Pnthe optimal
Pn ðu; kÞ, we have
Pn Let u be
n


u

u

gðkÞ.
Then,
it
is
satisﬁed
that
u

i¼1 i
i¼1 ui \e provided
P i¼1 i
Pi¼1 i
that gðkÞ  ni¼1 ui \e. Thus, we can take gðkÞ  ni¼1 ui \e as termination criterion.
4.2

A Distributed VCG-like Resource Allocation Algorithm

The PMRA algorithm depends on the convexity of the problem (P1). To guarantee the
convexity of the resource consumption functions, we introduce convexity checking.
Convexity Checking: Let mi ¼ fui ; ðri1 ; ri2 ; . . .; rim Þg be the messages from task si .
For m1i ; m2i ; m3i , if u1i \u2i \u3i , then
rij3  rij2
u3i  u2i



rij3  rij1
u3i  u1i

The PMRA algorithm can be decomposed into two parts: a slave algorithm si for
each task si and a master algorithm g for the resource manager, such that ðg  sÞðhÞ ¼
rðhÞ for all h. In the PMRA algorithm, each task is assumed to be truthful. In practice,
however, the tasks are strategic and may perform the slave algorithms untruthfully.
To encourage the tasks to perform the slave algorithms truthfully, the payment of
each task is deﬁned as follows,
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ti ¼

X

uj ððg  si Þð^hi Þ; ^hj Þ 

j6¼i

¼

X
j6¼i

uj ðri ð^hi Þ; ^hj Þ 

X

X
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uj ððg  sÞð^hÞ; ^hj Þ

j6¼i

uj ðrð^hÞ; ^hj Þ

j6¼i

Finally, we can get a distributed mechanism ðM; gÞ, where M ¼ fsð^hÞj^h 2 Hg,
such that ðg  sÞð^hÞ ¼ f ð^hÞ for all ^h. The distributed mechanism ðM; gÞ has the following property.
Theorem 3. The distributed mechanism ðM; gÞ implements the social choice function
f ¼ ðr; tVCG Þ in dominant strategies sðhÞ if the direct mechanism ðH; f Þ is
strategy-proof.
Proof. Since the direct mechanism ðH; f Þ is strategy-proof, we have
U i ðf ðhi ; ^hi Þ; hi Þ  U i ðf ð^hi ; ^hi Þ; hi Þ
for all hi , all ^
hi 6¼ hi , and all ^hi . Since ðg  sÞð^hÞ ¼ f ð^hÞ for all ^h, we have
U i ðg  ðsi ðhi Þ; si ð^hi ÞÞ; hi Þ  U i ðg  ðsi ð^hi Þ; si ð^hi ÞÞ; hi Þ
hi 6¼ hi , and all ^hi , i.e., si ðhi Þ is a dominant strategy for each task si . Thus,
for all hi , all ^
the distributed mechanism ðM; gÞ implements the social choice function f ¼ ðr; tVCG Þ
in dominant strategies sðhÞ.
Since only an approximately optimal resource allocation ^r ðhÞ is achieved for the
system with the type proﬁle h, Theorem 3 no longer holds [12]. Hence, we introduce a
weaker notion as follows.
Theorem 4. The distributed mechanism ðM; gÞ approximately implements the social
choice function f ¼ ðr; tVCG Þ in dominant strategies sðhÞ, i.e., for any d1 [ 0, d2 [ 0,
there always exists e [ 0 such that
1. kg  s  f k\d1 ,
hi ; 8^
hi , U i ðg  ðsi ðhi Þ; si ð^hi ÞÞ; hi Þ [ U i ðg  ðsi ð^hi Þ; si ð^hi ÞÞ; hi Þ  d2 .
2. 8i; 8hi ; 8^
Proof. The PMRA algorithm is guaranteed to converge to the optimal value. Therefore, there always exists e [ 0 such that
kg  s  f k\d1 :
hi Þ is an approximate solution to the problem (P) with the type proﬁle
Since ^r ðhi ; ^
ðhi ; ^
hi Þ, we have
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U  ½ui ð^ri ðhi ; ^hi Þ; hi Þ þ

X

uj ð^rj ðhi ; ^hi Þ; ^hj Þ\e

j6¼i

where U is the optimal value of the problem (P). On the other hand, ^r ð^hi ; ^hi Þ is a
feasible solution to the problem (P) with ðhi ; ^hi Þ, then we have
ui ð^ri ð^hi ; ^hi Þ; hi Þ þ

X

uj ð^rj ð^hi ; ^hi Þ; ^hj Þ  U

j6¼i

Therefore, there always exists e [ 0 such that
U i ðg  ðsi ðhi Þ; si ð^hi ÞÞ; hi Þ [ U i ðg  ðsi ð^hi Þ; si ð^hi ÞÞ; hi Þ  d2 :

5 Experiment Results
In this section, we present the simulation results. In Sect. 5.1, we analyze the impact of
the strategic behaviors on the system performance by a Bayesian game based resource
allocation problem. In Sect. 5.2, we examine the convergence of the PMRA algorithm.
5.1

Impact of Strategic Behaviors on System Performance

In order to analyze the impact of the strategic behaviors on the system performance, we
introduce a Bayesian game based resource allocation problem. The type space of each
task is ﬁnite, i.e., jHi j\1; 1  i  n. The joint probability distribution of the types
pðhÞ; h 2 H is known a priori. For a task with type hi , its expected utility for reporting
type ^
hi is
X

pð^hi jhi Þui ðri ð^hi ; ^hi Þ; hi Þ

^
hi 2Hi

Therefore, its Bayesian Nash equilibrium strategy is
hi ¼ arg max

X

^
hi 2Hi ^
hi 2Hi

pð^hi jhi Þui ðri ð^hi ; ^hi Þ; hi Þ

In Fig. 3, we compare the Bayesian Nash equilibrium solutions with the optimal
solutions in different scenarios (e.g., different type sets for each task, different joint
probability distributions over types). It can be seen that the system performance
degrades due to strategic manipulation from the tasks.
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Fig. 3. Impact of strategic behaviors on system performance

5.2

Convergence of the PMRA Algorithm

Next, we examine the convergence of the PMRA algorithm. Consider a system with 10
tasks and 4 resources, and apply the PMRA algorithm with a constant step-size
a ¼ 104 .
Figure 4 shows the iterative process of the PMRA algorithm. It can be observed
that the feasible solution of the original problem converges to the optimal solution as
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Fig. 4. Convergence of the PMRA algorithm
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the number of iterations increases. Therefore, we can obtain an approximately optimal
resource allocation in polynomial time.

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we study the multi-resource allocation problem for multimedia systems.
We model the resource allocation problem as a convex optimization problem and
propose a pricing mechanism based resource allocation algorithm. The tasks are
assumed to be self-interested and behave rationally. To prevent the tasks from
manipulating the resource allocation, a distributed resource allocation algorithm based
on VCG mechanism is proposed, which combines the pricing mechanism based
algorithm with the VCG payments. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can achieve an approximately optimal resource allocation in polynomial time and
it is robust against strategic manipulation from the tasks.
Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of
China (61174065), Natural Science Fund for Colleges and Universities in Jiangsu Province,
China (15KJD520002).
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Abstract. Multiple kinds of sensors in smart homes have been used
successfully and widely on various pattern recognition tasks. In order to
detect user’s activities of daily living (ADLs), an array of sensors have to
be installed in many places in a smart home or armed upon a user’s body.
Here, we present an approach for collecting and detecting activities data
only via a smart phone, which largely reduces the cost of setup in a smart
home and energy consumption. To the best of our knowledge, this study
represents a pioneering work where a single-point smart phone is used to
capture ADLs. The ADLs indoor are recognized by analyzing the data
combination of sound, orientation, and Wi-Fi signals. This study engages
real-life data collection, and the results from four test environments show
that all of the ADL recognition rates are above 90 %.
Keywords: Auditory analysis · Audio classification
gerprinting · Orientation · SVM · Smart home

1

· Wi-Fi

RSSI fin-

Introduction

Globally, older adults living independently, alone or with their spouse only, is a
common trend. Researchers developed a smart assisted living (SAIL) system [1]
to provide support to elderly people, patients, and the disabled. A health-driven
smart home is a habitation equipped with a set of sensors, actuators, automated devices to provide ambient intelligence for daily living task support, early
detection of distress situations, remote monitoring and promotion of safety and
well-being [2, 3].
A motivation of this work is to collect data for clinically relevant activities
of daily living (ADL) (e.g. diet, personal hygiene, toilet usage, etc.) only via a
single-point smart phone. Usually, staﬀ in healthcare center collects residents’
ADLs data via observation by the nurse or direct report of residents. Some
commercial living-assistant products keep track of residents’ ADLs, while those
ADLs are recorded and typed into system manually. Some automation technologies are applied to detect ADLs in high-tech healthcare center. For instance, foot
plantar pressure sensors, embedded in the foot pad of a bathroom, can detect
whether the room is used. However, various sensors need to spread out to every
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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corner in a room. Our project reduces the cost of setup hardware in a smart
home, so that everyone who has a smart phone with diﬀerent sensor sources can
eventually beneﬁt from such a system.

2

Related Work

Multiple kinds of sensors are applied to retrieve living data for activity recognition. Based on our literature review, there are three major ways to deploy sensors
to determine the elderly people’s ADLs. First, most research groups built their
own experimental smart home by placing a large number of traditional sensors
distributed at diﬀerent spots. For example, they put door contacts [2, 4], infra-red
sensors [4], button sensors to detect the use of utilities, such as lamp switches,
faucets and microphones [2, 4,5]. However, the microphones are just to detect the
existence of sound, rather than to analyze the human’s activities by the acoustic
features. Second, nowadays, we have more advanced computer vision technology
to employ. We can analyze the activity pattern on video images. Kinect, integrating audio sensors, high quality motion-tracking camera, infrared projector and
many underlying algorithms make it easier to detect human’s activities. However, the viewing angle of each Kinect is just a “43◦ vertical by 57◦ horizontal”
ﬁeld of view. Also Kinect costs much more than regular cameras. Third, many
kinds of body-contact sensors help research, such as chest nodes, ﬁnger nodes,
and waist nodes [6]. Some researches named the technology as the Body Sensor
Network (BSN) [7].
However, the ﬁrst and second methods mentioned above require high cost of
equipment and installation. Once a health-driven smart home system is built,
the layout of furniture is no longer ﬂexible. In addition, the whole system should
be kept working at any time. The third method makes elderly people feel burdensome by ﬁxing many sophisticated sensors on body every morning, and feeling
uncomfortable through the whole day.
A method based on extracting acoustic information from audio ﬁles is proposed. Speciﬁcally, since the acoustic characteristics of many sounds are diﬀerent, typical ADLs (e.g. diet, personal hygiene, walking, etc.) can be detected and
recognized by examining the sound ﬁle.
The remainder of paper is organized as follows: Sect. 3 outlines the concept of
Wi-Fi RSSI ﬁngerprinting; Sect. 4 illustrates the principle of computing orientation using Android system; Sect. 5 deals with the feature extraction from audio
ﬁle; Sect. 6 describes the system architecture; Sect. 7 is the experiment design;
results discussion comes in Sect. 8; and, ﬁnally, Sect. 9 concludes the paper.

3

Wi-Fi Fingerprinting

Global Positioning System (GPS) is widely used to retrieve position. Unfortunately it is diﬃcult to use for indoor applications due to weak signal. When
Wi-Fi based devices are becoming popular, and the Wi-Fi access points are
widely distributed indoor, Wi-Fi Positioning System (WPS) [8, 9] is a newly
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proposed method for localization. By combining GPS and Wi-Fi-based Received
Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) information, we can derive the location where
the audible events take place. If a record has strong GPS signal and there is
none or unknown Wi-Fi-based RSSI, it is more likely to be taken from outdoor.
On the other hand, if a record has relatively weak GPS signal and Wi-Fi-based
RSSI, it is more likely to be taken from indoor. After analyzing more on the
combined strength characteristics of Wi-Fi access points (APs), it can predict
indoor location more precisely. In this task, we use Wi-Fi-based RSSI from dense
access points dedicated for localization.
Trilateration algorithm [10] is a traditional method to estimate the position
by calculating distances from a mobile device to each access points in the signal
space. However, this algorithm works better in an ideal space model, which
assumes that distance is the single factor for signal loss. In a real building,
the interior environment is more complicated, such as walls (non-bearing and
bearing), hallways and signal reﬂection. Even enhanced algorithms based on
this cannot deal with such complex situations. Therefore, in this work, we do
not apply trilateration algorithm for localization estimation.
Fingerprint-based localization [11] is another widely used technique for location indicator. To build a Wi-Fi ﬁngerprinting database, it is required to accumulate Wi-Fi RSSI data from several access points. In the prediction process, it
uses a certain algorithm to search in a Wi-Fi ﬁngerprinting database, ﬁnd the
closest records to the live targeted RSSI value, and predict potential location.
In this project, we use the existing Wi-Fi infrastructure, and accumulate
the Wi-Fi RSSI data by the same smart phone with ADL recorder, which is
highly recommended to guarantee the same context. The location estimation in
our project is just to ﬁnd the potential area (room) rather than very accurate
location. Therefore, it reduces much calculation overhead. We use support vector
machine (SVM) as a classiﬁer to complete localization prediction.
The more rooms a building has, the better Wi-Fi RSSI ﬁngerprinting each
room represents. If there are more interior walls, especially load-bearing walls,
and the larger distances between each segmented room, the Wi-Fi RSSI environments among other rooms diﬀer more, so the combination of many Wi-Fi
RSSIs is more distinctive. In this way, it is easier to determine locations between
totally diﬀerent buildings.

4

Orientation Detection

The rotation matrix in Android system computes the rotation around x, y and
z axes which transforms from previous rotation matrix (prevR) to this current
rotation matrix (R). System method of getRotationMatrix() computes the inclination matrix I as well as the rotation matrix R transforming a vector from the
device coordinate system to the world’s coordinate system which is deﬁned as a
direct orthonormal basis, where:
– x is deﬁned as the vector product y · z (It is tangential to the ground at the
device’s current location and roughly points East).
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Fig. 1. The device coordinate system and the world’s coordinate system

– y is tangential to the ground at the device’s current location and points
towards the magnetic North Pole and the device is facing the sky.
– z points towards the sky and is perpendicular to the ground.
The Android operating
 system is set up to calculate a rotation matrix R
Ex Ey Ez
which is deﬁned by R = Nx Ny Nz , where x, y and z are axes relative to the
Gx Gy Gz

smartphone, see Fig. 1, and where
E = (Ex , Ey , Ez ) = a unit vector which points East
N = (Nx , Ny , Nz ) = a unit vector which points North
G = (Gx , Gy , Gz ) =

a unit vector which points away from
.
the centre of the earth (gravity vector)

Once R has been calculated, the Android operating system will then calculate
the Euler angles φ, θ and ψ where
azimuth = φ = rotation about G
pitch
= θ = rotation about E .
roll
= ψ = rotation about N

(1)

The relationship between R and (φ, θ, ψ) is given by


cos φ cos ψ − sin φ sin ψ sin θ sin φ cos θ cos φ sin ψ + sin φ cos ψ sin θ
− sin φ cos ψ − cos φ sin ψ sin θ cos φ cos θ − sin φ sin ψ + cos φ cos ψ sin θ
− sin ψ cos θ
− sin θ
cos ψ cos θ


.

(2)

The azimuth φ is a particularly important result, where φ = 0 corresponds
to the direction of North; φ = 90 corresponds to the direction of East. The
magnetic ﬁeld information is available not only outdoor, but also indoor, even
in a basement.
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Sound Classification System

In the speech recognition ﬁeld, the Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coeﬃcients
(MFCCs) characteristics are very common for feature extraction, while this
study deals with “non-speech” sound analysis and processing, which determines
the indoor activity classiﬁcation. People can distinguish activity sounds by ears
according to timbre [12], which is one of the major perceptual attributes of sound
associated with pitch, loudness, intensity and duration.
Computers can assist us to classify sounds by analyzing timbres. Household
sounds recognition allows to compile information about what is happening at
any given moment at home [13]. With the location information and orientation,
we can infer the individual’s activity every time. For example, the sound of
running water or washing dishes provides the particular acoustic information in
the kitchen, etc.
Fourier analysis converts time (or space) to frequency and vice versa. A
fast Fourier transform (FFT) is an algorithm to compute the discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) and its inverse. For each audio ﬁle, ﬁrst we convert it into
mono sound. Then, it proceeds to add a sliding window to cut the frames, then
to get a spectrogram for each windowedF rame by FFT, then to compute the
climax amplitudes of the signal at each particular frequencies range. As such,
we get a 3-tuple of (time, frequency, amplitude). At last, we can get ﬁngerprints
(timbre) by hashing [14] the peak frequencies and time diﬀerence between peaks.

6

System Architecture

The proposed system architecture is shown as Fig. 2. The audio ﬁles are recorded
and stored in an individual’s smart phone. The raw audio ﬁles will be further
processed into acoustic features, and compared with audio ﬁle database to be
classiﬁed into each activity category, which is a template- matching stage.
The data from multiple sensors on the smart phone are captured, including
orientation of the heading of phone, light level around the phone, GPS and other
features, such as StepDetector, accelerator and timestamp.
The smart phone can automatically detect the nearby Wi-Fi access points.
Each position has its own Wi-Fi ﬁngerprinting, which is the combination of
Wi-Fi RSSI values from each access point. Therefore, we can determine the
indoor positions by classifying the Wi-Fi ﬁngerprinting via SVM multi-class
classiﬁer.

7
7.1

Preliminary Case Study
Experimental Living Environment

In a preliminary study, we test our ADL recognition system in four apartments.
Here we only give one such apartment of size 900 ft2 to illustrate, and the layout
of which is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. System architecture, including data collection, process of sensing data, and
activity prediction parts.

Fig. 3. Floor layout of one apartment in experiment

The circles are ADL capturing points, and the arrow around circle denotes
the most frequent facing orientation in each from observation. Currently, we just
use a bedroom (Position 1), a bathroom (Position 3), a living room (Position
8) with a combined kitchen (Position 5) for this work. A main Wi-Fi access
point is on the top of TV set in the living room (Position 8). The smart phone
used is Nexus 5 made by Google and has the latest Android 6.0.1 Marshmallow
operating system.
7.2

Activities of Daily Living

In this experiment, we observe seven frequent ADLs:
– Working on desktop PC in the bedroom - The subject often works on computer
and does some reading at position 1. Here, the ADL recorder can capture the
sound of keyboard typing and detect heading orientation facing East.
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– Hygiene activities - Once the inhabitant is inside the bathroom, he could
perform normal hygiene activities at position 4 or do some washing at position
3. For privacy respect, we leave the toilet records out of our research. When
the subject does washing at position 3, he has to face East, and the APP
records the sound of running water and ﬂushing toilet.
– Cooking - At position 5, the subject cooks and prepares food facing South.
Here the ADL recorder APP records the sound of boiling water, boiler, jingling
sound of cooking utensils, chopping and so on so forth.
– Washing dishes - At position 6, the subject washes dishes, vegetable, fruits
and etc. The ADL recorder can capture the running water sound and detect
that the heading orientation is West.
– Eating - If just one subject in the apartment, the seat at point 7 is most
frequently used when he has meals for best convenience. So the ADL recorder
can capture the sound of kitchen utensils and detect that heading orientation
is North. We can distinguish the breakfast, lunch, dinner and mid-night snack
in terms of time period.
– Wandering walk - Any at time, the subject often wanders in the living room
at position 8. The heading orientation is random, the time period is more
than ﬁxed, but Wi-Fi RSSI of main access point in this house is the strongest,
because it is just on the television set, and wireless signals propagate to the
smart home through Line-of-Sight (LOS).

8
8.1

Full-Scale Experimental Results and Discussions
Data Collection Process

We then collected much more data in a full-scale experiments, from real-life
situations. When every ADL is conducted, the subject is required to select the
ADL label on screen, which is quite similar to the think-aloud process. A total
of 3511 standard ADL records (including indoor and outdoor) are stored, and
only indoor records are selected to pass on to the prediction stage.
8.2

Experiment Part 1: Location Prediction

A total of 720 valuable data records have been taken, which are from 9 APs
altogether, each reading is in diﬀerent combination of the parameters. Along
with each ADL recorded, a real-time combination of RSSI is recorded as well,
with the location of the ADL being conducted. Thus, in the prediction stage the
RSSI data is further used to estimate the position.
In the study, 70 percent of the samples are used as a training set and 30
percent as a testing set. After running the SVM multi-classes algorithm, the
prediction error rate on the test set is 10.22 %.
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Experiment Part 2: Orientation Detection

Sometimes, external magnetic ﬁelds cause the measuring of the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld inaccurate. Thus, the precision of indoor magnetic ﬁelds becomes a
main issue. In real environments, diﬀerent sources (metal structures, electrical
apparatus, sound speaker, etc.) also generate magnetic ﬁelds, which incurs deviations to measuring. To compensate this shortcoming, we record the orientation
at least twice each time, to improve the accuracy.
In the situation when the subject puts his smart phone in a direction deriving
from the expected norm, or interfering magnetic ﬁelds exist, some adjustments
need to be made. For example, the ideal orientation of “cooking” is South, while
the results set is [Southeast, South, Southwest]. Our APP will calibrate it to
the South-heading direction. One way to handle this situation is to split the
experimental room into several cells according to the principle of not putting two
ADLs with the same orientation in one cell. To describe it in another way, it is
acceptable only when just one ADL type with the same orientation is investigated
in one cell. For example, in our experimental apartment, even though kitchen and
living room are two functional ranges, we still can put them into one cell. Note
that cooking at position 5 is facing South, washing dishes at point 6 is facing
West, eating on the dining table is facing North. Neither of them conﬂicts each
other, so the kitchen and living room can be simpliﬁed into one cell. Another
advantage of this principle is that the Wi-Fi access point is on the top of TV,
and there is not a major obstacle, such as a wall, between the living room and
kitchen. So in this cell, Wi-Fi signals are transmitted through line-of-sight, the
received signals are in a relatively simple channel model.
8.4

Experiment Part 3: Environmental Sound Classification

The basic audio samples templates should be selected by audio experts to achieve
better prediction. A total of valuable 526 indoor audio records are predicted in
this process. Each audio length is no less than 15 s for better performance.
The predicted results might be either some possible activities or NONE,
where NONE means this predicting module cannot classify the targeted audio
ﬁle into any category.
One reason why this predicting module gives NONE result is that when
someone is eating, the sound does not have any or little feature of eating sound,
such as collision of dishes, moving utensils. So computer cannot predict it as
an “eating” activity via audio processing. Often in such cases, even human ears
cannot diﬀerentiate audio categories. In this case, in order to predict the correct
activity, it is necessary to compensate the caveat by compiling information from
other data, such as location, orientation, light level, etc. Another reason is that
the phone is in a pocket or far from audio source, so the amplitude is not loud
enough to predict accurately.
8.5

Experiment Part 4: ADL Prediction

In this section, we introduce how the ADL prediction works.
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Working on PC at Home: We can ﬁnd a pattern corresponding to the activity
of “working on PC at home”, that is the heading direction around East in the
bedroom.
Wandering Walk Detection: When the subject is on the move (walking or
running), the value of “stepdetector” is set into 1.0, which means steps are
detected. Combined with the location and orientation information, we know
where the subject is walking and his heading direction. The location information
can be obtained from GPS, or from Wi-Fi ﬁngerprinting pre-stored in database
while he is indoor, no matter he is at home or in other buildings. By the increasing
value of sensor STEPCOUNTER and the interval of two records, the pace can
be calculated.
Other ADLs: For those activities conducted either in kitchen, living room or
bathroom, we focus on the use of J48 pruned tree algorithm in the WEKA [15]
tool to learn the patterns of diﬀerent activities and classify them using location,
orientation and sound information. The types of activities corresponds to those
described in Sect. 7.2. Wandering walk belongs to “Wandering walk”; bathroom
belongs to “Hygiene activities”; breakfast, lunch, dinner, midnightsnack belongs
to “eating”; washinginbathroom belongs to “Hygiene activities”; and cooking,
chopping, washingdishes belongs to “cooking”.
A total of 980 valuable instances are fed into J48 pruned tree to train a
pattern out. The number of correctly classiﬁed instances is 896, and the accuracy
rate is 92.35 % by cross-validation. The confusion matrix is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Confusion matrix

The sound of running water from faucet always goes with ﬂushing toilet,
so that the sound is not pure to “using bathroom”. However, the two ADLs
have diﬀerent heading orientations, and the predictions of “using bathroom” and
“washing in bathroom” gain high accuracy. “Cooking” sometimes mis-classiﬁed
as “Washing dishes” can be accepted, because the sound of moving utensils, running water, collision of dishes happens together. The group of “eating” ADLs
is in high accuracy, except that a small portion was mis-interpreted between
“midnight snacks” and “Dinner”. That is mainly because the characteristics of
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“midnight snacks” and “Dinner” are similar. The prediction mistakes of “washing dishes” spread to all “eating” groups and “cooking”, that is because all of
those categories may have the similar sound, such as moving utensils, collision
of dishes, etc.
ADL recognition performances in another three apartments are 96.15 %,
99.17 % and 98.92 %, respectively.

9

Conclusions and Future Works

This paper proposes an ADL recognition system that collects data by multiple
sensors on a smart phone, and extracts location, orientation information, etc.
This study makes it possible to collect ADL data just by one Android-based
smart phone, which can be accessible to many common users. Activity audio
ﬁles are recognized by matching acoustic features with an audio feature database.
The location information is retrieved by Wi-Fi RSSI values, possible activities
are recognized by acoustic features, and orientations are computed by Android
phones’ sensing data. The activity results are determined mainly by these three
sources. The preliminary results show that the average recognition rate of ADL
is satisfactory. Future work will include improving the predication accuracy, and
estimating the possible activities in one audio ﬁle including many micro-actions
taken with interleaving sounds.
Acknowledgments. We would like to acknowledge the tremendous support provided
by professor Muchun Su of National central university in order to conduct a full-scale
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Abstract. It is a known fact that Clinical Decision Support System (CDSS) can
help to improve the quality of medical. But the existing CDSSs are mostly focused
on a typical disease. Single knowledge base and limited decision support results
have a heavy impact on the application of CDSS in clinical medicine. To improve
the scalability of extending new diseases to the CDSS, this paper proposes a
scalable architecture named Open Clinical Decision Support Platform (OCDSP)
that can customize and develop CDSS for any kind of diseases. Using the tool
sets of OCDSP, one can conﬁgure medical knowledge bases, workﬂows of clin‐
ical paths, and clinic rules. Finally, a concrete CDSS of a speciﬁc disease can be
customized from OCDSP. The software architecture of OCDSP is discussed
detailed. In order to validate the scalability of OCDSP, the case study of how to
customize CDSS for fracture and coronary heart disease is put forward.
Keywords: Scalability · Clinical Decision Support System (CDSS) · Open
Clinical Decision Support Platform (OCDSP)

1

Introduction

The Clinical Decision Support System (CDSS) is a computer program that uses the design
principle of the expert system to realize the automation of clinical diagnosis and treatment
of diseases. CDSS has commonly used in an effort to reduce medication errors [1]. It can
conveniently and effectively assist doctors with complex clinical work, such as complete
data collection, disease diagnosis, treatment, and prevention etc. A systematic review
concluded in 2005 that CDSSs improved practitioner performance in 64 % of the studies,
and patient outcomes in 13 % of the studies [2]. Because of the advantages of CDSSs, a lot
of scholars and vendors are working on the development of CDSS. Velickovski et al. devel‐
oped a CDSS offering a suite of services for the early detection and assessment of chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease [3]. Al-Hyari et al. proposed a new CDSS for diagnosing
patients with Chronic Renal Failure [4], and J S Huang et al. designed a clinical decision
support model for predicting pneumonia readmission [5]. However, most of the existing
CDSSs only for one type disease with a single knowledge base, limited decision support
content is difficult to meet the needs of clinicians, hindering the application of the CDSS.
Therefore, researching on developing a CDSS supporting diagnosis and treatment of diverse
disease becomes more useful. From the above, an Open Clinical Decision Support Platform
(OCDSP) is proposed in paper. A concrete CDSS for a specific disease can be customized
from OCDSP through the corresponding tools provided by OCDSP.
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System Architecture Design

Due to diﬀerence between diverse diseases, the medical knowledge, clinic rules and
clinical paths used to treatment diﬀerent patients are not same either. And with the
development of medical science, medical knowledge is constantly updated. To achieve
the expansion of CDSS for either existing or new disease, how to expand and updating
medical knowledge base is the primary consideration. The software architecture of
OCDSP is shown in Fig. 1. There are three main parts contained in OCDSP, rules and
knowledge development environment, knowledge management environment and
operation support environment.
Rules and knowledge development environment is used to develop clinical pathway
rules and expert knowledge in the medical ﬁeld. It guarantees the customization of
medical information about diﬀerent diseases. Domain experts can use the tool set in
rules and knowledge development environment to generate medical knowledge, clinic
rules and clinical paths for speciﬁc disease. There are three tools in this tool set. The
function of the expert knowledge modeling tool is to design the structure and content
of the knowledge base. The clinic rules designing tool is used to create and edit clinic
rules. The clinical paths workﬂow modeling tool achieves modelling clinical pathways
visibly and creating workﬂow ﬁles automatically.

Fig. 1. Open clinical decision support platform architecture

Knowledge management environment is responsible for the storage and management
of all kinds of knowledge, rules and models, including clinical expert knowledge base,
rules base, synthesis database and clinical pathway workflow rules base. Clinical expert
knowledge base provides the knowledge of clinical pathways, clinical guidelines and
rationale drug standards supporting the decision making and reasoning. Rules base contains
clinic rules and clinical decision-making models, providing rules and expert algorithm.
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Operation support environment includes platform-driven engine, open integration
environment and a variety of application modules. The clinical path workﬂow engine
controls the operational process of CDSS by analyzing workﬂow ﬁles. Knowledge
inference engine and rules parsing engine provide diagnosis and treatment decisionmaking service for doctors.
Based on this architecture, the inference engine and knowledge are layered by sepa‐
rating the metadata and execution logic. That implements the ﬂexible expansion of
medical knowledge, clinical path rules and clinic rules for a variety of diseases.

3

Operation Mechanism of OCDSP

OCDSP uses workﬂow technology to modeling the care process in clinical paths, to
control and manage the operational process of CDSS for diﬀerent diseases. According
to the characteristics of care process in clinical paths, and common workﬂow modeling
methods jPDL4.4 and BPMN2.0, we design workﬂow model including activities,
transfer and connections three kinds of elements. This workﬂow model and other details
are proposed by us in the paper [6]. And, workﬂow modeling tool generates workﬂow
ﬁles based on this model. Therefore, the concrete CDSS customized from OCDSP is
driven by the clinical path workﬂow ﬁles. The operation mechanism of OCDSP is shown
as Fig. 2, and the running steps are as follows.

Fig. 2. Schematic overview of platform operation

Step 1: Encapsulate Clinical Facts. When CDSS for diﬀerent diseases works, clinical
path workﬂow engine ﬁnds and analyzes workﬂow model ﬁles for target disease that
modeled by clinical paths workﬂow modeling tool, and assigns task in workﬂow ﬁles
to appropriate execution units according to the executive order. It encapsulates clinical
facts of patient that collected by clinical doctors into the facts object according to the
interface deﬁned by the system, and transfers it to the knowledge inference engine.
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Step 2: Parse Clinic Rule. The knowledge inference engine calls rules parsing engine
according to the clinical fact types. Then, the rules parsing engine loads diﬀerent
resources and extracts key information in clinic rules ﬁles generating rules object. The
dependency between the objects is based on the concept of object-oriented model,
parsing method is proposed by us in the paper [7]. Then, the rule objects are returned to
knowledge inference engine.
Step 3: Inference Decision. The knowledge inference engine needs to make matching
and reasoning according to the rules and the facts object, using a comprehensive clinical
decision method based on event driven to get reasoning results. The comprehensive
reasoning method includes rule-based forward reasoning, fuzzy inference decision tree
and case-based reasoning method supporting for clinical decision-making. The detailed
reasoning model and method are discussed in [8]. The knowledge inference engine also
needs to synthesize reasoning results, and load the result evaluation system to evaluate
the results’ conﬁdence level. Finally, clinical reasoning results which meet evaluation
condition are returned to clinical path workﬂow engine, and back to CDSS client at last,
so as to eﬀectively assist clinicians in clinical work.

4

Case Study

The scalability of OCDSP shows that it can extend new disease through the corresponding
custom tools provided by the platform. In order to validate this feature, the customization
process and the results of two concrete CDSSs, CDSS for fractures of tibial plateau
(TPFCDSS) and CDSS for unstable angina (UACDSS) are illustrated as following.
According to the operational mechanism of OCDSP, the first work of customization is
configuring the clinical knowledge by the visual interface of expert knowledge modeling
tool in order to generate new medical knowledge data for expert knowledge base. The
Symptoms collection page of TPFCDSS and UACDSS is shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respec‐
tively. Knowledge of different diseases is added into different CDSS based on OCDSP.

Fig. 3. Symptoms collection of TPFCDSS

Fig. 4. Symptoms collection of UACDSS
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Then, clinical paths of fractures of tibial plateau and unstable angina must be conﬁg‐
ured. This work is implemented by drawing clinical paths using clinical paths workﬂow
modeling tool which ﬁnally generates new workﬂow ﬁles to control the diagnosis and
treatment process of CDSS. The running results of TPFCDSS and UACDSS are shown
in Figs. 5 and 6. These system screenshots represent clinical paths of the two diseases
are incorporated into the CDSS by clinical path workﬂow engine.

Fig. 5. Process navigation of TPFCDSS

Fig. 6. Process navigation of UACDSS

Finally, editing clinic rules of fractures of tibial plateau and unstable angina by clinic
rules designing tool shown as Fig. 7. It can generate new clinic rules ﬁles supporting the
decision-making of the CDSS automatically. The scalable clinical intelligent decision
support system is shown as Fig. 8. It provides the ﬁnal diagnosis decision results for
fracture of tibial plateau and surgical decision making results for unstable angina, etc.

Fig. 7. Clinic rules designing tool
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Fig. 8. CDSS and decision points

5

Conclusion and Future Work

The work describes the software architecture and operation mechanism of an Open
Clinical Decision Support Platform (OCDSP). The scalability of OCDSP can help users
to extend new decision-making ability of CDSS for diﬀerent diseases. To validate this
feature, case study of two concrete CDSS is given. Now the OCDSP is just a prototype
system. In future work, we will continue to improve and complete the system. The ﬁnal
objective is to apply OCDSP and the customized CDSS to clinic.
Acknowledgments. This research was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation
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Abstract. This paper introduces a through experience ﬂow study
wherein the participants are followed throughout their groceries, cooking and eating activities to map out their experiences. The goal is to
help a couple to understand their experiences in preparing a challenging
meal and at the same time, keeping a low sodium diet. The ultimate
goal is to develop dietary tools that can support the self-management
of chronic patients. This work helps us to gain new insights to develop
further three design concepts (e.g., a cooking utensil to track sodium
intake, a spectrometer device to measure the nutritional content of foods
and tableware to measure food whilst serving or eating). We describe the
method adopted, and the results are discussed.

1

Introduction

Today, there is growing need for citizens to be central to managing their health
[8]. Lifestyle factors—like healthy dieting or active lifestyle—are becoming the
cornerstone in the self-management of health and wellbeing. Recent studies have
shown these behavioural factors to have long-term beneﬁts on general health
performance [5]. There is a trend in using technology to empower citizens in
the self-management process and to provide insights or guidance on relevant
behaviours.
We are interested in chronic heart patients, managing their food content is
signiﬁcant for them. Many of these patients are placed on sodium restriction
and should ensure to eat healthily. However, keeping a regulated nutritional
composition of their meals is very challenging for many reasons. For example,
the patients may not eat in isolation due to stigmatisation; the household will
inﬂuence the food a chronic patient will eat; information on food composite are
not easily accessible, etc. For these reasons, we are developing new sets of devices
that may support the patients in regulating their diet. To obtain new insights
into the development of the tools to measure sodium or other nutritional values,
we at this moment perform an observational study. The study implements behavioural mapping with a focus on individual-centred mapping. Two volunteers are
asked to participate in a role-playing while using tools that are represented by
paper cards. The actual tools are still under development within the European
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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DoCHANGE project [4] and are not usable yet. Hence the use of paper cards to
represent the tools. Relevant studies [6,9] that we found use interview methods
to understand cooking behaviour but the ﬁndings were not rich on experience
to help us gain early insights on how these tools should be conceived so as to
develop them further from a user experience point of view. We hereby employ
the use of experiential methods as a pilot study.

2

Methodology

We employed a unique combination of paper based scenario and the behaviour mapping method with a focus on individual-centered mapping. Behavioural
mapping [11] is a systematic observation method to track behaviour over space
and time. Individual-centred mapping requires following, or tracking, the movement of an individual by using photography or video recording; for this study
the participants were visually accompanied within a speciﬁed time-frame. The
study focusses on the following topics:
Context. Location and moment
Usability. Desired usage and actual usage of tools
Interaction. Shape, aﬀordances, and interaction between participants.
The participants are asked to role-play and prepare a meal that is new to them,
Chicken Madras. The reason for choosing a new meal is to challenge them in
selecting appropriate groceries, ingredients and spices with low sodium. Alongside, they are given a set of paper cards in place of functional tools and are asked
to use creatively to be aware of the sodium content in the selected and consumed foods. The interaction between participants is observed during the entire
process—for grocery shopping, cooking, and dining. The parameters recorded
using video, photography and taking note, during this observation are:
–
–
–
–
–

Location
Amount of time spent at location
Tools used
Interaction with tools
Interaction between users
The study concluded with an interview to elaborate speciﬁc observations.

2.1

Role-Play

The two participants are asked to role-play as partners. The male partner has a
heart problem and is required to watch his sodium intake while his partner usually takes charge of cooking. Compared to their normal lives, they now require
drastic changes in their lifestyle, as they need to watch their activity throughout the day, ﬂuid and sodium intake. The participants were asked to focus on
lowering sodium intake for the sake of this study.

Experience Flow Mapping
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Tools

We provide the participants with four card types that include a graphic illustration of the tools they represent and a short description of their functions.
The ﬁrst category represented cooking utensils integrated with sensor technology that can measure salt content or the nutritional composition of food; the
second represented a tableware integrated with sensor technology that can scan
or identify food content and the third represents a tool that could scan food
or identify food content. To facilitate the creation of new tools, the fourth type
of card was added which was blank. The blank card allows the participants to
specify a new tool which they thought was relevant in a situation. The tools were
intentionally not described concretely to give room for the user’s creativity. The
participants are asked to keep the cards in their pockets until usage. They are
encouraged to verbalise their thoughts and the desired functions when using the
tool. The participants are free to recreate or apply the tools as they deem ﬁt.
See Fig. 1 for the tool-cards.
2.3

Activities

Participants were asked to do groceries, prepare food and dine; including a main
dish and dessert. To increase the challenge of adhering to a low-sodium diet, the
recipe was predeﬁned. An unfamiliar recipe was chosen for the study to provoke
consideration of the participants’ interaction and behaviour during the activities.
The locations of the study were deﬁned as the food store, kitchen, and dinner
table. To simulate reality, the study took place at the participants’ home.
2.4

Participants

A couple was recruited to participate in the study. The male, 28 years of age, and
his female partner, 26 years of age, agreed to participate in the study. The male
participant has a professional background in technology and female participant
has a background in social sciences. The participants are without children and
have been living together for several months.

3
3.1

Processing
Experience Flow Mapping

The written observations, photographs, video recording, and interview results
have been used to make an Experience Flow Diagram (EFD). EFD shows an
overview to understand where and how the new products/services can be introduced during the performed activities. EPD is developed by Philips [10] for
understanding the user experience and presenting qualitative and quantitative
ﬁndings in a process diagram supported by visual and textual information. This
approach enabled the communication of the concept, usability and interaction
as mentioned in Sect. 2.
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Fig. 1. (a) Cooking utensils integrated with sensor technology. (b) Tableware integrated with a sensor technology. (c) Tools used for scanning food or identifying food
content. (d) Empty cards used to draw new ideas.

3.2

Aﬃnity Diagramming

The method of Aﬃnity Diagramming [3] was applied to abstract clusters from
the collected data alongside the EFD. Similar abstractions have been clustered
per location/phase and translated to show the inferences presented in Table 1.

4
4.1

Results
Experience Flow Mapping

The Experience Flow Diagram shown in Fig. 2 depicts the following:
– Overall scenario/experiences
– Amount of time spent at location/phase

Experience Flow Mapping

–
–
–
–
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Used and created tools
Quotes from participants
Observations
Activities in chronological order.

The duration of the role-playing scenario was 3.25 h and was positioned in four
locations: living room, supermarket, kitchen, and dining table. Seven phases were
identiﬁed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Inventorying in the living room (5 min)
Selecting shopping items (30 min)
Purchasing in the supermarket (2 min)
Preparing in kitchen (25 min)
Cooking in kitchen (30 min)
Serving at the dinner table (3 min)
Consuming at the dinner table (20 min)

The observations are visualised in Fig. 2 and exempliﬁed below:
Ingredient Scanner. The ingredient scanner was used 8 out of 13 tool-usages;
showing recurrent usage throughout the scenario. The scanner was easily
adopted in multiple scenarios and locations.
Cooking Utensils. The cooking utensil was left at home during the inventory
phase because they are less applicable for grocery shopping.
New Tools. The male participant showed interest in using his own senses to
measure sodium-content. For example, by determining the softness of a bread,
he believed he could know how salty the bread was.
Intuition. The male participant intuitively knew what products contain high
sodium levels; he was however not aware of sodium in tomatoes.
Finding Information. During the selection phase a large amount of time was
spent on ﬁnding and obtaining information on the nutritional values of spices.
The participants requested help from the shop-assistant and used the ingredient scanner to detect nutritional diﬀerences between fresh and grounded
spices.
Old Habits. The participants were not instructed to have a speciﬁc item for
desert. During the selecting phase the participants took this advantage to
buy cookies which turned out to have high sodium content.
Lack of Taste. The participants jointly agreed that with less sodium, the food
would lack taste and their guests would suﬀer from that. The male participant
did not want other people to suﬀer due to his condition. During dinner the
female participant (caretaker) added salt to her food whilst stating that “I
know it’s not good for me but I am addicted to the taste of salt.”
Information Overload. The participants commented that the tools should not
cause an information overload when cooking so they can enjoy their cooking
experience.
Social Acceptance. The male participant preferred the use of the tools to be
subtle to reduce stigmatisation and allow him to eventually adhere to his low
sodium diet. He said: “.. the tools will most likely be used when peer pressure
is high, and you would want to hide the tool, to not appear sick.”
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Cheating Day. The participant indicated that on occasions, they would like
to be rewarded for their eﬀorts in circumventing the challenges in keeping a
healthy diet. They suggested the concept of a cheating day for which they
will allow themselves to (at the least) eat some cookies.

4.2

Aﬃnity Diagramming

The result of the Aﬃnity diagram shown in Table 1 presents the abstracted userneeds from the Experience Flow. These are translated into clusters with descriptions shown in Table 1. The Inference column lists the interpreted requirements
of the users per location and phase.

5

Discussion

It is important to examine individuals from a range of social groups and social
classes as such key variables are a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on attitudes about cooking
and help account for variation in behaviour. The recent work in [6] interviewed 27
participants to study food-related habits in both British and French populations
and was able to derive some generalisable constructs. In this paper, we included
a couple which makes our ﬁndings subjective as intended as an early stage pilot
study. Murcott in [9] also suggests that a limitation of mere interview-based
research into food and cooking is that it has relied on what people say they
do rather than observing what they actually do. We set out to circumvent this
limitation by following through the experiences of the couple to gain rich insights
to what they need and do.
The couple had a unifying role in preparing their meal. This role can diﬀer in
other homes depending on family culture or traditions. The female partner who
was not narrated with a heart condition complied to cooking a no-sodium diet,
however, maintained a diﬀerent identity which allowed her to add table salt to
her served meal. The article in [12] describes the construct of a home as a site
for uniﬁed consumption practices wherein the household members can actively
inﬂuence what they eat. For a holistic design, these separate roles should be well
understood—in homes with patients with sodium restriction—and considered in
the design of the tools.
Based on the inferences presented in Table 1 it is evident that products and
services should be aware of purchases and consumed foods throughout the timeframe of buying and eating. The act of measuring food contents with portable
tools can make it easier for users to obtain information on the content of foods
at diﬀerent locations. Because users become more aware of their diet contents
in general, they can make informed choices. To facilitate the use of the relevant
technology in multiple places, such new technology should take a discrete form
to avoid stigmatisation. It was also suggested that the device should provide
minimal information or interventions to allow a natural use.
A salt reduction framework [1] was initiated by the European Union in 2012
to reduce the amount of sodium that reaches one’s home. This initiative supports

Fig. 2. Experience Flow Diagram that captures participant’s shopping, cooking and dining experiences (for readability, a copy can be
downloaded in [2]).
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Table 1. Results from the aﬃnity diagramming combined with the abstractions from
the experience ﬂow mapping.
Phase

Cluster name

Description

Inference

Living room
(Inventorying)

Practicality

Tools have to be
practical (e.g.
portable) to bring to
supermarket

Tool has to be
relevant for the
activity or food

Shopping
market
(Selecting)

Intuitive interaction with
data veriﬁcation

Veriﬁcation of
pre-knowledge with
tools (e.g. softness
showed the saltiness
of bread and can be
validated with a
tool)

User can appreciate
use of sense and
feeling (tactile
experience)

Information on Sodium,
ingredient, and
additives

Information presented
in a manner that is
relevant for the user
(e.g. ﬁltered labels)

Information has to
be relevant,
accessible and
instantly
available (e.g.
ﬁltered, digital,
or personal)

Shopping ﬂow

The tools should not
require too many
additional tasks

The tools should not
disrupt shopping
experience

The tools should
facilitate teamwork
or communication
between users

The tool should
support social
cooking

Shopping
market
(Paying)

Kitchen
Interaction between users
(Preparing)

Validation of composition Providing support
information on the
amount of sodium in
food while cooking

Need to verify food
content with tool

Suggestive tool for recipes Flexible system, which
and ingredients
can suggest
ingredients options
based on
pre-prepared foods

Desire for a
recommendation
system that
accounts for
changes in
ingredients

Avoidance

Avoiding the availability More engagement
of high sodium foods
with food in the
at home
supermarket to
persuade users
from buying
salty food

Practicality for eﬀort
saving

Easy to use hands-free
device for scanning
food

Quick to use tool.

Continued
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Table 1. Continued
Phase

Cluster name

Description

Inference

Kitchen
(Cooking)

Eco-system solution

Inventory system that
knows what is at home,
what is bought and
what is cooked

System needs to be
aware of what is in
house, bought and
consumed (to
provide accurate
options)

Worry-free cooking

Only buy healthy foods.
This takes away the risk
of cooking or eating
unhealthy

System should provide
guidance in the
inventorying or
selecting phases

Verify by taste

Taste and measure the food
to verify sodium content

The cook should be
encouraged to
monitor food
content by taste

Enjoy cooking

When preparing food, they
go into intimate details
with the food items as
compared to the
purchasing phase

The products or
services should
provide only subtle
guidance or clues at
this stage of
preparing meals

Challenging tool

When tools are used for a
longer time, the
participants desired new
surprises in using the
tools (This is similar to
the notion of challenge
vs. skill [7])

The tools or services
should have a game
element to it

Tool for multiple locations

Ability to use the tool
outside of home

The tool should be
portable

Sensual coach

The tools can teach the
user to use their own
senses to know the
sodium content of food
(e.g. to measure
saltiness by taste)

Coaching can train the
person cooking to
rely on taste

Dinner table
(Serving)

Less information regarding
sodium content

At this stage, the need for
information decreases.
They simply want to
enjoy the meals that has
been prepared

Less coaching is desired
when approaching
the consumption
phase.

Dinner table
(Consuming)

Validation and reward

Validating that the food has
been properly prepared.
At this point, little or
nothing can change

They should be
encouraged to
monitor nutritional
content at the
various phases of
preparing their
meal. They can be
rewarded for
keeping a healthy
diet

Common understanding

There may be a common
understanding with the
partner or companion to
be aware of the
nutritional targets and
be involved in the
process of changing

The tools or services
should enable
collaborators to
facilitate the
involvement and
understanding of
others
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a strategy wherein, series of chained behaviour are altered to avoid eventually
eating high sodium foods. Using the tools as a means to provide early stage
intervention at the planning and purchasing phases becomes plausible to limit
acquiring unhealthy foods that can ultimately lead to consumption.
The following are the main requirements abstracted from the study:
– The products and services should aid the user in deﬁning appropriate ingredients (required for a healthy and low sodium diet) during the planning phase.
– Aid the user in purchasing the ingredients that are deﬁned as appropriate.
– Create awareness for the user during the cooking phase on how individual
ingredients, either purchased or already in-house, contribute to the total nutritional value of the dish.
– Validate the low sodium content of the dish during the consuming phase.

6

Summary

A user observational study was conducted with a couple to understand their
experiences in preparing a challenging meal and at the same time, keeping a low
sodium diet. The methodology explored enabled participants to use a “new” and
as yet non-envisaged technology solution. Additional evaluation is required to
further substantiate the outcome measures.
It was evident that the products or services that will beneﬁt from this study
should be aware of the phases between inventorying items for groceries and dining. The couple took relatively little time to shop for the ingredients, as they had
already decided ingredients in the inventory phase. Without intervening in the
inventorying phase and guidance throughout the selection phase, we think they
are more likely to fall back on their usual shopping behaviour. The inventorying and selection phases are essential to prevent buying unhealthy foods. When
preparing food, they go into intimate details with the food items. Hence, little
or subtle guidance is needed not to ruin their cooking experience. The dining
phase should be about conﬁrming the healthy nutritional value of the food, and
allow participants to be rewarded and feel at ease. Overall care should be taken
to avoid disrupting their regular shopping, cooking and eating rituals.

7

Conclusion

This paper presents an early stage pilot (user observational study) in preparation
for a larger study which aims to examine the use of technology for promoting
self-management of diet. At the time of writing, the technology toolset required
to facilitate the application area remains undeveloped, and so we simulate their
usage via a paper-based scenario, and we reveal some of the discovered userrequirements that the anticipated system should consider.
Acknowledgments. We like to thank the two participants for spending their time
and for providing so much feedback during and after the study.
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Abstract. Fall is the most signiﬁcant causes of injury for Elderly or Epilepsy.
This has led to develop a many types of automatic fall-detection systems.
However, prevalent methods only use accelerometers to isolate falls from activ‐
ities of daily living (ADL). This paper proposes combination of a simple threshold
method and acceleration measurement to detect falls and fall-detection. To
demonstrate the activity of proposed scheme a device has been designed. We used
an Arduino-UNO, also we used MPU6050 as a sensor and we can measure the
velocity and acceleration by calculate the derivative for the phase this program
was C-language. Several fall-feature parameters and possible falls are calibrated
through an algorithm. The implementation of program built to read an analogue
variable from its port as an additional adjustment to ﬁxed the upper and the lower.
The total sum acceleration vector ACC to distinguish between falling and ADL.
The results using the simple threshold, PMU, and combination of the simple
method and MPU were compared and analyzed. The proposed MPU reduced the
complexity of the hardware also the algorithm exhibited high accuracy.
Keywords: Fall Detection Systems (FDS) · Activities of Daily Living (ADL) ·
MPU6050-Arduino

1

Introduction

Fall is the most signiﬁcant causes of injury for elderly. These falls are because many
disabling fractures that could eventually go in front to death due to complications. Most
elderly (over 75 years old) have fallen at least once a year, and 24 % of them have severe
injuries [1]. Among people aﬀected by Alzheimer’s disease, the probability of a fall
increases by three times. Elderly care can be improved by using sensors that monitor
the vital signs and activities of patients, and remotely communicate this information to
their doctors and caregivers. For example, sensors installed in homes can alert caregivers
when a patient falls. Some fall detection algorithms also assume falls happen when the
body lies prone on the ﬂoor. But they are less eﬀective when a person’s fall posture is
not horizontal as shown in Fig. 1.
The consequences of a fall can vary from scrapes to fractures and in some cases lead
to death. Even if there are no immediate consequences, the long-wait on the ﬂoor for
help increases the probability of death from the accident. For this reason, fall detection
is an active area of research. Most of the research on falls in which accelerometers is
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
C.K. Chang et al. (Eds.): ICOST 2016, LNCS 9677, pp. 180–187, 2016.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-39601-9_16
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Fig. 1. Falls of patient’s body on the ﬂoor

used focus on determining the change in magnitude of acceleration. When the acceler‐
ation value exceeds a critical threshold, the fall is detected [2, 3]. A contribution is made
towards such standardization by collecting the most relevant parameters, data ﬁltering
techniques and testing approaches from the studies done so far. State-of-the-art fall
detection techniques were surveyed, highlighting the diﬀerences in their eﬀectiveness
at fall detection. A standard database structure was created for fall study that emphasizes
the most important elements of a fall detection system that must be considered for
designing a robust system [4], as well as addressing the constraints and challenges. In
addition, fall activity patterns are particularly diﬃcult to obtain for training systems.
These systems successfully detect falls with sensitivities. However, focusing only on
large acceleration can result in many false positives from fall-like activities such as
sitting down quickly and running. Furthermore, previous studies used complex algo‐
rithms like support vector machine (SVM) [5] and Markov model [6] to detect the fall.
However, accuracy of these systems has not been proven to be highly eﬀective. They
also use excessive amounts of computational resources and cannot respond in real time.
In this paper we propose a new device based on microcontroller (Arduino-UNO) and
the sensor is MPU6050 Accelerometer and Gyro Chip.

2

Fall Risk Factors

A person can be more or less prone to fall, depending on a number of risk factors and
hence a classiﬁcation based on only age as a parameter is not enough. In fact, medical
studies have determined a set of so called risk factors:
• Intrinsic:
1. Age (over 75)
2. Chronic disease
3. Previous falls
4. Poor balance
5. Low mobility and bone fragility
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6. Sight problems
7. Cognitive and dementia problems
8. Parkinson disease
9. Use of drugs that aﬀect the mind
10. Incorrect lifestyle (inactivity, use of alcohol, obesity)
• Internal Environment:
1. Need to reach high objects
2. Slipping ﬂoors
3. Stairs
4. Incorrect use of shoes and clothes
• External Environment:
1. Damaged roads
2. Dangerous steps
3. Poor lighting
4. Crowded places.

3

Mpu-6050

ITG MPU-6050 is a sensor that contains MEMS accelerometer and a MEMS gyroscope
in one chip. Both accelerometer and gyroscope contains 3 axis that can captures x, y and z
with 16-bits analog to digital conversion hardware for each channel. Mpu-6050 uses I2C
for communication which is a multi-master, multislave, single-ended, serial computer bus
with low speed but very useful because uses only two wires: SCL (clock) and SDA (data)
lines. Although the breadboard and the wires are optional items, the two pull-up resistor are
essential. The diagram in Fig. 2 shows how to connect the sensor to a Arduino Uno. It is
also important connect all the sensor pins with the correct arduino pins. The pull-up resistor
will always keep a small amount of current flowing between VCC and the pin, in other
words, it will keep a valid logic level if it is not flowing current in the pin 5. Sensor VDD
- Arduino 3.3 v or 5 v. Sensor GND - Arduino GND. Sensor INT - Arduino digital pin 2.

Fig. 2. Source: RFduino, image by unknown
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Sensor SCL - Arduino SCL dedicated pin = A5. Sensor SDA - Arduino SDA dedicated
pin = A4.

4

Fall Detection Algorithm

The total sum acceleration vector Acc, contain both dynamic and static acceleration
components [3, 7], is calculated from sampled data as indicated in Eq. (1)

Acc =

√
(Ax )2 + (Ay )2 + (Az )2

(1)

Where Ax, Ay, Az are the acceleration in the x, y, z axes, respectively.
Similarly to the acceleration, the angular velocity is calculated from sampled data
as indicated in Eq. (2)
w=

√
(wx )2 + (wy )2 + (wz )2

(2)

Where wx, wy, wz the acceleration in the x, y, z axes, respectively.
When stationary, the acceleration magnitude, Acc, from tri-axial accelerometer is a
constant, and angular velocity is 0o/s. When the subject falls, the acceleration is rapidly
changing and the angular velocity produces a variety of signals along fall direction.
Since the Fall Index (Acc) requires high sampling frequency and fast acceleration
changes, it will miss falls that happen slowly. Hence, Acc is not used unless we want to
compare the performances of our systems with previous studies that have used the same
positions but with deferent speed and accelerations.
The lower and upper fall thresholds for the acceleration and angular velocity used
to identify the fall are derived as follows [8]:
1- Lower fall threshold (LFT): the negative peaks for the resultant of each recorded
activity are referred to as the signal lower peak values (LPVs). The LFT for the
acceleration signals are set at the level of the smallest magnitude lower fall peak
(LFP) recorded.
2- Upper fall threshold (UFT): the positive peaks for the recorded signals for each
recorded activity are referred to as the signal upper peak values (UPVs). The UFT
for each of the acceleration and the angular velocity signals were set at the level of
the smallest magnitude UPV recorded. The UFT is related to the peak impact force
experienced by the body segment during the impact phase of the fall.
Fall detection algorithms using thresholds are normally divided into two groups, one is
based on the LFT comparison and the other is based on UFT comparison of acceleration
data. Although past research has achieved some signiﬁcant results, the accuracy is still
below desired levels. In this study adjust the UFT and LFT and found the performance
to be 83.33 % and 67.08 %, respectively [9]. Figure 3 shows the ﬂowchart of our algo‐
rithm which implemented in the program of Arduino_UNO in C-language this program
built to read an analogue variable from its port as an additional adjustment to ﬁxed the
upper and the lower ACC.
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of fall detection schema.

5

Results and Discussion

Some existing acceleration-based fall detection systems are only used to distinguish falls
from ADL. However, some activities like sitting down fast also feature large vertical
acceleration. Figure 4 shows the acceleration and rotational rate of the trunk where the
cases as follows: (a) run on a damaged road, (b) walking fast (c) step up a Stair. In
Fig. 4 along three cases there is no fall then there is no alarm. Figure 5 shows the accel‐
eration and rotational rate of the trunk and thigh for sitting fast. Where the cases as
follows: (a) is a dangers fall detected, (b) is a fall posture. In Fig. 5.a the fall detected
very fast and give alarm in the ﬁrst moment and continued along 30 s while in Fig. 5.b
give alarm after 10 s because there is no fall.
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Fig. 4. Shows the acceleration and rotational rate of the trunk where the cases as follows: (a) run
on a damaged road, (b) walking fast (c) step up a Stair.
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Fig. 5. Shows the acceleration and rotational rate of the trunk and thigh for sitting fast. Where
the cases as follows: (a) is a dangers fall detected, (b) is a fall posture.

6

Conclusions

The several fall-feature parameters of the 6-axes acceleration were introduced and
applied according the algorithm. Possible falls were chosen through the simple threshold
and then applied to the MPU to solve the problems such as deviation of interpersonal
falling behavioral patterns and similar fall actions. The test of the proposed device
studied along a diﬀerent 350 case studies. The parameters of upper and lower of accel‐
eration and velocity have adjusted to give best fall detection with sensitivity, speciﬁcity,
and accuracy which were over than 95 %. These results demonstrate the reduction of
the computing eﬀort and resources, compared to those of using all the events applied.
Then the proposed algorithms were very simple because it depend on a simple sensors
(measure the angle) and the program calculate the angular velocity and acceleration.
They can be implemented into an embedded system such as an 8051-based microcon‐
troller with 128 Kbyte ROM. In the future, if the proposed algorithms are implemented
to the embedded system, its performance will be tested in a real time.
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Abstract. The prevalence rate of anorectal disease is relatively high in China.
Life style is one of the most important correlation factors with chronic anorectal
disease. However, clinical diagnosis is insuﬃcient to collect the data from
patients’ homes because the whole set of previous facilities is too expensive for
patients to aﬀord. In this paper, we propose a feasible wireless-based solution to
deploy a cost-eﬀective data collection scheme. We compare and analyze the living
data sampled from volunteers during 28 days. Furthermore, an understandable
behavior routine model presented as heat-map can be provided to clinicians. With
this auxiliary data, professional guidance on living habits might be greatly bene‐
ﬁcial for augmenting the life quality of patients suﬀering from chronic diseases.
Keywords: Anorectal E-Health · Chronic management · Smart home · Living
routine · Cost-eﬀective

1

Introduction

Due to improvements in public health, nutrition, medicine and personal hygiene, there
has been a continual increase in life expectancy all over the world. Information tech‐
nology and computer science, combined with electronic instruments, have served as
important auxiliary tools and are widely used by clinicians. Technological advancements
in electronic health can be a driving force for new management models, especially in
chronic care.
Anorectal diseases are a series of common diseases of human beings [1], although
they are not fatal. These kinds of diseases seriously aﬀect the patient’s work and life
and give patients a great deal of pain. Numerous advanced therapeutic approaches, and
monitoring equipment and supporting facilities are provided in the hospital.
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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According to the results of a Chinese adult common anorectal disease epidemiology
survey [2], the factors closely related with anorectal diseases can be listed in the order
of their most common appearance as follow: the highest is work environment and life‐
style, followed by eating habits. The third is psychological status. The fourth is bowel
habits. Based on the characteristics of this kind of chronic disease, there is only a little
time required for patients to be hospitalized for surgery or treatment, leaving a long
period at home for rehabilitation. However, the symptoms and signs of patients at home
are unavailable. Besides, clinical diagnostic practice might fail to identify health prob‐
lems for evaluating the patients’ living habits in the early stages because individual selfreported data is confused or limited, not suitable or insuﬃcient for clinical assess‐
ments [3].
Fortunately, with the continuous development of technology and the popularity of
the network, home-level electronic equipment has become plentiful in function with
wallet-friendly prices. Blood pressure, blood sugar, BMI and the quality of sleep can be
sampled at home, all by the patients themselves [4]. Innovations around Ambient
Assisted Living (AAL) and Telemedicine systems are continuously advancing. One of
the ﬁelds in this development and innovation of modern technologies is the Smart Home
[5], which enables independent living for citizens in the household environment with
the option of assisted care. However, these advanced technologies are temporary and
still too expensive for residents.
Sensing Home [6] is our previous work, and it is a cost-eﬀective solution of smart
home, which is able to sample the environment and motion of the resident for activity
recognition via ZigBee in a home setting. The motivation of this paper is to provide a
solution for living behavior collection in a home setting, with lower cost and higher
dimensional data to help patients with chronic illness get professional living guidance
for recovery.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: (1) We simplify
the sensing home to be more cost-eﬀective, to sample behavior in a functional locationbased method to model the lifestyle of patients; (2) collaborate with the Anorectal Health
Cloud, so more healthcare providers and patients are able to ﬁght against anorectal
diseases together; (3) recruit four families as volunteers with diversity distributions for
age, occupation, household environment and resident area, sampled for 28 days of data
for research, and (4) attempt to provide heat-map records. In this way, data gathered
from sensors will be easily understood by the clinical physician; thus, professional
guidance can help patients recover better.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we introduce the
related work about applications in home level healthcare. In Sect. 3, we describe the
preliminary results of this solution. Subsequently, in Sect. 4, the implementation and
architecture of each service provider is described in detail. Section 5 gives the results to
verify the applications and the lifestyle model. Finally, we summarize the discussions
and give some conclusions in Sect. 6.
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Related Work

With the continuous development of the economy, the demand for better and more
eﬃcient healthcare is not only promising but also a primary concern in the budgets of
public and private health service providers. The high cost of the existing approaches of
clinical health services is due to professional human resources and advanced equipment.
According to a US national survey [7], fewer than 10 % could aﬀord formal paid health‐
care services, and the majority of individuals relied on informal health aid from family,
friends and volunteers. In terms of a suitable solution for the healthcare system [8], there
are three major factors of concerns: human labor, cost and quality of service. Instances
of emergencies and fatal diseases require professional instruments and services provided
in the hospital while, for chronic conditions, wearable devices or Ambient Assisted
Living systems with regular clinical diagnoses might be feasible. Everyday home life
presents unique challenges for chronic patients at home, and ongoing eﬀorts by tech‐
nologists and healthcare providers are required to collaborate to develop eﬀective and
innovative solutions.
Telemedicine [9] is a health service especially ﬁt for chronic patients living at home
[10]. These programs [11] are generally divided into two categories: connected health
[12] and integrated care [13]. There are research projects like Smart Medical Home [10],
U-Health [14, 15] ubiquitous health care [16]. At the same time, there are numerous
devices, like Electrocardiography (ECG) devices [17] and a smart walking analyzer [18]
with proprietary usage. Although there are no standard criteria to evaluate those prod‐
ucts, cost and complexity are the major concerns of the users.
Computer vision based solutions [19, 20] serve as a traditional monitoring system
with image processing functions. Computed Tomography [21], fall detection [22, 23]
and a security system are currently the most common applications. Except for the
consideration of total own cost (TOC), individuals do not want to be monitored for
privacy protection.
Therefore, binary sensor based solutions that are cost-competitive and pervasive
information and communication systems can be used in the creation of new products to
make the home smart, thereby providing ubiquitous healthcare. An important compo‐
nent in the connected health ecosystem is data analytics, giving value and meaning to the
collected data and enabling personalized healthcare decisions in the full circle of care
around an individual, specifically, the data collected via sensors. With respect to other
related projects like House_n [24], CASAS [25], Smart House [26], GETALP [27],
Adaptive House [28], Aware Home [29] and Intelligent Workspace [30], a variety of
different deployment scenarios and network architectures of the system are presented.
Besides, RFID technology could join these systems for identification or location tracking
[31, 32].
These approaches gathered ADLs [33] and IADLs [34], which enabled in-home
healthcare [35] with activities recognition (AR) [36]. Kasteren implemented a temporal
probabilistic hidden Markov model (HMM) and conditional random ﬁelds (CRF) algo‐
rithms [37], Riboni et al. [38] attempted a ﬁne-grained hybrid reasoning model, Asma
solved multi-occupant problems [39], Ordónez used hybrid algorithms to deploy a long
term AR for evaluation [40] and Zeng [41] put forward a better design-ﬂow to enhance
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the quality of experiences. Most of ambient assisted living systems are context aware,
scenarios based or statistically based recognition approaches, and it is diﬃcult to deal
with unknown historical conditions.
Smart wearable devices accelerated the development of the mobile healthcare system
[42]. In addition to professional home medical equipment, a large number of consumer
electronics are emerging, such as Apple watch, Microsoft band and so on. Although
these devices have neither a uniform data format nor transmission protocol standards,
they are still emerging and facilitate our life and work.
Unlike seniors or the disabled, most chronic anorectal patients are functionally stable
and capable of performing essential daily activities on their own. We use wireless sensors
installed in the patients’ homes to track their daily living routines. The sensing home
provides the statistical results detected, which are reported to the clinicians and patients.
With these auxiliary data of living routines, combined with interrogation to get mental
state and diet information, professional guidance can be provided to the chronic patients.

3

Preliminary

The Chinese adult common anorectal disease epidemiology survey was jointly organ‐
ized by the MaYingLong Pharmaceutical Group Co., Ltd. and the Chinese Association
of Chinese medicine of the Anorectal Branch. This survey was launched in Nov. 2012,
and 68906 valid samples were included from 31 provinces and 195 counties/districts all
over China.
We used the test of goodness for ﬁt [43] to check the statistical quality of our data.
Adapting the sixth national population census of China [44] as the Population, the
detailed result is shown in Table 1. The degree of freedom is 3 (K-1-2, K is the number
of age groups), and the Chi square value is 2.98 while the P value is > 0.05. Thus, there
was no signiﬁcant diﬀerence between our sample age structure and population distri‐
bution, which means the sample data is representative.
Table 1. Sample test of goodness for ﬁt with the national population.
Age group
18 ~ 24
24 ~ 34
35 ~ 44
45 ~ 54
55 ~ 64
>= 65
Total

National proportion (Pi)
16.1
18.8
23.04
17.49
13.28
11.29
100

Sample proportion (Si)
12.1
24.46
21.86
18.12
13.64
9.82
100

(Si–Pi)2/Pi
0.9938
1.704
0.0604
0.0227
0.0098
0.1914

According to the results of our survey, there are 34522 individuals suffering from
anorectal diseases, and the prevalence rate of anorectal disease in China is 50.1 %. We
collected additional information through the questionnaire and used the statistical cova‐
riance and the Maximal Information Coefficient (MIC) [45] index to find out that the
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factors highly correlation with anorectal diseases are: (1) work environment and life style,
(2) customary diet, (3) mental state, (4) bowel evacuation habit and (5) bedtime routine.
Diet habit, occupation and the mental state of the patients can be collected in tradi‐
tional clinical diagnosis. However, the living style and bowel and bedtime routine of
patients at home cannot be sampled in detail. Obtaining better treatment and consoli‐
dating the curative eﬀect for the patients require the data mentioned above. Although
the smart home with video surveillance is capable of accomplishing this, this kind of
solution costs human resources for recording and hurts the privacy of the patients.
Besides, the patients’ home environments might be heterogeneous. So, we discarded the
camera and behavior recognition and abstracted each room in the household into its
basic function, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Location based activity abstract of a volunteer’s home. Each room requires a frontend
sampling device with PIR sensors to collect human motions.

Fig. 2. Xizhilang R2274 smart electronic toilet seat cover.
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We used passive infrared (PIR) sensors to sample the motions of the daily routines
and living habits of the patients. To further simplify the model, we used a Boolean
variable to mark the status as active or not, leaving the temperature and humidity as an
integer value for reference. For the bowel evacuation data, we used the customized
R2274 electronic toilet seat cover shown in Fig. 2.

4

Architecture and Implementation

In order to provide long term remote medical rehabilitation for chronic anorectal
patients, a combination of three aspects of service was required: a traditional healthcare
provider, a professional anorectal cloud service and the customized sensing home. The
general architecture is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Architecture of the 3 roles of the service provider.

Mayinglong Co, Ltd. as a traditional medicinal materials production plant, acquisi‐
tioned several specialist anorectal hospitals and was ready to provide professional serv‐
ices. The Anorectal Health Cloud, available at www.here120.com, is a specialized cloud
communication platform open for correlative patients and clinicians all over China. Our
customized sensing home is required to reduce the video camera for privacy protection
and uses the PIR sensors to sample the living routines at minimal power consumption
with much easier deployment. To verify the eﬀectiveness of the method to collect
household behavior, we recruited four volunteers among the patients who were willing
to share their data for research. We selected diversity distribution volunteers for age,
occupation, household environment and housing dimension area, as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Characteristics of volunteers.
Age group
20 ~ 30
30 ~ 40
55 ~ 65
65 ~ 75

Number
Single
Couple
Single
Couple

Work status
Work
Work
Retired
Retired

Residential area
56 m2
76 m2
92 m2
118 m2

The deployment process should be simple and easy; besides, the whole set of equip‐
ment should be cost-eﬀective and not disturb the patients’ normal lives. We adapted the
HC-SR501 PIR sensors to detect human motions. This was combined with DHT11 to
collect the temperature and humidity for the living environment of the households. For
data transmission, we used the low power consumption TI-cc2530 based ZigBee solu‐
tion, which enables the equipment to be pasted on the wall and works with a battery.
Our sensing home was divided into subordinate and superordinate units. Each room
required one subordinate unit as a frontend sample, and we summarize all the data to
the master node. For the superordinate unit, we used an ARM11 based micro Linux
server to store the data of patients and communicate with the cloud server via the Internet.
In this way, all the data of patients was stored in their own homes for privacy protection.
On the other hand, if the user was willing to share his or her data, he or she could connect
to the Anorectal Health Cloud via http protocol. We provided both a web browser and
an Android APP for the patients to communicate directly with the attending physician.
On the other hand, if the patient did not want to share the data, a printed result via home
WLAN was provided, and the user could bring the report as auxiliary data to see the
clinician. Subjective information including habits, mental state, diet, ﬁbre/ﬂuid intake,
sleep/standing/sedentary status could be collected through interrogation or question‐
naire at diagnose (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Implementation of the sensing home to collect the living habits of patients.
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The main factors aﬀecting anorectal disease were thus divided into four parts to be
summarized and submitted to the physician: (1) traditional clinical data provided by the
hospital, (2) a living style report provided by the sensing home, (3) bowel evacuation
reports by the R2274 electronic toilet seat cover and (4) occupation, eating habits and
mental state obtained at the time of diagnosis. Clinicians were presented with the higher
dimensions of the data provided by our work to help patients recover. Currently, this
approach is an initial attempt, leaving clinical trials with larger sample size should be
completed by the physicians to further explore the relationship between data and the
anorectal diseases.

5

Experiment Result

The average power consumption of the sensing home is about 1.8 watts per hour; we
collected from four weeks of the four sampled volunteers. In order to provide an intuitive
presentation to both the clinician and the patient, we used a heatmap diagram to express
the behavior routine. We scaled and normalized the average data during the 28 days of
the sample. The detailed results are shown in Fig. 5, and living routines are readable for
common users. Consistent with our previous assumptions, the results show that the home
environments of patients are diverse and their living habits are various. For privacy
protection, frequency and time length of excretory data preserved.

Fig. 5. Average living routine of volunteers.

As can be seen in Fig. 5, the household routine of the retired individuals seems more
regular than that of those in the work force. Considering the eﬀect of the diﬀerence
between working days and holidays, we extracted the data from 6:00 PM of Friday to
11:59 PM of Sunday as the weekend data to verify whether the workday lifestyle is
diﬀerent from that of the weekend. As Fig. 6 shows, the working individuals perform
more activities at weekends and sleep and get up later than on workdays.
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Fig. 6. Diﬀerent lifestyles between the workday and weekend.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we have compared home environment healthcare projects and examined
the major factors according to the results of the Chinese adult common anorectal disease
epidemiology survey. This paper introduces a simple solution to implement behavior
collection with features of cost-eﬀectiveness and energy-eﬀectiveness. We experi‐
mented with data of four groups of volunteer for 28 days and presented the living routines
via a heat-map. Although the sample data of volunteers is insuﬃcient to represent the
population in a statistical sense, it provides higher dimensions and more comprehensive
data to both patients and clinicians. Currently, this kind of auxiliary data model is under
the stage of research and testing. We believe that the improved solution will facilitate
the recovery of more patients with chronic diseases in the future.
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Abstract. Evaluations of technological mental health interventions are often too
narrow to support the uptake of such technologies. This report describes the eval‐
uation framework used for a mobile technology study, the Mental Health Engage‐
ment Network (MHEN). The framework presented here includes four types of
analyses: eﬀectiveness, economic, policy, and ethics analysis. When technolog‐
ical mental health interventions are evaluated in each of these four areas, research
can be more comprehensive and set the stage for spreading the innovation. Partic‐
ularly, inclusion of economic analysis may speak to potential funders, ethical
analysis may encourage adoption in clinical settings, and policy analysis may
encourage uptake from decision-makers. This report provides a framework that
can be adapted to a variety of technological mental health interventions to assess
and compare not only eﬀectiveness, but also economic, policy and ethical chal‐
lenges and opportunities. Findings from the MHEN study are presented as a case
study of the applied framework.
Keywords: Mobile technology · Mental health care · e-Mental health ·
Evaluation framework · Eﬀectiveness · Economic analysis · Policy analysis ·
Ethical analysis · Mental Health Engagement Network (MHEN)

1

Introduction

In a 2014 brieﬁng paper, the Mental Health Commission of Canada [1] concluded that
technological innovations in e-Mental health presented an enormous opportunity to
transform an overburdened, underfunded mental heath care delivery system, and that
scaling-up e-Mental health, sooner rather than later, would beneﬁt the mental health and
well-being of all Canadians. Technological mental health interventions seek to provide
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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psychiatric support services to individuals with mental disorders in such a way that
supplement, rather than replace, face-to-face interaction with health care professionals.
Mobile and web-based technologies in particular, allow clients to connect with their
health care providers electronically, and provide mechanisms by which clients can
manage and track their own mental health. Although such interventions show promise,
their evaluations are often limited as they primarily – if not solely – focus on demon‐
strating eﬀectiveness, rather than assessing a range of potential outcomes and impacts.
Issues plaguing technological evaluations are multi-faceted, but largely stem from
their limited scope [2]. Particularly, evaluations often fail to include a range of stake‐
holders throughout the evaluation process. This approach may limit the uptake of such
technologies, since front-line providers and other decision-makers were not involved in
the evaluation process. Additionally, eﬀectiveness analyses assessing usability, accept‐
ability and client readiness, typically exclude other factors aﬀecting technology adop‐
tion, such as ethical and related privacy considerations [1]. Finally, economic evaluation
is often lacking in the area of mental health interventions in general, and in technological
evaluations more speciﬁcally; this lack of economic consideration may preclude tech‐
nology adoption from decision-makers [3, 4]. Each of these aspects represents a gap in
the current evaluation of technological mental health interventions. In order to address
these gaps, the current report advocates for the adoption of a new framework by which
technological mental health interventions can be evaluated. The Mental Health Engage‐
ment Network (MHEN) intervention will be used as an example of how this evaluation
framework can be applied in practice.

2

Evaluation Framework

The evaluation framework presented here consists of four parts. First, eﬀectiveness
analysis seeks to assess aspects of technology use and how this relates to mental health
outcomes. Second, economic analysis evaluates ‘value for money’, as it relates to health
and social service use. Third, policy analysis aims to incorporate considerations of deci‐
sion-makers identiﬁed throughout the research process. Finally, ethical analysis explores
issues such as privacy and data storage, which may address some practical considera‐
tions of decision-makers and clients alike. Each of these aspects will help ensure that
evaluations of technological mental health interventions are more comprehensive, and
speak to as many clients, health care professionals, policy- and decision-makers as
possible. This framework is summarized in Fig. 1.
2.1 Eﬀectiveness Analyses
Eﬀectiveness analyses comprise the majority of current evaluations of mental health
technologies. Although these analyses are crucial, we submit, based on our own research
experiences and reviews of the literature, that the components included in eﬀectiveness
analyses ought to be more comprehensive. Traditional eﬀectiveness analyses measure
the use of technology in relation to health outcomes (such as reduced symptoms). While
this is clearly important, other measures of eﬀectiveness would enhance evaluations.
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Speciﬁcally, such evaluations should include measurements of actual use of technology
over time, which will allow researchers to determine eﬀectiveness for diﬀerent types of
users (e.g., youth vs. seniors) and the rate at which clients adopt new technologies.
Additionally, consumer usability and the extent of adoption of technology in life patterns
should be assessed. This will allow researchers to determine areas for future enhance‐
ment to improve ease of use and uptake. Finally, identifying priority populations may
help to tailor technologies to best suit the needs of clients and health care professionals.
While these eﬀectiveness guidelines apply to many intervention studies, they can be
tailored to technological mental health interventions as these interventions may have
distinct considerations. Particularly, Doherty et al. [2] advocate that eﬀectiveness anal‐
yses should include quantitative and qualitative measures; application logging (so that
researchers can determine how often diﬀerent applications are accessed in the aggre‐
gate); and tracking of declined and withdrawn participants. By addressing these factors,
evaluations may be able to address barriers to uptake of technological interventions.
Also, many evaluations of technological mental health interventions stop at eﬀectiveness
analyses; while such analysis is crucial, a comprehensive analysis of technological
interventions for mental health requires more.
2.2 Economic Analyses
In the ﬁnancially constrained world of health care, economic analyses are becoming
increasing important as a way to examine actual and likely cost savings of interventions
[1]. Basically, economic analyses consist of ‘value for money’ considerations that
incorporate the intervention’s costs and its economic beneﬁts. This involves the collec‐
tion of person level cost and outcome data for each study participant, as well as an
analysis of costs and beneﬁts on a societal level that identify speciﬁc subcategories such
as caregiver, health care costs, and other government costs, such as disability support
payments and policing costs.
Economic aspects are under-examined in the literature, and are too often missing
from mental health intervention evaluations in general [3, 4]. However, economic
analysis is of critical importance, especially for involving other stakeholders aside from
care providers, i.e., employers. Although there are many types of economic analyses,
cost-eﬀectiveness analysis is the most common in mental health intervention evalua‐
tions, with comparatively little use of cost-utility analysis or cost-beneﬁt analysis [3].
Cost beneﬁt analysis is useful to address these shortcomings, but such analyses can be
diﬃcult to undertake. Although technological mental health interventions may be
demonstrated to be eﬀective, there is a gap between research and knowledge translation
to practice – economic analysis can help with this, as it may be more understandable
to policy decision-makers.
2.3 Policy Analyses
Policy analyses are another overlooked aspect of technological mental health interven‐
tion evaluations. We conceptualize policy analyses as those that identify speciﬁc policy
implications in data exchange, secure storage, and use of technologies, and address
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policy implications arising from the issues identiﬁed throughout the research process.
Including key stakeholders in identifying both problems and solutions is useful
throughout any evaluation, but is particularly useful in policy analyses. For technolog‐
ical mental health interventions to have optimal eﬀects, they must have the support of
a variety of clinical and non-clinical stakeholders beyond service users. Clinical stake‐
holders include nurses, physicians, and other allied health professionals, while nonclinical stakeholders include administrators, government representatives, and
researchers. This approach is supported by Doherty et al. [2], whose guidelines for
evaluation of mental health technologies speciﬁcally suggests incorporating both clin‐
ical practitioners and non-clinical peers into a comprehensive evaluation. This may help
to increase technology adoption, which historically has been slow in the ﬁeld of mental
health.
2.4 Ethical Analyses
Ethical analyses may be the most commonly overlooked pillar of the proposed evalua‐
tion framework. We deﬁne ethical analyses as including the identiﬁcation of speciﬁc
ethical implications in data exchange, secure storage, and use of technologies, and the
comparison of ethical standards to the project’s ﬁndings in relation to views of fairness,
autonomy, privacy, social justice and other moral matters. Such ethical considerations
seem to be assumed on the basis of research ethics board approval for the study.
However, while this approval protects the research participants, it often fails to consider
long-term ethical considerations that may aﬀect the adoption of technological interven‐
tions. In fact, privacy and ethical considerations are often a major challenge to the
successful adoption of such technology [1, 5]. Therefore, a more comprehensive ethical
evaluation is necessary to ensure users that their privacy and other moral needs are being
protected to the best degree possible. Further, through the use of an action research
methodology, users may be able to identify ethical considerations as they arise, so that
they can be evaluated and addressed in a timely manner.

3

MHEN Case Study

3.1 Background
The MHEN is a mobile, web-based intervention funded by Canada Health Infoway.
Brieﬂy, MHEN employed a mixed methods, delayed implementation research design.
A sample of mental health services clients (N = 394) were recruited from the caseloads
of 54 mental health professionals from 4 community mental health agencies in an large
urban centre in Ontario, Canada. Participants were then randomized into two groups,
where Group 1 (n = 192) received early intervention, and Group 2 (n = 202) received
delayed intervention (beginning 6 months later). Thus, Group 2 initially acted as the
control group. A baseline comparison found no signiﬁcant demographic diﬀerences
between the two groups.
During the course of the study, each participant completed four interviews (at baseline,
6, 12, 18 months), each of which included eight standardized questionnaires (a demographic
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Fig. 1. A framework developed to study the latest technological advances on the market
deploying them at core gaps as identiﬁed by the researchers, care providers and consumers.

form, the Quality of Life –Brief Version (QoL-BV), Health, Social, and Justice Service Use
form, Medical Outcomes Study 36-item Short-Form Health Survey (SF-36), the European
Quality of Life -5 Dimensions (EQ-5D), the Community Integration Questionnaire, the
Adult Consumer Empowerment Scale, and the Perception of Smart Technology Form).
Statistical analyses for repeated measures (analysis of variance (ANOVA) and general esti‐
mating equations (GEE)) were conducted to assess changes over time in relation to quality
of life, overall health score, number of arrests, number of out-patient visits, number of
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psychiatric-related emergency room visits, and the presence (or absence) of hospitalization
for psychiatric issues in the previous six month period.
During the intervention stage, each client was equipped with a smart mobile phone
(iPhone 4S), a TELUS health spaceTM account and a Personal Health Record (PHR).
The intervention was intended to supplement usual care by allowing patients to connect
more freely with their healthcare professionals, particularly nurses, and better manage
their own mental health. While no signiﬁcant change in mean overall health score
(EQ-5D) was found, small but signiﬁcant improvements in quality of life were reported,
signiﬁcant decreases in the number of arrests, outpatient visits, and psychiatric hospital
admissions were found, along with a downward trend in number of emergency room
visits for psychiatric reasons. Overall, these ﬁnding did not diﬀer between the early and
delayed implementation groups, with the exception of the average number of outpatient
visits over time, where the early treatment group demonstrated a larger decrease in mean
number of visits. For a more detailed description of the MHEN study design, sampling
strategies, and outcome measures, please see Forchuk et al. [6, 7].
3.2 Application
Unlike most previous studies, which have focused mainly on eﬀectiveness, in an eﬀort
to encourage adoption by key stakeholders and increased engagement from policy- and
decision-makers, the MHEN research team also endeavored to assess the economic,
policy, and ethical implications of including mobile technology as part of the suite of
mental health supports currently on oﬀer. By utilizing such an evaluation framework,
the MHEN was able to engage a range of stakeholders that are often excluded from
research, such as nurses, social workers, and policy-makers. In addition to the more
traditional mental health metrics (e.g., quality of life measures), eﬀectiveness was
assessed using a broad array of outcomes, such as number of arrests and community
integration. This allowed for a more thorough examination of the eﬀect that the MHEN
intervention had on clients. The ﬁndings here—a small, yet statistically signiﬁcant
improvement in quality of life, and a signiﬁcant reduction in number of arrests—speak
to the eﬃcacy of e-mental health supports.
Economic analyses are also being undertaken to help propose the MHEN to govern‐
ment stakeholders and other decision-makers. Speciﬁcally, this involves quantifying the
costs of the intervention and measuring quantiﬁable beneﬁts such as decreases in arrests,
emergency rooms visits, and psychiatric hospitalizations. While this is not an easy task,
we have found that economic analyses speak to decision-makers in a way that traditional
eﬀectiveness analyses alone cannot. We expect that when translated to dollars saved,
the statistically signiﬁcant decreases in the number of arrests, outpatient visits, and
psychiatric hospital admissions, coupled with the downward trend in number of emer‐
gency room visits for psychiatric reasons, will speak loudly.
Policy and ethical analyses were also undertaken using qualitative data. Focus groups
with both clients and care providers allowed us to identify issues related to privacy, data
collection, storage and more. However, these focus groups also identiﬁed other concerns
that researchers had not anticipated. For example, clients cited timeliness of the response
by care providers as an ethical consideration. While it is understandable that care
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providers are not always available to address the immediate concerns of their clients,
alternative methods for allowing clients to seek care (which may require policy changes)
are especially important when the intervention allows for real-time interaction.
The MHEN evaluation was far-reaching in its scope and there are important lessons
to be learned from it. For example, choosing measures that are important to clients, but
also well characterized and quantiﬁable, can be diﬃcult. For example, quality of life
may be of vital importance, and few would argue that technological mental health inter‐
ventions that improve quality of life are not beneﬁcial. However, it is challenging to
attach a monetary value to quality of life, so incorporating an economic analysis may
miss some important outcomes from a client perspective.
Additionally, it can be diﬃcult to address the needs of all relevant stakeholders. This
can lead to an insuﬃciently deep approach to evaluation, where diﬀerent aspects are
included that speak to diﬀerent stakeholders, but time may not permit each aspect to be
analyzed in depth. Nonetheless, it remains important to include a variety of stakeholders
in the evaluation process, as this increases the breadth of the research, and may translate
into increased knowledge transfer, and hopefully increased funding for, and adoption
of, technology to support mental health services clients and professionals. Our team is
also currently using this same approach to evaluate web-based and text messaging-based
mental health interventions, which will allow for direct comparisons of diﬀerent modes
of technological support.

4

Conclusion

Historically, technological mental health interventions have seen slow uptake by
community stakeholders. It is our opinion that more comprehensive evaluations will
help not only to improve interventions, but may also improve knowledge translation and
uptake. Evaluations should include the above four pillars (eﬀectiveness, economics,
policy and ethics), but must also incorporate the feedback of multiple stakeholders,
including the central role of service users. Additionally, evaluations should be done in
a staged and iterative manner, so that issues can be identiﬁed and addressed early and
further evaluated. By incorporating as many of these aspects as possible, it is our hope
that evaluations of technological mental health interventions will move beyond eﬀec‐
tiveness analysis toward evaluations that are more comprehensive, and speak to more
stakeholders.
Acknowledgments. This research program has been funded by Canada Health Infoway with
support from TELUS Health.
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Abstract. The main purpose of research presented in this paper is to create a
simpliﬁed senior shopping typology utilizing a values-based segmentation
approach. This typology is then used to see whether and how certain segment’s
characteristics may influence the usage of and willingness-to-adopt mobile
devices related to shopping tasks. Understanding the way senior consumers shop
and how pervasive mobile services can meet their needs is important to help
build applications and devices which can enhance seniors’ quality of life. The
research presented in this paper examines the relationship between the
willingness-to-adopt mobile devices on the part of senior consumers (i.e. +65)
and the relative ease they experience during shopping.
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1 Introduction
Understanding the fast growing market of senior consumers and how pervasive mobile
services can meet their needs is essential in order to better develop and propose
applications that enhance senior’s quality of life, including during shopping activities.
One pertinent trend relating to senior consumers is that this segment is at an all-time
peak and continuing to grow. According to the World Health Organization
(WHO) [33], by 2025, the number of people 65+ globally will jump from 390 to 800
million, an almost 50 % increase. An aging population, combined with lengthening life
expectancies around the globe, fueled by rapid urbanization, increasingly sedentary
lifestyles, changing diets and rising obesity is expected to increase the demands for life
science products [7] and technological products that will assist this market with aging
well (e.g., pervasive mobile services and applications). As per the Institute for
Healthcare Informatics (IMS), in 2013, the smartphone penetration rate among the 65+
age category in the United States was 18 % and their downloading application rate was
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8 % [2]. While research shows increased technology use by and interest from
seniors [9, 18], senior health-related applications still represent a very small target
category and very few applications speciﬁc to seniors have been developed [2, 21]. In
fact, most applications have been designed for their caregivers, who are typically part
of a younger population. As such, we are interested in developing a better understanding of the mobile device needs of such consumers when they are shopping outside
the home and how best to support them in those activities if desirable and feasible. The
growth of the 65+ demographic, along with its wealth and disposable income, makes it
worthwhile to study shopping services and experiences speciﬁcally desired by
seniors [20, 28, 31]. That said, seniors experience challenges during the shopping
process and, as such, it is important to view the process from a social and services
provision perspective as well. One avenue for providing better shopping experiences,
both in terms of overcoming challenges and in terms of enhancing experiences, may be
through the use of mobile devices. As such, the purpose of this research is to compare
senior citizens’ willingness-to-adopt mobile devices based on their shopping activities
and behaviors and to see whether in fact the use of such devices is linked to a better
facilitated shopping experience.
Lian and Yen [16] note that most online shopping applications have been developed ignoring the potential of the senior market. As such, we propose a typology of
seniors related to their health and psychographic characteristics based around shopping
patterns and we propose relationships of these to their mobile device use. This paper
considers data from both the literature and our own research, integrating our ﬁndings
and outlining shopper typologies by considering whether mobile phones have the
potential to become a component of their shopping experience.

2 Literature Review
One of the most important underlying theories of marketing, segmentation theory,
relates to how markets ‘hang together’ as a result of various consumer characteristics
such as demographics, personality, values, lifestyle and psychographics. In 1983,
Mitchell proposed the ‘VALS’ typology as a way of understanding the values and
lifestyles of consumers [22]. While there are several versions of the typology and it has
been expanded substantially over the years, the three main original factors were as
follows: the ﬁrst, was a ‘need-driven’ type (related to what we call ‘functional’); the
second, is an ‘outer-directed’ type (related to what we refer to as ‘social’) and the third,
is an ‘inner-directed’ type (what we refer to here as ‘experiential’). The use of such a
3-factor typology (i.e., functional, social, experiential) is well supported by studies
speciﬁcally investigating motivations linked to the grocery shopping function in the
literature such as that conducted by Geuens et al. [10].
Aging encompasses (A) health/biological, (B) psychological/social and (C) environmental changes and these impact the activities and roles, which seniors play in
society. One critical activity for seniors, impacted by these three aspects of aging, is
their shopping activities [19, 25]. Due to the growth and interest in this segment,
seniors and their shopping behaviors exhibit a fast-growing area of research interest,
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where there has been little previous focus. As such, the following literature review is
organized around this three-factor framework.
A. Health/Biological. The procurement of food is a fundamental task that must be
carried out by most people and can be considered a cumbersome task that must be
performed frequently [30]. Senior shoppers are exposed to the shopping task for longer
periods of time than younger shoppers due to declining ﬁtness and agility, and/or
simply due to having more disposable time [29]. Consumers who have ambulation and
dexterity problems, as do many of the shoppers in the senior demographic, ﬁnd this
chore especially challenging [32]. Personal mobility plays a large role in grocery
shopping [13] and the accessibility of stores becomes more important for senior consumer cohorts [23]. For example, struggling to reach products on a top or bottom shelf
may prove a struggle for seniors. Goodwin & McElwee [11] researched how the
product-selecting process is also more challenging for older consumers. Reading
product labels and getting an overview of categories of products on a shelf may present
difﬁculties due to deteriorating eyesight [14]. Mobile devices and smartphones can play
a signiﬁcant role in maintaining Quality of Life for seniors [1]. These devices have
been used increasingly in the ﬁeld of telehealth. Notwithstanding, in this study we are
interested in seeing whether there are tasks, which can be facilitated by pervasive
computing applications.
B. Psychological/Social. Moschis et al. [23] state that the behavior of seniors differs
signiﬁcantly from that of other age groups, especially in the grocery retail environment.
For example, given the fact that seniors are usually retired, they generally take their
time and enjoy browsing [4]. That said, senior shoppers should not be considered as a
homogeneous segment. Rather than seeing seniors as a homogeneous market, and
instead looking at it as heterogeneous [12, 24], in terms of the ‘psychographics’
underlying what makes seniors tick, could help retailers better manage and market to
this sector and also provide better tools or applications on mobile devices tailored to
various psychographic groups within this demographic. It is therefore important to
understand how they differ and to examine how their shopper motivation goes beyond
mere ‘provisioning’ activity [21]. Ultimately, we need to understand and learn how to
better serve psychographic sub-groups within the senior’s category.
C. Environmental. According to Angell et al. [4] and Bellenger et al. [5], store
choices are determined by key store attributes including: accessibility, type and
availability of merchandise, the store environment (everything from the physical to the
social environment), price/promotions and store/customer services. Based on these
considerations, Angell et al. have developed a typology of six groupings of shoppers
based on a combination of income, product orientation, accessibility and store environments. Similarly, Teller, Gittenberger & Schneditz [29] outline attributes as determinants of satisfaction of the store: accessibility of the store, products within the store,
pricing and product-related attributes, and atmosphere [13]. Depending on the person’s
age, the role of such attributes varies so they have different effects on satisfaction with
their patronized store [11, 17, 23].
Shopping styles and needs of the aging population are therefore expected to vary
with health condition (A), the individual shopping style (B) and retail environment (C).
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If these factors are not taken into account, they may result in low adoption [1, 15]. We
therefore combine all three aging-related factors in the shopping context: to come up
with a simpliﬁed typology of three types of shopper based largely on psychographic
distinctions: functionalist, social and experiential. The basis for understanding shoppers
using this breakdown comes from extensive research in the ﬁeld of marketing [3, 8].
This typology does not utilize income as a determinant, however, we do have data that
demonstrate that income level is signiﬁcantly related to adoption of mobile devices.
Once we remove income from the equation, we can then look more closely at how the
other factors are playing out in terms of adoption of mobile devices and their potential
relationship to shopping tasks.

3 Propositions
The aim of this study is to build on previous research and undergo the creation of a
simpliﬁed senior shopping typology utilizing a psychographics approach and the
potential usage of mobile phones within their shopping experience. Consequently, we
propose a typology that is based on the factors presented in the literature review and on
the behavioral shopping traits that resulted from our pre-test results. More precisely, we
developed three propositions to capture senior’s willingness to adopt pervasive mobile
services devices speciﬁc to each psychographic trait. Our typology of senior shoppers
can be summarized as follows:
(i) the ‘functionalist’ who wants to get in and out of the store as quickly as possible
(and this may be motivated by and/or related to various health issues),
(ii) the “social shopper” who is primarily motivated by the social aspects of
shopping (those who are highly social, those who have high need of helping
behavior with the various tasks afﬁliated with shopping) and
(iii) the “experiential shopper” who is primarily motivated by the experience with
products, promotions and the store environment.
More speciﬁcally, the functionalist shopper is a practical shopper who does not like to
shop and values the merchandise selection, service policies and accessibility of their
grocery store. These shoppers tend to view shopping as a chore that is to be done as
quickly as possible and are oriented to getting the products which they desire in the
most efﬁcient and best fashion. They also tend to be more selective. On the other
spectrum, the social shopper, the main focus is on the customer service aspect of a
grocery store and fellow shoppers. This is the segment that is most likely to shop with
friends. This consumer is likely to expend a large amount of time grocery shopping, as
long as they are socializing. Similarly, the experiential shopper enjoys shopping but for
the store experience aspect. Preferring to spend a leisurely amount of time doing their
groceries, this shopper has the potential to buy a mobile phone and its applications to
heighten their overall experience.
Proposition 1. The behavior of each of these three types of senior shopper is likely to
be mitigated by health issues. In particular, however, the functionalist shopper, who
does not like shopping may either not like the task, or this could be related to health
issues; in particular, more signiﬁcant mobility and cognition issues. These shoppers are
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likely to depend on others to help with their shopping and are also less likely to utilize
and be willing to adopt mobile devices.
(P1): Functionalists due to mobility and cognition issues are less likely to be willing
to adopt mobile devices.
Proposition 2. Social shoppers, are those who have high social requirements in terms
of liking to spend time including shopping with friends and also are more likely to
socialize with employees and not be shy to ask for in-store help. Such shoppers are
considered likely to not be as dependent on mobile devices for facilitating their
shopping experience as they rely on live networking to enable their information needs.
(P2): Social shoppers are less likely to be willing to adopt mobile devices.
Proposition 3. Mobile use is likely to be most afﬁliated with the experiential types of
shoppers, because mobile devices facilitate the activities which they enjoy doing (i.e.,
comparing pricing information, promotions, ﬁnding things in store).
(P3): Experiential shoppers are more likely to be willing to adopt mobile devices.

4 Method
A survey methodology was used to test our propositions among participants aged
between 65 and 95. The survey was conducted during 2013. This section covers the
main subsets of our survey, the types of analysis employed and presents the demographic proﬁles.
A. The Pre-test and Questionnaire. The survey was ﬁrst performed with a group of 9
pre-test participants. Based on analysis of the initial results from the pre-test, questions
were added and then distributed to a larger number of seniors invited by two research
assistants (who are also seniors) to attend hosted gatherings in Ontario and Quebec
(Canada). In total, the survey was administered to 103 participants, aged 65–95, and
respondents were classiﬁed into 4 clusters based on their ‘willingness-to-adopt’ mobile
phones: (Cluster 1) Does not use a mobile device and is not willing/or able to; (Cluster
2) Would like to use a mobile device but does not know how; (Cluster 3) Would like to
use a mobile device, knows how/where to obtain one, but has not done so yet; (Cluster
4) Already uses a mobile device. Utilizing SPSS (Version 20) to analyze the data, it
was discovered that the greatest level of signiﬁcant difference along the
‘willingness-to-adopt’ spectrum occurred between Cluster 1 and 4 participants: i.e., the
“non-adopters” (participants that rejected the idea of using a mobile phone) and the
“adopters” (those who already owned a mobile device) and therefore the results have
been tabulated based on the comparisons of these two clusters. As such, while the
overall survey results included 103 participants, our ﬁrst data analysis focused primarily on the results of the 73 participants comprising these two clusters. The other
analyses including demographic proﬁles, frequency tabulations and the rest of our data
analysis do include all 103 survey results.
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The data on health demographics were divided into groups based on a self-reported
5- and 6- point scale, known as the ‘Health Utilities Index (the ‘HUI’), used by health
professionals across Canada to assess general health (vision, speech, ambulation,
dexterity, cognition, social activities and general health). Comparisons were made,
using these indices, to better understand the difﬁculties any such restrictions may
present while grocery shopping.
The shopping-related questions, examining how seniors shop and potential challenges experienced, were presented in the survey based on Likert self-report scales: 1
being the ‘strongly disagree’/‘never’ category and 7 being the ‘strongly agree’/‘always’
category. The frequency tables demonstrate the percentage of participants who experienced certain difﬁculties related to issues that might be addressed by the supermarket
to facilitate and accommodate these difﬁculties.
B. Participants. Participants were a mix between male (35) and female (68). Of those
interviewed, 4.95 % were in the income bracket of less than $10,000 (5 participants);
7.92 % between $10,001 and $15,000 (8 participants); 7.92 % between $15,001 and
$20,000 (8 participants); 12.87 % between $20,001 and $25,000 (13 participants);
19.80 % between $25,001 and $40,000 (20 participants) and 46.53 % over $40,000
(47 participants) and two did not state their income bracket. The age of respondents
varied between 65–95 years of age with distributions as follows:
65- < 70
70- < 75
75- < 80
80- < 85
85- < 90 90- < 95 95+
35 (33.98 %) 29 (28.16 %) 21 (20.39 %) 13 (12.62 %) 4 (3.9 %) 1 (0.9 %) 0 (0 %)

5 Results
We used an ANOVA statistical comparison [26] in order to examine the results based
on each proposition and note which, if any, demographic and health indicators had an
impact on mobile device adoption (Table 1).
Proposition 1 Result: The Demographic and health factors, indicated in Table 2, show
that income, dexterity capabilities and general health show a distinction between
non-adoption and adoption of mobile devices. Speciﬁcally, willingness-to adopt mobile
devices (in this case, represented by those seniors who had actually adopted either
mobile phones or tablets) was strongly related to income, regardless of age. On the
other hand, non-adoption of mobile devices was signiﬁcantly related to problems with
dexterity and also, poor general health as proposed in Proposition 1 but no support was
found in terms of cognition issues.
Proposition 2 Result: The psychological/social factor related to shopping was assessed,
as indicated in Table 2, by asking a simple question: “How do you usually do your
shopping at the grocery store?” The responses were aimed at seeing whether they
preferred to go on their own or with others. The results show clearly that non-adopters of
mobile devices differ signiﬁcantly from adopters in terms of shopping more with friends.
Non-adopters also showed signiﬁcance at the 10 % level in terms of desiring to have
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Table 1. Relationships between demographics/Health indicators and mobile
device adoption
Factor
F value
P value
Age
1.002
0.320
Income
4.785
0.032a
Vision
0.328
0.569
Speech
0.146
0.704
Ambulation
2.490
0.119
Dexterity
2.950
0.090b
Cognition
0.511
0.477
Social activities
0.572
0.452
General health
2.880
0.094b
a
signiﬁcant impact in terms of mobile device adoption at the 5 % level
b
signiﬁcant impact in terms of mobile device non-adoption at the 10 % level
Table 2. Social
Q: how do you usually do your shopping at the grocery store? F value P value
On your own
.000 .998
With friend(s)
3.928 .051a
With family member(s)
1.825 .181
With non-family caregiver(s)
1.344 .250
Having someone pick things up for me
3.172 .079
Having things delivered
.683 .411
a
signiﬁcant impact in terms of mobile device non-adoption at the 5 % level

someone pick things up for them at the store. This is an interesting ﬁnding as “having
things delivered” was not found to be signiﬁcant; in other words, those who for whatever
reason were not able to get to the store, preferred the social contact of having a known
individual picking up items for them in the grocery store to having things delivered by
an unknown person, thereby exhibiting a desire for social contact. The most important
and clear ﬁnding here that is in line with Proposition 2, however, was that the social
shopper prefers shopping with friends and is a non-adopter of mobile devices.
Proposition 3: While most of the tasks we asked about were considered to be difﬁcult
by the majority of respondents (i.e., ﬁnding products in the store, ﬁguring out the price,
reading price tags, ﬁguring out the labeling of ingredients, comparing products based
on quality or price, ﬁguring out how promotions work), they did not all show a
difference between adopters and non-adopters of mobile devices. Moreover, the situations where non-adoption was correlated to the environment of the store seemed to
occur around ﬁguring out complex, or out-of-the ordinary tasks such as ﬁguring out
how much a person required given multiple size options, ﬁguring out price given
price/weight rather than a unit price or ﬁguring out the origin of products. Additionally,
ﬁnding assistance and bathrooms proved to be challenging for non-adopters. As such,
having access to a mobile device may provide opportunities given the challenges
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seniors currently face in the shopping environment. The following Table 3 outlines the
tasks in grocery stores found to show a larger and signiﬁcant difference for
non-adopters of mobile devices over adopters.
Table 3. Experiential signiﬁcant results when comparing adopters to non-adopters of mobile
devices
Figuring how much I need given the size of the package or weight
Figuring out the cost given the price/weight
Figuring out where a product comes from
Selecting appropriate products for my diet
Finding assistance
Finding bathroom facilities
a
signiﬁcant impact in terms of mobile device non-adoption at the 5

4.282 .042a
3.995 .049a
4.150 .045a
4.308 .042a
9.515 .003a
7.204 .009a
% level

6 Discussion and Managerial Implications
The main purpose of the research presented in this paper was to build on previous
research and undergo the creation of a simpliﬁed senior shopping typology utilizing a
psychographics approach and the potential usage of mobile phones within their
shopping experience to create three senior segments: the functionalist shopper, the
social shopper and the experiential shopper.
(i) The Functionalist Shopper. Shopping is not perceived as a pleasant outing but
rather as a chore that must be done, for functionalist shoppers. This type of
shopper focuses on getting their products in the most efﬁcient manner as quickly
as possible. It was expected that they would be less inclined to adopt mobile
devices. As health issues may potentially be related to this psychographic segment, these seniors could beneﬁt from a mobile device while they shop that
would include applications that make ingredients and products easier to read,
notify them of promotions and make sure they do not get lost in the grocery store
by planning out their trip in advance (e.g., app that details the layout of aisles,
what is on sale, the easiest route, through the store given their product needs
etc.). Our results demonstrated that non-adoption of mobile devices is signiﬁcantly related to dexterity issues and overall poor general health. In fact, those
with general health issues are less likely to adopt mobile devices and if combined with the functionalist personality, this might preclude the functionalist
from seeking such services through mobile devices. For those functionalists who
would prefer not to shop, and/or for those with speciﬁc health issues and/or
dexterity issues there is likely a solid market for grocery delivery at the right cost
and potentially for mobile apps supporting delivery services
(ii) The Social Shopper. The social shopper sees shopping as a way to socialize
with fellow shoppers or customer service staff. They are the most likely to spend
time shopping and be accompanied by friends. From the results of our data, this
shopper has the least potential to adopt a mobile phone. That said, given the
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social nature of this shopper, apps that encourage communication (e.g., Instagram, texting) might encourage adoption of mobile devices, but not necessarily
for use during the shopping process [27]
(iii) The Experiential Shopper. According to our ﬁndings, the experiential shopper
enjoys the store experience. This consumer may value an app that lets them take
a survey at the end of each grocery outing to inform the store how their experience was. They may enjoy having a GPS which informs them of select stores in
their area based on set criteria they select. These customers appreciate a personalized coupon application, as they enjoy getting deals on the products they
already buy. The data support the existence of this type of shopper, but unfortunately those with the most ‘experiential challenges’ in their shopping behaviors are non-adopters and are those who would probably beneﬁt the most in
terms of overcoming these challenges through adoption.
As such, while functionalists and social shoppers, in general are not adopters of
mobile devices, this is not to say that these segments of senior shoppers would not
beneﬁt from mobile device use. Instead, they may prefer applications that are not used
during the shopping process, but beforehand, e.g., a type of ‘chatroom’ that keeps
track of when their friends are free to shop, a page that allows them to set up rideshares,
a receipt tracker or a coupon app attached to a loyalty card, such as the successful app
created by Nielson [6]. The mobile app/coupon customers tended to be more loyal
shoppers of the participating retailer. They spent 66 % more per month than people not
using the app and they made 44 % more trips to the store. This is an application that
could be well-used by the experiential and functional shoppers within the senior sector.
Another option for consideration would be to enable information access utilizing
in-store kiosks, particularly for functionalists and experiential shoppers. This approach
could allow syncing with at-home devices or data cards, calling help when needed
and/or looking up required and more complex information at the store.
In sum, there are a multitude of opportunities that exist to enrich the shopping
experience for each of the three types of senior shoppers discussed in this paper: the
functionalist, the social shopper and the experiential shopper. These opportunities for
experiential improvement can be largely enriched through the encouragement of use of
mobile devices, although clearly to-date, functionalists and socials show lower adoption rates. Adoption can be encouraged through simpliﬁcation of services, lowering of
price and education on how to use services of interest to each segment. As mentioned,
the timing of access may be better facilitated through links to on-site kiosks or
information provision prior to shopping.

7 Conclusion
Seniors have very speciﬁc capabilities, limitations and needs that affect their day-to-day
activities such as shopping. This ever-fast growing market, that is expected to reach
800 million people by 2025 [33] could beneﬁt widely from pervasive technologies
such as applications, pending that their needs are well understood. We presented in this
paper how a typology that harmonizes the aging-related factors with psychographic
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distinctions was developed to meet the ubiquitous needs of this segment and develop
appropriate applications. Functionalist, social and experiential shoppers have different
shopping experiences and challenges that can be improved and enhanced by pervasive
computing. Given the influence of peer review on the adoption of technology, future
research should test for how social influence plays a role in this market’s willingness to
adopt mobile devices. Moreover, this typology should also be tested across different
cultures and identify the motivating factors for adopting such devices.
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Abstract. Many works have focused their attention on the sports activity
monitoring and recognition using inherit sensors on the smartphone. However,
distinct from many on-the-ground activities, swimming is not only hard to
monitor but also dangerous in the water. Knowing the position of a swimmer is
crucial which can help a lot in rescuing people. In this paper, we propose a system
called SmartSwim employing smartphone as a sensor for swimming tracking and
localization. In detail, we ﬁrst present a sensor based swimming status classiﬁcation and moving length estimation. A swimmer locating algorithm is then
proposed drawing on the experience of pedestrian dead reckoning (PDR) concept. We implemented the system on commercial smartphones and designed two
prototype applications named WeSwim and SafeSwim. Experimental results
showed the accuracy of swimming status classiﬁcation reaches more than 99 %
and the Error Rate value for length estimation is lower than 7 % overall.
Keywords: Swimmer tracking
network
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1 Introduction
Swimming pools are one of the major venues where accidental drowning occur, with
young children especially vulnerable [2]. Such tragic accidents can potentially be
minimized, as swimming pools usually have trained lifeguards on duty to rescue
victims, provided they can get to them in time. This has prompted academic researchers
[19, 20], as well as commercial companies [21], to propose systems to help identify
potential drowning incidents in time.
Another equally important problem, apart from determining who are potential
drowning victims, is to determine where the victims are exactly located. Lifeguards
have a short period of time to reach a potential drowning victim, and an accurate
method to pinpoint exactly where a swimmer is located in a pool is invaluable. This is,
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in essence, an entity localization problem which is actively studied in the research
community [5–9]. Most existing localization techniques can be classiﬁed as either
infrastructure-based techniques, or device-based techniques.
Infrastructure-based localization relies on deploying infrastructure such as Wi-Fi
access points to use the propagation of radio signals to estimate distance. Such techniques are accurate, but require the installation of additional infrastructure in swimming
pools. However, existing device-based localization techniques cannot be applied
directly to locate swimmers. The main reason is that, unlike walking or running, the
swimmer may use different styles (e.g., breaststroke, freestyle, etc.) during swimming,
which will cause different distance and different location of the swimmer.
In this paper, we propose SmartSwim, a smartphone-based system to accurately
locate a swimmer in swimming pool. The smartphone running SmartSwim is encased in
a waterproof carrier strapped onto the person while swimming. SmartSwim ﬁrst learn
the patterns for different styles of swimming (e.g., breaststroke, freestyle) by collecting
the accelerometer and gyroscope values while people are swimming. It then automatically classiﬁes the swim activity into different styles by using a sliding window
technique and lightweight supervised learning algorithm. After identifying the speciﬁc
style, SmartSwim then estimates the distance by calculating the location of a swimmer
using the swimmer’s original position, thus providing an accurate position of each
swimmer in real-time. In addition, we can use SmartSwim to collect swimming data and
share the activities on health social networks.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we review the
related work. The system framework is presented in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we describe the
approach of swimming behavior recognition, followed by swimmer locating methods
in Sect. 5. Then, two prototype applications based on the proposed system are
demonstrated in Sect. 6. In Sect. 7, experimental results are presented. We conclude
the paper in Sect. 8.

2 Related Work
Entity Localization: Infrastructure-based techniques use the Wi-Fi signal to determine
the location of an entity [5, 6]. Closer to our work are smartphone-based techniques.
Hsu et al. [7] designed an indoor localization system using the accelerometer and
gyroscope sensors in a smartphone. Qian et al. [8] proposed an improved method using
the inertial sensors with pedestrian dead reckoning (PDR) to determine the relative
location change of a pedestrian.
Smartphone as a Sensor: Sports related applications based on smartphone sensing
include running [1], golf [3], and snowboarding [4]. Similar to our work, Marshall et al.
[13] proposed a system to use the smartphone to track swim coaching, allowing
swimmers to access timely feedback and improve their swimming skills. However, the
system cannot give the locations of potential drowning victims.
Swim Tracking and Analyzing: There have been several studies that used
non-smartphone hardware to perform swim monitoring. Bächlin et al. [11] proposed a
wearable assistant for swimmers, which consists of acceleration sensors with
micro-controllers and feedback interface modules that a swimmer wears during
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swimming. The study of Siitola et al. [12] showed that tracking can be done with high
accuracy using simple method that are fast to calculate with a really low sampling
frequency.
In general, the system we proposed aims at swim tracking and swimmer locating by
leveraging on the inherit sensors on smartphones. Compared to prior research, our
work mainly focuses on swimming status classiﬁcation, swimming length estimation,
and swimmer localization.

3 System Architecture
In this section, we introduce the proposed framework for supporting swimming
assistant applications as illustrated in Fig. 1. The system consists of three components:
data capture, swimming behavior recognition, and swimming localization. We ﬁrst
collect data from the built in sensors on smartphone wore by a swimmer. Then, the data
is pre-processed and features are extracted for swimming behavior recognition. Finally,
the swimming localization is performed based on the recognized swimming behavior,
stroke counts, and estimated depth.

Fig. 1. SmartSwim system architecture.

Fig. 2. The smartphone with a waterproof and the mounting position.

Data capture: We used the accelerometer, gyroscope and barometer sensors in a
smartphone to capture the necessary data. Since a typical smartphone is not water
resistant, we encased the phone in a waterproof pouch which is strapped onto the
swimmer’s lower back. Figure 2 shows the pouch and how it is worn by a swimmer.
Swimming Behavior Recognition: This module uses the collected sensor data to
determine the swimming style. It ﬁrst pre-processes the raw data using a combination
of moving average ﬁlter to identify outliers and a sliding window technique to sample
the data. After processing, the component extracts several features and applies supervised learning models for classiﬁcation. The swimming behavior recognition component is able to recognize three main swimming styles, i.e., breaststroke, freestyle, and
backstroke, in addition to walking and turning.
Swimming Localization: This module determines the actual real-time location of a
swimmer. It consists of three parts: stroke counting, length estimation, and depth estimation. For stroke counting, we used the gyroscope data to detect each stroke. Then, a
moving length estimation algorithm inspired by [10] is used to estimate distance. Unlike
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[10] however, our proposed system can estimate ﬁve types (breaststroke, freestyle,
backstroke, walking, and turning) of moving length. Finally, depth estimation is
accomplished using barometer as an indicator. The swimmer’s position is calculated by
combining these factors with the swimmer’s starting location.

4 Swimming Behavior Recognition
We ﬁrst ﬁlter the raw sensor, and then extract features from the cleaned data, and
ﬁnally recognize the swimming style using the extracted features.
Data Filtering: We collect the sensor data from the smartphone’s 3-axis accelerometer
and 3-axis gyroscope. Another extra m-axis sensing data for each sensor is then calculated from the root-mean-square value of 3-axis data individually using the Eq. (1).

1
ms ¼ x2s þ y2s þ z2s 2
Gxyzfilterd ½i ¼

1 XðM1Þ=2
G ½i þ j

j¼ðM1Þ=2 xyz
M

ð1Þ
ð2Þ

where s represents accelerometer or gyroscope sensor, and x, y and z represent the
3-axis data respectively. Thus, we have totally 8 dimensions, which are x, y, z and m
axis data for accelerometer and gyroscope respectively.
However, each dimension of the sensing data consists of outliers which distort the
patterns in the data. We compared three different ﬁltering algorithms: moving average
ﬁlter, mean ﬁlter, and Prewitt horizontal edge-emphasizing ﬁlter. Figure 3 illustrates
the results of applying these three techniques on the original data. From the results, we
can see that the moving average ﬁlter performs the best, as it removed the noise in the
data effectively, and the ﬁltered results are close to the real value. The equation that the
moving average method used is as Eq. (2). where Gxyz is the original data obtained
from the sensors, M is the window width and Gxyzfilterd is the ﬁltered data.
As indicated in the Eq. 2, the different width of the window M is directly related to
the sampling rate of the data. We then use a slide window technique with 50 window
width (frequency 100 Hz) to acquire the most ideal data. In practice, we chose about
2 s long window with a slide of 0.5 s between two sequential windows (see Fig. 4).
Therefore, every two consecutive windows will have an overlap of 1.5 s and we
classify the ongoing activity in each half second. The method has been widely used in
existing studies and proved effective [12, 14, 15].
Feature Extraction: We classify swimming behavior into ﬁve types: breaststroke,
freestyle, backstroke, walking, and turning. We found that different swimming
behavior results in different body movement or posture. For example, when a swimmer
is performing the breaststroke, his waist arches upward with every stroke to lift his
head above the water for air. This folding motion of the waist is less pronounced when
he is utilizing freestyle. When swimming with the freestyle, the swimmer’s body will
rotate more with each stroke as he rotates his body sideways for air. Based on these
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Fig. 3. Comparison of different ﬁltering
methods.

Fig. 4. Schematic view of sliding window.

observations, we extract three types of features which describe the posture of body
activities as follows:
Body Folding Feature (BFF): A swimming style like breaststroke requires the
swimmer’s waist to be folded upwards every time he takes a breath, thus, the BFF
describes the level how a swimmer folds his waist upwards. This is obtained from the
m-axis accelerometer records, which is deﬁned as Eq. (3).
BFF ¼ Max



0  i  WS

Accelerim





BRF ¼ Mean Gyrim
0  i  WS

ð3Þ
ð4Þ



Accelerix

ð5Þ



BDFPar ¼ Mean Acceleriz

ð6Þ

BDFVer ¼ Max

0  i  WS

0  i  WS

where WS represents the window’s size for data sampling and Accelerim is the value in
the corresponding window.
Body Rotation Feature (BRF): This feature describes the body rotation level while
swimming. For example, when a swimmer performs an arm pull, his body is consequently rotated to keep balance. We use the BRF as a factor to indicate the rotation of
body and it is extracted from m-axis gyroscope records, which is deﬁned as Eq. (4),
where Gyrim represents the m-axis data from gyroscope in each sampling window.
Breast Direction Feature (BDF): A swimmer’s breast direction could be classiﬁed
into two types in a swimming pool: vertical against the horizontal plane when he is
standing and parallel with the horizontal plane while he is swimming. Thus, we use
BDF to distinguish these two body postures which is extracted from different axis data
of accelerometer as Eqs. (5) and (6), where BDFVer and BDFPar represents the vertical
and parallel posture respectively, Accelerix represents x-axis data from accelerometer,
and Acceleriz is z-axis data in each sampling window.
Behavior Recognition: We explored various supervised learning methods in our
behavior recognition. One constraint is that the method should be efﬁciently implemented with the limited computational resources of the smartphone. We found that
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tree-based classiﬁers such as J48, LADTree, and RandomTree were suitable for our
purpose. As concluded by Woohyeok et al. [15], the speciﬁc user model which uses
one user’s data for training and testing at the same time can achieve high accuracy.
Thus, we build different models for different swimmers.

5 Swimmer Locating
In order to locate a swimmer’s position in real-time, we need to address three issues:
swimming stroke counting, moving length estimation, and depth estimation. In this
section, we will introduce the methods solving these problems respectively.
Swimming Stroke Counting: Based on our analysis of accelerometer, gyroscope and
barometer data, we found that m-axis gyroscope data can be used as an indicator for
recognizing breaststroke cycle while x-axis gyroscope data can be used for backstroke
and walking cycle. Figure 5 shows the triaxial gyroscope signal collected from a
smartphone during breaststroke. We can observe that m-axis gyroscope data shows
better periodicity than the other axis of data, thus we adopt m-axis gyroscope data for
cycle discovery on breaststroke.
Peak detection is a common method to discover cycles in time series data, in which
sliding window [16] and criteria algorithm [8] are widely used. Prior work usually
adjusts the size of window to realize peak detection manually. But this results in poor
peak recognition accuracy, as the algorithm is largely dependent on the size of the
window. As shown in Fig. 6, one cycle of a stroke is detected by discovering the peaks
during the swimming period. There are several features in each cycle of data (see
Fig. 6, one cycle of a stroke ranges from A to B). On the one hand, it is obvious that
during the period from A to B, the curve has to cross the threshold value dk from
negative to positive twice, and the corresponding time slot is Dtk . On the other hand,
there must be two peaks within this time period and the corresponding amplitude is
deﬁned as DGk .
However, as the cycle detection process is a real-time procedure, it is impossible to
obtain the current Dtk at time tk , and the threshold for period Dtk is undeﬁned as well. In
order to estimate a relative accurate value of the threshold dk for period Dtk , we use an
empirical formulation based on the information from last cycle which is already
detected, and the equation is deﬁned as follows:
8
>
>
>
<

Z 4WS
1
Gm ðtÞdt; k ¼ 0
4  WS 0
dk ¼
Z tðk1Þ þ 2Dtðk1Þ
>
1
>
>
Gm ðtÞdt; k [ 0
:
2  Dtðk1Þ tðk1Þ

ð7Þ

where WS represents the window’s size, thus, for the ﬁrst time to estimate dk , we use
the ﬁrst 4 window data of Gm . The following dk for time period Dtk is then estimated
employing the time slot at tðk1Þ , which is Dtðk1Þ in particular. Therefore, after dk is
estimated, it is possible to detect point A and B respectively for cycle detection as well
as stroke counting.
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Fig. 5. Triaxial gyroscope data for breaststroke: raw data and ﬁltered data.

Fig. 6. One cycle of a stroke.

Although the above algorithm with an appropriate threshold dk is able to estimate
the cycle time, a cycle veriﬁcation mechanism must be introduced. The reason is that
there still exists small disturbances which would influence the accuracy for cycle
detection.
Intuitively, there is little difference between two consecutive swim strokes as
people swim regularly, which means Dtk fluctuates around Dtðk1Þ and DGk also
fluctuates around DGðk1Þ . Thus, it is unacceptable when Dtk or DGk is much shorter
than Dtðk1Þ or DGðk1Þ respectively. Therefore, Range Feature (RF) mechanism is then
applied to distinguish the reasonable Dtk and DGk using history information.
Here, we deﬁne Dtkmin , Dtkmax , DGmin
and DGmax
as follows:
k
k


Dtðmin
k1Þ þ Dtðk1Þ

Dtkmin ¼ a 


Dtkmax ¼ b 

DGmin
¼a
k

Dtðmax
k1Þ þ Dtðk1Þ


ð9Þ

2
DGðmin
k1Þ þ DGðk1Þ


ð10Þ

2


DGmax
¼b
k

ð8Þ

2

DGðmax
k1Þ þ DGðk1Þ
2


ð11Þ

where Dtkmin and Dtkmax represent the upper and lower bound for a candidate Dtk , DGmin
k
and DGmax
is the upper and lower bound for a candidate DGk . Two adjustment factor a
k
and b are considered in practice which are empirically set to be 2/3 and 4/3 respectively. As for different swim style, we initiate Dtkmin and Dtkmax with different ﬁxed
values manually and the DG0 is calculated within the ﬁrst 4 windows. Then, if any Dtk
is larger than the corresponding Dtkmin and smaller than Dtkmax , as well as the value of
DGk is between DGmin
and DGmax
respectively, we can say that a swim stroke is
k
k
discovered.
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Figure 7 illustrates the results of stroke detection for breaststroke with the above
algorithm, in which 9 strokes were detected. Once the stroke is discovered, it is easy to
count the number of strokes, thus, each stroke length becomes the signiﬁcant factor in
moving length estimation.

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P

3:5

Mk ¼ r 

N

i¼1

N

jai j

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 6 apeak;diff  7 H
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8
Dtk
ð12Þ

Fig. 7. Results of stroke detection for
breaststroke.

Moving Length Estimation: Our moving length estimation method is inspired by
prior work on localization of walking subjects [10]. We present a moving distance
empirical formulation, which is learned from the observations of the relationship
between step length and other factors during walking.
First, we calculate Mk , which is the moving distance, deﬁned as Eq. (12), where r
is an empirical coefﬁcient with different ﬁxed values in different strokes, ai is the
vertical acceleration, apeak;diff represents the difference between the maximum and
minimum of vertical acceleration during one stroke, H is the height of swimmer, and
Dtk is the time for a cycle calculated by swimming stroke counting method.
The empirical coefﬁcient can be customized through adjusting the value of r.
Assuming Mreal is the ground truth of swimmer’s moving distance, Mestimate is the
estimated value, the next moving distance rnew is calculated as follows:
M

Mreal

rnew ¼ roldestimate
(

Xk þ 1 ¼ Xk þ Ck  Mk
Hk þ 1 ¼ Hk þ DH

ð13Þ
ð14Þ

Depth Estimation: The barometer sensor is commonly integrated in modern smartphones, and the data from this sensor can be translated to height [17]. We found that the
barometer is capable to measure height change under water with low sensing error. For
instance, the change in the ambient pressure of 1 hPa requires the change in depth of
only 0.01 m under water; this change can be achieved by altering the height of 7.9 m in
the air [18].
Using the above three methods, we can locate the user with the Eq. (14). where Xk
is the location on time k and X0 is obtained from the user’s original position, Ck is the
stroke count, Mk is the average moving distance during the Ck strokes, Hk is the depth
in the swimming pool of time k, and DH is calculated by using the barometer data.
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6 Prototype Applications
We developed two prototypes to showcase the potential applications of SmartSwim.
The ﬁrst is a social network application, WeSwim, and the second is a safety monitoring
application called SafeSwim.

Fig. 8. WeSwim application.

Fig. 9. SafeSwim application. (Color ﬁgure
online)

WeSwim: There have been considerable interests in developing social network
applications that allow users to share their ﬁtness records with their friends. For
example, mobile applications such as Nike + Running allow users to share data, e.g.,
the number of steps, and the distance of walks, which improves the enthusiasm of each
user. WeSwim is a similar application designed for swimming fans to share their
swimming data (e.g., swimming distance, time, and style) with others through social
networks. The user can check his/her personal records or share his/her records on social
networks with smartphone after swimming, as shown in Fig. 8.
SafeSwim: To ensure the safety of swimming in a pool, lifeguards need to know the
position of each swimmer. This is currently done by visually scanning the pool periodically. However, this type of visual scanning is prone to human errors. We developed
the SafeSwim prototype to help lifeguards determine the location and status of each
swimmer in a pool by visualizing their swimming data captured with the SmartSwim
system. Figure 9 illustrates the interface of the application. As shown in Fig. 9, each
swimmer is a point in the monitor, different color indicates different status: red for
breaststroke, orange for freestyle, blue for backstroke, green for walking and black for
static (standstill). And the depth of every swimmer is attached on the right side of each
point. Using this monitoring application, lifeguards are able to get the overview of the
locations of all swimmers in real time, making it easier to identify and reach potential
downing victims in time.
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7 Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate the proposed system and methods based on a real-life
swimming data set.
Data Collection: We recruited ﬁve college students (male, 23–24 years old) to collect
data for experiments. The smartphone we used is XiaoMi 2 which integrates
accelerometer, gyroscope and barometer. Each swimmer swam a distance of more than
100 m using different swimming styles. During their swimming, different kinds of
strokes are recorded, including breaststroke, freestyle, backstroke and walking. The
dataset is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Swimming Data
Swimmer ID Swimming status
Breaststroke Freestyle
1
40
65
2
30
35
3
50
70
4
28
45
5
32
55

Total(m)
Backstroke
70
55
60
60
70

Walking
50
50
50
50
50

225
170
230
183
207

Results of Swimming Behavior Classiﬁcation: As for distinguishing different
swimming behaviors, we evaluate our extracted features by employing the effective
feature quantities and the feature space of collected data shown as Figs. 10 and 11.
Figure 10 shows two features, BDFVer and BFF with different swimming behavior.
Different color and shape indicates different records of swimming behavior, thus, we
could ﬁnd out that different magnitude of value on BDFVer or BFF leads to different
swimming behaviors, speciﬁcally, when the value is lower than –5, a walking behavior
can be inferred (in red dots) and a backstroke is detected (in pink stars) when the value
of BFF is larger than 10 respectively. Figure 11 is similar with Fig. 10 but using the
other two features which are BDFPar and BRF. Therefore, combining these four features, it is possible for us to classify different swimming behaviors.

Fig. 10. Feature space for BDFVer -BFF.
(Color ﬁgure online)

Fig. 11. Feature space
(Color ﬁgure online)

for

BDFPar -BRF.
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We conclude the ability of different features to distinguish different swimming
behaviors in Table 2. We can observe that the four extracted features have different
ability for classifying different swimming behaviors. BDFVer is effective for indicating
walking, BDFPar has the ability to distinguish backstroke, BFF can be used to differentiate breaststroke from backstroke, while BRF performs well in recognizing freestyle.
Table 2. Effective feature quantity to differentiate swimming behaviors
Feature Possible classiﬁcation
quantity
BDFVer walking(breaststroke-freestyle-backstroke)(static-turning)
BDFPar (breaststroke-freestyle)(static-walking-turning)-backstroke
BFF
breaststroke-freestyle(static-walking-turning)-backstroke
BRF
freestyle-(backstroke-turning)(breaststroke-walking)-static

ER ¼

jexp er  realj
 100% ð15Þ
real

Employing these features, we trained three tree-based supervised learning models:
J48, LADTree, and RandomTree. The average accuracy for swimming behavior
classiﬁcation is 99.5 %. RandomTree outperforms the other two models with an
accuracy of 99.75 %.
Results of Stroke Counting: Here we adopt metric Error Rate (ER) to evaluate the
performance of stroke counting, which is calculated as Eq. (15). where exp er is the
average number of estimated stroke counts, real stands for real stroke counts. We
calculate the average stroke counts of breaststroke, freestyle, backstroke and walking
for all swimmers respectively, and test the performance of our stroke counting algorithm, the results are demonstrated in Table 3.
As we can see, the ER is lesser than 5 % overall. Different status has different ER
values, the lower value of ER means better accuracy for stroke counting. The accuracy
of breaststroke and walking are the best and its ER value is 4 %, while backstroke has
the worst accuracy as its ER value is 5 %.
Table 3. The accuracy of stoke counting and moving length estimation
Status

Accuracy of
counting
Real Exper
Breaststroke 50 47.5
Freestyle
60 57.5
Backstroke
50 48
Walking
100 96

stoke

Accuracy of moving length
estimation
ER (%) Real(m) Exper(m) ER (%)
5.00
36
34.2
5.00
4.17
54
57.8
7.03
4.00
63
67.5
7.14
4.00
50
47.3
5.40
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Results of Moving Length Estimation: In this experiment, we estimate the moving
length of different strokes and compute the ER with the real moving length. The results
are shown in Table 3. The ER value is around 7 % or less. Moving length estimation
with breaststroke got the best accuracy with an ER of 5 %.

8 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose a swimming localization system based on smartphone sensors, such as accelerometer, gyroscope, and barometer. The system estimates the distance with different strokes using the stroke classiﬁcation and stroke counting. The
depth is estimated with barometer. The experimental results show the effectiveness of
the proposed approach. Two prototype applications were built based on the system.
Although our results show that the proposed system performs well, there are still
several aspects can be improved. First, we plan to take more swimming status into
consideration, which would be important to some emergencies such as convulsions and
drawn. Second, in the current system, we only conduct experiments on a single straight
line in swimming pool, however, it is more useful to achieve tracking arbitrary curves.
Finally, developing more applications for different purpose based on this system can be
of great value in everyday life.
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Abstract. We have developed a prototype version of telemedicine system, which
combines web-based application, tablet app and digital retinal imaging, for
comprehensive eye examination and diabetic retinopathy screening. Patient treat‐
ment and follow-up examination are implemented in the system. In the paper, we
introduced the design of system architecture and main workﬂows and their
preliminary implementations. The system provided a new service model through
one grading center linking with multiple remote hospitals for eye care in Guang‐
dong province, China. The early stage of the project practice and study also
undertook the responsibility of educations for remote-area doctors and image
graders for DR diagnosis and image grading. The project has successfully demon‐
strated the telemedicine system and associated workﬂows can be used for
providing DR screening and eye disease diagnostic services in remote and rural
hospitals in China.
Keywords: Tele-ophthalmology · Diabetic retinopathy screening ·
Telemedicine · Comprehensive eye examination · Diabetic retinopathy grading

1

Introduction

In 2015, 415 million adults had diabetes in the world. If without eﬀective actions, the
number will rise to 642 million by 2040 [1]. It was estimated every 6 s a person died
from diabetes and ﬁve million people had died from diabetes [1]. According to the World
Health Organization (WHO), in 2030, diabetes will be the 7th leading cause of death [2].
Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is one of the major and long-term microvascular compli‐
cations of diabetes. DR is the most common cause of vision loss and blindness in the
working-age adults. With the increased prevalence of Type 1, and especially Type 2
diabetes, it is anticipated that the impact of vision impairment and blindness associated
with DR will invariably increase in the coming decades.
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
C.K. Chang et al. (Eds.): ICOST 2016, LNCS 9677, pp. 237–249, 2016.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-39601-9_21
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With the high prevalence of diabetes in the USA, the American Diabetes Association
and American Academy of Ophthalmology recommended annual eye examination for
Type I and Type II diabetes patients. Some early DR screening programmes were devel‐
oped and practiced in countries, especially in USA and Europe [3–5], such as the French
DR screening program in 1990 s, Diabetes 2000 program in USA from 1990 to 2000,
and UK DR screening program before 2003.
In the past decade, the combination of telemedicine and digital retinal imaging tech‐
nology was gradually applied in DR screening programs. In USA, there have been
several long-term and large-scale DR screening programs, which screened millions of
people and achieved success, such as the US Veterans Administration VistA program,
EyePACS (University of California Berkley), Joslin Vision Network Diabetes Eye Care
Program (JVN), and UPMC DR screening project (University of Pittsburgh Medical
Centre). In France, “Ophdiat” diabetes telemedicine network created in the Île-deFrance area [6] was a successful one, which included 7 hospitals, 11 primary healthcare
centres and 2 prisons. UK National Health Service Program, which screened nearly 2
million people with diabetes per year, has been an example in the well-established DR
screening programs [7]. The practices of these programs have shown that a telemedicine
approach for DR screening can eﬀectively increase the rates of eye examinations,
thereby potentially reducing the rates of vision loss and blindness in the diabetes patients.
It is estimated that by year 2030 the increase of diabetes is disproportionately more
in developing countries (69 % in developing countries vs. 20 % in developed countries
with 2010 as baseline). This will result in a heavy burden on the health care system
because of several DM related complications. In the past decades, China became one of
regions with highly increased DR populations. It was estimated in 2030, the number of
diabetes patients would be 42 million or even much higher [8]. Early DR screening for
the populations is increasingly required [9].
This project has been supporting by World Diabetes Foundation and ORBIS. The
goal of the project was to provide a telemedicine-based service model for remote and
rural patients’ eye care and DR screening based on local hospitals. Leaded by Zhongshan
Ophthalmic Centre (ZOC), Guangzhou, China and Australian e-Health Research Centre,
CSIRO, the project aimed at building a diabetic retinopathy grading (DR grading) centre
in ZOC and linking with 10 remote hospitals in Guangdong province by a tele-ophthal‐
mology system for patients’ DR screening and other eye disease diagnosis and further
providing eﬃcient treatment and follow-up management for serving rural populations.
The project also aimed at training ophthalmic doctors in remote hospitals for the
improvement of diabetic retinopathy diagnosis and training image graders for DR
grading.
This paper presents the preliminary design and implementation of the telemedicine
system for meeting the above goals. In this paper, we stress system architecture, func‐
tional components and workﬂows, and present initial prototype of the system as well as
its early practice in Guangdong, China for rural and remote patients’ eye examination
and DR screening.
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Method

2.1 System Architecture
According to the project requirement, 10 remote and rural hospitals would conduct
patient’s comprehensive eye examination, retinal imaging and eye disease diagnosis
according to their clinical settings. Image grading centre at ZOC (Guangzhou, capital
city of Guangdong province) would conduct DR image grading and DR recommenda‐
tion. Patient’s treatment would be managed and operated by ZOC cooperating with each
remote hospital for arranging eye surgery or laser photocoagulation. Most of the rural
eye doctors had the skills to diagnose and give treatment suggestions to DR patients.
ZOC trainers had been supporting them for better practice.

Fig. 1. System architecture.

Figure 1 shows the system architecture. In each local hospital, an independent work
station with local web server and database server were built for storing all medical
records and providing internet service, web-page service and Web Service for tablet
application. Microsoft ASP.Net and MS SQL server technology were utilized for the
server construction. Visual Basic.Net and MS Silverlight were employed for the web
application and Web Service development. The server was protected by physical
security at all times in the local hospital. Patient registration nurses and imaging nurses
used the web-based application by web browsers in desktop computers for patient retinal
image uploading, patient medical information recording and clinical workﬂow manage‐
ment. An android app using Java language was developed for the doctors to recording
patient’s comprehensive examination result, disease diagnosis and treatment plan by a
step-by-step guide in the app. Standard wireless encryption protocols were used within
a Wi-Fi router for data exchanges between the tablet app and the server.
In ZOC grading centre, the similar database server and web server were developed
by the same Microsoft technology. Same web-based application was built but could be
accessed only by image graders, image grading arbitrators, treatment trainers,
researchers and system administrators based on their roles in the system assigned. The
ZOC server system also consisted of SQL Synchronization framework and Windows
File Synchronization framework for synchronizing all medical records and retinal
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images from the 10 servers in 10 hospitals to the central server in ZOC, by wrapping
some proprietary software. The local hospital servers were connected with the central
server by VPN connection.
Under the system architecture, there were several workﬂows designed for patient
registration, retinal imaging, eye examination, image grading, disease diagnosis and
treatment plan. In the following, we only discuss several core workﬂows.
2.2 Modeling and Main Workﬂow
Figure 2 illustrates a main workﬂow in the 10 local hospitals for conducting patient
registration and disease diagnosis for DR and other eye diseases. When a patient ﬁrst
time visited a Department of ophthalmology in a hospital, he/she would be registered
in the system if the patient was over 40 years old or with diabetes. A registration nurse
input the patient’s demographics by using the system’s web application. The patient’s
surname, given name, date of birth, home address, mobile number and registration
number generated by the system are necessary in the records.

Fig. 2. System’s main workﬂow.
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The registered patient’s name would be displayed in the doctors’ patient pending
examination list in their tablet apps. Once a doctor selected the patient, he/she ﬁrst
recorded the patient’s medical history. Then he/she instructed the patient to complete
all necessary comprehensive eye examinations. The doctor recorded the patient’s eye
examination results in the tablet app’s eye examination page. Then the doctor could
make the patient’s tentative diagnosis and tentative treatment plan. If the patient met the
project’s imaging selection criteria, the patient would be sent for retinal imaging. An
imaging nurse could conduct the imaging process and upload the captured retinal images
to the system by the system’s web application. The system then transmitted the patient’s
images to ZOC grading centre for image grading. After the grading result being sent
back to the hospital, the doctor could open and view the image grading result as a refer‐
ence and make his/her ﬁnal diagnosis and treatment plan. If the patient didn’t meet the
imaging selection criteria, the doctor could directly make the ﬁnal diagnosis and treat‐
ment plan and print the patient’s clinical report.
2.3 Image Grading and Workﬂow
After the patient’s retinal images were transferred to the ZOC grading center. The
graders in ZOC could start DR image grading. A basic DR grading workﬂow is illus‐
trated in Fig. 3. The workﬂow was designed by referring to the DR grading standard

Fig. 3. Image grading workﬂow.
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from UK National Screening Committee (UK NSC). The images collected from the
10 % normal patients based on the tentative diagnosis in each hospital (randomly selected
by the system and uploaded) were directly assigned to the grader 2 for image grading.
For the images with DR signs, the system assigned the grading task to the grader 1 ﬁrst.
After the grader 1 completed the grading, the system then assigned the task to the grader
2. The system arranged a back-to-back grading rule between the grader 1 and grader 2.
After the grader 2 completed the grading task, the system automatically compared the
grading results from the two graders and judged the consistency between them. If the
two grading results were consistent, the result would be used as the ﬁnal grading report.
If inconsistent, the system would assign the task to an arbitrator. The arbitrator’s grading
result would be used as the ﬁnal grading report. The report was sent back to the corre‐
sponding hospital automatically by the system. In the grading procedure, the grader 1,
grader 2, and the arbitrator used the same web-based application for the image grading
but with diﬀerent access roles.
2.4 Treatment Scheduling and Treatment
If a patient was diagnosed with eye diseases and needed further treatment, the doctor
needed to complete the treatment plan for the patient in the tablet app. If the patient needed
revisit, a revisit date must be assigned. If the patient needed laser photocoagulation or eye
surgery, the system would put the patient in the group of waiting for treatment scheduling.
A trainer from ZOC could view the group from the web application and make a treatment
appointment by calling and consulting with the registration nurse in the local hospital. The
patient might be arranged for photocoagulation or surgery in local hospital supervised by
ZOC trainers or surgery in ZOC. The treatment schedule presented in the calendar compo‐
nent in the system could be accessed by nurses, doctors and trainers by using the web
application. After finishing the treatment, the trainer or doctor who conducted the treat‐
ment needed to complete an online treatment report and sign it.
2.5 Selection Criteria and Key Contents in the Clinical Procedure
Two key selection criteria were designed in the system:
1. Selection criteria for recruiting patients in the project: patients need to meet either:
(1) with age equal and greater than 40 years old; or (2) with diabetes.
2. Selection criteria for recruiting patients in the fundus imaging: patients need to meet:
(1) diagnosed with eye diseases and doctors decide the patients need retinal imaging;
or (2) If diagnosed without eye diseases but selected randomly by the system (10 %
opportunity) for imaging.
Some key contents implemented in the system in each phase of the eye examination,
disease diagnosis, DR screening and treatment were designed and implemented.
In the patient medial history page, the tablet app enabled a doctor record a patient’s
following information, categorized as: symptoms, associated symptoms, incentives,
intraocular laser history, eye surgery history, surgical approaches, type of surgery (time,
location), systemic history and family medical history.
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In the patient comprehensive examination page, the tablet app enabled a doctor
record a patient’s comprehensive examination results, including: vision and intraocular
pressure, pupil examination, eye movement examination, slit lamp examination, gonio‐
scopy, fundus examination, and the item of other comments. Each examination included
some sub-examination items, such as fundus examination including the examination
items of mydriasis, vitreous body, optic disc and cup; macula and retinal vascular, and
the item of other comments.
The tentative and final diagnosis pages enabled the diagnostic result records for cata‐
ract, glaucoma possibility, glaucoma type, diabetic retinopathy, history of photocoagula‐
tion, ametropia, eye injury and eye inflammation, as well as the item of other comments.
The ZOC grading report page from the web application enabled the grading result
records for diabetic retinopathy, diabetic macular edema, history of photocoagulation,
image gradable or not and possibility of glaucoma. For DR grading, the system enabled
the levels of DR input, as R0: No DR; R1: DR (background); R2: Non-proliferative DR
(NPDR); R3a: Active PDR; R3s: Stable PDR. The levels of diabetic macular edema
(DME) included: M0: No DME; M1: DME.
The tentative and ﬁnal treatment plan pages in the table app had the similar contents
for information record. They contained medication (text input), optometry, laser photo‐
coagulation, eye surgery and revisit observation. The diﬀerences were that in the ﬁnal
treatment plan, photocoagulation type and surgery type were listed that needed a doctor
to make selection.
The patient treatment record enabled a trainer/doctor record the following informa‐
tion after completing a treatment, including: patient basis information, DR diagnosis,
location of treatment, treatment approaches of laser photocoagulation, laser photocoa‐
gulation parameter settings, revisit date, and type of eye surgery.

3

Results

3.1 Web Application
Figure 4 illustrates the homepage of the tele-ophthalmology system, which was named
CREST electronic medical record (EMR) system. All functional components of the
system are arranged in the homepage. At the top-right, there are 6 functional buttons for
reporting, refreshing web page, displaying calendar, creating new patient, and exiting
system. Once a registration nurse clicks the “Creating new patient” button, a pop-up
window comes out and let the nurse input the patient’s personal information, as shown
in Fig. 5. After the new patient episode is created, the patient’s name will be listed and
displayed in the ﬁrst tab T1-“Waiting for examination”, which represents the current
state of the patient. Tabs T1 to T7 (top-left portion of the homepage) in sequence repre‐
sent the diﬀerent states of the patients in the EMR system (refer to Fig. 4 for the tab
names). A patient may or may not go through all the states, as we mentioned in the main
workﬂow in Sect. 2. The nurse can access each tab and view patient list (lower portion
of the homepage). The nurse can also view a patient’s full information including personal
contact, examination result, diagnosis result and treatment plan etc. in a pup-up window
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once the nurse clicks the patient name in a patient list (Fig. 6). In some tabs, the nurse
has editing access authorized.

Fig. 4. Homepage of CREST EMR system (web app – demo version). Comments with red text: all
tabs: T1-Waiting for examination; T2-Waiting for imaging; T3-Waiting for grading; T4-Waiting for
final diagnosis; T5-Waiting for treatment scheduling; T6-Waiting for treatment; T7-Archived. All
functional buttons: B1-Reporting; B2-Refreshing; B3-Calendar; B4-Searching; B5-Creating new
patient; B6-Exit (Note: the patient names are test data rather real). (Color figure online)

Fig. 5. Window for creating new patient Fig. 6. Window for reviewing a patient’s full
episode.
information in one episode.

Figure 7 illustrates the pop-up reporting window when a ZOC trainer or researcher
clicks the “Reporting” button in the homepage. The trainer can use the ﬁrst two items
“trainer’s schedule” and “treatment schedule” to arrange and view the appointments for
the patients listed in the “waiting for treatment scheduling” state and “waiting for treat‐
ment” state, respectively. The researchers from ZOC can use the third item “statistical
report” to deﬁne a speciﬁc period to generating a statistical report for a selected hospital,
which will be implemented in future.
Nurses, doctors, trainers and researchers can also use the calendar button to open a
calendar window to view speciﬁc events. In the calendar window, users can view patient
list in the schedules under the categories of “patient revisit”, “laser photocoagulation”,
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“surgery in local hospital” and “surgery in ZOC” in a selected week. Figure 8 shows the
“revisit” patient list in the ﬁrst week of October 2015.

Fig. 7. Window for reports.

Fig. 8. Window of event calendar.

3.2 Tablet App
Doctors in local hospitals use the tablet app to complete the records about patient’s
medical history, examination result, disease diagnosis and treatment plan. After logging
in, a doctor can select “My Current Patient” page and view three categories in order:
patients pending for examination and tentative diagnosis, patients pending for ZOC
grading and patients pending for ﬁnal diagnosis. Each category lists all the patients in
that state. The doctor can access any category at any time, however he/she usually needs
follow the order of the categories for completing a diagnostic process. For examining
and diagnosing a new patient, the doctor needs to access the ﬁrst one and can view all
patients listed there. After the doctor selects a patient, a new page with all categories of
completing a patient’s tentative diagnosis is displayed (as shown in Fig. 9, English
version is shown in the right pane). The doctor can follow the categories in sequence in
the left panel of the page to complete the patient’s medical history enquiry, compre‐
hensive eye examination, tentative diagnosis and tentative treatment plan as introduced
in the workﬂow in Sect. 2.
Back to the upper-level three main categories, the “Patients Pending for ZOC
Grading” category can let the doctor check the patients waiting for the grading feedbacks
from the ZOC grading center. The doctor can access and view all the information about
the patients from his/her tentative diagnosis phase but cannot make any edition.
After selecting the “Patients Pending for Final Diagnosis” category, the doctor can view
patient list and select one patient, then can access a final diagnosis page as shown in
Fig. 10. In the page, besides the similar categories in the previous tentative diagnosis page,
underneath them, the “ZOC Grading Result”, “Final Diagnosis” and “Final Treatment
Plan” categories are added. The doctor can view his/her previous tentative diagnosis,
further refer to the ZOC’s DR grading result (including the patient’s color fundus images)
and make his/her final diagnosis and finalize the final treatment plan (Fig. 11).
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Fig. 9. Tentative diagnosis procedure page.

Fig. 10. Final diagnosis page – ZOC grading result category.

Fig. 11. Final diagnosis page - ﬁnal treatment plan category and contents. (Color ﬁgure online)
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3.3 Preliminary Clinical Trials and Discussions
Imaging camera adopted in the system was 3nethra classic non-mydriatic fundus camera
with 45 degrees angle of ﬁeld view (Forus Health Pvt. Ltd, Bengaluru, India). After
completing retinal imaging by the system, an imaging nurse can use the web application
to upload the images. The images associated with patient’s basic information will be
transferred to the ZOC grading center.
The ﬁrst prototype version of the system with basic functions was completed in June
2013 and installed in one hospital at Shaoguan, Guangdong province for initial system
test and evaluation by our working group. ORBIS team visited ZOC in June 2013 and
discussed with ZOC team to understanding the progress of the project. In the following
half year, more functional components were added step-by-step and system improve‐
ment was made, according to the feedbacks from our working group and clinical staﬀ.
At the end the year, the system was installed in 10 remote hospitals (one hospital from
one city) in Guangdong province for clinical trials. Table 1 lists the name of 10 cities
and the number of doctors from each hospital using the system. At ZOC, there were 2
image graders and 1 arbitrator for image grading. 2 researchers used the system for
monitoring the workﬂows and analyzing the data.
After completing system evaluation in 3 months in 10 hospitals, in March 2014, a
new version (version 3) was updated and installed. Figure 12(a) shows a clinical envi‐
ronment in a Hospital in Shaoguan, while a nurse is conducting a retinal imaging.
Figure 12(b) shows one color fundus image with DR signs.
A preliminary statistical data collected in April 2015 presented that 9100 patients
were recorded in the system and 2275 patients were with diﬀerent levels of diabetic
retinopathy. However, some functional components were still under improvement based
on the feedbacks from our clinical working group.
Table 1. Number of doctors using the system in each hospital (in each city).
City
No. of doctors
City
No. of doctors

(a)

JieYang
2
Sihui
2

Chenghai
4
Yunan
2

Yangjiang
1
Luoding
4

Huidong
8
Yingde
1

Wuchuan
2
Shaoguan
3

(b)

Fig. 12. A clinical environment for retinal imaging. (Color ﬁgure online)
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A general telemedicine-based DR screening system, simply for referral/no referral
decision, cannot replace a comprehensive eye examination in terms of overall ocular
evaluation. In this project, we have combined the two in one telemedicine system for
increasing the rates of patient access, eye disease assessment and DR screening in remote
areas in the level of hospitals in small- or medium-sized cities in China.
Because of involving eye comprehensive examination, the whole clinical process
would be longer than usual. On the tablet app, how to select and utilize the examining
items eﬀectively would be depending on doctor’s experience and decision. At the early
stage, imaging procedure might take longer time. With the improvement of operating
skill, the nurses could control the process within 5 min. For education and research
purpose, tentative and ﬁnal diagnoses and treatment plans are two separate steps, how
to make it more eﬃcient is an issue that we need to think about in future. We are targeting
to improve the eﬃciency of system in our next stage after collecting enough feedbacks
from the doctors and nurses.

4

Conclusion

We have developed a telemedicine system for comprehensive eye examination and DR
screening, eye disease diagnosis, DR treatment through our cloud-based web application
and tablet application. The tele-ophthalmology system provided a new service model to
support DR screening and eye care by linking multiple remote hospitals and one grading
centre in Guangdong province, China.
In our preliminary clinical trials of the system, we have shown that the telemedicine
system can be used for diabetic retinopathy screening and eye disease diagnosis with its
usability and scalability. The system is currently continuing its usage and some new
functional components are being added, such as statistical report. In future, some
research and training components can be simpliﬁed or switched oﬀ once these compo‐
nents have been veriﬁed for their functionalities and completed their missions. Then the
entire system will be more eﬃcient.
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Abstract. A smartphone app with telemedicine capability integrating data from
foot-mounted inertial measurement units (CuPiD-system) was developed to
realize a portable gait analysis system and, on top of it, to provide people with
Parkinson’s disease (PD) remote supervision and real-time feedback on gait
performance. Eleven persons with PD were recommended to perform gait training
for 30 min, three times per week for six weeks. The app oﬀered praising/corrective
verbal feedback, encouraging participants to keep the spatio-temporal gait param‐
eters within a clinically determined ‘therapeutic window’. On average, persons
performed 20 training sessions of 1.8 km in 24 min and received 28 corrective
and 68 praising messages. The mean walking rhythm was 58 strides/min with a
stride length of 1.28 m. System’s usability was determined as positive by the
users. In conclusion, CuPiD resulted to be eﬀective in promoting gait training in
semi-supervised conditions, stimulating corrective actions and promoting selfeﬃcacy to achieve optimal performance.
Keywords: Parkinson’s disease · Wearable sensors · Android APP · Telerehabilitation · Biofeedback · Gait

1

Introduction

Wearable sensors combined with smartphone apps for health monitoring and coaching are
an emerging research field. It is expected that it will enable proactive personal health
management and continuous treatment of several medical conditions [1–3]. These systems,
comprising various types of small motion sensors and telemedicine back-end services,
promise to change the future of personal healthcare by exploiting low-cost unobtrusive
solutions for all-day and ubiquitous supervision of health and life style [4, 5].
Overall, innovations in wearable monitoring systems are shifting the medical sector
from the traditional approach reactive to healthcare–treating problems at the crisis level,
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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to a proactive health management approach which allows health issues to be postponed,
discovered and promptly addressed at an early stage [6]. The design and development
of such devices in the context of major orthopedical and neurological conditions focuses
on the treatment of the motor symptoms and aims to promote a healthier lifestyle and
support clinical decisions making [7]. Consumer-grade smartphones in association or
not with additional sensors are more and more successfully employed to support patients
in the management of their pathologies [8]. In addition, smartphones easily enable the
transfer of preprocessed information, acquired via wearable sensors, to specialized clin‐
ical facilities by means of highly automated telemedicine services. This feature allows
the implementation of remote clinical supervision overcoming logistical limitations such
as travel distances and lack of local expertise. By this, expenses are strongly reduced
for both patients and healthcare systems [8].
In this technology-enhanced healthcare context, some of the most promising appli‐
cations exploiting the use of sensors and smartphones that goes beyond simply moni‐
toring the progression of symptoms, have been developed for persons with Parkinson
disease (PD). Such applications aim to achieve a therapeutic function, treating motor
impairments through practice enhanced with cues or biofeedback [9–12]. Biofeedback
refers to the provision of external stimuli during or immediately after a motor act such
as a step, which supplements sensory (proprioceptive) pathways to guide motor perform‐
ance. In such a framework, subjects’ cognitive engagement is stimulated and eﬀects of
motor exercise are enhanced [12–15].
Gait in PD is particularly impaired when automaticity is required, precluding patients
to walk safely while performing a secondary task. Due to this automatization deﬁcit,
people with PD require more attentional resources to perform gait optimally, such as
maintaining walking speed, large steps, cadence, upright trunk posture, etc. [16]. As the
disease progresses, most of the balance and gait impairments become resistant to the
pharmacological and surgical treatments [17]. Yet, to circumvent the dopamine deﬁcits,
physical therapy and rehabilitation can be eﬀective to counteract motor impairments
[18]. Taking into account the chronic and neurodegenerative nature of PD, rehabilitation
and exercise therapy should be incorporated on the long-term into the everyday routine
in order to reach maximal eﬀectiveness [19, 20].
Innovatively, but building on both patients’ needs [21, 22] and recent evolutions of
mobile health technology, Casamassima et al. [23] developed a unique wearable sensors and
smartphone-based system that provides real-time, personalized feedback in order to improve
the dynamic balance and gait performance of people with PD [10, 24, 25]. Unlike commer‐
cially available systems, this tailor-made tool is based on state-of-the-art principles of reha‐
bilitation and motor learning. The system was referred to as CuPiD: Closed-loop system for
personalized and at-home rehabilitation of people with Parkinson’s disease, and can be used
as a walking aid, providing online verbal corrections, intelligent cueing and performance
feedback. CuPiD has been designed by a multidisciplinary team of experts in the fields of
PD care and biomedical engineering together with PD patients, who took direct part in
careful addressing effectiveness and user-friendliness of the tool.
The technological solution consists of a fully portable and wearable architecture
based on Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) connected via Bluetooth to an Android
smartphone which functions as a portable processing platform. CuPiD performs an
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accurate step-by-step real-time gait analysis by processing the inertial data and, on top
of it, provides persons with PD biofeedback on gait performance in a closed-loop archi‐
tecture. Feedback provision is regulated by a logic ﬂow of states and conditions auto‐
matically adapting to the reality and aimed at challenging the person to maintain their
gait performance close to a personalized target. This target is subject-speciﬁc and peri‐
odically customizable during a calibration trial in which the patient is asked to walk at
her/his best. From the selected calibration trial, the stride length, cadence and gait speed
are computed and saved as reference values, subsequently used during routinely training
sessions. Conversely, two gait training parameters do not require any reference values.
Gait asymmetry continuously compares the right and left performance and provides
feedback when the diﬀerence exceeds the clinically preset threshold. Similarly, upper
body posture takes into account the gravity component to provide feedback upon the
recognition of the stooped posture seen in people with PD [23].
During the training sessions, verbal corrective feedbacks are provided to the user
each time the diﬀerence, expressed as a percentage, between the real-time value and the
reference value is above an upper or below a lower tolerance (i.e. therapeutic window).
On the contrary, if the person is able to maintain within this therapeutic window, a verbal
reinforcement is played. The therapeutic window (intended as the area between the upper
and lower tolerances) is a measure of the adherence to the clinical target and determines
the level of diﬃculty and challenge of the training.
Before the start of the training, the initial frequency of feedback provision and size
of the therapeutic window are manually adjustable by the user or the clinical operator.
During training these settings are automatically controlled and handled by the CuPiD
app itself, which dynamically looks for an operating point corresponding to a training
level neither too demanding and verbose, with an excessive number of vocal instruction
or messages per time unit, neither useless and silent, with too few messages. Further‐
more, in the attempt to increase adherence, following approaches were implemented.
Firstly, verbal messages were prerecorded with the voice of the patient’s physiotherapist.
Secondly, each verbal message provided to the patient was randomly selected from three
diﬀerent mp3 ﬁles, each containing a diﬀerent expression of the same content. Thirdly,
as long as the patient is able to provide a correct performance remaining within the
therapeutic window the frequency of praising feedbacks is progressively reduced.
Fourthly, CuPiD automatically identiﬁes resting periods or moments without walking
and enters in a standby mode, disabling the biofeedback. Finally, verbal messages have
been accurately formulated by clinicians to stimulate the motor adjustments usually
prompted during rehabilitation sessions in the clinical settings [25].
CuPiD is intended to foster daily walking in a semi-supervised condition lasting,
according to patient capabilities, around half an hour. Noteworthy, the system has been
designed not just to improve physical ﬁtness but especially to train and rehabilitate the
motor control aspect of gait attempting to regain the automaticity of gait execution,
normally coordinated by the central pattern generators. For example, by setting both gait
speed and stride length as monitored parameters patients are forced to maintain a certain
walking speed without incrementing the cadence but using just the stride length as the
regulating strategy [10].
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Ginis et al. have recently reported the results of a pilot randomized controlled trial
about the CuPiD app’s feasibility and clinical eﬀectiveness [10].
Aims of the present study were: (i) to test users’ acceptance in an extended use of
the CuPiD system; (ii) to assess the adherence of patients in using the system to practice
safe walking independently, during outdoor walking in various settings; and (iii) to
propose an intelligent telemedicine infrastructure for remote monitoring and supervision
of the rehabilitation program by a clinician.

2

Materials and Methods

Eleven persons with PD undertook gait training during a period of six weeks (10 Males,
age: 65 ± 9 years, height 174 ± 7 cm, weight 83 ± 18 Kg, disease duration 12 ± 5 years,
Hoehn & Yahr 2.3 ± 0.4, UPDRS III [0–132] 36 ± 16.2, ON L-Dopa). The study was
approved by the local ethic committee of the University Hospitals of Leuven. All partic‐
ipants gave written consent according to the declaration of Helsinki. Nine participants
completed the training. The reason for one dropout was due to diﬃculties operating the
CuPiD system without any supervision present and for the second dropout was unrelated
to CuPiD.
Participants received weekly home visits from the researcher during the six weeks
intervention and were instructed to walk at least 3 times per week for 30 min, according
to ACSM’s exercise guidelines for health beneﬁts. In the ﬁrst session, patients were
explained how to use the system by an expert. Participants were also taught on how to
apply the IMUs to their shoes by means custom made holders, and to carry the smart‐
phone in a pocket. A booklet with pictures and personalized instructions was left in the
home and consultation by telephone was oﬀered in case of diﬃculties using the system.
The optimal performance walk was recorded during the initial visit and repeated on
average twice over the 6-week study period. At the end of the study patients were asked
to ﬁll in an ad-hoc questionnaire similar to QUEST [26]. Results on system usability
and feasibility are reported.
During their walks participants were instructed on how to run the CuPiD app and
follow the feedbacks via earphones on a set of gait parameters preselected on a daily
basis according to a personalized rehabilitation program determined by the patient’s
clinician. The app oﬀered praising/corrective verbal feedback, encouraging to keep the
pre-set gait spatio-temporal parameters to remain within the therapeutic window.
Data showing the average amount of training sessions performed as well as the
average time and distance walked, steps taken, cadence, gait speed and both praising
and corrective messages delivered per session are reported. Exemplary data from one
PD patient of CuPiD’s functioning during a single trial as well as over the entire 6 weeks
course are also reported.
The Tele-rehabilitation infrastructure was developed addressing the concerns of
recent telemedicine reviews: interoperability, accessibility and reliability [8]. The aim
of this service is the delivery of the training data to a server resulting in a secured and
accessible way for rehabilitation specialists, allowing them to monitor and upgrade the
training protocols remotely. As soon as the user’s domestic Wi-Fi connection is detected,
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app data is automatically uploaded from the local smartphone gateway to a central server
via an encrypted store-and-forward network. Software running on the central server
checks the integrity of the received data, handles errors and decrypts to the original ﬁle.
The access to the data storage is being regulated through a web application, imple‐
menting an authentication via a single sign on mechanism and diﬀerentiating between
users and clinicians. From the web application clinicians have access to raw data, aggre‐
gated data and automated training reports displayed in charts summarizing information
related to both single and multiple training sessions.

3

Results

The average scores of the 10 PD persons involved in the study for system usability and
feasibility were obtained on a Likert scale which goes from 1 “totally disagree” to 5
“fully agree” and are reported in Table 1.
In general, participants were very positive about the CuPiD system, as scores on userfriendliness were on average above 4. However, attaching and removing the IMUs and
using the CuPiD system without technical support resulted in more variable answers, as

Table 1. CuPiD usability and feasibility.
Likert scale for CuPiD usability and feasibility
1: totally disagree - 5: fully agree
I can turn on the foot sensors easily
I can wear the foot sensors easily
I can wear the trunk sensor easily
I can turn on the mobile phone easily
I can turn on the CuPiD APP easily
It is easy to connect the app with the sensors
The system reacts to the changes in my walking
The feedback that is provided is easy to understand
The feedback that is provided is consistent with the training
I received
I think I can use the system independently
In my opinion, the training is suitable for patients with
Parkinson’s disease
The auditory feedback is heard well
I can remove the foot sensors easily
I can remove the trunk sensor easily
I can operate the CuPiD APP easily
I think the CuPiD APP is simple to use
The manual is clear and simple to understand
I ﬁnd 3 times a week training feasible to my condition
I enjoyed the home training and ﬁnd it interesting
I ﬁnd the home training challengeable
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indicated by the standard deviations (Table 1). It was observed that participants with
previous smartphone experience had the least problems using the system. Some partici‐
pants were so enthusiastic about CuPiD that expressed disappointment after its withdrawal.
The dosage of the intervention carried out by CuPiD is summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. CuPiD dosage.
CuPiD Dosage – mean values over the 6 weeks
Number of trials
Distance travelled
Total number of left plus right strides
Training duration
Cadence
Stride length
Stride duration
Gait speed
Number of praising messages
Number of correcting messages

An example of CuPiD’s functioning during a single trial is reported in Fig. 1. In
particular, the ﬁgure shows that 1736 strides were performed and also displays the ther‐
apeutic window, when praising and corrective feedbacks were provided as well as the
percentage diﬀerence of the (a) strides length and (b) gait speed with respect to the
corresponding reference values.
Figure 1 is an example of how the app requires attention and trains motor control of
gait aspects. Initially the patient had diﬃculties to maintain the optimal gait speed (up
till around step 700). This while, between steps 800 until 1200, the patient attempted to
adjust the gait speed by reducing the stride length, which was clinically unwanted and
therefor elicited corrective feedbacks. Finally, from step 1200 the patient was able to
maintain at the personalized and pre-recorded optimal stride length and gait speed.
Figure 2 shows the eﬀect of CuPiD training over the 6 weeks period. The ﬁgure
allows the assessment of both intra-and inter-session results. First of all, on this ﬁgure
it is possible to determine within one session (intra-session): (i) the amount of corrective
feedbacks; (ii) the onset of fatigue at the end of training (not visible in Fig. 2 nor in
Fig. 1); (iii) how close the patient could perform with regard to the reference value and;
(iv) the trend of the upper and lower limits of the therapeutic window. Furthermore, over
the subsequent sessions (inter-sessions) following information can be distilled: (i) the
trend of changes in reference values (shown in Fig. 2 from session 3 to session 4); (ii)
the eﬀect of having (or not) a parameter set as the primary or secondary training param‐
eter and; (iii) the overall eﬀect CuPiD has over the diﬀerent weeks.
Figure 3 reports four screenshots of the web application of the telemedicine service.
In particular, this web application comprises an authentication page (Fig. 3a) in which
the clinician or the user can login. The sole purpose of this login is to allow clinicians
to access only their patients’ information and to guarantee privacy for the patients’
training data. Following login, the clinician directly comes to a home page containing
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Fig. 1. The x-axis reports the number of steps acquired. The solid (blue) line shows the %
diﬀerence of the (a) stride length and (b) gait speed with respect to the corresponding reference
values. The dashed (red) lines mark the upper and lower values of the therapeutic window, the
dots (green) mark a praising message and the squares (red) mark a corrective message. (Color
ﬁgure online)

a table, listing his patients alphabetically with some basic details (Fig. 3b). It is clearly
indicated whether patients have new logs, or if they have entered new contact requests.
This way the clinician has an immediate and proper overview of the required actions.
All data collected is de-identiﬁed and subjects are provided with study numbers to
maintain conﬁdentiality.
The CuPiD telemedicine server assures that all incoming and outgoing transmissions
are encrypted using the SSL protocol (https). Unencrypted connections are rejected. The
server is divided into a Repository and a CuPiD Clinical UI each lying behind a ﬁrewall.
The server employs Microsoft identity credentials to map from the CuPiD Repository
to the CuPiD Clinical UI as to ensure the integrity of the information. Clinicians and
devices are given a username and password to allow each of them to access the allocated
services and data of patients to which they are assigned. A username may or may not
be the same as an identiﬁer. Identiﬁers are intended to be anonymous, whereas user‐
names are not necessarily anonymous. A user may choose to waive its anonymity by
having their username and identiﬁer identical. All passwords are hashed and salted.
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Fig. 2. The ﬁgure shows on the x-axis the 16 diﬀerent trainings organized in such a way that the
data of a single session is divided over 4 box plots, the ﬁrst one in red contains values of the gait
speed before the ﬁrst feedback was provided to the patient and the following three box plots show,
equally divided, the remaining steps of the training session. The numbers above and below each
box plot indicate the amount of corrective feedbacks provided in the three diﬀerent phases of the
training. The black horizontal lines mark the upper and lower levels of the therapeutic window
with in between as green line the pre-recorded reference (target) value. Green box plots indicate
that the gait parameter, in this example gait speed, was selected as the primary training parameter.
Cyan box plots indicate that the gait parameter was selected as the secondary training parameter.
Blue box plots indicate that the particular training parameter was not monitored in real-time by
the app. (Color ﬁgure online)

All mobile devices only connect via individual patient credentials with the CuPiD
Repository which is an implementation of the Apache WebDAV. This is an established
protocol, which runs on HTTPS and has been chosen for reliability, familiarity for IT
staﬀ and because HTTPS is relatively easy to allow through ﬁrewalls. This way, the app
will not interact directly with the CuPiD Clinical interface. A service running in the
background on the smartphone and upon active Wi-Fi detection initiates the synchro‐
nization of all data and reports generated by the app (raw data, processed data and highlevel reports) with the server through a secure connection. Next, it is possible to remotely
edit or change the entire rehabilitation protocol and by simply uploading a conﬁguration
text ﬁle to the data folder of the CuPiD app running on the smartphone.
The ﬂexibility of the telemedicine design allows the clinician to review the raw
training data and outcomes of both single and multiple trials by means of centralized
charting and data visualization tools (Fig. 3c). When the results of the trial have been
reviewed, the clinician can take the decision to change the rehabilitation protocol, e.g.
the amount and type of gait parameters, initial limits of the therapeutic window, etc.
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This is done remotely by means of the ad hoc mask (Fig. 3d) that allows amending of
the conﬁguration ﬁle dynamically through the CuPiD Telemedicine Server.

Fig. 3. Telemedicine web application: (a) authentication page for the login of clinician or user;
(b) home page with patients basic details; (c) centralized charting and data visualization tools for
revision of raw training data and outcomes of both single and multiple trials; (d) mask enabling
the modiﬁcation of the rehabilitation protocol.

4

Discussion

Positive eﬀects of endurance exercise training on both motor and non-motor features of
PD have been recently demonstrated [20]. An innovative system (CuPiD) based on
wearable inertial sensors and a smartphone has been developed to promote physical
activity and improve quality of walking in PD patients. Beyond current endurance
training, whose beneﬁts in tackling PD symptoms are still limited due to the lack of
supervision and guidance, CuPiD was developed in order to target and rehabilitate
speciﬁc aspects of motor control such as dynamic balance, coordination and proprio‐
ception. The system design was intended to improve gait in terms of safety, ﬂuency and
energetic consumption by augmenting via biofeedback the self-awareness on the
ongoing performance and on undesired gait changes. As well, CuPiD aimed at post‐
poning the onset of festination or freezing during the training session. In fact, it is
described in literature that freezing often initiates with a parallel decrease in stride length
(amplitude) and an increase in cadence (frequency). As the system checks these two
parameters continuously, the origination of freezing or festination is promptly detected
and counteracted soliciting the person to recover and maintain a proper gait pattern.
The system proved to be easy to use and face validity seemed high for PD patients.
Patients perceived the system almost as if a physical therapist walked with the subject
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and provided appropriate feedback (e.g., keep it up - you are doing great, or increase
your step length).
CuPiD was independently and successfully used during six weeks by 9 PD patients.
The system allowed the patients to train their gait performance and collected copious
numbers of consecutive gait cycles. Given the stand-alone provision of motor exercises,
the continuous supervision and the user-friendliness, CuPiD appears to be well suited
for unsupervised gait training in people with PD and this in a real-life setting.
Furthermore the system makes it possible to evaluate a wide range of intra- and intersession aspects related with the adherence of treatment and the improvement of physical
ﬁtness and motor control.
CuPiD supplements the Rehabilitation System with a Telemedicine infrastructure,
which allows remote supervision (telesupervision) of the rehabilitation program once it
is carried out by the patient in the home setting. The telemedicine architecture has been
implanted to ensure complete transparency from the patient’s perspective, provide
secure data transfer and be easy to use by the clinical staﬀ with a vast amount of charts
showing relevant preprocessed information. This opens opportunities for further in depth
clinical research as well as providing personalized therapy in a home setting boosting
motor-learning eﬀects with daily exercises and increasing adherence by lowering the
logistical burden of regular clinical visits. Telesupervision also allows scalability, by
having multiple CuPiD systems operating by a single clinician. This makes it possible
to start PD speciﬁc rehabilitation already in the early stages of the disease as well as
increasing the supervised training time of PD patients.
CuPiD proved to be well-accepted and eﬀective, but further optimization of the
system and larger power-based studies spanning longer training periods are warranted
to corroborate these ﬁndings.
The current study is part of the EU-funded CuPiD-project (FP7 grant agreement No.
288516, www.cupid-project.eu).
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European Union Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement No.
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Supporting Referential Gestures in Mobile
Remote Presence: A Preliminary Exploration
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Abstract. The paper discusses recent developments in mobile remote presence
(MRP) and argues that providing support for referential gesturing is critically
important for exploiting the full potential of MRP systems in creating inclusive
smart environments. By bringing in insights from research in interaction design
and related ﬁelds the paper proposes a set of tentative requirements to referential
gesturing support for MRP systems. Some of the key challenges for designing
referential gesturing in the context of mobile remote presence are identiﬁed.
Keywords: Mobile remote presence  Embodied telepresence
gestures  Interaction design  Human-computer interaction
supported cooperative work
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1 Introduction
Mobile Remote Presence (MRP) systems are remotely controlled devices that serve as
physical avatars of their “pilots” and support pilots’ embodied social presence in a local
setting. MRP systems are increasingly common in various contexts, including
healthcare and elderly care environments. The use of MRP systems opens up a possibility to extend the range of physical and social activities available to the elderly and
people with special needs, as well as their family, friends, and caretakers, and thus
provides more favorable conditions for societal inclusion and empowerment. However,
interaction capabilities of existing MRP systems (at least, affordable ones) are limited,
which undermines the prospects for using this technology for creating inclusive smart
environments.
This paper argues that one of the most signiﬁcant limitations of many existing MRP
systems, which need to be addressed in further research, is a lack of support for
referential gesturing. A preliminary exploration, from an interaction design perspective,
of challenges and potential solutions associated with addressing this limitation is
presented. The paper reports on a work in progress: the analysis in the paper introduces
the rationale and general conceptual point of departure for a recently started research
project, supported by the Swedish Research Council, which aims to investigate interaction design issues related to mobile remote presence in smart environments.
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2 Mobile Remote Presence, Interactional Empowerment,
and Social Inclusion
Mobile Remote Presence (MRP) systems, or telepresence robots, typically comprise the following
parts (see Fig. 1): (a) a “head”, that is, a
video-conferencing unit, including a camera, microSTAND
phone, speakers, and a display; in some models, such
as Double by Double Robotics, the unit can simply
SEAT
be a standard tablet computer, (b) a wheeled base,
which can be used to move the device in a setting,
and (c) an elongated vertical part, such as a pole,
which connects the video-conferencing unit and the
wheeled base; this part is often designed so that the
height of the “head” can be adjusted depending on
the context, for instance, on whether the communiFig. 1. Telepresence robot Double cation partner is standing or sitting. A diversity of
by Double Robotics (www. MRP systems, which differ in the size of their disdoublerobotics.com); SEAT: a sit- plays, quality and quantity of cameras, inclusion of
ting height, STAND: a standing additional equipment (such as a laser pointer), and so
height
forth, is currently available on the market (see, e.g.,
[3, 9, 10]). MRP systems can be controlled by their
“pilots” from remote locations via computing devices connected to the Internet.
A key advantage of MRP systems compared to conventional video-conference
technologies is that they serve as embodied social proxies of their pilots in a local
setting. The pilots can move around in the setting, view people and the environment
from various angles, start conversations where and when it is appropriate, join discussions taking place in different locations, and so forth. A number of studies have
been conducted into the effect of robotic telepresence on the quality of interaction (e.g.,
[2–5, 7, 11]). The effect was found to be generally positive: the perceived social
presence of remote workers using the technology was almost at the same level as that
of people who were physically present in a setting.
One area, in which the use of MRP systems demonstrated a positive impact on the
quality of interaction, is elderly care [2–4]. Implementation of MRP systems, such as
Giraff by Giraff Technologies, in assisted living settings provided advantages to the
elderly, as well as their relatives and caregivers [3]. Since the visits did not require
physical travel, the elderly could enjoy more visits and spend more time interacting
with other people.
Arguably, current uses of telepresence robots are just the ﬁrst steps, and exploiting
the full potential of MRP systems in healthcare and assisted living requires further
research and development. First, the interaction between local people, e.g., elderly
persons, and their visitors, embodied as MRP systems is not always optimal and needs
to be improved (e.g., [4]). Second, and more importantly, there are promising novel
ways of using the technology, which need to be explored. For instance, one can
envision inclusive smart cities of the future that support the elderly, as well as people
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with special needs, in using MRP technology for visiting, with social presence, remote
places that cannot be visited physically.
As argued below, a condition for successfully accomplishing these goals is the
development of more advanced solutions for grounding MRP system-mediated social
interactions in the speciﬁc physical and social contexts of a local setting, and, in
particular, providing support for referential gestures.

3 Enabling MRP Systems with Referential Gesturing
Capabilities: Why Is It Essential?
While a wide range of telepresence robots is currently commercially available [3, 9],
most of them are, essentially, just video conferencing systems on wheels. It is true that
remote pilots can move around in a local setting, view it from different angles,
approach people they want to communicate with, and take an active part in deciding on
the place and time of a conversation. However, when a conversation commences, it is
usually similar to a conventional videoconference session in the sense that references to
the local physical context are not particularly extensive.
Referencing instruments, which are most commonly used in MRP systems, such as
QB and MantaroBot [3, 9], are laser pointers. Such pointers can be used for instance,
for highlighting certain areas of a large screen display, jointly viewed by the pilot and
local participants. A disadvantage of laser pointers is that the signals they produce can
be easily overlooked if a person is not expecting them, and therefore using such
pointers does not necessarily support efﬁcient attention management. In addition, the
use of laser pointers can be unsafe. Another solution, implemented in PEBBLES, an
MRP system primarily designed for educational settings (e.g., classrooms), is providing
robots with a “hand” that can be controlled by the pilot. Empirical evaluation of
PEBBLES suggests that the hand may not be an optimal solution: the use of the hand is
limited to very simple gestures, such as waving it to draw teacher’s attention. In
addition, the hand raises some safety concerns [3].
Probably, the most advanced functionality for pointing and referential gesturing by
a telepresence robot is implemented in a series of experimental systems named GestureMan, created at the University of Tsukuba [5, 10]. The design of GestureMan
robots provides a number of potentially useful insights. It should be noted, however,
that the robots are not intended as general-purpose embodied social proxies. Instead,
they are designed for speciﬁc purposes, such as remote instruction on physical tasks. It
is not clear whether the solutions implemented in these technologies are practical or
affordable if they are used in other contexts.
Therefore, typical MRP systems support interactions in the physical context of a
local setting, but not so much about the context. Arguably, in many cases this limitation is not critical. For instance, when workers have an impromptu work-related
discussion in a hallway, they usually do not discuss the physical context (that is, the
hallway) itself. In such cases existing telepresence robots may be generally sufﬁcient to
meet workers’ communication needs. In a similar vein, when a relative, embodied as an
MRP system, visits an elderly person, they do not necessarily talk about objects in the
local setting, so supporting referential gestures may not be important.
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However, both logical arguments and empirical evidence indicate that users of
MRP systems may need something more than just “video conferencing systems on
wheels”, and extended gestural capabilities is likely to be one of the most needed
features. First, supporting referential gesturing is important for a successful collaborative work on a shared object, as opposed to mere communication about the object, so
a deeper appropriation of MRP systems for collaboration is likely to require supporting
referential gesturing. Second, in some cases communication about the local context
appears to be important for successful interaction in existing healthcare and assisted
living environments (e.g., in the case of questions like “Did you take these pills?”).
Third, supporting referential gesturing by telepresence robots is crucial for making it
possible for the elderly and people with special needs to employ MRP systems for
virtual trips, e.g., in inclusive smart cities. If such scenarios are realized then, apparently, communication with a direct reference to objects in the local context is going to
be a key type of communication between the pilot and people in a local setting. Fourth,
empirical studies of communication involving MRP systems deployed in real-life
settings reveal a number of problems with making appropriate spatial arrangements
during such communication (e.g., [4]). Supporting referential gestures, which may help
coordinate participants’ mental models of their shared spatial context, appears to be a
promising way to alleviate these problems.

4 Interaction Design of Referential Gesturing in Mobile
Remote Presence: Identifying Tentative Requirements
Enhancing MRP systems with referential gesturing capabilities can be approached from
different perspectives, including software and hardware development, management, and
so forth. The analysis in this paper adopts an interaction design perspective. In interaction
design and related ﬁelds, such as HCI and CSCW, the focus of research is on how people
interact with technology and employ it in their everyday activities, rather than on technology per se. Pointing and referential gesturing have been studied from an interaction
design perspective for over two decades [8], and some of these studies offer a number of
useful insights for exploring possible strategies for supporting referential gesturing in
mobile remote presence. The discussion below capitalizes on these studies (e.g., [1],
which presents an evaluation methodology for shared workspace groupware) to identify
a set of tentative requirements to referential gesturing in mobile remote presence.
Supporting a diversity of communicative purposes. In face-to-face communication
gestures serve a diversity of roles. A gesture performed by an actor can refer, for
instance, to (a) actor’s actual or intended communication partner, (b) an object in the
local setting the actor wants to bring to communication, (c) the communicative intention of the actor, or (d) actor’s request for action, directed to people in the setting.
When designing robots’ gestural capabilities one should aim for supporting a range of
such purposes. It should be noted that it is not uncommon for the same gesture to have
several purposes at the same time.
Making the Difference Between Inactive Communication Mode and Active
Communication Mode Clearly Visible. To avoid possible confusion and address
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privacy concerns a telepresence robot should provide clear cues signifying its current
mode, that is, whether the robot is in an inactive mode (no gesture or other communicative action is performed or planned to be performed) or active mode (a gesture or
other communicative action is being performed or can be expected soon).
Coordinating Gestures with Other Communication Modalities. The meaning of a
referential gesture often depends on how the gesture in question is related to other
communication modalities, such as voice, gaze, and posture. For instance, pointing to
an object while maintaining eye contact with person A can have a different meaning
than pointing to the same object while maintaining eye contact with person B.
Employing Unambiguous, Widely Known, and Easily Recognizable Gestures.
Gestural communication with robots is a rather unusual type of activity for many
people, and if the gestures performed by telepresence robots are complicated and
unclear, people in the local setting may be disoriented.
Providing Simple and Intuitive Gesture Control. Typical users serving as pilots of
MRP systems and employing widely available technologies, such as conventional
computers, may ﬁnd it challenging to even navigate a system. To avoid potential
cognitive overload caused by the need to carry out additional tasks, gesture control
features of the pilot’s user interface should be as simple and intuitive as possible.
Ensuring Safety. Physical gestures performed by telepresence robots in a local setting
are associated with an increased risk of causing harm to people and material damage to
objects in the environment (including the MRP system itself). A key requirement,
therefore, should be taking all necessary steps to minimize the risk. It can be done, for
instance, by imposing constraints on robot’s movements, introducing emergency
controls to be available to local people, and using soft-impact components (e.g., [6]).
Enabling Low Effort Interruption Management. MRP systems’ pilots are present in
two settings simultaneously, which makes them especially prone to interruptions. To
avoid sudden disruptions in a local setting (e.g., when an MRP system freezes in the
middle of a gesture because the pilot is distracted by what happened in his or her
physical setting), pilots should be able to easily deal with such cases, for instance,
starting a standard interruption management procedure by simply pressing a button.
This tentative list is intended as a starting point in identifying a more comprehensive set of requirements. It should be noted that meeting the above requirements are
associated with a number of challenges. For instance, coordinating gestures with other
communication modalities is complicated by problems with using gaze in telerpesence
in general, and employing widely known and easily recognizable gestures is complicated by cross-cultural differences in gestural communication.

5 Conclusion
This paper argues that referential gesturing, a centrally important aspect of human
communication, should be supported in the design of MRP systems to fully exploit the
potential of such systems in the search for novel solutions for assisted living and
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inclusive smart cities. This paper reports on a work in progress; the analysis presented
in the paper has been conducted to inform further design-based exploration of mobile
remote presence in smart environments within an ongoing research project.
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Abstract. Intelligent recommendation systems have high impact on users to
adopt healthy routines towards the optimal health and wellbeing. The wellbeing
recommendation and decision support systems need up-to-date wellness
knowledge for effective recommendations to the users. Lack of evolutionary
knowledge base is the most prominent barrier in the effectiveness of wellness
recommendation system and its applications for assisting in healthier life
choices. Domain experts can transform their knowledge into the evolutionary
knowledge base of intelligent recommendation system, when they have access
to an intelligent and supportive knowledge authoring environment. We have
proposed a system that provides an intelligent and supportive knowledge
authoring environment with the help of scalable wellness concepts model
(WCM). WCM helps in contextual selection of concepts and their values set
using Intelli-sense approach during the rule creation. The use of WCM, in
knowledge authoring environment, enhances experts’ performance and decreases the chance of errors in wellness knowledge creation. It maximizes the
concepts recall ratio of domain experts and provides guidance to some extent
during rule creation process. We evaluated our system using user-centric evaluation by 6 domain experts. Each domain expert created 5 rules, containing 2
simple and 3 complex using the proposed system. The results suggested that the
proposed system has user-satisfaction level up to 80.42 %.
Keywords: Wellness  Wellness concepts model
Knowledge authoring  Recommendation system



Intelligent environment



1 Introduction
Wellness has broader scope than health-care, health-care considered as part of the
wellness domain. In illness-health-wellness continuum [1], individuals mainly focus on
positive aspects of health and wellness sides to protect from illness. In the past few
decades, the number of counseling approaches, in health and wellness domains, has
grown exponentially [2, 3]. In current technological era, intelligent recommendation
systems play very important role in recommending and counseling the users about
healthier life. These systems depend on evolutionary knowledge base and which is
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considered as core component of the system [4, 5]. Knowledge acquisition is a challenging task and also a key barrier to adopt evolutionary knowledge base expert
systems [6]. This is because of the cumbersome and unsystematic interaction between
knowledge engineers and the domain experts.
Knowledge engineering “bottleneck” in expert systems adoption has encouraged
the knowledge acquisition researchers to provide a controlled and assistive knowledge
authoring environment to domain experts without doing extensive tasks [7]. In addition
to interactive and easy to use features of authoring environment, the knowledge should
be shareable, interoperable, and easily integratable to heterogeneous databases of the
legacy systems [6]. All the three aspects of knowledge acquisition; easiness, shareability and interoperability, can be achieved by utilizing standard data models and
standard terminologies [6, 8]. Domain experts feel comfort with standard terminologies
in creating knowledge rules. Standard terminologies such as SNOMED CT [5, 10] and
data model standards like Virtual Medical Record (vMR) [9] are designed for use in
decision support systems. The list of standards in clinical domain is not limited to only
these standards. Unlike clinical domain, wellness domain is lacking in standards and
there exist neither the data models nor the terminological standards.
Without controlled vocabulary in authoring environment, domain experts utilize
their own concepts that may differ from one expert to another. Therefore, inconsistency
prevails in the knowledge rules created by different experts with their own terminologies. This lack of conceptual consistency leads to the interoperability issue of
knowledge base with the legacy systems [6]. Additionally, the controlled vocabulary
also helps the experts to maximize the recall of concepts during the rule creation.
Experts feel comfort with controlled vocabulary and it enhances the performance of the
experts. In similar way, the controlled vocabulary in the form of contextual selection of
concepts [11] reduces the chance of errors during the rules creation. In current study,
we take initiative to propose wellness concepts model (WCM), based on physical
activities and nutrition domain, veriﬁed by the domain experts. This WCM is incorporated in Intelligent Knowledge Authoring Environment and used by the experts for
rules creation. This WCM is a way towards standardization and controlled terminology
in the wellness domain. In our proposed system, WCM facilitates domain experts to
create knowledge rules using contextual selection of concepts.
Last two decades of 20th century, the wellness has been deﬁned as a new paradigm
in the health-care [12]. Many researchers have proposed different wellness models for
different purposes; one of the popular wellness models is The Indivisible Self [3], which
we have selected as a baseline for our proposed WCM. We have derived our WCM
from the ﬁve second-order factors of The Indivisible Self. We extended the model in
three basic areas Essential, Physical, and Nutrition. The main reason behind selecting
these three components is the focus of evolutionary knowledge base for an innovative
personalized health and wellness recommendation system called Mining Minds [13,
14]. Mining Minds is a novel framework that focuses on digital health and wellness
paradigms to enable the provision of personalized health and wellness support [13–15].
Therefore, our proposed knowledge authoring environment primarily focuses on the
knowledge of users’ physical activities, health status, and nutrition components in the
wellness domain. Other components of wellness domain like mental health, spiritual
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and social life can easily be integrated with WCM for intelligent recommendations in
corresponding domains.
The proposed knowledge authoring environment allows the domain experts to
utilize the WCM concepts for keys as well as values in all facts of rules. The experts
can easily select their desired concepts from the WCM tree in the rule editor, while the
corresponding possible values set is shown in the immediate window as Intelli-sense.
Therefore, the authoring environment provides the controlled vocabulary of wellness in
two different ways like WCM tree and Intelli-sense window.

2 Related Work
2.1

Wellness Concepts Model (WCM)

Ardell, D.B. [16] have proposed deﬁnition of wellness and model for high level of
wellness in nutrition knowledge, physical ﬁtness, stress management and environmental awareness. In same way, Hettler B. [17] also categorized the wellness model in
high level of concepts like physical, nutrition and social categories. Both of these high
level model are considered as pioneer models in wellness domain.
A theoretical model based on counseling theory called Wheel of Wellness, was ﬁrst
introduced in early 1990 s by Sweeney and Witmer [18, 19]. The authors have identiﬁed a number of characteristics that are related to the healthy living, quality of life and
longevity. They organized these characteristics according to life tasks, friendship and
love. The original Wheel of Wellness model has seven sub-tasks in the life tasks.
According to this model, the life forces that effect an individual’s life are family,
religion, education/industry, media, government, and community.
After an extensive survey, Myers and Sweeney [3] have proposed an
evidence-based model of wellness The Indivisible Self. The authors have realized that
the structure of Wheel of Wellness should be re-examine due to hypothesized relationships among its components and the complex structure of it. The Indivisible Self has
proposed a higher-order wellness factor, which is based on the Adler’s [20] theory of
holism, the indivisibility of self. Five main concepts are considered as second-order
factors; Essential Self, Social Self, Creative Self, Physical Self, and Coping Self. These
second-order factors are further categorized into 17 sub components. This model
provides strong support for basic Adlerian concepts related to holism and the indivisibility of human existence is supported by this research ﬁndings. In our proposed
WCM, we have considered this model as fundamental concepts in second-order of
hierarchy. We enhanced wellness model by adding more concepts based on extensive
literature with the help of a team of experts.
2.2

Knowledge Authoring Environment

There are knowledge authoring tools available in clinical domain, while speciﬁcally
wellness domain lacks these tools. A multiple-method knowledge acquisition shell is
proposed in [21] that generates knowledge acquisition tools without a speciﬁc model of
problem solving. The system provides very generic environment to create knowledge
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for multiple domain, but domain expert needs help in technical aspects to formalize
domain knowledge. In this case, the domain experts have dependency on knowledge
engineers to build a domain knowledge base.
A collaborative ontology editor and knowledge acquisition tool WebProtege is
proposed by Tudorache, T et al. in [22]. The system was built using the existing
protégé infrastructure that supports collaboration on the backend side. The authors have
developed a useful ontology editor for knowledge acquisition, but this editor is difﬁcult
to use for domain experts without semantic web knowledge to create domain knowledge. Dustin Dunsmuir et al. have proposed a system in [23], which enables clinicians
to create knowledge rules without the help of knowledge engineers and programmers.
The system is based on the “pattern and outcome” approach and works in the domain
of anesthesia. However, its scope is limited and difﬁcult to extend to other domains.
This system creates rules directly in XML ﬁles; therefore, physicians are involved with
XML ﬁles, which require the tedious extra task of XML training.

3 Methodology
3.1

Wellness Concepts Model (WCM) Paradigm

The focus of healthcare domain is transforming from disease to wellness, and wellness
domain is shifting towards user centric model with innovative platforms [13]. The
Mining Minds [13, 15] is an innovative platform that exploits digital health and
wellness paradigms to the end users by providing wellbeing services and recommendations. Mining Minds mainly focuses on the health and wellness recommendations
and guidelines. The structure of Mining Minds is divided into different layers and each
layer is responsible to perform its related activities. Knowledge Curation Layer
(KCL) [15] is one of these layers is designed to maintain the evolutionary knowledge
base for the essential requirement for intelligent recommendation services. In KCL, our
proposed Knowledge Acquisition Tool (KAT) facilitates expert to transform their
knowledge and experience in to computer interpretable knowledge base. The KAT
currently emphasizes on physical activities and nutrition knowledge for recommendations. Using KAT, the physical instructors and nutritionist transforms their knowledge utilizing the concepts of physical, nutrition, and user’s essential information.
These concepts are part of WCM and are related to each other through different
relationships. Figure 1 illustrates the development and integration paradigm of WCM
with KAT to evolve the wellness knowledge for Mining Minds.
A team of domain experts including 2 nutritionists and 3 physical instructors
designed the conceptual model and provided the higher level blueprint of WCM.
A collaborative study between the teams of domain experts and knowledge engineers
took place to initialize design and implementation of WCM. The knowledge engineers’
team provided the identiﬁed relationships among the concepts represented the model in
ontological format for computer interpretation. The domain experts’ team validated the
design and veriﬁed the WCM implementation. Eventually model is persisted in the
repository. This WCM repository is integrated to KAT, which facilitates experts to
evolve the knowledge base in user-friendly manner.
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Fig. 1. Integration of wellness concepts model and knowledge acquisition tool paradigm

3.2

Wellness Concepts Model (WCM) Design

The Indivisible Self [3] provides very comprehensive evidence-based wellness model,
which we selected as a core model for this study. We modiﬁed the model according to
the health and wellness requirements of a recommendation system, speciﬁcally for
physical activities and nutrition domains. The Indivisible Self model is composed of
the second-order factors including Essential, Creative, Coping, Social, and Physical
Self. The proposed WCM model extends the second-order hierarchy with multiple
level of depth in Creative, Essential, and Physical components based on the nature of
components. The Creative category contains Thinking, Emotions, Control, Positive
Humor, and Work. Usually the wellness recommendation systems use emotion and
work related information of the users. Therefore, we extended the Emotion and Work
categories under the Creative hierarchy. In same way, we have added many other
concepts under the Essential category as shown in Fig. 2. For instance, under the
Proﬁle Information, we put the demographic information, anthropometrics parameters,
and bio-medical parameters. Under Self-care, which is subcategory of Essential, we
have related all the behaviors and habits of users that play important role in self-care,
like risky habits, healthy habits, preferences in food, activities, hobbies, and
transportation.
In Physical self, we added Health Status as subcategory and related it to diseases,
symptoms, and other health related concepts. We put concepts that belong to physical
activities under the exercise hierarchy while diet concepts under the nutrition hierarchy.
Health status, physical activities, and nutrition are the main focus of wellness
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Fig. 2. Partially represented Wellness Concepts Model (WCM)

recommendation systems. We have introduced a new category qualiﬁer concepts in
second-order factors, which contains all the concepts that illustrate possible values set
of other concepts. For instance, normal, heavy, light are some possible values set for
dinner, lunch, and breakfast. We have provided maximum semantics in all these
concepts that are usually use in wellness recommendations. For instance, each user has
some preferences in food, physical activities, transportation, and eating time. New
concepts can be plugged-in easily in a related hierarchy because of the flexible hierarchical structure of the model. Figure 2 shows wellness concepts model hierarchies
partially, while Fig. 3 demonstrates the attribute relationships among some concepts.
For instance, the three attribute relationships (a) containsFoodOf (b) containsActivitiesOf and (c) foodIntake are used to connect different concepts. The (a) relates food
Preference with Nutrition, (b) relates Physical Activities Preferences with Exercises,
and (c) relates Eating Preferences (Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner) with Qualiﬁer
Concepts (Light, Medium, Heavy).
3.3

Implementation of WCM Integrated KAT

In Fig. 4, we present the implementation architecture of our proposed WCM integrated
Knowledge Acquisition Tool (KAT). It consists of six sub-components Domain Model
Manager, Rule Editor, Situation Event Manager, Knowledge Transformation Bridge,
Knowledge Base and Knowledge Sharing Interfaces.
Domain Model Manager: This component is responsible to manage the wellness
model. It loads the WCM into the Rule Editor to use in rule editing activity.
Rule Editor: As a core component of KAT, rule editor provides a user-friendly
environment to domain expert to create knowledge rules. The knowledge rules
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Fig. 3. Attribute relationships in WCM

represented in form of unordered production rules. The rule base reasoning (RBR) used
to generate ﬁnal recommendations to end users. It comprises of ﬁve further
sub-components to perform distinct functionalities. Model Loader is in charge of
loading WCM concepts into the rules editor in tree structure for easy selection of
desired concepts. This sub-component shows all the concepts in a single tree or
sub-tree based on the top categories like Proﬁle Information, Diseases, and Physical
Activities. The Intelli-sense Manager provides a list of related concepts which are used
to facilitate the experts to choose the desired value from the list. For instance, when
expert wants to write Physical Activity = Sitting, the possible values set for Physical
Activity are reflected to appear such as; Standing, Sitting, Walking, Jogging, and
others. A separate inner Intelli-sense window is shown to reflect all possible values.
Artifacts Controller fetches the operators into the Rule Editor and facilitate experts to
select required operators from the list. The Rule Creator module creates the rule from
all facts and conclusion created by experts in conditions and conclusion parts. It creates
the hierarchy of conditions and conclusion in the created rules. The Rule Validator
validates the rule and ﬁnds the duplications and conflicts of the new rule with the
existing rules in the knowledge base.
Situation Event Manager: Some rules may consist of some salient features that
should monitor by the system as events, those features are called situation events.
Whenever an abnormal situation occurs, the system generates recommendation and
passes as an alert to the user. It facilitates expert to identify and select the desired facts
as situation event.
Knowledge Transformation Bridge: This module transforms plane rule into a
computer executable format. We use relational schema representation for persisting
rules in the knowledge base.
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Fig. 4. Architecture of WCM integrated KAT

Knowledge Base: In knowledge base, we have two repositories one for persisting the
whole rules as Rule Base KB while the second repository as Index Based Rules for
persisting the situations events in rules. These repositories are closely coupled to each
other based on identiﬁers of situations and rules.
Knowledge Sharing Interfaces: This component consists of two types of sharing
interfaces. Situation Event Sharing interface shares the situation events with monitoring systems to observe the abnormal situations of the users. While Rule Index
Sharing interface is responsible to share the knowledge rules with reasoning engine of
the recommendation system.

4 Results and Evaluations
The main objective of WCM integration with knowledge acquisition tool is facilitating
domain experts to transform and represent their knowledge to computer interpretable
knowledge base. When domain experts are satisﬁed and comfortable in knowledge
acquisition then adoption of wellness recommendation systems will be increase.
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Fig. 5. Rule Editor

Therefore, we evaluated the proposed WCM integrated KAT from domain experts to
assess their satisfaction over the claimed facilitation of WCM augmented knowledge
authoring environment.
Experimental Setup: (a) We provided the developed knowledge acquisition tool to the
domain experts. Figure 5 shows the main Rule Editor of the system that we deployed
on the web server. (b) In order to easily understand the usage of authoring environment,
we also provided the system manual. (c) A visual representation of WCM is provided
in a graphical format to understand the hierarchies of concepts. (d) A set of questions is
provided in a questionnaire form. Eight of the questions in the questionnaire are related
to the; (i) organization of the information, (ii) concepts of WCM, (iii) performance and
help of WCM in Rule Editor, (iv) coverage of desired concepts in WCM, and
(v) user-friendliness of the system. (e) Overall six domain experts are assigned
including two physical instructors, two nutritionists, and two nurses to evaluate the
system on the basis of questions.
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Table 1. Possible answers’ weightage
Question evaluation criteria Weightage (%)
Highly Satisﬁed
100
Satisﬁed
80
Less Satisﬁed
60
Not satisﬁed
40

During experiment session, each domain expert created ﬁve rules in corresponding
ﬁelds using their experience and knowledge. After knowledge creation, each domain
expert provided answers to the relevant questions in our provided questionnaire. Each
question has 4 possible answers and we have assigned a weightage to each answer as
shown in Table 1 based on the methods and protocols suggested in [24].
We evaluated the user satisfaction level based on the domain experts’ feedback.
And users’ satisfaction level at average 80.42 % has recorded. In Table 2, the domain
experts’ feedback (in percentage) is illustrated to each question. We ﬁrst found out the
average values for each question and then we calculated the system performance by
determining the overall average value (80.42 %) from the averages of individual
questions.
Table 2. Domain Experts’ feedback
User satisfaction (%)
Evaluators
Physical instructor - 1
Physical instructor - 2
Nutritionist - 1
Nutritionist - 2
Nurse - 1
Nurse - 2
Average
Total average

Q1
80
100
80
100
80
60
83.33
80.42

Q2
60
80
100
60
80
60
73.33
%

Q3
100
80
80
100
80
80
86.67

Q4
80
60
80
80
100
80
80.00

Q5
80
80
100
80
80
100
86.67

Q6
80
80
80
100
80
80
83.33

Q7
80
60
80
60
60
100
73.33

Q8
60
100
80
60
80
80
76.67

5 Conclusion and Future Work
Every individual intend healthier life, which is possible with healthier physical activities and balanced diet. Wellness model is run by these categories. Without evolutionary knowledge base, a recommendation system is difﬁcult to adopt. Our proposed
intelligent knowledge authoring environment is beneﬁcial to create evolutionary
knowledge base with the use of a comprehensive wellness concepts model. It provides
user-friendly environment to author wellness knowledge by domain experts without
knowledge engineers intervention.
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Currently, we have validated knowledge rules with respect to duplication and
conflict of rules, but in future we will also focus on the semantic validation of rules that
will enhance satisfaction level of domain experts.
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Abstract. Ubiquitous computing and smart gadgets have revolutionized the selfquantiﬁcation in tracking and logging activities for improving daily life and
inducing healthy behavior. Life-log monitoring is the process of monitoring the
daily life routines of user in an eﬃcient manner in terms of time and amount of
activities. The eﬀective utilization of life-log monitoring is to correctly identify
and intimate user unhealthy activities in a timely manner. For monitoring lifelog, the knowledge of sedentary behavior ﬁrst need to be formulated by the
domain expert in the form of unhealthy situations, these situations are used as the
monitoring unit. In this study we proposed a method for automatically monitoring
users’ unhealthy situations in the domain of sedentary behavior with prolonged
activities. The proposed method simultaneously ﬁlters out multiple sedentary
activities of users simultaneously while ignoring the activities having no situa‐
tions. The results depict that the monitoring method intimates the stakeholder
with delay less than the monitoring interval cycle.
Keywords: Life-log · Automatic monitoring · Sedentary behavior · Unhealthy
situation · Wellness

1

Introduction

Health is a reﬂection of lifestyle and active lifestyle has great impact on wellness. The
choice of energetic lifestyle may lead to a fuller, healthy and long lifetime. The element
of human well-being may be speciﬁed as: safety; availability of livelihood (e.g. food,
shelter, energy); freedom; social interaction and physical health [1]. Active routine is
an important ingredient in addition to diet, hydration, leisure and ﬁnance. A lifestyle
with a small or no regular physical activity is a sedentary. A sedentary person is the one
who has irregular or insuﬃcient amount of physical activity in daily life routine [2].
1.1 Consequences of Sedentary Behavior
A sedentary person is more vulnerable to health issues like muscular weakness, bone
health, blood pressure, obesity and risk of diabetes [3]. Involvement in moderate-vigo‐
rous level physical activity is an economical measure to improve health and reduce
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
C.K. Chang et al. (Eds.): ICOST 2016, LNCS 9677, pp. 283–292, 2016.
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disability [4]. Disability increases the risk of hospitalization and institutionalization and
is a major concern of economy [5].
Those, who follow physical activity guideline’s recommendations, proposed by
ACSM [6] and AHA [3], still have high potentials of health risk due to prolonged
sedentary living time. Consider a person who sits more than 4 h per day has 40 percent
higher health risk than those who sit less than that [7]. Those having regular interrupts
in sedentary activities have a better metabolic proﬁle than those who remain inactive
for long periods [8]. Living an active life requires intimation and basic knowledge with
connections to healthcare experts.
1.2 Life-Log Monitoring and Wellness Applications
Over the past few years, the focus of software applications is trending towards health
and wellness applications. The trend is considered as a prompt and useful resource for
analyzing users’ data to recommend healthy lifestyle [11]. Thousands of desktop as well
as mobile applications are available for logging user activities and enabling users in
visualizing the cumulative impact of activities on daily or weekly basis. Routine life
activities are quantiﬁed through diﬀerent sensors to manage personalized healthcare and
wellness [9].
a few among the numerous applications which collect and analyze users’ data to generate
healthy lifestyle recommendations [11].
Life-log monitoring is a challenging task; it determines a person’s health and well‐
ness state which is more than simply collecting and storing the person’s activity data.
Therefore, automatic mechanisms are required to process personal data and transform
it into information. The monitoring technique can be leveraged by healthcare and well‐
ness systems to extend, adapt and evolve the knowledge provided by domain experts [9].
Generally, life-log monitoring services are used to generate alerts or recommendations
to stakeholders in a human-understandable format. These services can provide support
for customization of recommendation on the basis of user preferences and demands.

2

Mining Minds: At a Glance

Technology revolution and the modern age of information facilitate the community in
terms of on-spot context based health informatics [14]. The information technology is
reshaping the world by using cloud computing infrastructure for managing big data from
internet of things to support personalize recommendations. Our ongoing project, Mining
Minds MM [9, 11, 12] is an innovative platform that constitutes of state-of-art infor‐
mation technologies to motivate users for healthy lifestyle after monitoring their lifelog. The innovative platform is necessary to cope with the challenges in healthcare and
wellness domains that is more converging towards a user centric model [13].
Mining minds platform’s services collectively collect and analyze human’s daily life
data, generated from multiple sensors and give context based personalized wellness
recommendations [12]. Considering the requirements, MM platform consists of ﬁve
layers, respectively, Data Curation Layer (DCL), Information Curation Layer (ICL),
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Service Curation Layer (SCL), Knowledge Curation Layer (KCL) and Supporting Layer
(SL). The SCL is responsible for generating personalized recommendation. The hybridCBR technique is used to generate personalized recommendations according to the user
context and preferences by manipulating recognized activities, user context and user
proﬁle information [14].

Fig. 1. Mining minds platform

The goal of KCL is to manage and create knowledge for wellness and healthcare. It
provides a rule editor environment to expert for expressing his wellness knowledge and
healthcare experience in the form of executable guidelines. These guidelines provide
the situation for identifying the unhealthy patterns with respect to context and remedies
for clutched unhealthy patterns in term of actions [15].
The SL is in charge of the user interface, visualization, and descriptive analytics.
The supporting layer creates a unique interface which has the adaptive and personalized
approach towards building and managing the user interfaces. The analytics gives users
and experts diﬀerent insights into the habits, activities and diﬀerent classiﬁcation of the
application [14, 15].
ICL is responsible to infer and recognized the activity of a user by manipulating the
data generated by multiple sensors. The data is converted into concepts or categories
like physical activities and location. It is the core of MM services which identify the
context and activity, e.g. sitting in oﬃce, with the help of sensory data. These recognized
contexts and activities are essential for identiﬁcation of user lifestyle pattern [15].
DCL provides the foundation of the MM platform architecture. Data from multimodal
data sources is gathered, persisted and processed at DCL. It consists of different modules for
data streaming and communication, data representation and mapping and big data. The big
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data addresses the 3Vs (volume, velocity and variety) aspects of raw sensory data acquired
using multiple sensors [14]. DCL is curating the user data in a temporal manner to build the
life-log. Life-log records all those activities which are recognized by the ICL along their
temporal credentials. It supports to analyze and identify the lifestyle pattern to highlight the
unhealthy activities and abnormal behavior of the user.
Life-log evaluation is an essential concept to highlight the existence of a situation
in the running activities of user which is unhealthy for the user. The expert provides this
situation using the rule authoring capabilities of KCL e.g. sitting more than one hour. If
there is no situation provided by the expert, it means that activity does not require any
monitoring and it will not have any unhealthy impact on user life. To ﬁlter out all those
unhealthy activities and monitor them, we proposed an architecture for life-log moni‐
toring on which the activation of wellness service from SCL and descriptive analytics
of unhealthy activities of SL are dependent.

3

Intimation-Based Life-Log Monitor Architecture

Nowadays, most of the wellness applications are capable of recognizing the user time
to time activities, log them into one’s life-log and present them in an interactive graphical
representation [11]. Besides, presenting the user’s activities logs, a few applications also
present the impact of co-related activities [10]. As a proactive approach for adaption of
healthy lifestyle, life-log can be used to highlight the unhealthy behaviors at the time of
occurrence. Intimating the to-be unhealthy activities to the health stakeholders adds
more comprehension and perfection towards the user wellness.
Health consciousness and proactivity lead us to drive an intimation-based Life-log
Monitor (LLM). The derived architecture, shown in Fig. 1, is designed for the LLM consti‐
tutes of three major components. These components manage the unhealthy situation infor‐
mation provided by experts and monitor the life-log on the basis of these situations which
are the driving force for the monitoring. The provided instructions are guidelines used to
monitor the life-log at run time to filter out all those conditions which are needed to be

Fig. 2. Architecture of intimation-based life-log monitor
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identified and triggers the wellness services. The three main components are Monitor Event
Configurator, Constraints Configurator and Situation Event Detector as shown in Fig. 2.
3.1 Monitor Event Conﬁgurator
This component is responsible for managing the monitoring situations shared by experts
in a common conﬁguration format. The monitoring situation is a guideline to examine
the activity of a user at the occurrence time. It constitutes of activity, duration of activity
and additional constraints. Monitor Event Conﬁgurator (MEC) identiﬁes the situation
components and keeps it as conﬁguration data. Beside, storing the information related
to situation, MEC has to ﬁnd out the suitable monitoring situation for situation event
detection. MEC has a sub component, Multi Event Resolver (MER), which acts as a
conﬂict resolver in case there are more than one situations related to a single activity.

Fig. 3. Flow chart of Conﬂict resolver in multiple Situations

An activity may have multiple sedentary situations. The choice of appropriate situa‐
tion for an activity is quite signiﬁcant. Think there are two situations related to sitting
activity. Ace is one hour and the other is three hours. In both cases the wellness actions
are diﬀerent, which are proposed by the expert and notiﬁed by wellness services. In this
example, if a user starts sitting activity, the appropriate target for intimation is ﬁrst one
hour and then three hours. Figure 3 shows the operation of MER that is getting out the
suitable situation on the basis of current activity status of the user.
3.2 Constraint Conﬁgurator
This component is responsible for managing the constraints related to a particular
monitor-able situation and verifying before monitoring that the user’s proﬁle data is
matching the constraints. The constraints related to situations are managed by a
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constraint manager in the form of key - value pairs. The key-value pair provides
dynamicity in handling multiple constraints related to a situation.
To monitor a situation against an activity User Constraint Veriﬁer (UCV) search the
user proﬁle. As there are multiple constraints may associate with a single situation,
therefore UCV has to cater for all the constraints to verify that the user fulﬁlls the situa‐
tion constraints. If it is not able to ﬁnd the information with the given constraints, the
monitoring of that activity of the user does not start.
3.3 Situation Event Detector
Situation Event Detector (SED) is the key component of the LLM and is responsible for
identifying the situation when activity is transformed into sedentary one according to the
monitor-able situation. These situations are identified from the rules generated by the
expert. This module consists of three sub components, as shown in Fig. 2, which are Active
Log Manager (ALM), Alarming Situation Evaluator (ASE) and Alarming Situation Noti‐
fier (ASN).

Fig. 4. Flow chart of life-log monitoring

There are lots of activities going on in a life span of the user, all of these activities
are not considered as sedentary ones. ALM is the component that ﬁlters out the monitorable sedentary activities and manage them separately. Therefore, the Active Log consists
of only those activities which are considered as monitor-able with respect to the situation
and veriﬁes against all constraints associated to the constraints matching with the user
proﬁle. Consider, if age and gender of user is not according to the constraints of situation
then that activity of respective user is not selected for the monitoring. Similarly, if there
is no sedentary situation related to an activity then that activity is also not considered
for monitoring. In active log, every activity is registered with its starting time and the
situation targeted time.
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The ASE is responsible for monitoring the Active Log at regular intervals. It carries out
the comparison of monitor-able target duration with the difference of starting time and
current time as shown in Fig. 4. The benefit of the ASE is that we can filter out different
activities of users at the same time. We don’t need to consider every activity individually.

4

Evaluation Methodology

To evaluate the working of proposed LLM in a real environment, we integrated it with
Mining Minds platform V2.0. It is a platform for person centric health and wellness [9,
12]. It provides the facility to recognize these activities of the user through sensor-based
technology. It supports the real time data acquisition of user activity, analysis and
recognition of activity and wellness services to intimate the user at run time. The inti‐
mation is done in the form of appropriate action message alert on user mobile phone.
Before integrating the proposed LLM, the user has to interact with the wellness services
to know about activity status.
4.1 Experimental Setup
We have considered all those activities which are evaluated on the basis of time
consumption. So that we can validate LLM against time base monitoring activities to
highlight the prolonged duration of activity to avoid sedentary behavior. We selected
users of diﬀerent ages and gender, divided them into three age groups, as shown in
Table 1, and they performed diﬀerent activities concurrently.
Table 1. User age groups and ranges
Sr.#
1
2
3

Age group
Kid
Adult
Old

Age range
Age <=17
Age > 17 && Age <=45
Age > 45

We have selected ﬁve diﬀerent activities: sitting, standing, walking, stretching and
lying. The Mining minds platform expressed very high accuracy to identify the above
mentioned activities [15]. Our expert (Physiotherapist) provides diﬀerent prolonged
unhealthy situations related to sitting and standing activities. Speciﬁc gender and agegroup are provided to setup the constraints for the monitoring situations. For example
a situation that is related to sitting activity i.e., sitting more than one-hour for healthy

Table 2. Situations for monitoring the activities
Sr.#
1
2
3

Activity
Sitting
Lying
Standing

Duration
1h
3h
2h

Age group
Adult
Adult
Adult

Gender
Male & Female
Male & Female
Male & Female
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adults. For evaluation, the situations are provided by the expert through the knowledge
authoring tool of Mining Minds as shown in the Table 2. The table represents the
continuous duration of activities when that become unhealthy for an adult male/female
and need to be intimated so that the activity or posture should be changed. Consider an
adult person continuously sit for one hour or more, it is not good for his/her health and
it is consider as a sedentary activity. In this situation it is good to intimate him/her, so
that he/she may take small walk or little exercise.
We have selected 10 volunteers who are fully informed for the usage of the system
and provided guidelines to perform diﬀerent actions regarding the alert messages. About
20 % of the volunteers do not fulﬁll the constraints of the situations. Rest of the volunteers
are directed to perform diﬀerent activities and follow the instructions on and oﬀ. In this
way we are able to judge the working of LLM against multiple situations of an activity.
4.2 Evaluation Criteria
The performance of the LLM is monitored on efficiency basis that how correctly and
timely it has generated the intimation for the wellness services on the occurrence of
prolonged sedentary event. The delay between crossing the threshold value set against a
particular activity and intimation is evaluated. We crossed check it with the help of inti‐
mation log and number of notifications generated for the expert in expert panel. The panel
supports the expert while generating rules and defining situations against different activities.

Fig. 5. Delay in situation intimation
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4.3 Experimental Result Analysis
LLM starts monitoring of the activities which have a registered situation of sedentary
from experts and the constraints of the situation match with the user proﬁle. LLM inti‐
mates the stakeholders when the activity becomes sedentary with the maximum delay
less than the interval of monitoring cycle as shown in Fig. 5. Results show that when
we keep the interval duration greater than 1 s, all the situations are intimated in less than
monitoring interval cycle for situation.
The delay in intimation is due to the wait for executing the next cycle. If duration of
the activity reached the limits of the situation and there is no monitoring cycle at that
time, then it has to wait for next cycle to be intimated. The platform is deployed on
Microsoft Azure cloud that is the reason that execution of services required nearly 400
to 500 ms. The overall delay in intimation is quite aﬀordable for our volunteers. The
intimation log status is veriﬁed with the expert panel as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Expert dashboard for Activity Log Analysis

5

Conclusion and Future Work

The designed LLM monitors the activities which become sedentary due to prolonged
duration. It informs the wellness services as soon as the activity becomes sedentary. It
is a novel way to monitor activities and push information instead of waiting for the user
or expert to examine the daily or weekly routine. This novel technique can support the
wellness applications in becoming proactive to avoid the sedentary behavior. The
precautionary approach is adopted for more eﬀective intimation against sedentary activ‐
ities. Currently, the LLM monitors all those activities which have a situation designed
by experts and are related to time domain i.e. sitting more than one hour. In wellness
domain the diet has a big inﬂuence, in the future we will extend the LLM for monitoring
the diet in term of calories.
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Abstract. Wrinkle simulation can reﬂect the texture and simulation eﬀect of
clothes. In this paper, we realize a new cloth wrinkle enhancement method based
on the coarse mesh simulation. Firstly, we extend the deformation tensor to
generate the mesh vertex stretch tensor, so as to obtain one measuring factor for
the three-dimensional cloth mesh vertex deformation. Then, we introduce a new
method to extract the wrinkle baseline in the 2D mesh which is stretching from
3D coarse mesh and mapping it to 3D coarse mesh. Finally, we use the convolu‐
tion surface as framework to simulate the wrinkle shape. We also propose and
realize the wrinkle surface adjustment method. Experiment result proves the
eﬀectiveness of this method, namely this method can signiﬁcantly improve the
cloth wrinkle eﬀect based on the coarse mesh simulation.
Keywords: Cloth simulation · Wrinkle enhancement · Wrinkle baseline · Mesh
deformation

1

Introduction

For purpose of simulating the wrinkle eﬀect with visual authenticity, ﬁner meshes are
usually required to capture the detailed changes of wrinkle. However, the cloth simu‐
lation directly using ﬁne meshes needs to consume a huge amount of calculation
resources and the simulation speed is low. In accordance with the scholars’ analysis [1],
formation of wrinkles and overall movement of cloth can be divided into two inde‐
pendent processes. The cloth simulation based on coarse mesh can capture the most
obvious feature of clothes, while the authentic wrinkle can subdivide the deformation
through coarse mesh. Therefore, cloth simulation can implement physical simulation on
the coarse mesh and further add the wrinkle method on this basis, so as to obtain the
cloth simulation eﬀect with more visual authenticity.
In our research work, we design a cloth wrinkle enhancement demonstration system
that is developed under the Microsoft Windows 7 platform by using MFC, and the
development language is C++. In the system, the wrinkle enhancement experiment is
implemented by following the steps as shown in the Fig. 1.
The research work is mainly based on the existing cloth simulation adopting the
coarse meshes. In the work of this paper, Blender software is used to implement the
physical simulation deformation of initial coarse mesh so as to generate the deformation
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram for the research contents

coarse mesh. The following ﬁgure shows the schematic diagram for the main research
contents of this paper.
The input for the solution system researched in this paper is the initial coarse mesh
and its formation mesh, while its output is the cloth mesh after enhancement of the
deformation mesh wrinkle. With deformation analysis on the initial coarse mesh and
deformation mesh, we extract the winkle baseline on the stretched plane of initial mesh,
and then map the wrinkle baseline onto the three-dimensional deformation mesh. Select
and detail the wrinkle area on the deformation mesh and ﬁnally add wrinkle to the threedimensional deformation mesh, so as to achieve the purpose of enhancing the wrinkle
eﬀect of clothes.
Figure 2 shows an example verifying the wrinkle enhancement method which display
the wrinkle enhancement eﬀect picture of this cloth model. This three-dimensional cloth
model has 1249 vertexes and 2386 triangle patches. In the Fig. 2, (a) and (c) is the eﬀect
diagram of skirt before adding the wrinkle, and (b) and (d) is respectively the wrinkle
enhancement eﬀect diagram.

Fig. 2. Wrinkle enhancement eﬀect diagram of skirt
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Research Status

There are many cloth wrinkle simulation methods. In which, the commonly used
methods include the method based on bitmap and method based on geometry, etc.
In 1978, Blinn [3] introduced the Bump Mapping in his chapter, namely: modify the
surface normal vector prior to lighting computing so as to generate the visual eﬀect of
wrinkle provided that the surface geometry properties are not changed. Volino [5] simu‐
lated the wrinkle of deformation model through adjusting the given amplitude of wrinkle
mode, added the wrinkle pattern template on the initial deformation mesh surface to
integrate the complicated wrinkle deformation, and realizes the subdivision of mesh in
some pattern areas to be detailed. Reference [6] applied the above methods to the simu‐
lation of cloth wrinkle and obtained a good visual eﬀect. However, just as described in
Kono [7], users in the Bump Mapping method shall draw the complicated wrinkle mode
and adjust the mode parameters.
Clothes will have bend when covered over the body part of cylinder. Decaudin [8],
etc. used this kind of priori knowledge of clothes to form the pre-deﬁned wrinkle. This
method is only applicable to the circumstance when the surface of cylindrical clothes
has some pre-deﬁned small deformation and will not be applicable to the deformation
of any clothes. Larboulette [4], etc. and Wang Yu [9], etc. adopts the principle of keeping
the side length unchanged and added wrinkle on the wrinkle baseline deﬁned by users.
In this paper, we adopt the deformation tensor deﬁned by Talpaert, etc. [13] in the
continuum mechanics to evaluate the wrinkle.
Li [10], etc. extracted human facial wrinkle baseline from pictures, mapped the 2D
curve to 3D facial pattern, obtained the three-dimensional wrinkle shape through adjust‐
ment of curve function of wrinkle proﬁle shape and further subdivided the wrinkle model
through detailing of the curve surface. In this paper, we also use the wrinkle baseline to
argument the wrinkle, but we introduce a new method to generate the wrinkle baseline
from plane mesh which is obtained by unfold 3D coarse mesh.
Cutler [11], etc. marked the wrinkle baseline at the corresponding location of cloth
surface, and ﬁnally generated the three-dimensional wrinkle in accordance with these
wrinkle baseline as well as the deﬁned wrinkle shape and adjustable parameter – wrinkle
shape radius. Rohmer [2], etc. adopted the same concept and simulated the wrinkle on
the basis of wrinkle baseline. The diﬀerent point is that the location of wrinkle baseline
in the method of Rohmer, etc. is obtained by the program in accordance with the analysis
on the coarse simulation eﬀect, which is to replace the human interference with the
automatic post-processing method. We are inspired by this work and do some further
study.
The wrinkle simulation method based on multi-resolution mesh divides the wrinkle
formation and overall movement of cloth into two independent processes. Many scholars
add the high-resolution mesh (ﬁne mesh) along the normal direction of the low-resolu‐
tion ground mesh (coarse mesh) to form the wrinkle.
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Realization of Wrinkle Enhancement Method

3.1 Deformation Analysis and Plane Stretching of Coarse Mesh
When clothes suﬀer compression force at both sides, the clothes will have bending
wrinkle due to the incompressibility and good bending property in its surface, so as to
make the clothes reach the ﬁnal force equilibrium. This kind of characteristic is reﬂected
in the three-dimensional cloth model made of triangle meshes, which is the deformation
of triangle meshes. Theoretically speaking, larger deformation of one triangle mesh
patch means that this triangle patch suﬀers large compression.
For deformation analysis, we ﬁrst need to use Blender to simulate physical simulation
on initial coarse mesh and generate the deformation mesh. Then adopts the deformation
tensor deﬁned by Talpaert, etc. [13] to evaluate the deformation of cloth surface.
Angle value of triangles in the triangle mesh has a large impact on the process of
ﬁnding the wrinkle baseline. Therefore, we optimize the angle-preserving plane
stretching method on the basis of the ABF++ method proposed by Sheﬀer, etc. [14],
and implements the calculation of plane triangle angle through the given plane triangle
angle constraint condition and suitable constraint of the triangle angle along the vertical
direction. Finally, ﬁx one side of the triangle mesh on the two-dimensional plan in
accordance with the solved triangle angle value, and convert the solution problem of
triangular two-dimension coordinate to the matrix solution problem, so as to obtain the
two-dimensional plane coordinate of mesh and realize the plane stretching of threedimensional mesh.
3.2 Extraction of Wrinkle Baseline Based on Coarse Mesh
Prior to tracing the wrinkle baseline, sort all vertexes on the plane from small to large
in accordance with the characteristic value 𝜇i1 of stretch tensor of each vertex, and place
all vertexes into one priority queue in accordance with the size of characteristic value
𝜇i1. Then trace the wrinkle baseline according to the following steps:
Step 1: select the vertex with the minimum characteristic 𝜇i1 value from the queen
as the seeded starting vertex, namely it will be selected as the ﬁrst vertex on the wrinkle
baseline; the adjacent vertex in the seeded starting vertex will the smallest characteristic
value 𝜇i1 will be regarded as the second vertex on the wrinkle baseline. Then calculate
the direction of connection line between these two vertexes. Then proceed in accordance
with the direction on this connection line. As there are two directions on the connection
line between the ﬁrst two selected vertexes, we trace the remaining wrinkle baseline
along these two directions respectively. Finally, the tracing results on these two direc‐
tions will be integrated together.
Step 2: select one tracing direction according to the step 1;
Step 3: deﬁne the current vertex as the tail vertex of wrinkle baseline along this
direction, as shown in the Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram for tracing of wrinkle baseline

The extracted wrinkle fold line shall be smoothened after extracting the wrinkle fold
line, so as to form the smooth wrinkle baseline. We adopt the simplest Laplacian
smoothing method.
The iterative process of smoothing operation of the wrinkle fold line L is as follows:
(1) Save and make one copy of vertex information on L.
(2) For the internal vertex pi ( pi is the vertex not on the boundary) on the fold line L,
1
1
perform the calculation L(pi ) = (pi+1 − pi ) + (pi−1 − pi ) and then calculate
2
2
′
′
pi = pi + 𝜆L(pi ). In which, pi is the coordinate of pi at the new location.
(3) Terminate the iteration if reaching the cycle number; otherwise, start a new cycle
of iteration starting from the step (1).
For convenience of expression, we redeﬁne the concept of shortest path between two
points, geodesic distance, etc., and will continue to use these re-deﬁned concepts in
subsequent part. The deﬁnition is as follows:
(1) The shortest path between two points is deﬁned as the path with the least path
segments in all paths connecting two points.
(2) Geodesic distance between two points is deﬁned as the number of segments on the
shortest path between two points.
(3) Geodesic distance between any point and one line (can be straight line, curve or
annulus) on the mesh is deﬁned as the smallest geodesic distance among the
geodesic distances between this point and point on this line.
In accordance with above deﬁnitions, the selection process of wrinkle area can be
brieﬂy described by taking the following speciﬁc steps:
(1) Firstly add the vertex on the wrinkle baseline into the wrinkle area, and mark the
wrinkle baseline.
(2) Select the vertexes having a geodesic distance of 1 from the wrinkle baseline in
accordance with the selected wrinkle baseline, and add to the corresponding wrinkle
area of this wrinkle baseline.
(3) Select the vertex having a geodesic distance of 1 from the area boundary in accord‐
ance with the current scope of wrinkle area, and add to this wrinkle area.
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Then, adopt the Loop mesh subdivision method in the extracted wrinkle area to
realize the local mesh subdivision of this wrinkle area.
Integration of Wrinkle Baseline and Wrinkle Area. We adopt the concept of bary‐
centric coordinates [12] to map the two-dimensional coordinate on the smoothed wrinkle
baseline to the three-dimensional coordinate.
3.3 Generation of Cloth Wrinkle Based on the Wrinkle Baseline
Ordering p1 , p2 , … , pm as the end points arranged in order on the fold line, The wrinkle
baseline can be expressed as:

⎧ p1 + ta
1 , 0 ≤ t ≤ l1
⎪ p + (t − l )a , l < t ≤ l + l
2
1
2 1
1
2
⎪
s(t) = ⎨ …
( m−2 )
m−2
m−1
⎪
∑
∑
∑
li am−1 ,
li < t ≤
li .
⎪ pm−1 + t −
⎩
i=1
i=1
i=1

(1)

For the point p in the space, the value is 1 when p is the point on the wrinkle baseline,
and conversely the value is 0.
The ﬁeld function of convolution surface adopted in this paper is deﬁned as the
convolution of kernel function k(p) and geometric function g(p):

f (p) =

∫Vu

𝜔(u)k(p − u)du.

(2)

In which, Vu is the domain of deﬁnition of skeleton, and 𝜔(u) is the weighting function
controlling the wrinkle deformation radius. We uses the weight function 𝜔(u) proposed
by Rohmer [2], etc. in calculating the convolution surface. In this paper, v(u) is the
tension amount of the point u, and 𝜉 is manual setting value taking 0.0004.
Kernel function in this paper adopts the Cauchy kernel function. In order to calculate
ﬁeld function f (p) of point p in the space, it is necessary to solve the integral of the
formula (2). When 𝜔(u) is constant 𝜔0, f (p) equals the product of 𝜔0 multiplying the
kernel function:
f (p) = 𝜔0

∫u

k(p − u)du.

(3)

Assuming that the wrinkle fold line has M fold line segments, we divide each
segment of fold line skeleton into N small segments. It is believed that the weight func‐
tion of each small segment is a constant and equals to the value of weight function in
the middle position of small segment, then:
f (p) =

∫u

𝜔(u)k(p − u)du =

M N
∑
∑
k=1 i=1

𝜔ki

∫uki

)
(
k p − uki duki .

(4)
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In which, 𝜔ki is the corresponding weight of the i th small segment of fold line on
the k th wrinkle fold line segment. uki is the point on the i th small segment of fold line
of the k th wrinkle fold line segment.
To map the patch on the original mesh surface to the implicit wrinkle surface. For
one vertex p1 in the original triangle mesh, if it is included in the scope of implicit wrinkle
surface (namely, the ﬁeld function used for calculating its convolution surface
( )
( )
f p1 > 1, then it is necessary to implement mapping of it; otherwise if f p1 <= 1,
this means that the point p1 will not be aﬀected by the wrinkle surface and does not need
mapping. If p1 needs to be mapped to the wrinkle surface, it is ﬁrstly necessary to calcu‐
late its mapping direction and then calculate the coordinate of points mapped by p1 to
the convolution surface along the mapping direction. The mapping direction vector vmap
of the point p1 can be obtained through calculating the normal vector of this point. We
deﬁne the corresponding normal vector vnormal (p) of the vertex p on the triangle mesh as
the average normal vector of adjacent triangle surface of the point p and also the
normalized result:
∑
vnormal (p) =

upi

i

‖∑ ‖
‖ u ‖
pi ‖
‖
‖i
‖

.

(5)

In which, upi is the corresponding normal vector p of the i th adjacent triangular facet,
and ‖v‖ modulus taking of vector v. Starting from the point p1, the radial along the
( )
direction vnormal p1 can be expressed as:
( )
g(t)p1 = p1 + tvnormal p1 , 0 ≤ t < +∞

(6)

Thus, the problem of solving the p1 mapping point equals to the solution of equation
(
)
f g(t)p1 = 1. Therefore, we use the method of searching for approximate solution to
obtain the mapping point of p1 on the wrinkle surface.
The cross section of wrinkle simulated by using the above methods is the arc shape,
while it is found through observation of wrinkles in the real world that the cross-sectional
shape of wrinkles is more close to the shape of the following function:
g(x) = A cos2 (x).

(7)

Thus, the location of vertex in the wrinkle area is further adjusted on the basis of the
mapping result of implicit surface. In accordance with the above methods, function of
any shapes can be used to adjust the sectional shape of three-dimensional cloth wrinkle,
so as to further simulate the diversiﬁed wrinkle state.

4

Conclusion and Prospect

We research and realizes a set of cloth wrinkle enhancement simulation method based
on the coarse mesh simulation, which is aimed at obtaining more ﬁne wrinkle details
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and enhancing the wrinkle simulation eﬀect on the basis of physical simulation result
of cloth by adopting the coarse mesh and in accordance with the deformation analysis
on the initial mesh and deformation mesh. Through the plane stretching of mesh, the
wrinkle baseline extraction method realized in this paper not only avoids high
complexity of searching for wrinkle baseline directly on the three-dimensional mesh,
but also improves the higher integration and operability of the ﬁnal wrinkle baseline on
the ﬁnal three-dimensional mesh. We realize the method for selection of wrinkle area
and formation of wrinkle. After obtaining the wrinkle baseline, simulation wrinkle can
be made more eﬀectively through the local mesh subdivision of the original coarse mesh.
It can be seen from the experiment eﬀect that this method can obtain a better wrinkle
enhancement eﬀect.
In future work, we would consider not subdivides the front and rear part of the threedimensional mesh of cloth to extracts the wrinkle baseline, which will aﬀect the
continuity of wrinkle baseline surrounding the subdivision line. The stretched planes of
two cloth meshes can be spliced together. In addition, the wrinkle baseline is subdivided
into many small line segments in formation of convolution surface in this study, and the
tension amount of line segment between two points is regarded as equivalent. In the
further study, we will consider that the tension amount on this curve section shall have
some changes.
Acknowledgements. This work was supported by grant No.61272346 from NSFC (National
Natural Science Foundation of China).
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Abstract. In this paper, we have discussed the challenges in handling
real-time medical big data collection and storage in health information
system (HIS). Based on challenges, we have proposed a model for realtime analysis of medical big data. We exemplify the approach through
Spark Streaming and Apache Kafka using the processing of health big
data Stream. Apache Kafka works very well in transporting data among
diﬀerent systems such as relational databases, Apache Hadoop and nonrelational databases. However, Apache Kafka lacks analyzing the stream,
Spark Streaming framework has the capability to perform some operations on the stream. We have identiﬁed the challenges in current realtime systems and proposed our solution to cope with the medical big
data streams.
Keywords: Stream processing framework
System (HIS) · Kafka messaging

1

·

Health-care Information

Introduction

Over the past two decades, the technology advancements have led to increase
data from many domains like health care and other scientiﬁc sensors. Big data
in health is concerned with the datasets that are too big and complex to process
and interpret with the existing tools and these datasets present a problem with
the storage, analysis and visualization. Big data is unstructured and normally
require real-time analysis. Big data refers to those datasets that are very large
and complex to manage with traditional software or common data management
tools. Big data in health-care is growing enormous not only because of its volume
but also with the diversity of the datatypes. In health-care sector, there are
three main types of digital data: clinical records, health research records and
organization operations records. Clinical records consist of a variety of data like
electronic medical records, images and wireless medical devices and these devices
are the major contributors to the ﬂood of big data. Health research records
also generate large amount of data that are unstructured. Genetic diﬀerences
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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study, which include more than 100,000 the participants, generate approximately
1.5 GB of data per person. Organization operations records such as billing and
scheduling have been digitized resulting in large amount of data generation.
Designing a scalable big data system faces a series of challenges. First, due
to the heterogeneous and huge volume of data, it is diﬃcult to collect data from
the distributed locations. Second, storage is the main problem for heterogeneous
datasets. Big data system need to store while providing performance guarantee.
Third challenge is related to mining massive datasets at real-time that include
visualization. These challenges demand a new processing paradigm as the current data management systems is not eﬃcient in dealing with the real-time or
heterogeneous nature of data. However, traditional database management system is based on storing the structured data in relational database management
system (RDBMS). These traditional systems do not provide any support for
unstructured or semi-structured data. From the view of scalability, there are
many ﬂaws in traditional RDBMS in scaling for managing with the hardware in
parallel, which is not suitable to manage growing data. To address these challenges, many solutions have been proposed by the research community such as
NoSQL [1], which is more suitable for dealing with the massive heterogeneous
data. MapReduce [2] programming model is more suitable for processing large
datasets as it consists of map and reduce function. Apache Hadoop is a batch
processing system that allows distributed processing of large datasets. It also
integrates storage, data processing and other management modules to provide
a powerful solution. One of the major limitation of Hadoop is dealing with the
real-time stream processing or in memory processing.
Real-time management of data stream and providing data analytics is the key
requirement in health care [3]. Data stream refer to those data that continuously
arrive without persistent in the storage. Fast inference in real-time is still a major
research problem. The streaming processing paradigm will normally analyze data
as soon as it arrives and data is in the form of stream. Only a small portion of the
stream is stored in limited memory. Some of the distributed stream computing
framework include Storm, S4, Kafka and Storm Streaming [4].
Research on health-care management is constantly growing. Research community is interested in storing data captured from medical devices. Managing
stream is an ongoing research issue and much of the research work is related to
the querying stream data and management. Data storage is one of the crucial
part of the health-care information system as the data are coming from the different sources, PolyglotHIS [5] combines relational, graph and other document
models to conciliate variety of information. In the recent past, there has been
a growing attempt to utilize medical signal analytics to improve patient care
management [6].
1.1

Motivation

Research on real-time health-care data acquisition and management is constantly
growing. The main motivation is to ﬁgure out the challenges in health information system (HIS), while dealing with the real-time data stream. Moreover, we
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Table 1. Real-time systems spectrum
Current focus

Batch processing

Relational database management
system

Technologies

HDFS, MapReduce

MySQL, PostgreSQL

Limitations

Suitable for batch processing Not suitable for unstructured
not for the real-time
data
streams

Challenges

Continuous processing of
stream, load balancing

Possible solution Use KafKa for distributed
stream processing and
Apache Spark streaming
to perform operations on
the streams

Not suitable for generating
real-time analytics
Use of NoSQL, Apache Hive and
ApacheHbase for both the
structured and unstructured
data

have worked out to ﬁnd the limitations of existing technologies. Our main goal
is to develop a model that is capable of handling medical big data streams and
provide analytics.
Table 1, showing the current real-time system spectrum as shown, the current focus is mainly on the batch processing and using the relational database
management system. For managing real-time medical streams batch processing
is not the appropriate solution. Possible solution is the uses of distributed messaging system like Apache KafKa and store the data in NoSQL databases for
analytics.
We have discussed the challenges for the health information system while
dealing with the big data in Sect. 2. Based on the challenges discuss in this
paper we have proposed our model in Sect. 3.

2

Big Data: Challenges in Health Information System

Health-care industry is generating the massive amount of data. To analyze and
store real-time management of medical stream is a challenging task. We have
identity the challenges in health information system and brieﬂy describe the
current technology available to cope with these challenges. We also consider the
limitation of the current technology.
2.1

Challenges in Health-Care Informatics

The speedy growth of health-care organization and also the continuously increasing number of patients has led to the greater use of the clinical support system.
Modern medical imaging techniques are capable of producing high resolution
images but they require High Performance Computing. Many monitoring devices
continuously generate data and the data is normally stored for a small period of
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time. However, many attempt have been made to utilize the data from telemetry and other physiological monitoring devices. Many areas in health-care can be
improved by the use of computational intelligence. In variety of medical applications diﬀerent image acquisition techniques have been utilized.
For health-care informatics challenge current technology like HBase and MongoDB are becoming more common in research communities. Apache Hadoop is
highly scalable and open source framework which render variety of computing
modules such as Spark Streaming and Apache Storm [7]. For performing variety
of operations while dealing with the medical streaming data spark and storm
is promising platform. These platforms are capable of ingesting and computing
streaming data. In intensive care unit (ICU), vast amount of data is produced
and there is a need to develop clinical decision support system (CDSS) [8].
For the streaming data in health-care, there is a need to develop a platform
as the current technologies are limited to handle medical devices data. Moreover,
data acquisition and ingestion is required for clinical health-care setting, while
dealing with the streaming data. The main challenges while dealing with the
data acquisition are network bandwidth, scalability and cost issues.
2.2

Increased Cost with Low Health-Care Services

There are plenty of challenges that health-care are facing specially hospital
administrator and researchers. However, consumers are experiencing increased
cost without any gain in health services.
Currently, health-care application uses very expensive system to manage
data. The health-care system should use Hadoop, as it is an open source software from Apache and it include MapReduce framework for running applications. Hadoop is very scalable and supports many other modules for distributed
storage and computations. Hadoop also provides many high language support
like Pig Latin [9] and Hive [10] and many vendors are oﬀering commercial distributions including Cloudera, MapR, and Hortonworks.
2.3

Stream Computing for Smarter Health-Care

To improve the patient outcome and to detect the warning signs of the complications, there is a need for stream computing platform. In modern health-care
patients are routinely connected to the medical equipment that continuously
monitor blood pressure and heartbeat.
Consequently, data processing engines are gaining popularity in health-care
such as Spark Streaming, Apache Storm and Apache Kafka. Apache Kafka is
mainly used for stream processing and it supports wide range of the scenarios
and claims high throughput and reliability. Apache Storm processes data in realtime and it is extremely useful in processing high velocity of data. While Apache
Spark is in-memory data processing and includes rich APIs support to eﬃciently
execute streaming and allow SQL for iterative access of data. While dealing with
the fast moving big data analytics, Apache Storm and Apache Kafka complement
each other. Most stream distributed processing systems, like Apache Storm, work
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on a record at a time model, where each node is responsible for receiving the
data and update internal state.
These models raise many challenges in cloud environment in term of fault
tolerance, consistency and fusion with the batch processing. A new programming
model was proposed which consists of discretized streams (D-Streams). Apache
Spark model uses small intervals and treats the stream a series of deterministic
batch processing computations. Apache Spark is eﬃcient in building a modern
health care application that fuses well with the batch processing. While dealing
with the streaming data, Apache Spark is fault tolerant as it employs a new
approach called parallel recovery.
2.4

Transforming Health-Care Data into Information

In the recent advancements there are lot of Real-Time technologies like Kafka,
Storm, and Spark Streaming, but the main problem is the lack of knowhow in
using these technologies.
The Stream Data Platform: The stream data processing is diﬀerent than
the query processing in traditional relational database management system. Our
main goal is to the design a system that stores the patients physiologic features
and displays the analytics in real-time. These analytics help the medical staﬀ to
initiate medical intervention earlier to save lives.
But there are some challenges while dealing with the stream data platform.
The ﬁrst problem in building the health-care application is the transportation of
the data between systems. A lot of data systems are involved in building some
health-care applications, such as, relational databases, Hadoop, search system
and other analytics system. As in the distributed system all of these need reliable
feeds of data and this raises the problem of data integration when you have to
cope with the unstructured data.
Second problem is related to the analytical data processing e.g. processing
in data warehouse. The ineﬃcient data integration between the system makes it
hard to perform richer analytical data processing.
Stream Data Collection: In a typical hospital, nurses are responsible for
monitoring patients vital signs manually. They visit each patient to record the
critical signs but the condition of the patient may decline after the visit. Currently, new wireless sensors are available that can transmit the patient conditions
at much higher frequencies and these measurements can be streamed to Hadoop
for storage. In ICU, patient monitoring system monitor the vital signs such as
heart rate, respiration rate, body temperature and blood pressure. Data stream
of these vital signs can be sent via a communication port supported by the interface software and sequentially stored in Hadoop for distributed data storage.
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Discussion

Based on the challenges discuss in the health-care application we have proposed a solution based on the KaKfa data streaming and Spark Streaming. We
believe that this model can work indecently and with the existing application.
Eﬃcient processing of data in health-care increases the quality of patient monitoring. Consider, the Patient with a Cardiac problem, and often wear Cardiac
Event Recorders (CERS), which constantly record the Hearts Electrical Activity
(ECG). In CERS data is manually transferred to other device. So, this stream
can be utilized to perform real-time analysis. Medical devices are the ultimate
source of sending the data. But these data cannot be sent directly to the HDFS
for storage and analysis. Kafka is used to buﬀer the data before writing into the
HDFS. Frameworks are used to perform some operations on the stream, these
frameworks are Spark Streaming and Apache Storm. To query the historical data
in HDFS, Apache Hive and Apache Impala are widely used Fig. 1. Shows data
sources coming from the medical devices to Kafka as it provides the functionality
of the messaging system. To perform operations on the stream, Spark Streaming
is applied. This will process the stream and ﬁnally write it on the HDFS. Hive
runs on top of the Hadoop to query the data inside the HDFS for visualization
and analytics.

Fig. 1. Transforming health-care data into information

Kafka data streaming module is responsible for managing the events streams.
A stream that is coming in the Kafka is modeled by a topic which gives name to
the data. As Kafka is a publish-subscriber messaging system each message has
its own key, which is useful way to partition the data on cloud. In medical big
data application ETL (extract, transform and load) pipelines are needed as data
platform is being able to stream data between systems to provide analytics.

4

Related Work

Big Data application are widely used in health-care, medical and government services. Recently, national health authority of Australia encloses Personally Controlled Electronics Health Record (PCEHR) to manage the individual health
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records as an electronics health records (eHR) [11]. The volume of these healthcare systems are very large and it is very useful for the doctors and other healthcare providers to provide the best possible care. Ehealth system are gaining lot of
importance in research community and researchers put emphasis on the privacy,
data integrity and storage. Some commercial companies are trying to propose
there own solution to deals with the stream processing like IBM InfoSphere
Streams which has the capability to analyze data in motion and can easily integrate with the development framework like Eclipse and enable you to analyze,
visualize and test with the help of Streams Processing Language (SPL) [12].
In Table 2, we have shown the comparison of diﬀerent eHealth frameworks
proposed in the literature. Now researchers are trying to propose a model that
include Big Data ecosystem technologies in more eﬀective way. Health-care need
real-time data analysis, we have taken a step to propose a model that uses Big
Data processing and analytics for Health-care scenarios.
Table 2. Comparison of diﬀerent eHealth frameworks
eHealth proposed models

Big data RealPrivacy
system time
and
analysis security

Limitation

A privacy-preserving
framework for personally
controlled electronic
health record (PCEHR)
system [13]

No

No

Yes

Major focus is on
the privacy,
storage of large
health record is
still the main
challenge

An open platform for
personal health record
apps with platform-level
privacy protection [14]

No

No

Yes

Proposed a cloud
based solution
but uses
relational
database for
storage. Not
suitable for
real-time

Privacy preservation and
information security
protection for patients
portable electronic health
records [15]

No

No

Yes

Useful for
safeguarding the
EHR, but
storage and
visualization is
not covered

The Taiwanese method for
providing patients data
from multiple hospital
EHR systems [16]

Yes

No

Yes

Useful for
safeguarding the
EHR, but
storage and
visualization is
not covered
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Conclusion and Future Work

To improve the patient outcome and to detect the warning signs of the complications, there is a need of a streaming computing platform. The traditional
relational system does not provide any support for unstructured nature of medical data stream. From the view of scalability, there are many ﬂaws in traditional RDBMS in scaling with the hardware in parallel, which is not suitable to
manage growing data. After analyzing the challenges we have proposed a cheap
commodity health-care information system which can successfully process realtime streaming and store data on Hive warehouse on the top of the HDFS. The
main limitation of the work is not able to perform end-to-end evaluation of the
work along with the response time. In future, we will continue to work on how
we can eﬃciently capture data from the medical devices regardless of the data
format.
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Abstract. Along with the rapid evolution in Big Data analysis, Apache
Hadoop keeps the important role to deliver the high availability on top
of computing clusters. Also, to maintain the high throughput access for
computation, the Apache Hadoop is equipped with the Hadoop File System (HDFS) for managing the ﬁle operations. Besides, HDFS is ensured
the reliability and high availability by using a speciﬁc replication mechanism. However, because the workload on each computing node is various, keeping the same replication strategy might result in imbalance.
Targeting to solve this drawbacks of HDFS architecture, we proposes an
approach to adaptively choose the placement for replicas. To do that, the
network status and system utilization can be used to create the individual replication placement strategy for each ﬁle. Eventually, the proposed
approach can provide the suitable destination for replicas to improve the
performance. Subsequently, the availability of the system is enhanced
while still keeping the reliability of data storage.

Keywords: Placement scheduling
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Introduction

Big Data is the terminology to describe the large and complex dataset that the
common processing techniques are inadequate to conduct the mining. The obstacles include but not limited to the analysis, capture, curation, search, storage
and visualization. To solve these problem, the Apache Hadoop is known to be
one of the most eﬃcient framework. Not only used to achieve the high availability, Apache Hadoop is designed with an assumption that the hardware failures of
computing nodes are commonplace and should be handle to maintain the data
reliability.
The fundamental components of Apache Hadoop include the storage part
(Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)) and the processing part (MapReduce). The HDFS has been expected to provide the reliable, high-throughput
access to parallel computing. As time goes by, this component grows up as a
suitable storage framework for parallel and distributed processing, especially for
MapReduce solution.
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In essence, HDFS splits ﬁles into large blocks and distributes to commodity
nodes. When tasks is generated in the system, the MapReduce categorizes and
transfers these task to nodes in parallel according to the data requirement. This
mechanism is to take advantage of data locality characteristic to improve the
performance. To ensure the reliability, HDFS is initially conﬁgured to replicate
three copies of every data ﬁle regardless the status of the computing nodes.
As time goes by, this replication strategy may lead the system into imbalanced
status by creating the hot-spot (the special node that attracts many jobs) [1, 2].
Thus, this conﬁguration slows down performance and wastes the resources [3, 4].
In this research, we would like to introduce an approach choosing the placement for replicas more eﬀectively. In this approach, not only the nature of system
capability is taken into account, but also the task characteristic is considered. As
a result, the replicas is dynamically scheduled based according to the utilization
of the system. By implementing this framework, the task execution time and the
throughput can be improved and beneﬁt the Hadoop system.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the system
architecture of the proposed approach is presented. Section 3 includes the performance evaluation. Finally, the conclusion is summarized in Sect. 4.

Fig. 1. Architecture of Replication Placement Management (RPM) system.
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Proposed Architecture
System Architecture

The purpose of the proposed idea is to design an Replication Placement Management system (hereinafter, RPM) for HDFS. In other words, the main function
of this system is to dynamically schedule the placement for replicas based on the
system utilization. Constructing on top of the Hadoop File System and Open
Nebula Orchestrator, the proposed system takes responsibility to manage the
replication over the virtualized HDFS instances. An overview of the proposed
RPM is described in Fig. 1. In this architecture, instead of using the physical
servers for the computing nodes, the virtual machines are preferred because of
the ﬂexibility, elasticity, multi-tenancy and on-demand deployment features.
As described in Fig. 1, the system starts by periodically collecting the heartbeat from the HDFS Logging System. After that, this data goes to the Monitoring System as the ﬁrst input source. The second input source is the network
utilization which is polled directly from the computing nodes. It is essential to
introduce the Monitoring System. Mainly based on the Ganglia framework, the
Monitoring System is simple, robust and easy to conﬁgure for monitoring most of
the required metrics. After plugging into the HDFS virtual nodes as well as the
physical servers, the Monitoring System can collect statistic via Ganglia API.
This information helps the replication management to determine which virtual
node is busy and which physical server is blocked. The mechanism to determine
the computing node utilization is described in the next section.
2.2

Replication Management

In order to complete the replication management, we assume that the replication
management collects all the ingredients and generates a replication strategy.
From this assumption, the number of ﬁle copies is decided in advance. Then, the
only issue is related to choose the placement of the replicas. As mentioned above,
this task is mainly based on the statistics retrieved from the monitoring system
to calculate the blocking rate for each node and assign the replicas to the idle one.
Based on the parallel and distributed system theory [5], only a few critical factors
can be considered to judge the blocking rate of the server. These factors include
the network bandwidth, the number of concurrent accesses and the capability of
the server. Following is the mechanism to calculate the blocking rate.
Assuming that a ﬁle X is utilized in the HDFS system, it is quickly sliced
into m blocks by the Namenode. These m blocks can be denoted as an array
X = {b1 , b2 , b3 , · · · bm }. Due to the fact that n-replica factor is assigned for
this ﬁle by HDFS management system, there are nm blocks produced by the
block replicating process. Suppose b1 , b2 , b3 , · · · bj are stored at V Mi . Because
the limited number of concurrent accesses of V Mi is ci , there must be at least
one client that is denied the access if the concurrent access increases to ci + 1.
The probability of V Mi refusing a client access deﬁnes the blocking rate of
V Mi , which is represented by BR(V Mi ). Furthermore, this formula needs to
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be generalized. Suppose that the visiting rate from clients to V Mi again follows
the Poisson Process with an arrival rate λi . Naturally the service process of V Mi
is considered to be of the M/M/c/c queuing model. Because the capacity of V Mi
is ci , the client leaves V Mi immediately if all the communication lines of V Mi
are busy. As a result, the blocking rate of V Mi follows the Poisson Arrival See
Time Averages (PASTA) theory [6] and is deﬁned below
 ci
−1
(λi τi )ci 
(λi τi )k
BR(V Mi ) =
ci !
k!

(1)

k=0

in which, ci is the limited number of concurrent accesses provided by V Mi , λi
is the arrival rate of the visiting client, τi is the average processing time of each
block in V Mi . In HDFS, the access mode is exclusive writing and concurrent
reading, then τi might be considered as the average time of V Mi reading a
block. Thereafter, by evaluating the blocking rate, it is easy for the Replication
Management to select a location for assigning the replicas. As described in Fig. 1,
only the virtual machine satisfying two conditions is chosen as the destination
for replication. The ﬁrst condition is low-blocking rate and the second one is
not to not store the replicas in advance. While the latter condition is obvious,
the former condition of low-blocking rate is chosen to balance the system. By
placing the replication on the low utilization worker nodes, the approach helps
to increase the access to these speciﬁc nodes rather than putting more stress on
the busy one. As time progresses, this philosophy can improve the overall system
performance, which would be shown on the performance evaluation in the next
section.

3
3.1

Performance Evaluation
Experiments

We use the experiment of testDFSIO to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of our proposed
method. The testDFSIO is a benchmark tool to discover the HDFS capability.
In essence, this tool is developed to evaluate the I/O performance for HDFS.
The computing system used for these experiments is described in Table 1.
3.2

Results

On the execution time benchmark of testDFSIO experiment (Fig. 2), it can be
seen obviously that RPM outperforms DARE [2] and ERMS [3] when ﬁle size
increases. In the last experiment case of 4 GB of ﬁle size, RPM ﬁnishes the tasks
in 17.38 % and 62.36 % faster than ERMS and DARE, respectively. The same
situation happens when investigating the read throughput factor in Fig. 3. RPM
continues surpassing ERMS and DARE in every experiment cases of ﬁle size.
The result is obvious because of acceptable utilization of network traﬃc as well
as of disk-writing operation when applying RPM in comparison with others.
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Table 1. System conﬁguration
Conﬁguration
Computing Nodes 01 Name Node, 8 Data Nodes
Node Types
Platform
CPU Cores

XEN’s Virtual Machine
64bit
TM
R
IntelCore
i7-3770, 3.40 GHz 4 cores for Name Node 1
cores for each Data Node

Storage

500 GB for Name Node 100 GB for each Data Node

Memory

16 GB for Name Node 8 GB for each Data Node

Network

Gigabit NIC

OS

CentOS 6.5 (ﬁnal) Kernel: 2.6.32-431.el6.x86 64

Software

Apache Hadoop 2.0.0-cdh4.7.0

Fig. 2. Execution time benchmark of testDFSIO (lower is better).

In fact, when engaging ERMS and DARE, the HDFS system has to reserve
too much network bandwidth and CPU cycles for transferring and writing the
replicas because of the hot-spot issue. In this issue, the hot-spot becomes the
most crowded node and make the system imbalance. Subsequently, the HDFS
system keeps scheduling the tasks to this special node because of high density of
local data. It can lead the whole system into the ‘traﬃc jam’ and disk-operation
overhead.
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Fig. 3. Read throughput benchmark of testDFSIO (higher is better).

4

Conclusion

The main purpose of this research is to improve the balance and the performance
of HDFS system by proposing the comprehensively replication placement management component. With rigorous analysis of the characteristics of ﬁle operation in HDFS, the uniqueness of our idea is to create an adaptive and eﬀective
solution to extend the capability of Big Data systems. For further development,
some parts of the source code developed for testing our idea would be made
available under the terms of the GNU general public license (GPL).
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Abstract. With the prevalence of wireless technologies, cloud computing and
the rapid growth of deployed smart sensors in the past few years, we live in an
increasingly interconnected world. These technologies have fostered the dissem‐
ination of the Internet of Things (IoT). They form the foundation for smart homes
and smart cities. Context aware devices and ambient computing techniques have
expanded the application of the IoT into new areas such as assisted living, eHealth,
and elderly care. However, there are challenges to analyze the large volumes of
sensor and context data generated by these devices. Also, there are serious security
and privacy concerns especially in the area of health care that need to be
addressed. This paper gives an overview of the state-of-the-art technologies for
ambient assisted living (AAL) and proposes an architecture based on SOA.
Keywords: Internet of Things · Context aware computing · Ambient computing ·
Assistive technologies · eHealth · Smart home · SOA

1

Introduction

This paper discusses the emergence of context aware computing in the healthcare
domain. It explores the enabling technologies such as the Internet of Things (IoT) and
ambient computing and proposes an architecture for an IoT-based eHealth solution. The
Internet of Things (IoT) intelligently connects devices, humans and systems through the
Internet. IoT is deﬁned as a service-oriented network and a mandatory subset of future
Internet where every virtual or physical object can communicate with every other object
giving seamless service to all stakeholders [1]. Whereas Social Media can be considered
the Internet of People (IoP) where real world persons interconnect and communicate
with each other, with the IoT devices such as sensors, actuators, GPS enabled systems
or cameras communicate with each other, Machine to Machine (M2M), via the Internet.
The devices can be considered virtual identities that communicate in smart spaces. The
IoT forms the ‘glue’, connecting devices, things, to other things and databases. The
devices include among other sensors, Smart watches, ﬁtness monitors, Smartphones,
tablets, vehicles, machine components, consumer products and even clothe. Enabling
technologies of the IoT are miniaturization of sensors, wireless sensor networks (WSN),
integration and RFID chips. Medical supervision and healthcare services provisioning
is about to change in the near future as a result of these new technologies [2].
Connecting devices through a network such as the Internet is nothing new per se. It was
initially used in control applications to implement different automation functionalities:

© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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monitoring, supervision and direct control [3]. But usually these sensors or actuators have
proprietary interfaces and communication protocols that are not designed to work together,
and orchestration of different devices cannot be easily achieved. They are connected
through proprietary industrial networks or fieldbuses and were usually designed for a
specific purpose and for small, periodic data. For instance, a thermostat is connected to a
heating system to regulate the room temperature, but it might not be easily integrated into
an Internet home control app, where an owner can switch on the heating a day before going
to his holiday house. Devices that are part of the IoT, sometimes called smart dust or smart
motes, are supposed to act with autonomous behavior. For instance, an intelligent temper‐
ature sensor should be able to be a part of a home automation system, a security system and
an eHealth solution concurrently.
Interconnected sensors, actuators, cameras and other devices in a building that can be
steered remotely, form what’s called a smart home. The concept of smart homes can be
extended citywide to form smart cities, where traffic is regulated automatically, vehiclemounted terminals find the nearest parking space, power and water supply and garbage
collection is optimized, and travel routes are calculated automatically. Ultimately, this will
lead to the sensing planet that can capture natural processes and phenomenon.
The term context aware computing has its origin in ubiquitous computing. It origi‐
nally refers to location awareness, but more generally means awareness of changes in
the environment that are otherwise static, such as the identity, or activity and time.
Context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity such
as the current location, users accessing the entity, state of the entity (on or oﬀ), etc. An
entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between
a user and an application, including the user and applications themselves [4]. In computer
science, context awareness, also called sentient, refers to devices that can sense and react
to their environment. If the awareness is towards persons, it is called Ambient Intelli‐
gence (AmI). AmI refers to computers that are aware of and responsive to the presence
of people. It builds on context awareness and is a form of human-centric computer
interaction. For instance, cars with ambient intelligence can stop or evade if they sense
a pedestrian crossing the street. AmI is a new paradigm in information technology aimed
at empowering people’s capabilities using digital environments that are sensitive, adap‐
tive, and responsive to human needs, habits, gestures, and emotions [14].
Modern societies face the challenges of caring for their aging population and
exploding health care costs [5]. These diﬃculties will exacerbate even more due to an
increasingly aging population, which translates into a multitude of chronic diseases and
tremendous demand for various healthcare services [14]. Context aware computing
combined with the IoT opens new possibilities for noninvasive monitoring of patients,
surveillance of the elderly, pervasive healthcare systems, on-line medical consultations,
or even robotic arm control for surgical interventions [6]. It has the potential to reduce
waiting queues in hospitals, lower health care cost, and remotely monitor patients with
chronic diseases. Smart cities improve health care services and safety by detecting
emergencies, ﬁnding the best route for an ambulance, turning all traﬃc lights on green
if an ambulance approaches, and detecting the type of emergency, so the emergency
team is already prepared if the patient arrives.
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The purpose of this paper is to give an overview on the current state-of-the-art tech‐
nologies of AmI and the IoT for eHealth and elaborates an architecture based on Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA).

2

Overview of Technologies

2.1 The Internet of Things
Technically, the IoT can be divided into four layers, a sensing layer, a communication
layer, a management layer and an application layer.
The sensing layer collects data from the physical devices such as sensors, smart‐
phones, tablets, RFID enabled devices, cameras or actuators and transmits it to inter‐
connected devices using ﬁeld networks.
The communication layer consists of various IP WAN protocols such as ATM, xDSL,
fiber, or mobile networks such as GPRS, 3G, and LTE. With the pervasiveness of wireless
technologies, the signals are increasingly transmitted using protocols such as Wi-Fi or
Bluetooth. They support multi-hop routing and self-organization. Wireless technologies
allow M2M devices to be deployed more flexibly and promoted 3G and 3G + networks to
be the preferred medium for M2M communication. They are the preferred technology for
mobile devices such as smart bands, smart watches or smart clothe.
The management layer comprises management, control and operations of terminals.
Usually, a middleware abstracts the basic function set of the management layer such as
device management, authentication, and authorization, logging and auditing.
At the application layer, the data is analyzed, visualized and depending on the applica‐
tion an alert is triggered, for instance when a sensor threshold has trespassed, or a device is
malfunctioning. The application layer can be on a local server or in the cloud (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Internet of Things layer model

One characteristic of the IoT is that virtually an unlimited number of devices can be
connected to the Internet and processing all data is not feasible. Context-awareness will
play a critical role in deciding what data needs to be processed [3]. What data needs to be
processed is usually decided on in the application layer, but can also happen at lower layers.
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Another characteristic of the IoT is that it is not developed for a speciﬁc application
such as home automation or security. It is a general purpose sensor network that supports
scalability, extensibility, mobility support, and has no single point of control.
2.2 Components of an IoT-Driven Healthcare System
eHealth systems are part of an ecosystem for medical prevention, supervision, and treat‐
ment [2]. There are three main components in an IoT-driven eHealth system: Sensors
that collect patient data, microcontrollers to process, analyze and transmit the data to
backend systems or into the cloud, and computers to graphically visualize the data.
Their characteristics are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Embeddedness, often integrated into the environment
Context awareness
Personalized
Adaptive
Anticipatory.

Embeddedness means the software is embedded in everyday objects such as smart‐
phones, watches or cloth, to support diﬀerent types of users and applications [7]. These
objects receive stimuli from the environment and the users, and are thus context aware.
The applications are personalized in that they provide an ecosystem of medical sensors
for user-speciﬁc monitoring of vital signs or movement tracking of elderly, disabled or
recovering people. They need to adapt to diﬀerent situations such as diﬀerent movement
patterns during weekdays or on the weekend. They need to anticipate problematic situa‐
tions through the analysis of heterogeneous sensor data and react or alert and are thus
also called anticipatory systems.
Wireless sensors can communicate through Wi-Fi or the mobile network through
3G or LTE directly with the Internet. Alternatively, they can communicate with a
gateway through Bluetooth. A protocol addressing the needs of medical devices called
Health Device Proﬁle (HDP) has been added to the Bluetooth stack. HDP uses connec‐
tion-oriented channels that quickly reconnect if a connection is broken. It acts as the
sender to transmit medical data and as receiver of data for instance from a mobile phone.
A typical IoT-based eHealth system is shown in the following ﬁgure (Fig. 2):

Fig. 2. IoT-based eHealth system
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A sensor such as a smart band can connect e.g. through Bluetooth to a low or highend device that then transmits the data to the cloud through a wireless transmitter.
However, a device such as a smartphone can directly transmit e.g. location data to the
Internet without using an intermediate device or wireless transmitter. The data can aslo
be stored in a database instead of the cloud.
2.3 Data Collection
The information lifecycle management of an eHealth system can be divided into
following steps:
collection -> relevance ﬁltering -> classiﬁcation -> transmission and transportation
-> handling and storage -> manipulate, conversion and alteration -> release -> backup
-> retention -> destruction.
The sensors deliver raw sensor data, e.g. the coordinates produced by a GPS system,
and context information, e.g. the geographic location the coordinates point to. The data
can be requested from the sensor periodically, through a pull mechanism, or the sensor
delivers the data through a push mechanism to the data acquisition software.
Relevance ﬁltering is usually done during analysis, but it can already happen on the
sensor level. For instance, a blood pressure sensor might only deliver data if the pressure
change is above a certain threshold, whereas a temperature sensor is polled periodically.
Relevance ﬁltering can happen at the analysis level. For instance, GPS-enabled devices
such as wearables, smartphones, smartwatches, smart bands or activity tracker can
record movement patterns of a patient. However, it is only analyzed if the movement
patterns show deviant behavior.
2.4 Data Analysis
The collected data has to be analyzed for patterns that can, for instance, point to certain
diseases or indicate that a patient has become symptomatic. This is a classiﬁcation
problem where data is classiﬁed into two or more categories. When data from more than
one sensor is collected, it is a Distributed data mining (DDM) problem.
This is where knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) and data mining technologies
come into play, since these technologies provide possible solutions to find the information
hidden in the data of IoT, which can be used to enhance the performance of the system or
to improve the quality of services this new environment can provide [9]. Typical data mining
techniques include clustering, classification, and frequent pattern mining.
2.4.1 Clustering
Clustering groups data into centroids using some distance measure such as the Euclidian,
Manhattan or Jaccard distance. It is used to depict the characteristics of the groups. Some
clustering algorithms allow one instance to belong to more than one cluster [10]. The
classic clustering technique is called k-means clustering [10], but there are others such
as hierarchical clustering, and distribution-based or density-based clustering methods.
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In k-means clustering, k denotes the number of clusters, the points around which the
centroids, or means, are grouped.
Clustering is used to understand the underlying structure of data and in an eHealth setting
usually not really useful since data mining is supposed to find deviant user behavior or
predict if a patient is becoming symptomatic. However, clustering techniques can be used
for data pre-processing tasks such as data deduplication or entity resolution.
2.4.2 Classiﬁcation
Classiﬁcation is used to predict if a patient is becoming symptomatic or if he starts to
show deviant behavioral patterns. Unlike clustering, a form of unsupervised learning,
where no prior knowledge is assumed to guide the partitioning process, classiﬁcation
assumes some prior knowledge to construct classiﬁers to represent the possible distri‐
bution of patterns. It is called a supervised learning process since the class label is known.
In an eHealth system, the class label corresponds to a medical condition such as hyper‐
tension or depression. An eHealth system classiﬁes sensor data into normal and
abnormal values and can alert the hospital if it has diagnosed a medical condition. For
instance, certain blood sugar and cholesterol levels are normal. If a threshold is exceeded,
a patient might have to adjust his medication dosage or arrange a doctor’s appointment
for further diagnosis. The thresholds might have to be individually adjusted based on
age, gender, previous medical history or the like. A classiﬁer can be trained on previous
patient data and adjust to personal conditions of a speciﬁc patient. While recognizing
predeﬁned activities often relies on supervised learning techniques, unsupervised
learning is valuable for its ability to discover recurring sequences of unlabeled sensor
activities that may comprise activities of interest [14]. It should be mentioned that
classiﬁers usually calculate the probability that a certain pattern belongs to a certain
class, i.e. a disease, and should not be considered a conclusive diagnose.
Typical classiﬁers include naïve Bayes, k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN), Support Vector
Machines (SVM) and Artiﬁcial Neural Networks (ANN). They are well documented in
literature [5, 10–12, 18] and are not explained in more detail here.

3

A SOA-Based IoT eHealth System

SOA is an acronym for Service Oriented Architecture. There is no agreed on deﬁnition
in literature for SOA. SOA is not a concrete architecture: it is something that leads to a
concrete architecture [13]. However, there are several principles of SOA that makes it
an interesting paradigm for an IoT-based eHealth system and for the IoT in general.
SOA aims to be ﬂexible and interconnect heterogeneous resources in a network. It
is based on three technical core principles:
1. Services
2. Loose coupling
3. Interoperability.
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The resources expose their interfaces as services. In an eHealth setting, the resources
are the sensors such as a sphygmomanometer or a thermometer. An interface would then
expose its service through a function:
getTemperature()
An eHealth system based on SOA principles can call this function to get the body
temperature of a patient. A SOA system supports service orchestration, deﬁning what
service should be called in what order. For instance, if one blood value is too high, it
can call another blood value if needed for a better diagnosis.
Another principle of SOA is loose coupling. This means that the sensors don’t have to
be constantly connected to the eHealth system. They only connect when some data is needed.
A typical SOA system uses an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB). An ESB is a piece of
software that can interconnect different devices. Using an ESB has several advantages. The
devices can support different data formats, for instance, XML, JSON, plain text or other. The
ESB supports different data formats and can convert them into other formats if needed, a
process called transformation. Also, an ESB supports different communication protocols. It
can, for instance, connect to a sensor through the Internet using the TCP/IP protocol, or using
a messaging system such as the Java Messaging Service (JMS) and to a database to perma‐
nently store the sensor data. ESBs usually support encryption so sensitive medical data can
be transmitted encrypted. An ESB also provides the flexibility to integrate new devices if
needed.
For an eHealth application, the ESB provides an abstraction layer in that the devel‐
oper doesn’t have to deal with diﬀerent data formats and communication protocols but
can focus on the data analysis part. Also, a SOA-based eHealth system can have several
applications in parallel, for instance, one to diagnose heart conditions, and another
application to analyze blood levels.
The eHealth system can store the data in a database or in the cloud. Alternatively,
the whole eHealth system can be hosted in the cloud.
Following ﬁgure shows an entire SOA-based eHealth system (Fig. 3):

Fig. 3. SOA-based eHealth system
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3.1 Service Interface
The interfaces of the devices can have simple REpresentational State Transfer (REST)
interfaces. REST is the architectural style of the World Wide Web (WWW). It has the
advantage that it is widely supported by most programming languages, and the services
can be called through URL calls, for instance:
http://www.patient1.com/getTemperature
Instead of using a REST interface, Web Services (WS) can be used. Services
designed as WS using SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) messages as deﬁned by
the W3C consortium add complexity, since the sensor data is transmitted as SOAP
messages in XML format. The OASIS (Open Standards for the Information Society)
non-proﬁt consortium has deﬁned Devices Proﬁle for Web Services (DPWS) guidelines
based on WS-* speciﬁcations to provide interoperability between diﬀerent devices [8].
Despite the higher complexity, there are several advantages. Web Services are based on
web-related standards. Also, there is a set of security standards such as WS-Security and
WS-Trust, deﬁned by the OASIS consortium.
WS-Security focuses on signing XML messages so they cannot be tampered with
and encrypt them so they cannot be intercepted. WS-Trust is focused on establishing
trust between participants that exchange XML messages to avoid unknown systems to
make service calls. This adds security and privacy to sensitive medical data. Security
and privacy measures are mandatory in some regulations enacted in certain countries.
The disadvantage is that XML-based Web Services generate an overhead for devices
such as medical sensors that typically have limited processing power.

4

Challenges

The success of the IoT is due to standards that have been established on the Internet such
as HTTP, XML, and Web services. Nevertheless, in the current phase of the IoT, most
applications are independent and deployed for speciﬁc users. This is mainly due to a
lack of standards on the terminals. Currently, most devices have their proprietary inter‐
faces. To eﬀectively communicate with each other, devices need to have standardized
abstraction layers at the interface level. This is crucial for eﬀective data fusion at the
application layer. For instance, a sensor measures the blood pressure; another sensor
measures the temperature at the same time. The context here is the time. Data from a
speciﬁc time point have to be retrieved in an easy, standardized way. Some attempts
were made to standardize some medical transmission formats. For instance, there is a
standard (e.g. DICOM) for transmitting medical images, a protocol for transmitting
patient related data (e.g. HL7) or a standard format for ECG data transmission [2].
However, these standards only solve some aspects of the data communication and fusion
problem. Aspects such as secure access or device identiﬁcation are not covered. Only
by fusing the values from the two sensors in a speciﬁc context, a reliable diagnose might
be possible.
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Medical sensors are typically resource-constraint devices with limited computing
power, limited storing and energy capabilities. If the devices are mobile and are battery
powered, the battery needs to be recharged regularly. This limits the amount of logic
that can be built into the devices and also limits a patients’ mobility, for instance, if he
wants to go traveling.
For eHealth systems, protocols and technologies must meet the high real-time, safety
and security requirements. Communication protocols of the Internet or mobile services
are not optimized for those requirements. For instance, if a patient falls or blood levels
have reached a certain threshold, an alert has to be triggered immediately since it is a
potential life threatening situation. If a patient is in a location with low network coverage,
he might be in danger. The IoT is vulnerable to attacks since communications are mostly
wireless, unattended things are usually vulnerable to physical attacks, and most IoT
components are constrained by energy, communications, and computation capabilities
necessary for the implementation of complex security-supporting schemes [15].
There are many devices on the market, for instance, ECG monitors, sphygmoman‐
ometers, thermometers, etc., but their communication protocols are not open, and a given
device cannot be integrated into other (or multiple) applications.
Diﬀerent devices have diﬀerent capabilities. A patient might need several sensors,
and this might be unpractical since he has to carry several devices with him and learn
how to use properly and maintain them.
IoT-based eHealth solutions have to be able to maintain dynamic topologies where
sensors can be added and removed dynamically. Even in a SOA system, new devices
cannot easily be added or removed. It is expected that things can be identiﬁed automat‐
ically, can communicate with each other, and can even make decisions by themselves [9].
Supervised methods have to learn user behavior bevor they can make predictions.
Annotating behavioral data is a very laborious task. Due to physical, mental, cultural,
and lifestyle diﬀerences, not all individuals perform the same set of tasks [16].
Depending on individual behavior, supervised techniques might not perform equally
well for each individual. When real-world environments are used, more complexities
appear, such as situation interruption, multi-tasking, multiple users, and unexpected user
behaviour [18]. Including situations where more than one person is involved should be
a focus of future research.
eHealth systems need to be privacy enabled, and access control (AC) to these devices
is critical. Privacy preserving data mining techniques have to be adopted to ensure
doctor-patient conﬁdentiality. Healthcare related data is subject to regulations in many
countries, such as HIPPA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) in the
US. eHealth systems have to be compliant with these regulations.
Symbolic access has to be secured, e.g. through a private Domain Name System
(DNS) to translate symbolic requests into physical, IPv6 addresses. For instance, using
DNSSEC, a security extension of DNS, and using a Hardware Security Module (HSM)
for securely storing the encryption keys. Otherwise, they might be visible to non-author‐
ized persons with malicious intents.
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Conclusions

IoT using AmI will change our health care system by improving the life quality of
patients, and help professionals react more quickly and automatically in emergency
situations.
This new Internet has led the evolution of the Ubiquitous Web 2.0, in integrating
physical world entities into virtual world things [7]. It will enable an ecosystem of
applications and devices that will simplify citizens’ lives, and make it more safe and
eﬃcient. Although ambient intelligence was not part of the original IoT paradigm, inte‐
gration of both concepts paves the way to future computing with embedded intelligence
(EI). EI brings artiﬁcial intelligence to the IoT. It has the capability to learn individual
behaviors, special context, social patterns and urban dynamics. However, due to the
heterogeneity of devices and data formats, data fusion and analysis of EI enabled IoT is
still a challenging task and standards, such as Web Services or SOAP based device
interfaces need to be developed.
Designing AAL systems for the elderly requires special attention, because of their
cognitive, perceptual, or physical limitations [16]. The users might not be technology
savvy, and an AAL system should not depend on user eﬀort. Learning systems have the
advantage that they don’t require predeﬁned rules, and the training doesn’t require any
user interaction. A new type of learners called deep learners have been appearing, and
big progress has been made in areas such as speech recognition, multimedia mining and
natural language processing [17]. It is to be expected that deep learning algorithms will
be increasingly used in eHealth systems too.
The SOA paradigm can be used to ensure reusability and interoperability of heter‐
ogeneous, distributed things. SOA enables the orchestration of services running on
devices. Cloud computing promotes the seamless integration of physical devices in
humans lives by providing location autonomy. It fosters a new, proactive computing
approach and gives way to new types of applications that can deliver eHealth services
quicker and more eﬃciently. Future service-oriented Internet devices will oﬀer their
functionality via service-enabled interfaces adopting the vision of the Web of Things
(WoT) (inspired by the IoT), e.g. via Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) based Web
Services or RESTful APIs [7]. It will pave the way for Sensing-as-a-Service eHealth
systems, where the applications are hosted in the cloud and can be accessed by many,
for instance by doctors and hospitals and not just by one single health care provider.
Future eHealth systems will provide natural-feeling human interfaces that can sense
feelings such as anxiety, distress or depression and expand the capabilities of medical
applications dramatically. Advances in robotics will also have an impact assistive
eHealth. Assistive robots allow the older adults to overcome their physical limitations
by helping them in their daily activities [16].
Ultimately, more devices such as cars, electronics such as fridges and home enter‐
tainment will be interconnected and improve security and life quality citywide or even
worldwide.
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Abstract. Recent advances in temporal data mining of brain activity with NIRS
and EEG signals allow us to recognize brain states in higher resolution.
However, brain states are not always distinct from each other and often differ in
temporal granularity. This paper revisits Dennett’s three levels of stance, the
DIKW model for the design of two self-organizing maps (SOMs), which contributes to recognition of a hierarchy of brain states with ﬁner granularities. The
experimental results show that two brain states at different levels can be accurately identiﬁed by applying different training data for each level of SOM.
Keywords: Brain state

 NIRS  EEG  Self-organizing map  DIKW model

1 Introduction
Temporal data mining of brain activity using near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) and
electroencephalography (EEG) signals is an emerging area of research with the
objective of using an e-health system to detect disease during an early stage, before its
physical symptoms become apparent. However, brain states are not always distinct; for
example, two brain states, such as fatigue and sleeping, can occur simultaneously.
This study takes both unsupervised and supervised learning approaches to recognizing brain states by simultaneous monitoring of NIRS and EEG recordings. In this
paper, we begin by reviewing Dennett’s three levels of stance (physical stance, design
stance, and intentional stance) [1] and the data-information-knowledge-wisdom
(DIKW) model [2] in order to illustrate the challenges in temporal data mining. To
identify the brain states, we cascade a system of two self-organizing maps (SOMs) in
which the feature vectors have different segment lengths; that is, the segment length of
a sample in the lower SOM is 1 s and that in the upper is 30 s. In an experiment, we
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
C.K. Chang et al. (Eds.): ICOST 2016, LNCS 9677, pp. 335–344, 2016.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-39601-9_30
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applied SOM analysis to NIRS and EEG signals obtained during a mental arithmetic
task, and the brain states of resting and listening were identiﬁed in parallel by applying
different training data for each level of the SOMs. We discuss the inductive relation
between classiﬁcation accuracy and the types of brain state.

2 Brain States and Their Granularities
During the past decade, simultaneous monitoring of brain activity with wearable NIRS
and EEG sensors has been intensively investigated in order to evaluate cognitive and
emotional processing [3]. These sensor modalities have enabled the recognition of
various types of brain states, including not only motor images but also affective states
[4]. Our approach examines the use of simultaneous NIRS and EEG recordings to
capture feature vectors xn related to the prefrontal cortex (PFC), as discussed in the
following sections.
2.1

Feature Vectors from NIRS Recordings

Recent studies have identiﬁed the PFC as a key region for the experience and regulation of emotional responses, and NIRS is a technique that is well suited for investigating PFC activity. The degree of right-lateralized asymmetry in PFC activation
patterns is known to be positively correlated with changes in heart rate during a mental
task [5], and the results of this analysis contributes to the recognition of affective states
related to negative valence.
First, we deﬁne a feature of the concentration changes in oxy-hemoglobin (HbO2)
in the left and right PFCs at time t as oi(t), where the subscript i denotes the position of
the NIRS sensor, and o1(t) and o2(t) are assigned to left and right PFC, respectively.
A feature of the concentration changes in deoxy-hemoglobin (Hb) is deﬁned as hi(t),
with the subscripts having the same meaning as for oi(t). These features are discretized
into Oi(n) and Hi(n) with segments of length tn – tn−1 as follows:
O i ð nÞ ¼
H i ð nÞ ¼

R tn
tn1

oi ðtÞdt
;
tn  tn1

R tn
tn1

hi ðtÞdt
:
tn  tn1

ð1Þ
ð2Þ

These four features, O1(n), O2(n), H1(n), and H2(n), are periodically captured from
NIRS recordings as elements of the feature vectors that are then used as input for the
SOMs.
2.2

Feature Vectors from EEG Recordings

EEG changes are obtained directly from neurons ﬁring within the brain, and this can be
monitored noninvasively by placing electrodes on the scalp. For EEG analyses, both
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event-related desynchronization (ERD) and event-related potential (ERP) have been
chosen to measure mental work or memory load, and both have been found to have
statistical signiﬁcance [6]. In particular, the ERD-based approach decomposes EEG
signals into a power spectra; for example, division into theta (4–6 Hz), low-alpha (6–
8 Hz), middle-alpha (8–10 Hz), high-alpha (10–12 Hz), and beta (12–30 Hz) bands
can be used to determine the ERD, i.e., the reduction in power at a particular frequency
in response to an event, such as the initiation of a mental task.
The EEG index wi(t) is deﬁned as the ratio of di(t) to si(t) for an electrode at
position i. The spectral power between 8 Hz and 12 Hz is assigned to di(t), and the
spectral power between 13 Hz and 30 Hz is assigned to si(t), which is sensitive to the
brain states related to working memory:
wi ðtÞ ¼

di ð t Þ
:
si ðt Þ

ð3Þ

The corresponding feature is then discretized into n time segments, and the values
of Wi(n) are obtained from EEG recordings of length tn – tn−1, as follows:
Wi ðnÞ ¼

R tn
tn1

wi ðtÞdt
:
tn  tn1

ð4Þ

In this study, eight electrodes were used to collect the EEG data; these were placed
at the following positions: left PFC: AF3, F3, F7, T3; and right PFC: AF4, F4, F8, T4.
Thus, eight values, W1(n) through W8(n), were periodically captured as elements of the
feature vector used as input for the SOMs.
2.3

Hierarchical SOM Model of Brain States

Identiﬁcation of brain states has been an active area of research for many years by
many researchers, and consequently, classiﬁcation accuracy has improved to the point
where it is of practical use in healthcare monitoring. However, in reality, the granularity
of various brain states are not completely distinct, and they have hierarchical relations.
For healthcare monitoring, the identiﬁcation of a single state is preferable, and the data,
which imply the co-occurrence of brain states, cannot easily be used for understanding,
explaining, or predicting an individual’s health status.
Brain states are one aspect of human intention, and can be abstracted using Dennett’s three levels: physical stance, design stance, and intentional stance [1]. The key
idea here is that we can choose to view intention at varying levels of abstraction when
attempting to understand, explain, or predict an object’s behavior (in this paper, the
brain state). The more concrete the level is, the more accurate are our predictions, while
the irrelevant details can be ignored by the analysis. On the other hand, the level of
abstraction can also be evaluated using the DIKW model [7, 8], in which the deﬁnitions
of the super and sub relations between the objects is dependent on the choice of layer:
data, information, knowledge, or wisdom. For example, in the wisdom layer, the brain
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states of working for an experiment and writing can be hierarchically classiﬁed
according to their relative priority relative to achieving a given task.
The growing hierarchical SOM [9] has a hierarchical architecture composed of
independent SOMs, and this allows an exploratory analysis within a holistic view. The
SOMs in the lower level each use a subset of the feature vectors from the upper level,
and the temporal granularity of each feature vector is the same in each level. In
practice, the segment length of a brain state often varies depending on the type of brain
activity and the purpose of the analysis. For example, 2 min segments of the brain
states of resting and working can be recognized from the simultaneous NIRS and EEG
recordings shown in Fig. 1; lower-level brain states with shorter segment lengths, such
as listening and writing, are ignored.

Fig. 1. Example of differences in temporal granularity of NIRS and EEG recordings.

3 SOMs for Classiﬁcation of Brain States
The features discussed in the previous sections can be used to form feature vectors
when generating a SOM; this allows the visualization and exploration of a
high-dimensional data space by nonlinearly projecting it onto a 2-D plane [10]. NIRS
and EEG signals may involve outliers and unknown patterns of waveforms. A SOM
results in robust learning compared to other types of cluster analyses, such as k-means
clustering [11].
Each feature vector xn for a SOM includes twelve feature values: O1(n), O2(n),
H1(n), H2(n), W1(n), W2(n), W3(n), W4(n), W5(n), W6(n), W7(n), and W8(n). In this
study, two SOMs are cascaded as shown in Fig. 2, and each SOM has different feature
vectors of the stated segment length: the samples in the lower SOM have a length of
1 s, and those in the upper SOM have a length of 30 s.
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Fig. 2. Hierarchical SOMs of NIRS and EEG signals.

This study takes both unsupervised and supervised learning approaches to the
recognition of brain states: the unsupervised SOM is used for exploratory analysis to
ﬁnd the optimal segment length so that the brain states can be classiﬁed, and the
supervised SOM is examined for validation of the classiﬁcation accuracy; this is discussed in detail in the following sections.
3.1

SOM (Unsupervised SOM)

Given a self-organizing map M with K units (i.e., nodes), each unit is associated with a
weight vector mi (i = 1, 2,…, K), and these are connected by the feature vectors x1, x2,
…, xn. In the SOM learning algorithm, each mi is updated by competitive learning with
xn. In this process, the Euclidean distances to all weight vectors are computed for each
input feature vector xn, and the best-matching unit (BMU) is selected as the one for
which the weight vector is the most similar to the input vector. After some number of
iterations of the competitive learning algorithm, similar feature vectors are mapped to
the same unit.
The SOM competitive learning algorithm is as follows:
Step 1. Randomize the weight vectors on each of the units.
Step 2. Draw the feature vectors xn from the input data set in order of n.
Step 3. Find the weight vector mi that is most similar to xn and the corresponding unit
c that is the BMU, deﬁned as follows:
c ¼ arg min kxn  mi k:
i

ð5Þ

Step 4. Select the units within the neighboring area Nc of the BMU (this includes the
BMU), and the radius nc(τ) of Nc is calculated as follows:
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nc ðsÞ ¼ 1 þ ðnc ð0Þ  1Þ  ð1  s=TÞ;

ð6Þ

where nc(0) is the initial value of the radius nc(τ), τ is the current number of iterations in
the algorithm, and Τ is the maximum number of iterations.
Step 5. Update mi on the selected units, as follows:
mi þ hci ðsÞ½xn  mi ;

mi

ð7Þ

where hci(τ) is a neighborhood function as deﬁned below, and α(τ) is a learning
parameter that depends on the number of iterations:

hci ðsÞ ¼

að s Þ
0

if i 2 Nc ðsÞ
;
otherwise

aðsÞ ¼ a0  ð1  s=TÞ:
Step 6. Repeat Step 2 through Step 5 until τ = Τ (iterate T times).

3.2

Supervised SOM

The supervised version of SOM uses the algorithm for unsupervised SOM, except the
components of the feature vector xn are separated into an input set sn and a training set
tn. A weight vector mi on the unit i of the supervised SOM is then composed of the
input set si and training set ti. After the competitive learning of the supervised SOM
with the components of sn and tn, the prediction result for each new input of sn can be
acquired from an element of the training set on the BMU, as follows.
Step 1.
Step 2.

Find the BMU on the trained SOM by using the Euclidean distance, Eq. (5),
for the new input sn+1.
Obtain ti for the BMU, and output one of the components of ti as the
prediction result.

One version of supervised SOM, the X-Y fused Kohonen network (XYF) [12] is
known to have improved classiﬁcation accuracy, and thus we use it for the analysis in
this study. One feature vector of the object in XYF is created by concatenating the X
and Y spaces as a SOM, and it is then trained in the same way as above. The only
difference between this and the supervised SOM discussed above is that the distance of
the object to a unit is deﬁned as the sum of the separate distances in the X and Y spaces.
Prediction is done using only the X space.
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4 Results
We conducted an experiment in which a mental arithmetic task was performed by ten
participants (young males); the goal was to observe the transition between the brain
states of resting and working. Each participant performed a mental arithmetic task by
writing down answers to various problems (e.g., 131–57 = ?) and then rested for three
cycles, over a period of 12 min. The brain states of resting and working thus changed
every 2 min, as shown in Fig. 1. NIRS sensors (2 optodes) and EEG sensors (8 electrodes) were placed to monitor brain activity in the PFC area. Body movements, except
those required for reading the arithmetic problems, were prohibited during the experiment. Low-pass and high-pass ﬁlters were applied to the NIRS and EEG signals, and
thus body-movement-related artifacts in this experiment were reduced to less than 5 %.
Each feature vector in this experiment is composed of the input set sn = (O1(n),
O2(n), H1(n), H2(n), W1(n), W2(n), W3(n), W4(n), W5(n), W6(n), W7(n), W8(n)) and its
corresponding training set tn = (n, b), where the integer n is the number of time
periods, and b represents the brain state to be validated. The brain state can be chosen
as either resting or working for the upper SOM and as either eye-closing, listening,
writing, or writing_and_listening for the lower SOM.
In the SOM competitive learning, components in sn are normalized by their standard deviation so that they are comparable. Table 1 shows the feature vectors used for
the upper SOM, while Table 2 shows those used for the lower SOM. The upper SOM
(training length Τ: 300, map size K: 4 × 4) was created with the feature vector shown
in Table 1, whereas the lower SOM (training length Τ: 300, map size K: 8 × 8) was
created with the feature vector shown in Table 2.
(1) Results of Unsupervised Learning. From the result shown in Fig. 3(a), the
feature vectors of the 30 s segments were classiﬁed as resting and working; seven
units were assigned to resting, and all of the resting feature vectors were mapped
into these seven units. One of these units had feature values labeled “4 resting”
and “12 resting;” these are highlighted in the rounded rectangle (dashed line) as
examples of upper-SOM feature vectors that correspond to the lower-SOM feature
vectors shown in the rounded rectangle in Fig. 3(b). Note that Fig. 3(b) shows the
feature vectors of the 5 s segment with the lower-SOM mapping result.
From these results, we observe a situation in which upper- and lower-level brain
states co-occur: the feature vectors with the segment numbers 18, 21, 22, and 23
in the lower SOM are part of the feature vector labeled “4 resting” in the upper
SOM. Similarly, the rest of the segment numbers, 68, 69, 70, and 71, belong to the
feature vector labeled “12 resting” in the upper SOM.
(2) Results of Supervised Learning. Classiﬁcation accuracy for the feature vectors
of one of the ten subjects was calculated by leave-one-out cross-validation. In the
upper SOM, both of the brain states were successfully classiﬁed 92 % of the time
(all but two), as shown in Table 3, and the two prediction errors both occurred at
the transition between resting and working. There were fewer observations of
listening and writing_and_listening in the lower SOM due to the limited number
of samples, i.e., there were thirteen feature vectors used to recognize the brain
state of listening. The brain states of eye-closing and writing were recognized with
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Table 1. Feature vectors for the upper SOM with segment length of 30 s. This is an example
from one of the subjects. A total of 24 feature vectors were acquired from each subject.
tn
n
1
2
3
4
5
6
…
24

b
resting
resting
working
working
resting
resting
…
working

sn
O1(n)
−0.04
−0.63
−0.38
0.01
1.24
1.58
…
0.06

O2(n) H1(n)
−1.25 1.51
−2.22 2.29
−1.80 2.29
−0.70 2.00
0.83 1.22
−0.01 0.54
…
…
1.10 −0.81

H2(n)
1.27
2.10
2.10
1.89
0.66
−0.99
…
−0.17

W1(n) … W8(n)
0.89
0.13
0.52
0.35
0.92
0.71
0.27
0.18
−2.01
−1.98
−0.92
−1.37
…
… …
−0.50
−0.07

Table 2. Feature vectors for the lower SOM with segment length of 5 s. This is an example
from one of the subjects. A total of 144 feature vectors were acquired from each subject.
tn
n
1
2
3
4
5
6
…
144

b
eye-closing
eye-closing
eye-closing
eye-closing
eye-closing
eye-closing
…
listening

sn
O1(n)
0.92
0.35
−0.19
−0.27
−0.32
−0.69
…
0.03

O2(n) H1(n) H2(n)
0.12 1.89 1.87
−0.65 1.34 0.88
−1.0
1.20 0.82
−1.54 1.29 1.12
−1.86 1.55 1.34
−1.96 1.65 1.58
…
…
…
0.84 −0.67 −0.18

W1(n) … W8(n)
0.59
0.35
1.38
0.57
0.85
0.08
0.17
−0.01
0.73
0.29
1.09
−0.51
…
… …
0.50
0.31

Fig. 3. Mapping results of the two SOMs with feature vectors in the 30 s and 5 s segments.
Each feature vector is labeled with segment number n and brain state b.
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Table 3. Classiﬁcation accuracy for the brain states from the example shown in Fig. 3.
Brain state
Upper SOM resting
working
Lower SOM eye-closing
listening
writing
writing_and_listening

Accuracy (# correct/total) Accuracy (%)
11/12
11/12
81/81
10/13
66/66
4/6

92
92
100
77
100
67

%
%
%
%
%
%

100 % accuracy, because there were sufﬁcient samples. From the results shown in
Table 3, the brain state of resting can be found with either eye-closing or listening. These combinations mean that the subject has closed eyes while listening
for a voice command to signal the start of the mental arithmetic task. On the other
hand, the brain state of working was found with either writing or
writing_and_listening.

5 Conclusions
From the experimental results of a SOM analysis, the detection of brain states gave
information about two different levels. Speciﬁcally, the lower SOM is useful for
identifying brain activity related to actions with a shorter period, whereas the upper
SOM can suggest human intentions about the activities in this experiment. The two
SOMs therefore imply that it is possible to use health-monitoring devices to determine
details about brain states.
For the experiment in this paper, two SOMs were cascaded; however, it is
important to consider more than two levels of SOMs in order to determine whether
more information can be gained from a SOM analysis. Also, in this paper, we analyzed
the feature vectors of only one subject; for a full SOM analysis, it will be necessary to
examine the feature vectors of all ten subjects, that is, ten pairs of upper and lower
SOMs. Achieving interchangeability of the weight vectors between the trained SOMs
at the same level will be critical for building a common SOM for all ten subjects.
This paper presented and evaluated a hierarchical approach using two SOMs to
recognize brain states from data obtained by simultaneous NIRS and EEG monitoring.
The SOMs were used to recognize brain states with ﬁner granularities. We conducted
an experiment with simultaneous NIRS and EEG monitoring during a mental arithmetic task; the states of resting in the upper SOM and that of listening in the lower
SOM were identiﬁed to occur simultaneously. Future investigations will involve
application of the SOM to a case study of healthcare monitoring. Development of an
algorithm for real-time monitoring of mental states may eventually make possible the
early detection of disease.
Acknowledgments. This work was supported by JSPS Grant-in-Aid for Young Scientists
(B) Grant Number 26730079.
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Abstract. Brain Computer Interface (BCI) technology is an alternative/augmen‐
tative communication channel, based on the interpretation of the user’s brain
activity, who can then interact with the environment without relying on neuro‐
muscular pathways. BCI can thus be placed in the context of human-machine
interfaces and, considering a possible application scenario to smart homes, they
can serve as a technological bridge to make Active and Assisted Living (AAL)
systems’ functionalities accessible to subjects who would not otherwise be able
to actively use. In this paper, BCI is speciﬁcally conceived for AAL system
control experience, developed ad-hoc, considering cost and compactness
constraints, besides classiﬁcation performance. The implemented solution is quite
general, as it can handle multiple bio-potentials: this feature allows to exploit
diﬀerent information channels, namely, ElectroEncephaloGraphy (EEG) and
ElectroMyoGraphy (EMG). Each subsystem (EEG, EMG) is presented and its
performance discussed; both can operate in real-time and in self-paced mode (i.e.
they automatically recognize if a command is being issued and, in this case, which
one). In particular, the EEG part, based on Steady State Visual-Evoked Potentials
(SSVEP), can achieve very good results in terms of false positive rejection,
improving over the state of the art (False Positive Rate: 0.16 min−1). Moreover,
such results are achieved without any initial system calibration phase. Meanwhile,
the EMG subsystem can be used as a smart switch for SSVEP stimuli control
(on/oﬀ), improving user’s comfort when no control periods are desired.
Keywords: Brain Computer Interface (BCI) · hybrid BCI (hBCI) · Steady State
Visual Evoked Potential (SSVEP) · ElectroEncephaloGraphy (EEG) ·
ElectroMyoGraphy (EMG)

1

Introduction

A Brain Computer Interface (BCI) is an alternative, augmentative communication
channel [1] which aims at providing the user with an interaction path based on the sole
interpretation of her/his brain activity. BCI can have multiple ﬁelds of application, such
as control of mobile robots [2], artiﬁcial limbs [3] or electrical wheelchair [4]. Also, in
the context of intelligent environments and homes, BCI could serve as a technological
bridge to enable Active and Assisted Living (AAL) systems control [5, 7].
As with any other conventional AAL system interfaces (tablet, smartphone, remote
controller etc.), in order to promote the BCI acceptance and eﬀectiveness, the user needs
to perceive BCI-enabled control as easy and natural as possible; in other terms, BCI
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
C.K. Chang et al. (Eds.): ICOST 2016, LNCS 9677, pp. 345–355, 2016.
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operation should be continuous and self-paced [8–10], i.e. the device must be able to
discern user’s intentional control periods from nonintentional ones, providing reliable
command decoding in the former case. Moreover, in such a scenario, user interactions
with the system are quite rare and sparse in time. In light of this, practical and eﬀective
BCI-enabled home control should follow a “Plug&Play” approach as much as possible.
This means that the user should be allowed to interact with the system without needing
neither complex and time-consuming “ad personam” calibration procedures, nor
demanding training sessions. In addition, such behavior should be uniform across
diﬀerent users, i.e. they should be able to consistently use the device with the same
settings (realizing a so-called subject-independent BCI), and ﬁne performance tuning
should be just limited to a few high-level parameters. Finally, another aspect worth
remarking is that, in this context, accuracy in the command selection and false positives
minimization are of primary concern, with respect to interaction speed.
Considering all the aspects above, the SSVEP (Steady State Visual Evoked Poten‐
tials) paradigm [9–11] was chosen for core BCI operation; SSVEP has recently received
much attention, especially in communication or control applications where fast, reliable
interaction is needed and multiple simultaneous choices are presented to the user.
SSVEP is a periodic brain response elicited by a visual stimulus, ﬂickering at a constant
frequency: a peak in the brain power spectrum, synchronous with such frequency, can
be produced just by looking at the visual stimulus. SSVEP are regarded as robust features
for BCI [9], given their inherently higher SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) with respect to
other paradigms (e.g., motor imagery [13], as discussed in [10]). Moreover, since it
exploits involuntary response, SSVEP do not require, in principle, any speciﬁc user skill
and thus involve no user training. In addition, the steady-state, repetitive nature of such
potentials makes it possible to design calibration-free classiﬁcation methods.
Other input channels can be added to a BCI system in order to improve its reliability.
In particular, some BCI users could still have some residual motor ability: information
on muscular activation could be picked up and monitored by means of ElectrMyoGraphy
(EMG). In this case EMG signals from (possibly weak) muscular activations could be
integrated into a hybrid BCI (hBCI) framework and be used to switch on and oﬀ the
SSVEP visual stimulation unit when not needed. This can improve user’s comfort (less
eye fatigue on the long run), as well as further reduce the BCI false positives (long
inactive periods with SSVEP stimuli are excluded).
Finally, another major aspect worth considering in promoting accessibility to this
kind of technology is its cost. Lowering costs does not merely means saving money, but
rather broadening the spectrum of users and uses for BCI-enabled devices, generating
new concepts and ideas, just as in the commercial electronic realm happens. Closely
related to this aspect is the adoption of scalable, compact technological solutions; future
BCI-embedded implementations could potentially allow to discover new methods and
applications, just as wearable devices are re-inventing the way we intend sensors.
The above discussion introduces the context for which our BCI device was realized:
this paper presents the complete implementation, focused on enabling eﬀective AAL
system control.
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Bio-Potential Acquisition Module

A dedicated hardware module was designed and realized for acquiring bio-potentials,
shown in Fig. 1. The module features 16 input channels in a small, 100 × 130 mm form
factor, and can be powered by means of 4 AA alkaline batteries. Production costs are
also contained, with respect to current, commercial EEG devices: in medium scale,
device manufacturing amounts to, approximately, 300 € (i.e. a fraction of most commer‐
cial EEG modules). The module communicates via a full-speed USB 2.0 link (12 Mbps),
and can be controlled and set-up directly by a host computer.

Fig. 1. A photo of the realized bio-potentials acquisition module (dimensions: 130 × 100 mm)

The module is built around two high-resolution (24-bit) δ-Σ Analog to Digital
Converters (ADCs), featuring DC-handling capability. Data rate can be adjusted in the
range of 250-16 kSPS (Samples Per Second). In our experimental setups, it is common
practice to set 250 SPS for EEG studies (in order to achieve the best noise performance)
and up to 2000 SPS for EMG acquisition. An input gain is also applied, our default being
24, yielding a maximum ± 188 mV input dynamic range.
The module was validated and compared against a reference, commercial EEG
module [6, 12], namely a g.tec USBamp. Referred-To-Input (RTI) noise was found to
be within 1.4 μVpp, more than suﬃcient to reliably acquire EEG signals (which,
compared to EMG ones, exhibit lower signal levels, as low as a few μV). The module
was also validated against the reference one in a dynamic setup, performing a p300
session. The EEG was acquired, holding the cap and electrode set ﬁxed, and simply
switching the input connectors for recording waveforms in an interleaved scheme (i.e.
run1 REF, run2 DUT, run3 REF etc.). The collected waveforms were compared,
showing consistent behavior [6, 12]. All these hints allow us to conclude that the realized
module does not introduce signiﬁcant noise or bias, when compared with a high-end,
reference device, and can, therefore, be equivalently used in BCI experiments.
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EEG-Based BCI: Signal Processing

As mentioned in the introduction, SSVEP was chosen as the operating paradigm for the
EEG-based BCI. Many algorithms exist in literature for SSVEP classiﬁcation; among
the most popular ones are: MEC [14] (Minimum Energy Combination), AMCC [15]
(Average Maximum Contrast Combination) and CCA [16] (Canonical Correlation
Analysis). A review of such methods goes beyond the scope of this article; the interested
reader could refer, for example, to [11, 17]. Our implementation choice stems from a
CCA-based approach, and proposes an extension in order to improve the system
immunity against false positives.
CCA is a statistical method, generally used for ﬁnding the correlations between two
sets of multi-dimensional variables. It seeks a pair of linear combinations (canonical
variables, characterized by weight vectors wx, wy) for the two sets, such that the corre‐
lation between the two linear combinations xL = wxTX and yL = wyTY is maximized:

[
]
wTx XY T wy
E xL yTL
=
max 𝜌 = √ [
√
] [
]
wx ,wy
wTx XX T wx wTy YY T wy
E xL xLT E yL yTL

(1)

Here X, Y are the input and the SSVEP reference matrix, respectively. Y is composed
by Nh (sin, cos) couples representing a steady state sinusoidal response, with Nh repre‐
senting the number of considered harmonics:
⎡ sin 2𝜋ft1 cos 2𝜋ft1 ⋯ sin 2𝜋Nh ft1 cos 2𝜋Nh ft1 ⎤
⎥
⋮
⋮
⋮
X=⎢
⎥
⎢
⎣ sin 2𝜋ftNt cos 2𝜋ftNt ⋯ sin 2𝜋Nh ftNt cos 2𝜋Nh ftNt ⎦

(2)

In case multiple SSVEP frequencies are being considered, the aforementioned
procedure is performed for every target.
Eventually, a simple classiﬁer can pick the largest correlation coeﬃcient among the
stimuli set. Doing so, however, could potentially lead to a high false positives rate,
especially if the BCI runs in self-paced mode: in that case, a method for discerning
intentional control periods from rest ones is mandatory. A common solution to this
problem is to smooth the classiﬁer output, validating the classiﬁer output only if n
previous samples agree with the current one. In the following we adopt a diﬀerent meth‐
odology, identifying a feature which could be used to assess the level of conﬁdence in
the prediction and that can be exploited to discern between user control and rest periods.
3.1 Conﬁdence Indicator: Improving Basic CCA Accuracy
In the following, we consider an oﬄine 4-class SSVEP problem (namely, {16, 18, 20,
22} Hz) and introduce the notion of a conﬁdence indicator for improving baseline CCA
accuracy, the main performance index we consider for our application. Should such
indicator result in a low conﬁdence, classiﬁcation is not validated: we call this new “noreliable-decision” state a neutral state. The neutralization mechanism can positively
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impact on the overall prediction accuracy, at the expense of discarding a fraction of
epochs (considered non-informative).
We deﬁne such conﬁdence indicator as the absolute diﬀerence between the largest
correlation coeﬃcient and the second largest one as such indicator, from here on referred
to as parameter d.
| |
| |
d = max |𝜌f | −
max
|𝜌f |
f ∈Fstim | |
f ∈Fstim∖{fmax} | |

(3)

where ρf is the correlation coeﬃcient yielded by CCA as described in Eq. (1), Fstim
is the set of possible stimuli frequencies and fmax the frequency associated to the largest
ρf. The expected advantage in choosing such an indicator is that uncertainty is inferred
by the relative comparison of the ρf’s, rather than referring to a subject-dependent and,
possibly, frequency-dependent threshold on the maximum value of ρf.
In Fig. 2, distribution of correctly and wrongly classiﬁed epochs (each one containing
a SSVEP) with respect to d parameter is shown by a histogram approximation. Ideal
behavior should associate all errors (black bars) to low values of d, with correct classi‐
ﬁcation (light grey bars) associated to largest values instead. An optimal threshold, d*,
could then be easily determined and a rejection criterion set up to discard all epochs
associated with low d values (d ≤ d*). However, since actual data show overlaps between
the correct and wrong classiﬁcation distributions, a tradeoﬀ between prediction accuracy
and data yield (i.e. the fraction of non-neutral epochs) is needed. In order to assess such
tradeoﬀ, the following procedure was adopted: for a given value of d*, a subset of epochs
is selected, fulﬁlling the condition d ≥ d*; then, wrong and correct classiﬁcation are
counted within the subset, keeping track of the fraction of rejected epochs, and accuracy
is computed accordingly. Such procedure is repeated, sweeping the parameter d*, in
order to assess its eﬀect on error count (or accuracy) and neutralization rate. We char‐
acterized the method on the whole population of the test, instead of relying on a peruser basis analysis: this is in line with our view of subject-independent approach.
Figure 3 graphically report such results. In order to appreciate the improvement
carried by neutralization strategy, the performance achieved with no neutralization is
also reported (grey solid line). Consistent improvement is achieved over the reference
case, even at lower neutralization rates, i.e., without implying too relevant data loss.
The quality metric introduced above can also be exploited to introduce some adaptive
features in the SSVEP classiﬁcation stage. In particular, we can check the quality of the
current prediction at runtime by looking at the indicator d: we may start with a short
time window length, to be increased whenever d does not exceed a given threshold. This
could potentially improve the user’s experience and comfort: each time, the required
SSVEP persistence time for classiﬁcation is dynamically chosen, so as to be as short as
possible (i.e. the user needs to focus for less time on the stimulus, provided suﬃcient
quality of the SSVEP response is reﬂected in the d value); at the same time, avoiding to
choose a ﬁxed, short window, may help in improving immunity to false positives.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of classiﬁers’ hits and errors (light grey and black, respectively; each is
normalized to the sample size) as a function of the parameter d. The distributions are also plotted
for diﬀerent EEG window lengths.

Fig. 3. Accuracy as a function of neutralization rate, at diﬀerent values of threshold d*. The solid
grey line represents the original, “raw” accuracy level, without neutralization (i.e., d* = 0). The
graphs are plotted for diﬀerent EEG window lengths.

3.2 Conﬁdence Indicator: Improving Basic CCA Accuracy
Based on the algorithms described so far, a self-paced, online BCI, exploiting a 4-class
SSVEP paradigm was implemented and tested.
Experimental setup is as follows: 4 visual stimuli (LED, organized in a rectangular
pattern over a box) are shown simultaneously, with blinking frequencies equal to {16,
18, 20, 22} Hz; the subject is seated approximately 1 m away from the visual stimuli.
Only 6 passive Ag/AgCl electrodes are used to acquire signals form scalp locations Pz,
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P3, P4, POz, O1, O2. The protocol associates a particular home automation task (namely
on/oﬀ switching of a light and opening of a motorized shutter) to each stimulus, and the
user is asked to perform several control actions, at his own pace and will. Moreover, in
order to assess the immunity to false positive events, long idle periods are introduced
on purpose, during which the subject does not make any intentional choice and is allowed
to talk and, partially, move. A total of 10 healthy volunteers (age 24–61, 4 females)
participated in this study, none of them with any prior BCI-control experience, nor was
involved in any calibration/training phase.
As far as the online signal processing is concerned, a classiﬁcation is attempted every
200 ms, using the neutralization technique we introduced before, to ensure classiﬁcation
reliability. The adaptive window-length choice mechanism is also used: at ﬁrst, classi‐
ﬁcation is attempted using the shortest available window (2 s). In case no prediction can
be made reliably (at least according to the conﬁdence indicator d), the window is allowed
to grow in pre-determined steps, attempting classiﬁcation at each time step until either
a reliable choice is obtained or an upper time limit is reached (4 s).
In addition, in order to further improve immunity to false positives, a post-smoother
is optionally added, which averages the last 5 classiﬁcation outputs for each class (the
4 targets plus the neutral state): if the average for a class exceeds a given threshold, the
choice is validated, otherwise a null output is assumed.
3.3 Results
As previously stated, in order to provide smoother operation in BCI-enabled control
applications, we are primarily concerned with maximizing the accuracy (i.e. correctly
classifying the command when the user is trying to issue one) and, at the same time,
minimizing the false positives. That also requires being able to discern when the user is
actively controlling the device, or is just resting or performing other tasks.
Table 1 reports the online experiment results (mean and standard deviation), in terms
of true positive, false negative and false positive rates. A very good performance is
achieved, both in terms of true positive and false positive rates.
In particular, the advantage of adopting the aforementioned conﬁdence indicator is
that false positives are kept to a very small amount (≈ 0.16 min−1 on average, i.e.
approximately a false positive event every 6’15’’), when compared to state of the art
performance, such as in [18, 19]. Of course, such performance, as is, may still be not
suitable for some applications, but provides a solid base for further improvements, e.g.
by exploiting EMG signals, as explained in the next section.
All the results are achieved without any subject-speciﬁc parameter tuning: in other
words, all user share the exact same setup, in line with our subject-independent BCI
approach.
Another test was performed in less controlled conditions with respect to a lab envi‐
ronment. In particular, the entire system was deployed during the Handimatica 2014
exhibition, where greater interfering sources were present, such as high background
luminosity, noise and electromagnetic interference. Moreover, during this test, the BCI
user was relatively free to move and speech, in order to interact with people. Overall, 6
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Table 1. Online performance on the self-paced, 4-class experiment: mean (std. dev.)
Subject
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Mean
Std

False Positive Rate [min−1]
0.094
0.202
0.037
0.094
0.261
0.077
0.071
0.100
0.489
0.142
0.156
0.134

True Positives [%]
89.1
96.9
96.9
89.1
100
92.2
92.2
90.6
100
96.9
95.0
4.2

live demos were performed, for the approximate duration of 30 min each. Although nonconclusive from a statistical point of view, promising results were achieved: the subject
was able to successfully operate the BCI, and the false positive rate was as low as
0.14 min−1, in line with the results achieved in lab conditions.
This encourages the transition of such technology also outside of lab environments.

4

EMG as Auxiliary Input Channel in H-BCI

In this section we present some preliminary results on the use of EMG as an alternative
input channel for our BCI system.
We can think of several possible scenarios for EMG-EEG integration: for example,
the EMG channel could be used as a binary switch for enabling the EEG signal analysis.
In this case, the user could help the BCI in discerning intentional control periods from
non-intentional ones. However, it is still important for the EEG-based BCI section to be
able to make such a distinction on its own, since false activations could be triggered by
the EMG part.
In order to test the suitability of EMG as a binary switch for the BCI part we deﬁne
the following protocol: the user will signal his intention to activate/turn oﬀ the BCI by
slightly clenching the jaw. In the future hybrid BCI architecture, this action will also
imply turning on/oﬀ the visual stimulation unit, to minimize user’s discomfort (coming
from being unnecessarily exposed to ﬂashing lights for long time). Moreover, turning
LED stimuli oﬀ when not needed could mean improving BCI robustness against false
positives, since peaks at the speciﬁc target frequencies are less likely to occur.
EMG is acquired from the masseter muscle via a single, diﬀerential channel.
Sampling rate is set to 1000 SPS to pick-up relevant signal features. After collection,
the signal undergoes basic pre-processing, including band-pass ﬁltering ([100–350] Hz
bandwidth, optimized to extract the more signiﬁcant signal features) and squaring.
Before extracting the necessary features, the observed signal window is inspected for
potentially interesting peaks based on a percentile criterion. Based on this, two features
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are extracted from the isolated signals: the integral and the mean. Those features are
then passed to a linear kernel SVM, which takes care of the classiﬁcation between epoch
with or without muscular activation.
The training phase consisted of a series of 100 activations performed by a single
subject. Online, real-time performance was then assessed on two subjects, and no further
subject-speciﬁc training was performed. A real-time test session consisted of 50 attempts
to achieve control by a slight jaw clench, performed in a self-paced fashion, with at least
6 s between consecutive activations. In this scenario, a false positive event represents a
detected activation while the subject was not trying to achieve control, whereas a false
negative is a missed activation attempt. The ﬁrst subject (the one which performed the
training phase) was able to achieve perfect control over the whole real-time test session;
the other subject did achieve a very good performance too, with just one false positive
(≈ 0.07 min−1) and two false negatives (4 %).
A preliminary experiment was then carried out, for testing the feasibility of a hybridBCI (h-BCI) architecture. As previously explained, the EMG signal can be used as an
auxiliary channel to improve system’s robustness against false positives. In particular,
the EMG signal is used as a binary switch to enable/disable processing of the EEG
signals; in other words, the h-BCI acts as a conventional EEG-based BCI when the EMG
channel signals the user’s intention to interact with it.
The following experiment protocol was adopted: the user is asked to achieve control
of the h-BCI via a light jaw clench. At this point, the user must issue a command via the
SSVEP paradigm (introduced in the previous sections). If the user does not issue any
command (i.e. no SSVEP response is detected) within a given amount of time (10 s in
this experiment), the h-BCI reverts to the initial status, waiting for an event on the EMG
channel.
A run is composed of 50 self-paced trials, and long inactive periods are introduced
within trials to assess immunity to false positives. For performance estimation purposes,
the event in which the user is not able to activate the h-BCI (either via EMG or EEG)
is considered a False Negative, whereas a misclassiﬁcation or a spurious activation are
considered False Positives.
One subject performed two runs of the aforementioned experiment, reporting an
average false positives rate of 0.072 min−1 and an average 10 % false negative rate. It is
worth highlighting that the EMG part was responsible for just one false positive, whereas
the EEG part accounts for a total of 4, concentrated in the last trials of each run and
probably related to increased eye fatigue. These ﬁndings, although very preliminary and
bearing scarce statistical signiﬁcance, are indeed quite promising and encourage in
moving towards a hybrid BCI architecture, capable of fusing EMG and EEG information
to achieve a more robust interaction paradigm.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we discussed a complete implementation of a SSVEP-based BCI and
discussed a possible extension using EMG as an auxiliary input signal.
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The whole signal processing chain for a self-paced, SSVEP-based BCI was
presented. Given the application scope of home automation control, in which user inter‐
actions are quite rare and sparse in time, the accuracy and robustness constraints prevail
over high data throughput requirements. From this perspective, undergoing long or
periodical system calibration phases could be perceived as an excessive burden by the
user (this spoiling acceptance and usability chances), so that a calibration and trainingfree approach was pursued. Subject-independent operation was demonstrated, at the
same time achieving remarkably good performance.
To this purpose, a CCA-based algorithm was exploited: after assessing its reference
performance, improvement in accuracy and robustness were obtained by accounting for
neutralization of unreliable choices, based on the estimation of a classiﬁcation conﬁ‐
dence index. Such an index was also exploited to implement adaptive, dynamic selection
of optimal duration of EEG epoch, thus increasing eﬃciency of the classiﬁcation process
and consequently allowing to improve the BCI responsiveness towards the user.
Finally, devised methods were implemented and tested in an online, self-paced BCI
experiment. Obtained results are very promising: high true positive rates (≈ 94 %) and
low false positive rates (≈ 0.16 min−1) were achieved, outperforming literature data.
Moreover, the entire setup was also replicated outside lab-controlled conditions, in the
scope of the Handimatica 2014 exhibition, with very promising results. This may
encourage the adoption of such technology in more realistic contexts.
Also, a possible hybrid BCI architecture was discussed, exploiting EMG as an auxil‐
iary input channel, acting as a binary activation switch for the EEG-based part. This
behavior could improve both user’s comfort, turning oﬀ visual stimulation when not
needed, as well as resilience towards false positives. Preliminary results for the detection
of a slight jaw clench via EMG show that this auxiliary channel could be suitable for
controlling and aiding the EEG-based section of the BCI. Furthermore, a proof-ofconcept test of the complete h-BCI was presented, showing promising results.
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Abstract. This article presents the ﬁrst results about the perception of 33
elderly people about interaction tools in a digital ambient environment. The
evaluation of this study is based on the ﬁlling of a short questionnaire, and
interviews after a presentation of the different possible technologies and the use
of a digital automated living lab, centred on a life scenario, by volunteers. The
ﬁrst results show a signiﬁcant interest of the elderly in the voice interaction
mode, in comparison with tactile interaction or switches, as well as a good
opinion of the technological tools presented, in the context of a potential future
use, for their health, better autonomy and well-being.
Keywords: Ambient digital environment  Usability  Perception  Interaction
mode  Elderly  Living lab

1 Introduction
Longer life increases the number of people with loss of autonomy and may lead to
dependence [1]. Needs in terms of securing a dependent elderly person, or a disabled
person and needs for a response to isolation and social ties deﬁcit have been identiﬁed
as well as key ingredients [2] and challenges [3] for Ambient Assisted Living
(AAL) systems [4]. The issue of home support is justiﬁed by a social necessity and by
individual aspirations or for savings in health spending and social protection [5].
The use of ICT (Information Technology and Communication) can enable frail
people or people with disabilities to live better by giving them the means to be more
independent at home [6]. Many efforts have been made to increase accessibility to ICT
–communication devices, assistive and health technologies …– for old people but the
solutions are not yet at the appointment. This is mainly due to the lack of study of the
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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real needs and a clear deﬁnition of the elderly proﬁles (dependent, frail, socially isolated, digital exclusion, etc.). Some speciﬁc characteristics prevent or put a brake on the
access to these new technologies. The behaviour and interaction modes of these people
in their use and access to these technologies as well as their perception of technology
are not fully understood because of the many influencing factors.
[7, 8] explored the potential for voice user interface to interact with home-based
services. [9] reported studies comparing touch screen and traditional mouse input and
[10] described the design and the use of handheld computers for older adults. These
modalities of interaction adapted to the home are still a challenge in connection with
home automation and ambient technologies. Another signiﬁcant challenge when
studying technologies within the True Life Lab concept [11] is the living context where
the research is carried out to inform about the acceptability of future innovative
technologies or services.
Methods and tools from social sciences and ICT need to be merged to explore and
analyse the behaviour of users with these innovative technologies to design, adapt
them, on the basis of related ICT experiences. It is also important to consider how a
new numeric ambient technology including intuitive interaction based on gesture,
tactile and speech enables to ﬁt the proﬁle of the user.
Therefore, a methodology [12] mixing ethnographic observation [13] of actions and
interviews [14] needs to be investigated. This innovating methodology must take into
account several restraints, for instance the fact that the elderly people cannot endure a
long experimentation time and may be stressed by the numeric ambient environment
with observers.
We propose an interdisciplinary methodology to anticipate the use and the
acceptance of these technologies by an elderly population, to build real models of
habitat and solutions tailored to their expectations. In this way, it is necessary to study
the relationship of these people with digital technologies in a smart home environment.
This is the reason why the paper presents the preliminary results of an experiment
conducted in living lab on a sample of 33 volunteers (aged > 60 years). A test protocol
was implemented, so that the volunteers could test the technological tools available in a
smart home and perform, alone, independently a real-life test scenario. The last step of
the study was the ﬁlling of a questionnaire on the utility and relevance of the tools used.
The change in perception about the technologies used between the before and after
testing was particularly studied.
The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes the experimental protocol.
Section 3 presents the test environment. Section 4 gives the method and the observation tools. Section 5 gives preliminary results. Section 6 offers a discussion. Section 7 ends the paper with a conclusion and comments about future work.

2 Experimental Protocol
The only criteria retained for the inclusion of participants in this project are the age –at
least 60 years of age– and being retired. There is no exclusion criterion about diseases,
disabilities or loss of independence.
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Up to three participants are called on a half day during which researchers
accompany them. The experiment session is divided into seven phases:
• The signature of a consent letter with the presentation of the scientists’ team, the
objectives of the study and the different phases of the experiment.
• The response to a questionnaire on a tactile tablet. A researcher accompanies each
participant to help him to use the tablet or to understand the questions. The goal of
this questionnaire is to know socio-cultural proﬁles of elderly, their current uses of
ICT, the intentions of using new technologies, the anticipation of the place of
settlement and their adaptation.
• The visit of a smart home (cf. Sect. 3) and the presentation of the different technologies and services available. Participants discover the smart home where they
will carry out a scenario and they can ask any questions concerning the functioning
of the equipment.
• The appropriation period of the three different interaction techniques. This phase
allows participants to try classic switches and the touch screen user interface to
control the home equipment. They are also informed that they can speak with the
smart home but without spoken example. This choice was retained to avoid
influencing the participant and to let them discover this interaction mode during the
test.
• The individual experimentation into the smart home, according to a scenario simulating the awakening of the participants. They are asked to carry out their usual
activities after getting up in the morning. They can use classic switches and/or
tactile interface on tablets and/or voice control of the smart home.
• The post-experimentation semi-structured interview with researchers in human and
social sciences. The researchers have observed the participants during the scenario.
By mixing the information collected both during the observation phase and during
the interviews, the researchers aim to understand the participant’s behavior, to
discuss about their feelings and their projection in the use of the ambient
technologies.
• The response to a post-experimentation questionnaire. This step enables to quantify
the qualitative data from the previous interview.

3 Smart Home Test Environment
The experimentation was set up in the smart home of the university institute of technology of Blagnac in France (MIB), [15]. This smart home is a technological, scientiﬁc
and human platform. In the standard conﬁguration, this flat of 80 m2 is equipped with a
networking infrastructure adaptable to a valid, a frail or a disabled person (Fig. 1). It
enables interconnectivity between commercial equipments and devices for intelligent
management of the living environment, the implementation of technological solutions
for monitoring and study of uses in the home setting. This home is equipped with
various kinds of sensors (comfort, domestic security, access management, remote
assistance…) and technical aids. The person can use classic switches, a touch screen
interface (Fig. 2), or his/her voice. Interoperability is an important issue because of the
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heterogeneity of technological devices [16]; Interoperability is ensured through a
middleware accepting standard protocols such as KNX or HTTP and also proprietary
wireless protocols.
4 functions are proposed:
•
•
•
•

E-health functions to follow the health-status of the person,
Comfort and assistive functions to support person with automatism equipment,
Access functions for safety and security,
Communication functions to control home equipment and to keep social ties with
the outside (family, caregivers…).
In this study, only comfort and assistive functions are considered (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. The experimental smart home [15]

Fig. 2. A volunteer using the tablet in the kitchen

The control switches are completed with pictograms (kind of help) to explain the
role of each button (Fig. 3-a). The tablet has an intuitive user interface with buttons
affected to each room. Ergonomic criteria –size of buttons, space between buttons [17],
and background colour to maximize the contrast– have been applied to facilitate the
accessibility by older persons. Pressing the affected button provides access to the list of
possible equipment commands. Same pictograms are used for the buttons on tablet and
wall switches (Fig. 3-b). Voice input is recorded through an ambient sensitive
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microphone set up in the flat. The spoken message is displayed in the smart home by
means of a text-to-speech synthesis.
A platform (called MIOZ) was designed to simulate the process chain of a spoken
dialogue –speech recognition, understanding system, management of dialogue and
generation of message– between the participant and the smart home without the
knowledge of the participant. MIOZ sends and receives orders and feedbacks to sensors, actuators… regardless of the communication technology available in the MIB.
Thus, the experimenter can track the participant’s actions through the sensors’ feedback
and interact with him through. To achieve this goal, a speciﬁc lightweight middleware
“MiCom” has been developed. MiCom enables connections with various technologies
and insure interoperability thanks to a HTTP-based command set to interact with
sensors and actuators, regardless of the communication technology. Each device of the
environment can be managed by calling HTTP URLs.
The participant is also observed thanks to four cameras deployed in the smart home.

Fig. 3. a- Pictograms associated to wall switches b- Touch screen user-interface

4 Method and Observation Tools
4.1

Ethnography and Communication Tool

The social science process of the study is inductive, based on grounded theories. The
analysis of the qualitative data is focused both on the actions performed by the elderly
people and their behaviour during the observation stage, and on their discourse about
their experiment, during the interviews.
The interview lasts between 15 and 20 min and is focussed on ﬁve items:
•
•
•
•

How the participant felt during the experiment?
Which ICT the participant likes best and which are convincing?
What could be the participant’s motivation to use the ICT at home?
When? –that is to say: anticipation of the adaptation of the home and intentions in
terms of investment,
• In case of social contribution: which ICT would come ﬁrst and how is the participant ready to carry out administrative procedures?

Following the interview, the short questionnaire is presented on tablet. This
questionnaire is presented as a resume of the total experiment. It focusses on the
opinion of the participant about ICT’s.
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Questionnaire

According to the experiment protocol (cf. Sect. 2) participants were invited to answer
to a questionnaire focussed on four items:
• The view about technologies,
• The wish to settle domotic equipment and ICT at home. If positive answer: which
items? (Voice input system, talking machine, touch screen user interface, control
switches, light path, carephone and adjustability of furniture to abilities and needs,
several items could be selected). If negative answer: justiﬁcation (no perception of
usefulness, too expensive, lack of conﬁdence in technologies, intrusive technology,
fears about the use of collected data),
• Interaction mode preferences,
• Easiness of the different interaction modes (prioritisation).
The analysis of the whole data gives comprehensive elements of the way the elderly
consider the use of ambient technologies dedicated to palliate the loss of autonomy.
4.3

Justiﬁcation of Our Approach

Carrying out semi structured interviews enables the researchers to collect information
that were not possible to anticipate: the participants engage, during the interviews, their
authentic living experience as elderly people, their representations and projections
about aging, loss of autonomy or dependence, their eventual fears about the future,
their level of information and their representations about ICT’s in an ambient
environment.
Their discourse is therefore incarnated, grounded on their life experience and freely
contextualized.
In such a protocol, this way of investigating enables to qualify quantitative data and
gives a vision or orientation from which it is possible to deﬁne new tracks for the
analysis of the results. This come and go between qualitative and quantitative information leads to precise, sharp and authentic consideration of human beings as far as
their health is concerned and beneﬁts into better understanding of their real needs. The
qualitative investigation enriches the quantitative data, and vice versa.

5 Results
We have proceeded to an experimentation period of 33 volunteers and have carried out
an analysis of both post experiment interviews and questionnaires.
5.1

Population

33 volunteers (21 female and 12 male) were recruited (Table 1). Among them, there is
a person with motor impairment (lower limbs) and another with cognitive impairment.
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Table 1. Population proﬁle
60–64 years 65–74 years 75–90 years and older Total
Female 4
10
7
21
Male
2
8
2
12
Total
6
18
9
33

All the others have no deﬁciency except visually impairment corrected by wearing
glasses. All of them have signed the consent letter and agree with the goal of the
experiment protocol.
5.2

Quantitative Results

Figure 4 shows that 90.91 % of older people surveyed have changed their opinion on
new technologies (about 87.88 % in a positive way towards 3 in a negative way).
9.09 % have not changed their opinion after the experiment.

Fig. 4. The change
technologies

of

opinion

about

Fig. 5. The intentions about being equipped
with such devices

We notice that only 12 % of elderly are ready to use currently the home automation
and ICT technologies. However, when they are projected in the future, about 79 % are
interested in these technologies (Fig. 5). 81.82 % of the participants say they are ready
to carry out administrative procedures to adapt their home.
Figure 6 shows the different wishes about ICT in smart home, several answers
could be given by the participants for a same question. We can see a strong preference
for speech technologies (75.76 % respectively for voice recognition and 57.58 % for
voice synthesis). The light path when the person gets up is also highly chosen
(51.52 %). A lower interest (42.42 %) is reported for the touch screen user interface
even if this interaction mode is available everywhere on tablet and smartphone. The
lowest interests are respectively for control switches and carephone. These intention
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Fig. 6. Which devices at home?

rates are surprising because of the usual use of control switches in a standard home and
the importance of teleassistance for frail or dependent people. Negative reasons
reported concerns mainly the cost (6.6 %) and rate equality (3.3 %), the lack of perception of usefulness and the potentially intrusive dimension.
Figure 7 shows the high preference for voice input as interaction mode to control
the smart home (about 70 % as ﬁrst choice). The tactile interaction appears as a second
choice (about 55 %, Fig. 8) while the switch control is chosen as a third choice (about
58 %). A Pearson’s chi-squared test

Fig. 7. Voice input system ranging (preference criteria)

Fig. 8. Touch screen user interface ranging
(preference criteria)
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(v2) [18] was applied between the variables (interaction technique and range of
selection). Pearson’s chi-squared test data are: Table 10-squared = 42, df = 4,
p-value = 1.668e-08. The interaction technique and the range of selection are dependant for the preference criteria. This means that there is a signiﬁcant statistic link
between these two variables.
The same tendency is observed from the ease criteria (ﬁrst choice for voice input
(Fig. 9), second choice for touch screen interface (Fig. 10). However the rate for the
second choice is respectively (51.52 % for touch screen and around 40 % for switch
control).
A Pearson’s chi-squared test (v2) was applied between the variables (interaction
technique and range of selection) for the ease criteria (Figs. 9 and 10). Pearson’s
chi-squared test data are: Table 10-squared = 37.091, df = 4, p-value = 1.725 e-07.
The two variables (interaction technique and range of selection) are also dependant
from the ease criteria.
5.3

Qualitative Results

First, the possible voice interaction with the MIB smart home through the MIOZ
platform appears as the favorite equipment, from a qualitative point of view. It is
perceived as a personalization of the smart home, a reassuring presence and a strong
element of comfort: “the voice tranquilizes me, it reassures me”; “I am most impressed,
amazed by the voice”; “one feels less lonely with the voice”. Even when a negative
perception occurs, it is nuanced: “the voice is stressful…but I suppose one gets used to
it”. This element matches with the quantitative results (cf. Fig. 6).
However, the most important result of the study is clearly the need to offer several
modes of interaction to the inhabitant. The experimented protocol allows redundancy
of the equipment, which gives, according to the discourse of the participants, the
possibility of an extended comfort and well-being. This redundancy is perceived as a
means of keeping acting and choosing the way orders are given. It is also perceived as a
warranty of reliability of the different technologies as well as a possibility of doing
several tasks or giving several orders simultaneously. It is viewed as non-restrictive as
far as acting freely is concerned.
The participants sometimes had a deﬁant attitude towards ICT’s before the
experiment. This perception changed after. They express the fact that they had not
expected such easiness in the use of the equipments: “I feared to be overwhelmed;
these technologies now seem more feasible”.
The cost of such equipments remains a problem, as the participants, even if they do
not mention any amount; think that it is too expensive. It seems important to specify
that, without any question about this aspect, they have spontaneously mentioned
whether they were owners or tenants of their home. This particular point clearly orientated their thoughts and projections into the question of, on the one side, investment
and, on the other side, equipment. Tenants tend to anticipate their future settlement in a
nursing home.
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Fig. 10. Touch screen user interface ranging
(ease criteria)

6 Discussion
The technologies tested during the experiment appear to elderly people as a means of
independence and a way to avoid going to a nursing home and stay healthy at home.
However, some participants found that these innovative devices were too “medicalized”, others wonder about the system reliability or costs at home. The novel interaction techniques (voice and tactile) are preferred: the voice input is natural and touch
screen is fun and easy to use.
Even though the participants declare themselves as “concerned” and “convinced”
by the technologies in the MIB, they also say that they don’t need it immediately but in
the future. Some of them clearly express their difﬁculty to project themselves into the
loss of autonomy. This may be analyzed as ambivalence, or reluctance about palliative
technologies as far as free and independent aging is concerned.
During the interviews, some participants have a contradictory discourse, compared
to their behaviour during the experiment, such as, for instance, being very keen about
the voice interaction with the MIB and not using it at all. It seems that the experience
has changed their views positively as far as technologies are concerned. This remark
has to be understood in the restraint context of the study: the experiment is new,
enjoyable, both experiment and interviews were carried out in a short duration.
The corpus of participants up till now studied is very heterogeneous: age, social and
cultural background, previous uses of technologies, representations and experience of
aging…
The age of the participants (60 up to 90 years) does not seem to have any influence
on the results: there is –in the ongoing results– no speciﬁcity in the use of the ICT’s
according to the age. These criteria are to be taken into account because the ongoing
results do not always reflect this heterogeneity: the further experiments will allow a
more accurate analysis.
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7 Conclusion
This paper proposes a new methodological approach for a better understanding of the
needs of the elderly and the use of technologies in an ambient digital environment –in a
living lab– based on the implementation of a multidimensional observation tool. This
method interconnects a qualitative regard with quantitative data.
The ongoing results lead to a new question, related to the stability of the preferences, in terms of ICT modalities, in the long term.
This remark, linked with the heterogeneous characteristics of the elderly, enables to
anticipate a further difﬁculty to qualify different proﬁles of users or ideal-types of
inhabitants or modes of connected settlements.
The study aims a better understanding of the potential uses of ambient technologies
by the elderly. The next step is to carry on the experiments with about one hundred
more people, in order to sharpen the previous observations and to interpret these results
according to the social, cultural and health proﬁles of the elderly.
The multimodal way of using ICT’s appears as essential for a complete consideration of the different representations, needs, uses of the elderly, as well as for an
optimized acceptability and accessibility of these technologies. Also, other interaction
modes could be tested, such as gesture or partial body movement, which are more
natural interactions.
Acknowledgments. This work is partially funded by the MSH-T of Toulouse and AG2R La
Mondiale Insurance group.
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Abstract. Vital signs are the indicators which evaluate the existence of health
status and life quality. Hospitals may provide medical services for acute and
chronic diseases and injuries. However, continuous monitoring and long-term
treatment becomes difﬁcult in such type diseases. In this paper, continuous vital
signs monitoring system (CVSMS) based on wireless body area network
(WBAN) is designed. And the gathered data is transmitted to a mobile phone via
Bluetooth and then transferred to a remote server and stored in the database. In
this way, a variety of vital signs such as body temperature, pulse rate, blood
pressure, and ECG information would be acquired. Through the analysis and
assessment of CVSMS, the results showed that the measurements are accurate
and it provides an effective method for continuous health monitoring.
Keywords: Wireless body area network  Vital signs  Continuous monitoring 
Bluetooth

1 Introduction
China’s aging society is drawing near, the elderly population of China is expected to
reach 300 million by 2025 [1]. Patients with chronic diseases are also increasing day by
day. According to statistics, the number of patients diagnosed at a younger age with
chronic diseases had been more than 260 million by 2012 [2]. However, the diagnosis and
treatment of hospital-centered model cannot accommodate the increasing health care
needs, and community health care centered model will be the future direction of health
care, including home and personal care [3]. Vital signs (temperature, blood pressure,
pulse, ECG, etc.) are the assessment of existence and the index of quality life [4]. The
Changes in said vital signs are often precursors of physical disease. Therefore, it is vitally
important to obtain real-time information about the vital signs for the elderly and
chronically ill [5]. WBAN (Wireless Body Area Network) combines medical sensor
technology and wireless sensor network technology [6, 7]. The application of WBAN for
real-time monitoring of human characteristic information could greatly improve the level
of medical care [8–10].
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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In recent years, physiological monitoring systems have been widely studied and
applied. Inchoate signs monitoring instruments are essentially bedside monitors.
However, they have many limitations such as simple functions, non-continuous and
low accuracy [11]. With the development of remote technology, modern monitoring
system can collect and deal with the multiple physiological parameters of each part of
human body using a wide variety of sensors [12, 13]. Monitoring system operation has
become simpler and the results are also more accurate. Multi-parameter signs monitoring system mainly monitors ECG signal, which has been used by hospitals and the
welfare institutions. And its main approach is based on regular checkups of individual.
But this typical medical monitoring instrument has the characteristic of medical professional and operational difﬁculties, which don’t allow the users do a full signs
monitoring by themselves. On the contrary, family-oriented signs monitors can meet
the above needs. But the prices of existing signs monitoring instruments are usually
above $1000. Therefore, a continuous physiological parameters monitor with low cost
and simple operation is signiﬁcant for elderly guardianship and chronic care.
This paper aims to design a continuous vital signs monitoring system (CVSMS).
Signs sensors are used for collecting the information of human body, such as temperature, blood pressure, pulse rate, blood oxygen saturation and heart rate.

2 Methods
CVSMS illustrated in Fig. 1 comprises of monitoring sensors, wireless transmission
network and data servers. Human physiological parameter’s data collected by WBAN
is displayed on monitoring software screen in real time and transmitted to mobile phone
via Bluetooth [14, 15], then uploaded to the remote database server (vital signs database) for further analysis [16].

Fig. 1. The structure of CVSMS.
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In order to meet the multi-parameter measurement requirements, a dedicated processor is required for data collection and processing. In this paper, we designed a
treatment stratagem using symmetric multi-processing. The ATOM Z520 processor is
capable of providing the human interaction. The master control chip uses C8051F005
for the data acquisition and processing of wide variety of body signs parameters. For
the consistent and stable data transmission between the control module and the display
module, the serial transmission approach was adopted. Resistive touch screen is
selected which control the screen through the touch pen. Compared with conventional
monitoring system, CVSMS is more advantageous and convenient for elderly people.
2.1

Overall Design

C8051F005 is used as the master chip of collecting part and Bluetooth module is
adopted for data transmission process. The ATOM Z520 processor provides the
human-machine interaction. The overall design of CVSMS is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The overall design of CVSMS.

Some parts of CVSMS have been integrated well on the development board, which
need not to carry too much development, such as part of ATOM human-computer
interaction and Bluetooth module. The master module used for data acquisition need
circuit board design, plate making and commissioning.
2.2

CVSMS Hardware Design

(1) Temperature Measurement Module. The common sensor used for measuring the
body temperature mainly consists of the following four types: thermistor, thermocouple, RTD (Resistance Temperature Detector) and IC temperature sensor. Considering the sensor cost, size, accuracy, stability, measurement range and the ease of
use, the YSI-400 series thermistor sensor used for medical purposes is selected.
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The AD of micro controller unit collects TEMP signal VT. According to the
formula:
Vcc
VT
¼
R10 þ RT RT

ð1Þ

VT  R10
Vcc  VT

ð2Þ

RT ¼

RT is the thermistor resistance. According to the thermistor’s temperatureresistance curve, the current measured temperature can be received.
(2) Blood Pressure Measurement Module. In this study, we selected the
FGN-605PGSR blood pressure sensor to collect the blood pressure signal. The
principle of the sensor is based on double-ended differential voltage signal output
due to resistance located in Wien bridge whose power supplied by a constant
current source and changes with pressure. It measures the pressure in the range of
−34.47 * +34.47 kPa and accords with the requirement of blood pressure measurement. The schematic and block diagram of blood pressure measurement
module are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively. This module is composed of
pressure sensor (FGN-605PGSR), constant flow source (LM324  1), differential
ampliﬁer (LM324  3), 0.8 Hz second-order high-pass ﬁlter (LM324  1), 200
times magniﬁcation (LM324  2), 38 Hz second order low-pass ﬁlter (LM324
1), blood pressure pulse trigger (LM311  1).

Fig. 3. The schematic of blood pressure measurement module.
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Fig. 4. The block diagram of blood pressure measurement module.

(3) Blood Oxygen Measurement Module. The block diagram of blood oxygen
measurement module is shown in Fig. 5. A ﬁngertip blood oxygen sensor is
adopted. Two juxtaposed light emitting diodes are ﬁxed on ﬁngertip and emit red
light whose wavelength is 660 nm and infrared light whose wavelength is 905 nm
respectively. Lower wall is a photodiode. The measurements are carried out by
turning red and infrared light that transmitted through the ﬁngers into electrical
signal. When blood oxygen module operates, two light-emitting diodes
(LED) driven by time-sharing and circuit gives light respectively under more
stringent duty cycles at regular intervals. Using the ratio of LEDs luminous
intensity and the intensity of light received by photodiode, we can calculate whole
blood absorption rate of 660 nm red light and 905 nm infrared light. Then the
displayed oxygen values could be realized by calculating the ratio of the two
wavelength light and referencing R curve.

Fig. 5. The block diagram of blood oxygen measurement module.

(4) ECG Measurement Module. The block diagram of ECG measurement module is
shown in Fig. 6. ECG acquisition module mainly encompasses electrode module,
preampliﬁer circuit, band-pass ﬁlter circuit, main ampliﬁer circuit and electrical
level rising circuit. Electrode extracts the ECG signal, and after ampliﬁcation,
ﬁltering, two ampliﬁer, and electrical level rising, the treatment of A/D conversion
and software ﬁltering can be in progress. Then the correct data can be received.

Fig. 6. The block diagram of ECG measurement module.
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The function of preampliﬁer circuit is to realize the differential ampliﬁcation of
signals, which is crucial in the whole sampling circuit, because this is the basis for
subsequent signal processing. This paper adopts the INA118 precision instrumentation
ampliﬁer, which has the advantages of high accuracy, low power consumption, high
common-mode rejection ratio and wide work frequency band. Other circuit needs to be
conﬁgured properly to play INA118’s role as much as possible. The method of differential ampliﬁcation ensures the high common mode rejection ratio.

Fig. 7. The schematic of Preampliﬁer circuit.

The schematic of Preampliﬁer circuit is shown in Fig. 7. In the design of circuits,
U1A and U1B make up emitter follower, which can stabilize input signal and improve
the input impedance and common mode rejection ratio. U3, R13, R14 and C10 make
up floating drive circuit, which can amplify the common mode signal, so as to inhibit
the interference of 50 Hz frequency strongly.
The input level of A/D converter is 0 * 3.3 V, so the ECG signal must be
ampliﬁed 800 * 1000 times. The preampliﬁer circuit magniﬁes about 10 times, so that
the main ampliﬁer circuit magniﬁes about 100 times so can meet the demand. This
paper adopts/foster two stage ampliﬁcation. The ﬁrst stage magniﬁes 10 times and the
second stage adjusts the best magniﬁcation, so as to receive the gain output that meet
the needs.
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CVSMS Software Design

CVSMS is designed to collect physiological parameters data including temperature,
blood pressure, blood oxygen and its waveform, and ECG through the serial port, and
display the received data in real time. It acquires two critical features i.e. setting module
and Monitoring module. Setting module addresses conﬁguration of the serial port, ECG
ﬁlter mode, inflatable blood pressure values, and the associated calibration values.
Monitoring module initializes the serial port, sends the appropriate testing instructions
(temperature, blood pressure, blood oxygen and ECG detection instruction), receives,
interprets data and displays in real time. The system’s overall frame diagram is shown
in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. System’s overall frame diagram.

The setting module has four main functions: serial port setting, ECG setting, blood
pressure setting and calibration setting. Serial port settings function is used for setting
the serial port number, baud rate, parity data bits and stop bits. ECG setting function
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depicts the ECG ﬁltering mode and ECG gain. Blood pressure setting function conﬁgures the blood pressure measurement mode (including adult mode, child mode,
neonatal mode), and pre-inflation pressure value. Calibration settings include leak
detection, static pressure calibration, blood pressure and body temperature calibration.
The leak detection function is used for setting the pre-charge pressure value. Static
pressure calibration function is used for setting the cuff pressure. Blood pressure
parameters calibration function is used for setting the pressure deviation according to
the measured pressure. Temperature parameters calibration function is used for setting
the temperature deviation according to the measured temperature.
The monitoring module consists of two sub-modules including serial communication module and display module. Serial communication modules includes initializing,
sending instructions, receiving data and closing of the serial port. Initialization function
is used for initializing the serial port settings. If the initialization is successful, other
operations would be carried out on the serial port, such as sending and receiving.
Sending instructions function can send four types of instructions, including temperature
detection instruction, blood pressure and oxygen detection instruction, and ECG
detection instruction. Receiving data function is used for receiving of data through serial
port and does protocol analysis. Serial off function is used for closing serial port. The
display module consists of two functions: (1) data and status display and (2) waveform
display. Data and status display function is used for displaying the detection values and
testing status of heart rate, body temperature, pulse rate, blood pressure, and blood
oxygen. Waveform display function has two sub-functions: drawing and refreshing.
Waveform drawing function r draws the waveform of pulse signals and ECG. Waveform refreshing function refreshes the waveform graph.
Receive data module of CVSMS is responsible for protocol parsing process. The
data packet is composed of head code, package type, and perception data. The head
code are 0x55 0xaa and take 2 bytes. Package type is set up for different kinds of vital
signs measurement. It contains six types, which are shown in Table 1. The length of
perception data is determined based on the package type of data.
Table 1. The data package types of CVSMS
Type Name
0x01 ECG

Length Index Content
5 bytes 0
ECG status
1
Heart rate
2
Respiration rate
3
ST
4
Error code
0x02 Blood pressure 5 bytes 0
NIBP status
1
Cuff pressure
2
Systolic pressure
3
Mean pressure
4
Diastolic pressure
(Continued)
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Table 1. (Continued)
Type Name
0x03 SpO2

0x04 Temperature

0x05 ECG wave

0x06 SpO2 wave

Length Index Content
3 bytes 0
SPO2 status
1
SPO2
2
Pulse rate
3 bytes 0
Temperature status
1
Temp1
2
Temp2
8 bytes 0
ECG Wave1
1
ECG Wave2
2
ECG Wave3
3
ECG Wave4
4
ECG Wave5
5
ECG Wave6
6
ECG Wave7
7
ECG Wave8
1 bytes 0
SPO2 Wave

3 Result
According to observations, compared with traditional instruments, we made a long time
signs monitoring for a various samples. One of the samples observation result from
8:00 to 22:00 is shown in Tables 2 and 3. The records indicated that the CVSMS and
traditional instruments groups showed no statistical signiﬁcance (p > 0.05) in vital
signs data measurement.
Table 2. The results of vital signs data measurement by CVSMS and traditional instruments.
Temp: Temperature; SBP: Systolic blood pressure; DBP: Diastolic blood pressure; PR: Pulse
rate; SpO2: Blood oxygen saturation; A: CVSMS measurement; B: Traditional instruments
measurement
No.

Time

Temp(°C)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00

A
36.5
36.5
36.5
36.5
36.5
36.7
36.7
36.7

B
36.5
36.5
36.5
36.5
36.6
36.6
36.7
36.7

SBP
(mmHg)
A
B
136
135
135
130
130
130
128
125
125
125
122
120
120
120
120
120

DBP
(mmHg)
A
B
90
90
90
90
85
85
84
85
83
85
84
85
85
85
85
85

PR(bpm)
A
76
75
74
75
78
78
77
78

B
75
74
75
75
77
78
77
77

SpO2(%)
A
B
98
98
97
98
97
98
98
97
99
98
99
98
98
98
98
97
(Continued)
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Table 2. (Continued)

No.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Time

Temp(°C)

16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00
22:00

A
36.8
36.8
36.7
36.5
36.5
36.5
36.5

B
36.8
36.8
36.6
36.6
36.5
36.5
36.5

SBP
(mmHg)
A
B
123
125
134
135
122
120
118
115
115
115
112
110
110
110

DBP
(mmHg)
A
B
85
85
89
90
84
85
85
85
85
85
82
80
79
80

PR(bpm)

SpO2(%)

A
77
77
75
74
76
75
75

A
97
98
99
99
98
98
98

B
75
75
75
75
75
76
75

B
97
98
98
98
98
98
98

Table 3. Group statistics of data measured by the CVSMS and traditional instruments. Temp:
Temperature; SBP: Systolic blood pressure; DBP: Diastolic blood pressure; PR: Pulse rate; SpO2:
Blood oxygen saturation; A: CVSMS measurement; B: Traditional instruments measurement
Group
Temp A
B
SBP A
B
DBP A
B
PR
A
B
SpO2 A
B

N Mean
15 36.5933
15 36.5933
15 123.3333
15 122.3333
15 85.0000
15 85.3333
15 76.0000
15 75.6000
15 98.0667
15 97.8000

Std. Deviation
0.12228
0.10998
8.05930
7.98809
2.90320
2.96808
1.41421
1.12122
0.70373
0.41404

Std. Error Mean
0.03157
0.02840
2.08090
2.06252
0.74960
0.76636
0.36515
0.28950
0.18170
0.10690

4 Discussion
WBAN technology for vital signs monitoring is promising to alter the traditional
chronic monitoring routine, especially for family care. However, the designing of
non-invasive body-worn sensors system is a challenging work, often requiring a broad
insight into the nature of the disease and its effect on physiological parameters.
Although there are sensors available for vital signs monitoring, there is still a need for
improvement to achieve continuous monitoring of these parameters. The main constraints for systems such as our CVSMS design are low power requirements, security
and reliability.
In order to achieve continuous and unobtrusive monitoring, implementation of
wireless modules is vital. This paper, using Bluetooth technology, designs communication circuit module to achieve short distance wireless. Integration of wireless modules
to CVSMS not only provides support for patients’ mobility, but also has the potential to
change the conventional healthcare service to real-time feedback communication. The
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beneﬁts of employing multi-parameter monitoring systems for the prevention, prediction and management of diseases are myriad. CVSMS with multiple sensors are capable
of providing an extensive database of the patient’s medical history. It will be more
reliable and useful, compared to single-parameter monitoring devices.

5 Conclusion
From a practical standpoint, this paper analyzed the current demands and developed a
CVSMS solution for the continuous monitoring of vital signs, and described the design
of each function module. After the implementation of hardware platform, the data
frame format of command and transport were developed. On the above basis, according
to the need of continuous monitoring, the overall function design of CVSMS was
accomplished. Finally, after assessment, the results showed that CVSMS and traditional instruments groups showed no statistical signiﬁcance (P > 0.05) in vital signs
data measurement.
Acknowledgments. This work was supported by Chinese Universities Scientiﬁc Fund (Grant #:
2016XD002) and National Key Technology R&D Program of China (Grant #: 2012BAJ18B07).
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Abstract. Continuous monitoring of safety and health conditions are among the
primary goals of Ambient Assisted Living technologies. Effective solutions, aimed
at fostering independent life of elderly persons, need for carefully balancing system
intrusiveness, perspicacity, reliability and cost features. Heterogeneous networks,
including different combination of environmental and personal (wearable) sensors can
be used, with relevant value coming from data fusion: analysis techniques, aiming at
inferring safety and health-related information in an indirect fashion from behavioral
features are being deeply investigated with this aim. Device cooperation and intero‐
perability are thus key factors: in this paper, the development of a wearable sensor
suitable for broad range AAL application is introduced, addressing features specifi‐
cally oriented to behavioral analysis. First, the device itself is capable of analyzing
different features of the user motion patterns, synthesizing high-level information
(simple task identification, energy expenditure) on board. This result in better battery
management (less data transferred over the radio link) and interoperability (thanks to
data abstraction). Second, by means of a suitable operating protocol, it cooperates
with environmental sensors (e.g., a toilet sensor) providing the latters with user iden‐
tification information, and thus allowing to exploit related data even in a multi-user
context. This avoid the need of more expensive and complex indoor localization
techniques or of more intrusive identification technologies (e.g., NFC/RFID tags).
Keywords: Ambient Assisted Living · Wearable sensors · Sensor networking ·
Behavioral analysis

1

Introduction

The Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) paradigm exploits innovative ICT technologies to
foster independent life of elderly people in their preferred living environment, by
providing more safety, by compensating motor or sensing impairments, by promoting
social inclusion and participation [1]. AAL encompasses a wide range of enabling tech‐
nologies, among which smart sensors play a key role. As AAL technology progressed,
in fact, its focus shifted from mere safety and automation functionalities to smarter
services, involving a wider range of heterogeneous devices and relying on intelligent
interpretation of sensor data [2].
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Accessibility and acceptability of such technology is of paramount importance,
besides actual technical performance: minimizing intrusiveness and impact on daily
living habits is needed to make the approach eﬀective and sustainable. More speciﬁcally,
a sensible balance between the additional user burden involved by the adoption of a new
technology and the subjective perception of beneﬁts needs to be taken into account.
A meaningful example of such statement comes from telemedicine domain. Remote
monitoring of health condition is indeed a key to “ageing in place” policies [3]. This
may rely on clinical sensors, suitable for self-checking of relevant health parameters and
enabled for network connectivity. Such techniques have shown promising eﬀectiveness:
in [4], for instance, a study involving cohorts of patients suﬀering from congestive heart
failure disease (CHF) shown a much better six-months survival probability (80 % vs
60 %) for patients exploiting telemedicine facilities, with respect to the control group
receiving conventional cure.
However, such techniques suﬀer from some inherent limitations: clinical devices
can be expensive, and necessarily require some skill and awareness to the end-user. This,
together with boredom and carelessness, may result in poor compliance with required
check routines, thus jeopardizing the eﬀectiveness of the approach. Moreover, dimen‐
sionality of the telemedicine approach is necessarily limited, due to limited availability
of inexpensive devices suitable for self-managed measures. Thus, while telemedicine is
appropriate indeed for the management of a speciﬁc medical condition, it is less suitable
for a broader prevention and early diagnosis scenario. Within the AAL scenario, a more
comprehensive insight of user health condition can be gained in an indirect way,
exploiting information coming from a wider set of sources, including simple environ‐
mental sensors, as well as wearable devices. Behavioral proﬁles can be built upon such
data and searched for health-relevant events, anomalies and trends [5].
Within the “HELICOPTER” project (funded by the EU in the framework of the
AAL-JP programme [6]), such an approach is exploited in a hierarchical fashion,
accounting for both the direct (i.e., based on clinical sensors) and indirect (i.e., based
on non-clinical ones) schemes in a coordinated approach. In this paper, Sect. 2 below
introduces the overall HELICOPTER approach, while some speciﬁc features of the
sensing infrastructure are described in deeper details in Sect. 3. We focus, in particular,
on the central role the wearable sensor MuSA plays in the data fusion and interpretation
strategy. Some preliminary results coming from living-lab tests are also shown. Conclu‐
sions are eventually drawn in Sect. 4.

2

The HELICOPTER Concept

The HELICOPTER (HEalthyLIfe support through COmPrehensive Tracking of indi‐
vidual and Environmental Behaviors) project aims at implementing behavioral
monitoring features, suitable for supporting the early diagnosis of several common agerelated diseases. It is based on a holistic vision, merging clinical, wearable and envi‐
ronmental sensors within the same interoperable network. The actual sensor list is given
in Table 1:
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Table 1. Sensor list in the HELICOPTER framework.
Environmental
Room presence
Door/drawer
Fridge sensor
Hob sensora
Bed occupancy
Chair occupancy
Toilet usage
Electric Powera
a

Wearable
Alarm button
Falla
Identiﬁcation
Energy expenditure

Clinical
Body Weight
Blood Pressure
Pulse oxymeter
Glucometer
Portable ECGa

Sensors available, but not exploited in current pilots

Interaction of the user with sensors occurs in diﬀerent modes: environmental sensors
do not need to be intentionally operated by the user. Wearable sensors require more
awareness (remembering to wear, battery check,…) but still no direct operation. Clinical
sensors provide most accurate measurements, at the expense of some further operating
burden. On the other hand, environmental sensors are suitable for continuous moni‐
toring, wearable ones provide data only when worn, and clinical sensors provide ﬁgures
when operated (usually at given intervals, depending on the prescription and on the
adherence to it).
Therefore, as illustrated by Fig. 1, environmental, wearable and clinical devices
exhibit diﬀerent tradeoﬀs among data accuracy and continuity, intrusiveness and ease
of use (of course, further options exist, with clinical sensors suitable for continuous
monitoring; such devices, however, are usually meant for dealing with medical condi‐
tions and are scarcely suitable in a low-cost, low-intrusiveness prevention scenario).
Given such complementary features, a suitable data fusion strategy may help in attaining
better overall performance.

Fig. 1. Sensors hierarchy in the HELICOPTER framework

The monitoring strategy is based on the layered view given in Fig. 2. The user inter‐
acts, throughout his day, with environmental sensors scattered into the home and with
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a tiny device worn on his belt (described below). Data coming from such sensors are
fed to a behavioral model, which hunts for patterns, anomalies and trends which may
be consistent with the onset of a given diseases. If some sign emerges from such indirect
inference, the user is addressed to more accurate monitoring, based on clinical meas‐
urements. Outcome of suggested (or periodic) clinical checks enter the model as well,
providing a more comprehensive and coherent view: should the overall vision conﬁrm
the “diagnostic suspicion”, the system issue proper feedbacks to the user and alerts the
care system. The caregiver or the GP is then allowed to review the sensor “symptoms”
and to assess the situation, providing for appropriate actions. I.e., the HELICOPTER
system is not meant for “automatic” diagnosis of diseases, but instead for providing
continuous attention to possible indicators requiring medical attention. In this sense, it
can be regarded as a tool for an elementary “automatic triage”, which possibly yield a
“double-win” result: the user peace of mind can be fostered by the awareness of a system
watching over the user himself in a non-intrusive way, whereas the care system may
take advantage of the preliminary screening, which could reduce unnecessary demand
for clinical intervention.

Fig. 2. Conceptual scheme of the HELICOPTER service view

To clarify the concept, we may refer to an example: let’s consider the congestive
heart failure (CHF) condition mentioned above. Such condition, indeed, may result in
several “behavioral” clues, which may be detected trough the sensing infrastructure
introduced above. In Table 2, a list of such clues is given for the example at hand, and
correlated to sensing elements. Sensors are classiﬁed depending on whether a direct
clinical measurement is carried out, or if indirect indicators are provided.
Of course, not all of the above symptoms need to be necessarily present to diagnose
a CHF episode; also, indirect clues are obviously nonspeciﬁc, and may be caused by
many other conditions. So, there is no deterministic correlation between a given set of
symptoms and the CHF diagnose; a probabilistic approach is to be pursued instead,
assessing the likeliness of such condition, based on available clues. To estimate such
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Table 2. Sensor clues (Heart failure example)

probability, we exploit a Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) approach, modeled upon
clinical knowledge, and trained on the speciﬁc user activity proﬁle.
The model ﬁrst evaluates the probability based on the indirect sensor set only; should
the estimated probability become signiﬁcant, the clinical (direct) sensors are taken into
account: the user is addressed to a clinical self-check. Clinical sensor measures re-enter
the model, and a more precise assessment of the probability is carried out. If the prob‐
ability exceeds a given threshold, the “diagnostic suspicion” is issues, and professional
caregivers are involved.
Similar to the CHF example, a set of 8 models is being deﬁned, including: hyperand hypoglycemia, reduced physical activity, cystitis, depression, prostatic hypertrophy,
bladder prolapse. Extensive discussion of such models goes beyond the scope of this
paper, and will be presented elsewhere. Here we shall focus on some speciﬁc features

Fig. 3. Sample of environmental sensor data, coming from a pilot home. Gray ticks indicate
“active” status of sensors
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we have implemented into a wearable sensor to make its cooperation with the HELI‐
COPTER environment more eﬀective.
The HELICOPTER system has been deployed at homes of about 50 users, and is
been tested in such a living-lab environment. Pilots started at the beginning of 2016, and
results are expected within a few months. In Fig. 3, a sample of environmental sensor
data coming from an actual pilot site is shown.

3

Wearable Sensor and AAL

The overall HELICOPTER networking infrastructure is based on heterogeneous wire‐
less communication standards: environmental and wearable sensors exploits the IEEE
802.15.4/ZigBee standard, while clinical devices are compliant with IEEE 802.15.1/
Bluetooth protocol. A common gateway aggregates data coming from both domains and
takes care of network supervision, data logging, and forwarding information through
the Internet to relevant stakeholders. The end-user interacts with the system (getting
feedbacks, advices, requests) by means of an app running on an Android tablet.
User data are collected over the cloud at a service center, which runs the BBN soft‐
ware models and infers “diagnostic suspicions”.
Although the service concept is almost straightforward, a number of implementation
issues need to be taken into account to make it viable and eﬀective.
3.1 Sensor Data Tagging
For instance, the concept relies on the exploitation of data coming from sensors deployed
in the living environment to track meaningful habits and build behavioral proﬁles. If
more than a single person lives in the house, we therefore need to “tag” sensor infor‐
mations, distinguishing the actual user interacting with the sensor. Since sensors are
placed at known locations, this can be done by tracking the user position within the
environment. A number of diﬀerent techniques [7] can be applied to the indoor locali‐
zation task: most of them, however, does not comply with the cost and intrusiveness
constraints which need to be matched here. Artiﬁcial vision methods [8] imply the use
of cameras, which are not well received in the home familiar environment; radiolocation
methods [9, 10] (based on multilateration and exploiting time-of-ﬂight or signal strength
information) usually rely on the accurate calibration of the radio network (“ﬁnger‐
printing”) which makes the installation in a dynamic living environment not practical.
Methods based on NFC/RFID devices [11] require dedicated technologies and imply
the user cooperation in “check-in” operations.
On the other hand, the purpose here is just to “tag” sensor data, i.e., to associate a
sensor-detected activity to a speciﬁc user, so that a geographically accurate positioning
is not needed. Moreover, since the envisaged data processing is based on a probabilistic
approach, some “noise” (i.e., misinterpreted tags) is likely to be tolerable, and we may
hence content ourselves with less expensive/intrusive approaches.
In the HELICOPTER approach, we start from the assumption that the monitored
users wear a wearable device, which records their physical activity and inherently carries
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identiﬁcation information. In this project we use a wearable device called “MuSA”
(Multi Sensor Assistant, [12]) exploits the same ZigBee radio communication protocol
adopted by environmental sensors and may therefore exchange messages with each of
them over the radio link. While communicating in a single-hop mode, the Received
Signal Strength Index (RSSI) can be extracted and correlated [13] to the spatial distance
d between transceivers (i.e., the wearable device and the environmental sensor):

d = k ∗ 10−RSSI
where k is a constant involving signal propagation features, related to the actual signal
path. If we assume that k does is uniform enough in the region of interest (i.e., the space
close to the environmental sensor), RSSI can be considered as an inverse distance indi‐
cator. In practice, whenever an environmental sensor (a chair occupancy sensor, for
instance) is activated, a simple polling protocol is implemented: the sensor itself
exchanges a message with all known wearable devices (i.e., pertaining to diﬀerent
monitored people) and assign the action tag to the closest one (i.e., the one featuring the
higher RSSI). A threshold is introduced: if the RSSI does not exceeds a given value, the
wearer of the mobile node is assumed to be too far from the actual sensor for being
responsible of the sensor activation. This allows for discriminating actions taken by
“third” persons (family members, guests) not wearing a wearable device.
The accuracy of such an approach, of course, is limited by uncertainties and irreg‐
ularities along electromagnetic waves propagation path; nevertheless, it is more than
adequate to the aimed purpose: tests carried out in a simulated environment exhibited
satisfactory discrimination features in all cases of practical interest [14].
It is worth to be emphasized that the procedure inherently exploits components
already in place, so that the tagging procedure comes at no additional cost. Moreover,
such a simple method is based on areal-time comparison, so that is virtually free of
calibration procedures depending on the actual sensor placement and on the environment
features. Consistently, installation and subsequent interventions for maintenance and
upgrades does need to be concerned with this.
3.2 On-Board Activity Monitoring
Physical activity is a relevant component in many of the “Diagnostic Suspicion” models
mentioned above. More generally speaking, monitoring quantity and quality of daily
physical activity is meaningful to the overall behavioral picture and contributes to the
assessment of health and wellbeing. In principle, some information about the user
movement can be obtained in an indirect fashion too, by correlating environmental
sensor outcomes. In many cases, passive infrared (PIR) presence sensors are exploited
to this purpose [5]. Such approach, however, suﬀers from some inherent limitations:
(i), PIR devices operating range is not compatible with activity tagging techniques based
on proximity or localization, so, in the general case, detected activity cannot easily be
ascribed to a speciﬁc user and, (ii), they return a binary information about the presence
of someone moving in the observed ﬁeld, but cannot provide any hint about the move‐
ment speed or intensity, which is instead quite relevant to health assessment purposes.
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Hence such approaches, besides being minimally invasive, can provide only large-grain,
average indicators. Much more detailed information can be obtained by exploiting
wearable sensors: the MuSA device embeds an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), orig‐
inally aimed at fall detection and consisting of integrated 3-axis accelerometer, 3-axis
gyroscope and 3-axis magnetometer. The embedded IMU can provide a quite detailed
picture of the user movement: from the nine degrees of freedom information, accurate
assessment of motion features can be obtained by means of suitable processing algo‐
rithms. However, wearable devices need to cope with stringent power consumption
constraint, to preserve battery lifetime. This limits the available resources, both in terms
of computing power and memory, and of radio link usage. To extract accurate motion
information, suitable for activity recognition, speed estimation, etc., relatively high IMU
sampling rates are needed to fulﬁll the Nyquist-Shannon criterion. This rules out the
possibility of streaming IMU data in real-time to an external processing units, since it
would imply continuous transmission and thus jeopardize battery lifetime. Hence, basic
processing need to be carried out on board, limiting activity of the radio link to the
transfer of a much lower number of synthesized data. Such real-time processing needs
to coexist with other tasks the MuSA device is in charge of (fall detection, management
of the tagging procedure described in previous section, emergency button calls, etc.)
and, therefore, its computational demand need to be minimized.
Although many physiology models [15] assume the walking speed as a meaningful
health indicator, inferring such a speed from IMU data is not a trivial task. In fact,
velocity can be extracted by integrating acceleration data, projected along the walking
average direction. The drift error inherently associated to numerical integration, together
with the noise coming from motion components not directly related to the walk, require
to introduce complex compensation mechanisms [16].
In the case at hand, however, we are not interested neither in absolute velocity esti‐
mation, nor in navigation path reconstruction, so integration over long time bases are
not needed and we may refer to simpler approaches. In particular, in the formulation of
BBN models, we adopt a diﬀerential scheme, according to which we just look for relative
changes in the variables, instead of comparing them with ﬁxed thresholds. On the one
hand, this allows for minimizing the need of user-speciﬁc model calibration; on the other
one, common-mode errors are inherently rejected, this in turn relaxing constraints on
oﬀset and drift errors. In a more general sense, since the model does not rely on the
physical value of the variables, but only on its changes, we may safely select alternative
variables, provided they follow a similar change pattern.
Hence we selected, as a meaningful indicator, the Energy Expenditure (EE, [17]),
which is a popular choice for assessing the intensity of physical activity.
Among many methods to evaluate EE, the use of accelerometers has been often
adopted, and many algorithms have been proposed [18]. In this work, we adopt the
simple formulation suggested by Bouten in [19], which requires to integrate the accel‐
eration vector components over a short time base.
The acceleration components (ax, ay, az) are sampled at a 60 Hz rate. Then a highpass ﬁlter (Butterworth, 4th order) is applied, to eliminate frequency components at
baseband. Acceleration components are then integrated over a time window of TW length,
and summed:
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IA,tot = ∫ ax dt + ∫ ay dt ∫ az dt
TW

TW

TW

eventually yielding the following expression for the energy expenditure:
EE = k1 + k2 IA,tot

where k1 and k2 are suitable constants.
The algorithm was encoded in the MUSA ﬁrmware, coexisting with fall detection
and identiﬁcation tasks, and was ﬁrst tested in a lab environment. The test involved
several subjects of diﬀerent ages, who were invited to walk on a motorized treadmill.
At 1 min intervals, the treadmill pace was increased by 1 km/h steps.
Test results are summarized in Fig. 4: tests were carried out with diﬀerent subjects
of diﬀerent age classes. Replicable patterns were found, with diﬀerences among homo‐
geneous class ages: for instance, at the 5–6 km/h transition, younger subject tended to
start running, while middle-agers keep walking. Older subjects, instead, were unable to
stand the transition 1–2 km/h, due to fatigue. In general, such indications were found to
be suitable for entering the HELICOPTER BBN models, and the EE estimation algo‐
rithm was included in the pilot studies.

Fig. 4. MuSA on-board energy expenditure calculation.

3.3 Preliminary Pilot Results
By deploying the MUSA device at the pilot dwellings, we were able to test the two
features introduced in previous subsections within a real living environment.
Results are summarized in Fig. 5: for the sake of readability, only a two days time‐
frame is shown. The test case refers to a house in which a couple of elderly persons live.
Each person was given his own wearable sensor, while environmental sensors (except
for the bed sensors) were common to both. The left diagram refers to the picture coming
from the environmental sensors only, while the diagram on the right shows improve‐
ments obtained by introducing MUSA features. In particular, personal energy expendi‐
tures appear on the two lowermost rows, and environmental sensors outputs were tagged.
The color code is the following: green ticks refer to activity attributed to “user 0”, while
blue ticks stand for “user 1” actions. Red ticks instead, stand for actions not tagged (either
because performed by a third person, or because the users didn’t wear the MUSA device
while acting). The overall picture is quite clear and sound: in the experiment, users wore the
device during the night and the morning, while not wearing it in the afternoon. Consistently,
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Fig. 5. MUSA introduced features. Left: environmental sensors only, Right: EE calculation,
sensor data tagging.

all activities carried out while carrying the wearable device were properly tagged, whereas
afternoon activities remained not tagged. The energy expenditure is low while resting in
bed, and raises to higher values in the morning.
Some consistency check can be easily done, by comparing diﬀerent sensors
outcomes. In Fig. 6, bed sensors and the shared toilet sensors are compared in a particular
view, related to night time and showing consistent data: whenever the toilet recognizes
a speciﬁc user, the related bed is shown to be empty.

Fig. 6. Tag consistency checks among diﬀerent sensors.

4

Conclusions

In this paper, we present the HELICOPTER system infrastructure, aimed at supporting
an “automatic triage” service. The system relies on a heterogeneous set of devices,
including environmental, wearable and clinical sensors, seamlessly connected in an open
and interoperable framework.
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Environmental sensors provide low-density, continuous information in a non-intru‐
sive fashion, whereas clinical sensors are suitable for more deep and punctual health
information, at the expense of more demanding user cooperation and awareness.
Sensor information is thus hierarchically organized, in order to optimize user expe‐
rience and system perspicacity. All data converge in a data fusion and analytics scheme,
aimed at early detection of common diseases. A probabilistic approach is exploited,
which may provide a “diagnostic suspicion”, to be eventually corroborated or rejected
by health professionals.
In this paper, the speciﬁc role of the wearable sensor MUSA is discussed in
supporting such a vision. First, it cooperates with environmental sensors for tagging
detected actions with speciﬁc user labels, making the approach suitable for a multi-user
context as well. Then, it processes dynamic data to estimate (on board) energy expen‐
diture, to be fed to probabilistic models for the diagnostic suspicion inference.
The overall system infrastructure has been designed and implemented, and is
currently being tested in a pilot study involving about 50 users. Preliminary results and
lab tests are given, showing that a quite rich and consistent picture of the user behavior
can be obtained in a minimally invasive fashion.
In the immediate future, as soon as user data needed for the probabilistic model
training will be available, the whole system chain will be activated, involving end-users,
their caregivers and health professionals in the service picture.
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Abstract. Long-term, oﬀ-site human monitoring systems are emerging with respect to the skyrocketing expenditures engaged with rehabilitation therapies for neurological diseases. Inertial/magnetic sensor
modules are well known as a worthy solution for this problem. Much
attention and eﬀort are being paid for minimizing drift problem of angular rates, yet the rest of kinematic measurements (earth’s magnetic ﬁeld
and gravitational orientation) are only themselves capable enough to
track movements applying the theory for solving historical Wahbas Problem. Further, these solutions give a closed form solution which makes it
mostly suitable for real time Mo-Cap systems. This paper examines the
feasibility of some typical solutions of Wahba’s Problem named TRIAD
method, Davenport’s q method, Singular Value Decomposition method
and QUEST algorithm upon current inertial/magnetic sensor measurements for tracking human arm movements. Further, the theoretical assertions are compared through controlled experiments with both simulated
and actual accelerometer and magnetometer measurements.
Keywords: Wearable sensors · Arm activity monitoring
sensors · Wahba’s problem and solutions
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Introduction

The orientation estimation of a dynamic self-framed object, based on its observation vectors and corresponding global frame’s observations, was initiated with
minimising loss function proposed by Grace Wahba in 1965 [1, 2]. Later, this
problem was generally known as Wahba’s Problem in applied mathematics [3].
Thereupon, the solutions for this problem have been improved and these solutions have been applied various applications including aerospace and ship navigation, bio-medical advancements and multi camera calibration in computer
vision [4].
When we consider the theoretical insights of the Wahba’s problem, importantly following three main factors should be satisﬁed to apply the solutions of
Wahba’s problem,
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1. There should be a dynamic object with its own coordinate system, but moved
in a global coordinate system
2. The orientation of the object respect to the global coordinate system is
required to determine using the observation vectors
3. There should be static observation vectors which are common to both local
and global coordinate system.
Under the Wahba’s problem, the special orthogonal matrix for the corresponding
rotation is found between two coordinate system from a set of weighted observation vectors [2, 5]. The unit vectors measured in local body are noted as bi and
the corresponding vectors in reference body are noted as ri . Here A and ai are
respectively the rotation matrix between two coordinate systems and the non
negative weight.
1
ai |bi − Ari |2
(1)
L(A) ≡
2 i
When we consider the applicability of Wahba’s problem for tracking human
arm movements, we can state some similarities which satisfying the above three
conditions. In other words, the inertial/magnetic sensor worn on human arm has
diﬀerent coordinate system respect to the earth frame. The inertial sensors selfcontained with magnetometers are able to measure static vectors: earth gravity
vector and magnetic ﬁeld which are common in the earth frame too. Hence
the Wahba’s solutions can be applied in the scenario of tracking human arm
movements [6].
The major beneﬁt of applying these techniques is that usage of gyroscope
readings can be avoided. The gyroscope readings are very accurate measurement
in local frame, though the integration of gyroscope measurements to determine
the movement angle in earth frame is caused deﬁciencies in inaccuracy due to
drift [7]. Further the solutions of Wahba problem have closed form estimation
which are eﬃcient to compute [6,8].
The purpose of this paper is to give an overview of the most popular and
most promising algorithms in solving Wahba’s problem. Further, the feasibility of determining the human arm movements using historical solutions of
Wahba’s problem will be investigated. Under this study, four algorithms such as
TRIAD Method, Daveport’s q method, Singular Value Decomposition method
and QUaternion ESTimator method, will be compared with simulated arm movements and real time data. This paper is structured as the next Sect. 2 discusses
the historical approaches for Wahba’s problem. The third section will be examined eﬃcinecy and accuracy for the simulated arm movement behaviour with
the four methods in our consideration. Then, the succeeding section will explore
the applicability of discussed Wahba’s solutions for real time human arm movement capturing experiments. The paper will be concluded with the discussion
and future work in last section.
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Historical Approaches of Wahba’s Problem

First of all, we abbreviated reference frame coordinate system as RCS and local
body coordinate system as LCS to enhance the clearness of explanations. As
the Eq. 1, the Wahba’s problem is basically a minimizing problem to determine
least variance of orientation estimation between RCS (ri , i = 1, 2..n) and LCS
(bi , i = 1, 2..n). Here, i from 1 to n is the number of diﬀerent observation vectors. This theory is originally used for spacecraft’s attitudes estimation where the
observation vectors are unit vectors of a star or sun [9–11]. However, each potential solutions of Wahba’s problem are attempted to minimise the loss function
in the Eq. 1 [2]. Later, this equation is simpliﬁed as Eq. 2.
L(A) ≡ λ0 − tr(AB T )

(2)

n

T
where B is
i=1 ai bi ri . It is obvious that the matrix B is maximised when
the least error of estimation L(A) is minimized. Each following approaches were
attempted to ﬁnd optimal solution based rotation matrix or quaternion presentation from the cost function in Eq. 2. In the following sections, these methods
will be discussed in detail.

2.1

TRIAD Method

Among the number of solutions, the TRIAD method which is a preliminary
approach, ﬁrstly applied to solve this problem [12]. The TRIAD method was
introduced by Harold Back. He attempted to ﬁnd optimal solution through cosine
matrix of two common observation vectors from LCS and RCS. In this approach,
the observation vectors in LCS (b1 and b2 ) and the corresponding observation
vectors in RCS (r1 and r2 ) are normalized and the normalized cross product of
each vectors were used to calculate optimal rotation matrix (A) as follows.

A=
2.2



R1
R1 ×R2
R1
R1  , R1 ×R2  , R1 

×

R1 ×R2
R1 ×R2 



r1
r1 ×r2
r1
r1  , r1 ×r2  , r1 

×

r1 ×r2
r1 ×r2 

T

. (3)

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) Method

Later, SVD method was introduced to solve this problem [13,14]. The speciality
of this method is that its outstanding performance with even noisy observation
vectors [2,14]. Under this method, the U and V orthogonal value is determined
using B matrix in Eq. 2. Then, the determinant of U and V are found which are
detU and detV . Later, the optimal rotation matrix is estimated using following
equation.
⎡
⎤
10
0
⎦V T
0
(4)
L(A) = U ⎣ 0 1
0 0 detU ∗ detV
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However, this method will ultimately ﬁnd the optimal rotation matrix in Euler
angles which leads to singularity issues. The quaternion is usually used to avoid
those singularity issues and gimbal lock situations [6, 15]. In addition to that, the
use of quaternions eliminates the need for computing trigonometric functions
[6]. Hence the next two methods in our consideration are produced the optimal
estimation as a quaternion.
2.3

Davenport’s q Method

Davenport introduced this method as relevant to determine the attitude of spacecraft [8,16]. Under this method, trace of AB T in the Eq. 2 is written as a homogeneous quadratic function of quaternion q [2, 8] as follows.
tr(AB T ) = q T Kq

(5)

where K is the symmetric traceless matrix
K≡

S − Itr(B) z
tr(B)
zT

(6)

Here, S is equal to the summation of B and its transpose (B + B T ). z is a 3
by 3 matrix which is equal to the summation
n of cross product of ri and bi of all
observation vectors. In other words, z = i=1 ai bi × ri .
Then, the optimal quaternion for the movement is given by the normalized
eigenvector (V ) of K with the largest eigenvalue (D).
Kqopt = λmax qopt

(7)

qopt = V < −max(D))

(8)

However, this method will fail, if the all eigenvalues are equal or more than
one of eigenvalues are equal. Since K is traceless, the sum of eigenvalues become
to zero and there is not unique solution if the two largest eigenvalues are zero. It
means the data is not suﬃcient to determine the attitudes [2]. This is the main
disadvantage of this method.
2.4

QUEST Method

The QUaternion ESTimator (QUEST) method was initially introduced in 1979
[2, 17, 18]. Thereupon, this method is considered as the most applied algorithm for
attitude estimation of spacecraft. Under this method, the fourth order quadratic
method is found λmax in Eq. 7. The fourth quadratic equation can be formulated
as follows.
0 = γ λmax −tr(B) − z T αI +λmax −tr(B)S +S 2
where
α = λ2max − [tr(B)]2 + tr(adj[S])

(9)
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and
γ = α[λmax + tr(B)] + det(S)
Then, we can ﬁnd λmax for the optimal quaternion using Newton -Raphson
iteration [3]. When the loss function is very small, the λ0 will be close to λmax .
In such times, we required to conduct several cycles or iterations of this method
to get optimal(maximum) λ in order to get the optimal result.
Through out this study, this four approaches will be investigated with inertial
sensor measurements: accelerometer readings and magnetometer readings as in
the ﬂow chart in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Flow chart of ﬁnding orientation using each approaches in Wahba’s solutions
upon inertial/magnetic sensor measurements

The inertial sensor contains orthogonally mounted 3 DOF (Degree of Freedom) accelerometer, 3 DOF gyroscope and 3 DOF magnetometer. In general, the
accelerometer and gyroscope are used to measure linear acceleration and angular rates of a rotation [7, 19]. The magnetometer readings are used to identify
the magnetic orientation. Since the magnetic north and geographical north are
diﬀerent and it highly depends on external magnetic ﬁelds in the environment,
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the proper calibration is required before obtaining measurements [7]. However,
inertial/magnetic sensor based instruments are outperforming in rehabilitation,
because it is a convenient, low-cost and aﬀordable option compared to a traditional motion analysis laboratory [7]. Further, the inertial/magnetic sensor can
be used in non-clinical settings providing continuous monitoring for an extended
period of time. Hence that is considered more cost-eﬀective approach to deliver
post-stroke rehabilitation services in home [20]. Therefore, the ﬁndings of this
paper is more important to such inertial/magnetic sensor based motion capturing systems.

Fig. 2. Simulation and experimental setup: Exercise 1-Arm Abduction/Adduction

3

Computer Simulation

The human arm behaviour was simulated as two scenarios. The ﬁrst scenario
(exercise 1) is aimed to simulate shoulder exercises for whole arm shoulder to
wrist as one limb. Under this, the exercise abduction/adduction was considered.
The measurements of inertial sensor were simulated as it is worn on wrist but not
bending from elbow. Then, the second scenario (exercise 2) is aimed to simulate
the arm bending exercise from elbow, apparently a day-to-day activity: lifting a
water bottle. At this exercise, the elbow was lifted 45 degrees in Y -Z plane and
the wrist was moved by 153 degrees in same plane. The Figs. 2 and 3 show the
simulated scenarios for exercise 1 and exercise 2 respectively.
Initially, these scenarios were simulated without accounting noise of
accelerometer and magnetometer measurements. Then, the noise was introduced
to each measurements as decreasing Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) from 60 dB to
5 dB. The accelerometer measurements were simulated with āt ,a,Ct ,Mt and W At
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Fig. 3. Simulation and experimental setup: Exercise 2-Lifting a bottle of water

which are the measured accelerometer readings, true arm rotation, a constant
oﬀset or bias, a moving bias and noise at time t respectively [21].
āt = a + Ct + Mt + W At ,

(10)

Similarly, the magnetometer readings were modelled as Eq. 11
h̄t = h + Ct + Mt + W ht

(11)

where h̄t ,h, Ct ,Mt and W ht are the measured magnetometer readings, actual
arm rotation, a constant oﬀset, a moving bias and a wide band sensor noise at
time t respectively [21]. Here, W At and W ht are normally distributed. Later,
the optimal estimation of movement angle from each algorithm with noise was
compared with the ideal movement without noise. The noise levels under our
consideration for this analysis was designed as starting from 60 dB and decreasing
by 5 dB at each time until 5 dB.
The angles derived from each approaches such as TRIAD method, Davenport’s q method, SVD method and QUEST method, were identical at the absence
of noise. However, when the noise was introduced to accelerometer readings and
magnetometer readings, the estimated angles of each axis were changed. According to the Fig. 4, initially the root mean square error (RMSE) was very small
in both exercises. However when the Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) was decreased
from 50 dB to 20 dB, the RMSE was increased approximately three times than
the rate of RMSE change from 60 dB to 50 dB. The RMSE was tremendously
changed when the ample noise (lesser than 20 dB) was introduced. The same
phenomenon could be seen in sub ﬁgures (d), (e) and (f) for the exercise for
day-to-day activity. However, considering sub ﬁgures (a) and (b) for exercise 1
and (d) and (f) for exercise 2, the QUEST algorithm was outperforming compared to other approaches. The QUEST algorithm has the least RMSE in all
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Fig. 4. Simulation Result: (a), (b) and (c) - The root mean squared error of movement
angle in X, Y and Z axis for shoulder exercise, (d),(e) and (f) - The root mean squared
error of movement angle in respectively X, Y and Z axis for lifting a bottle exercise

noise levels from 5 dB to 60 dB in those ﬁgures. The second least RMSE could
be seen in SVD approach and Davenports q method. Further, both SVD method
and Davenport’s q method were equally performing hence the trajectories from
each approaches were overlapping in every ﬁgure. The least performing algorithm was the TRIAD method, Although, when we consider the subﬁgures (e)
and (f), the QUEST algorithm, SVD method and Davenport’s q method are
equally performing until the SNR level is less than 15 dB. Then, the TRIAD
method is outperforming than the other methods which is a valuable insight of
TRIAD method (see Fig. 4(f)).

4

Real Data Experiment, Result and Discussion

The exercises as in Sect. 3 were performed under the real time experiments,
in order to validate and compare the most suitable approach for arm exercises
using inertial sensors. The experiments to validate the algorithm were conducted
with ten healthy subjects (eight males and two females) without any history
of orthopaedic or intramuscular impairments. However, under the Sect. 3, the
each exercises were simulated under constant speed. So the actual exercises were
conducted having relatively low speed compared to gravity or constant velocity
in order to closely relate with the simulated environment.
The exercise for abduction/adduction and ﬂexion/extension were conducted
wearing the inertial sensors (Biokin WMS [22]) on the left wrist and elbow.
The second exercise was designed as lifting a water bottle from the front of
the body to the mouth. The experiment was conducted wearing two inertial
sensors (Biokin WMS [22]) closer to elbow and wrist of the left arm. The motion
was simultaneously recorded using the VICON optical motion capture system
(VICON T40S System) equipped with eight cameras sampling at 250 Hz. The
angles were derived from output of the VICON system which is considered as the
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Fig. 5. Experiment Result: (a) - The movement angle for Abduction exercise, (b) - Root
Mean Square Error in movement angle for Abduction exercise, (c) - The movement
angle for lifting water bottle exercise and (d) - Root Mean Square Error in movement
angle for lifting a bottle exercise

Fig. 6. Experiment Result: (a), (b) - The root mean squared error of movement angle
for extension/flexion exercise and abduction/adduction exercise respectively

gold standard. During the analysis, VICON data were re-sampled at 140 Hz for
comparison purposes. Under this exercise, the movement of wrist was analysed.
The root mean square errors of movement angles for the abduction/adduction, ﬂexion/extension exercises and lifting a bottle exercise were
analysed. According to the Fig. 6 for abduction/adduction exercise and Fig. 7
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Fig. 7. Experiment Result: (c) - The root mean squared error of movement angle for
lifting a bottle exercise

for lifting water bottle, the QUEST algorithm have the least error compared
to other methods. The average RMSE values for all subjects for exercise
1:abduction/adduction and flexion/extension were respectively 0.0651 radians
and 0.0608 radians. Further, the average RMSE for drinking exercise is 0.0987
radians for QUEST algorithm. The Davenport’s q method and SVD method
were equally performing in each exercises and they have the second least error.
The highest error could be observed in TRIAD method for three exercises. This
result is shown in Fig. 6. Importantly, the same phenomenon could be observed
in simulation for the same exercise in Sect. 3.
On the other hand, according to the Table 1 for lifting a bottle exercise, the
same trend in accuracy for each methods can be seen as exercise 1. However,
under exercise 1, it rotates through only one joint which is shoulder joint. The
second exercise is considered as comparatively complex exercise, because the arm
rotates through two joints such as shoulder joint and elbow joint. Further, when
the lower arm is being lifted from elbow, this exercise will not be longer a planar
movement like abduction-adduction or ﬂexion-extension, because the lower limb
is slightly twisting towards the body. The QUEST algorithm was performing
superior than other methods even in this complexity of kinematics as in the
result in Table 1. That demonstrates the higher robustness of the algorithm
for complex day-to-day exercises. The external acceleration such as force from
arm muscles, will be observed when conducting complicated exercise such as
exercise 2. The second least RMSE was observed in Davenport’s q method and
SVD which is 0.1559 radians. Likewise, the highest error was shown in TRIAD
method. However we can see the accuracy is slightly reduced in this exercise
than the ﬁrst exercise. Importantly, the impact of external accelerations may
also be aﬀected to the estimation.
However, the QUEST method was well-performing in real-time environment
which is very similar to our previous observation in simulation.
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Table 1. Root mean square error for lifting a water bottle
TRIAD method Davenport’s q method SVD method QUEST method
Subject 1 0.1593

0.1178

0.1178

0.0681

Subject 2 0.1441

0.0817

0.0817

0.0745

Subject 3 0.3408

0.2067

0.2067

0.2085

Subject 4 0.0611

0.2174

0.2174

0.0438

Overall

0.1559

0.1559

0.0987

5

0.1763

Conclusion

In this paper, we have investigated the applicability of four solutions for Wahba’s
problem such as TRIAD Method, Davenport’s q method, Singular Value Decomposition method and QUaternion ESTimator method for tracking human arm
kinematics. These algorithms were simulated for two scenarios and discussed the
most robust algorithm for two scenarios with introduced signal noise. Further
they are tested with the “Gold Standard” VICON optical motion capture system
and veriﬁed the feasibility for determining movement angle in human arm kinematics. The QUEST algorithm is outperforming for both simple exercises such
as arm abduction-adduction, ﬂexion-extension and complicated exercises such as
internal/external rotation of arm for day-to-day activities. However, the QUEST
method should be improved for complicated exercises to enhance accuracy by
accommodating powerful ﬁltering mechanism such as Kalman ﬁlter, which will
be a future work of this study.
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Abstract. This paper proposes a model for automated aﬀect recognition on a
smartphone-cloud architecture. Whilst facial-mood recognition is becoming more
advanced, our contribution is in analysis and classiﬁcation of voice to supplement
mood recognition. In the model we build upon previous work of others and
supplement these with new algorithms.
Keywords: Smart phone · Aﬀect recognition

1

Introduction

Affect, which is the observable display of feelings, carries rich latent information about the
state of the caller. Affective behaviour is usually displayed through facial expressions, the
tone of voice, gestures, and other emotional signs such as laughter or tears, which are
referred to as affect displays. Out of these, voice and facial expressions are most powerful
affective displays [22]. Previously researchers have attempted to extract affective informa‐
tion from them in a controlled laboratory setting [1, 15]. A controlled environment can
significantly bias affective response [16], which poses the need for evaluating affective
behaviour in a natural setting. Due to the current advancement in the smartphone tech‐
nology and that many people have their smartphones with them 24 × 7, smartphones make
a promising platform for assessing spontaneous affective behaviour. On a smartphone plat‐
form voice offers flexibility for affect recognition, as the microphone is less sensitive to the
location and orientation of the phone as compared with cameras. We propose a model to
capture affect from the spontaneous speech during phone calls. In order to sense affect from
spontaneous speech on the smartphone, it is imperative to fulfil three key criteria: (1) robust‐
ness, (2) energy efficiency and (3) privacy. Speech is likely to be compounded with back‐
ground noise, therefore the proposed affect recognition method needs to be robust to noise.
Despite the advancement in the smartphone technology, smartphones are still constrained
by limited battery power; the proposed method therefore needs to be energy- efficient.
Rapid battery depletion could cause user dissatisfaction, which could eventually hinder
adoption. There are some attempts for processing audio on the smartphone [3, 14] where the
conventional Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) with Gaussian Mixture Models
(GMM) has been used as the classifier for audio classification. The use of MFCC features
poses security risks as it can be used to reconstruct the original audio [14]. GMM is not
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robust to noise [10]. Very recently, speech recognition researchers have put an orthogonal
viewpoint forward from Microsoft [6], who found that Deep Neural Networks (DNN) can
significantly outperform the accuracy of the GMM for speech recognition, especially in
noisy condition. We identify a number of gaps that need to be addressed to use DNN for
affect recognition subject to robustness, energy efficiency and privacy.
1.1 Background
In “speech recognition” a DNN approach called “Deep Speech” has signiﬁcantly outper‐
formed several commercial speech systems, such as Google Speech API and Apple
Dictation. It achieves a word error rate of 19.1 % where the best commercial systems
achieve 30.5 % error [10]. Despite this signiﬁcant outcome, to the best of our knowledge
no studies have yet considered DNN for emotion recognition from “noisy” speech.
One of many solutions to accommodate heavy-duty processing on the smartphone
is to oﬄoad processing to a cloud server. But cloud oﬄoading sometimes poses security
risks when the information stored in the cloud can be used to reconstruct the data content.
For example, MFCC audio features of a speech segment can be used to reconstruct the
original speech; MFCC features are not ideal for privacy preservation. To get around
this problem one can choose the spectral features, such as, high-frequency energy ratio
and frequency centroid, which do not allow reconstruction of the data content and
discriminative for noisy scenarios as well; but directly using the spectral features in
DNN has not generated satisfactory performance [9]. An optimal feature set is yet to be
deﬁned that will maximise the robustness and privacy trade-oﬀ while using DNN for
aﬀect recognition from noisy speech.
Due to the advent of the low-power co-processors on the current smartphones, it is
possible to conduct continuous processing incurring very low-power consumption. Coprocessors can perform some speciﬁc continuous tasks without intervening the powerconsuming main processor. Co-processors, however, have severe memory constraints
and limited processing capacity, and therefore may not able to accommodate all kind of
tasks. In some other cases although it can accommodate a task but can cause a massive
processing delay. It is, therefore, necessary to execute tasks in a joint phone-cloud
architecture, where data can be made non-identiﬁable or non-reconstructible on the
phone and the rest of the processing can be done at the cloud. Until today only one study
[12] has shown the feasibility of aphone-cloud shared approach for DNN based emotion
classiﬁcation, but this study uses aone-layer DNN, which does not fully utilise the
beneﬁts of the deep neural network. A multilayer DNN oﬀers signiﬁcantly higher accu‐
racy but at the expense of large processing load and power consumption on the phone.
In order to utilise DNN in its full potential, development of a power-eﬃcient load sharing
strategy between the phone and the cloud is therefore warranted.
1.2 Aims
The aims of this paper are to present a conceptual model complete with design. In our
current pilot data is captured and managed through cloud services. An evaluation and
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validation strategy has been designed for both the pilot and full study and will be reported
on once ﬁndings from the pilot are available.
This paper proposes to combine the ubiquity of smartphone, the computation power
of cloud and sophisticated algorithms to automatically recognise emotion changes.
Using sound for emotion detection has already been well studied by many other
researchers including for emotion detection and has proven to be an eﬀective approach.
The contribution of this work is to build upon previous research through enhancing
algorithms to improve quality to a level to be clinically useful.
The issue of how the phone will need to be placed is not material as the target group
(young mental health patients) use their phone frequently as do any other young people.
Data capture occurs at time of interaction and due to the frequency of interactions there
is still adequate capture even if some are missed or not usable.

2

Conceptual Model

This paper proposes a model for continuously monitoring patients’ affective behaviours,
which can be used to prevent relapse by early detecting a negative change in the patient’s
mental health. It will advance knowledge by demonstrating how two emerging techniques:
DNN and SRC can be used in a combination for accurate emotion recognition from noisy
speech. The model aims to share the load between phone and cloud server to maximise
accuracy, power-efficiency and privacy. Currently data collection is mostly patient initi‐
ated, which is at risk due to the low uptake and motivation in mental illness. Without
patients’ data, their platform is of limited or no use. The proposed system will enable passive
assessment of mental illness through voice as one of the key affective displays. It will
passively assess the voice and will look for markers related to mental illness. A complex
mood rating will be made based on the presence of various markers in the voice. Clinicians
can receive rich information about patient’s mood status over any desired period. This
would help them to tailor the treatment strategy to individual patient’s need. Mood infor‐
mation can be provided to patients so that they can better self-manage their illness through
developing coping strategies based on a mood diary. Many symptoms of physical and
mental illness are common; it is not trivial for a chronic disease expert (such as an oncolo‐
gist) to isolate the symptoms of mental illness from that of physical illness. The proposed
system can be beneficial in realising this integrated platform since it will mine information
about patient’s mental health from their daily life and will make it available to a specialist
who can initiate mental health diagnosis/treatment when a persistent declination is observed.
The best-reported performance of affect sensing using smartphone audiocomes from the use
of Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [14]. In the case of discriminativetraining, features
corrupted by noise are ignored by the GMMs whereas the DNN can potentially extract some
useful information from them through the layers of nonlinear processing [19]. GMM
produces a much poorer performance for speech recognition in the presence of noise [10].
The spontaneous speech is highly likely to be compounded with ambient noise. The use of
DNN for emotion recognition from noisy speech has not yet been explored. Our model aims
to translate the current success of DNN in “noisy speech recognition” to “emotion recogni‐
tion from spontaneous speech”. We propose a non- conventional adaptation of the Sparse
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Random Classifier (SRC) to exploit its high accuracy in classifying audio signals. In our
previous research, we have shown that SRC outperforms many powerful classifiers, espe‐
cially Support Vector Classifier while classifying acoustic signals [20]. We choose audio
features that cannot be used to reconstruct the speech segments to protect patient privacy.
Unlike previous designs of running DNN fully on the smartphone to maintain privacy at the
expense of compromising accuracy [8], we propose DNN in shared phone-cloud architec‐
ture. On the phone we execute a small amount of tasks sufficient to make data non-identifi‐
able and non-reconstructable at the server and conduct rest of the processing at the server.
The model uses publicly available Database of Emotional Speech to develop the affectsensing algorithm. We mix noise of various natural sources with these clean speech (this is
a standard approach used in the literature [18]) to generate noisy speech signals. Using these
noisy speech data the algorithm can assist in recognising various emotions such as disgust,
fear, joy and sadness. We divide the speech signal into segments and then extract the
segment-level features to train a DNN. The trained DNN computes the emotion state distri‐
bution for each segment. From these segment-level emotion state distributions, utterancelevel features are constructed and fed into a Sparse Random Classifier (SRC) to determine
the emotional state of the whole utterance. In order to develop a robust classifier, unlike the
recently proposed methods, which usually substitute DNNs for other classifiers such as
SVMs, our approach exploits DNN to learn the non-linear relationship between the noise
and clean signal through the multiple layers of nonlinear processing in DNN. Tasks in order
to develop the proposed affect sensing method on a shared phone- cloud architecture, we
perform the following three major tasks.

3

Design and Discussion

The ﬁrst stage of the algorithm is to extract features for each segment in the whole
utterance. The input signal is converted into frames with overlapping windows. The
feature vector z (m) extracted for each frame m consists of features. Some possible
candidates are pitch-based features and their delta feature across time frames. We choose
features to maximise the privacy and accuracy trade-oﬀ. Because the emotional infor‐
mation is often encoded in a relatively long window, one method to form the segment
level feature vector is by stacking features in the neighbouring frames as,
x(m) = [z(m − w), …, z(m), …, z(m + w)], where w is the window size on each side.
We empirically determine the window size. With the segment-level features, we train a
DNN to predict the probabilities of each emotion state. We assume that many segments
are corrupted with noise and assume that therelationship between clean features and
noisy features are non-linear. Encouragingly, as the DNN is composed of multiple layers
of nonlinear processing; the network, therefore, has the capacity to learn this relationship
directly from the data. To enable this, we augment each observation input to the network
with an estimate of the noise present in the signal. In this case the networks input vector
is appended with a noise estimate: x (m) = [z(m − w), …, z(m), …, z(m + w), nˆ], where
ˆn is the noise estimate. Selection of ˆn is critical for our scenario as we aim to develop
a robust classiﬁer to characterise emotion from spontaneous speech. Modelling various
background noise using Maximum Likelihood Estimate, we will seek to estimate the
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best value for ˆn. The number of input units of the DNN is consistent with the segmentlevel feature vector size. It uses a softmax output layer whose size is setto the number
of possible emotions K. The number of hidden layers and the hidden unitswill be chosen
from cross-validation. Using the trained DNN we will aim to produce a probability
distribution t over all the emotion states for each segment: t = [P(E 1), …, P(EK)] T.
Emotion states in all segments might not be identical to that of the whole utterance,
however, we anticipate that there would be certain patterns in the segment-level emotion
states, which can be used to predict utterance-level emotions by a higher-level classiﬁer.
Given the sequence of the probability distribution over the emotion states generated from
the segment-level DNN, we can form the emotion recognition problem as a sequence clas‐
sification problem, that is, based on the segment information, we need to make a decision
for the whole utterance. The features in the utterance-level classification can be computed
from the statistics of the segment-level probabilities. If Ps(Ek) denotes the probability of the
k-th emotion for the segment s, some feasible features for the utterance ifor all k = 1,…, K
are f k1 = max s∈U Ps(Ek), f k2 = min s ∈U Ps(Ek), f k3 = 1 |U| ∑ s∈U Ps(Ek), f k4 = Ps
(Ek) > θ |U| (1) where, U denotes the set of all segments used in the segment-level classifi‐
cation and θ is a threshold. The features f k1, f k2, f k3 correspond to the maximal, minimal
and mean of segment-level probability of the k-th emotion over the utterance, respectively.
The feature f k4 is the percentage of segments, which have a high probability of emotion k.
Since the segment-level outputs already provide considerable emotional information and the
utterance-level classification does not involve too much training, it is unnecessary to use
DNNs for the utterance-level classification. We will use Sparse Random Classifier for the
utterance level classification.
The Sparse Random Classifier (SRC) has been developed extending the emerging theory
of Compressive Sensing [21]. In our previous research, we have extended SRC and showed
that it can outperform the powerful Support Vector classifiers [4, 17]. Consider that we have
n i training samples from emotion class i, i ∈ [1, 2, k]. Consider that each training sample is
represented by m dimensional feature vector. Then the n i training samples from the i-th
activity class can be represented by a matrix A i = [v i, 1, v i, 2, …, v i, n i] ∈ R m × n i. The
building block of SRC is that any test object y∈R m from the same activity class will
approximately lie in the linear span of the training samples associated with object i. The
mathematical representation of this assumption with αi, j ∈ R, j = 1, 2, …, n i as the coeffi‐
cients can be given by: y = [α i, 1 v i, 1 + α i, 2 v i, 2 +… + α i, n i v i, n i]. The member‐
ship of the test sample is unknown primarily. We define a new matrix A for the entire
training set as the concentration of the all n training samples of k object classes: A = [A 1,
A 2,…, A k] = [v 1, 1,…, v 1, n 1, v 2, 1,…, v 2, n 2, v k, 1, …, v k, n k,]. Then the linear
representation of the training object y can be rewritten in terms of training samples: y = Ax
0 ∈ R m, where x 0 = [0, …, 0, α i, 1, …, α i, n i, 0, …, 0] T ∈ R n] is a coefficient vector
whose entries are zero except those associated with i-th class. Given the success of the
emerging SRC, we aim to use it for emotion classification using utterance level features.
We can stack the features (f1…, f4) in columns for each segment in an utterance and then
do the same for all other utterances and construct a “training” matrix. For a test utterance,
we represent it as a linear combination of the training matrix and identify the test label. This
will be a non-conventional use of SRC as the features are probabilistic. Such as, f k1 is the
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maximal of the segment-level probability of the k-th emotion over the utterance. Extending
the foundation of SRC to use in this problem setting, we would make a unique contribution.
Admission control strategies assist in power savings by reducing unnecessary
processing. The low-power DSP co-processor is utilised to execute the related tasks with
a minimum CPU involvement. A large proportion of the time users are situated in quiet
environments. In such cases performing audio processing is a waste of phone resources.
This stage of the processing can be delegated to the low-power co-processor [13] and
thus eliminate the need for adopting duty cycling schemes which may miss sound events.
If any speciﬁc emotion is dominant, methods can be developed to quickly determine if
the utterance belongs to that group or not, to achieve signiﬁcant savings in processing.
If a coarse-grained model can be developed to isolate speech from non-speech, this could
save power by not processing non-speech segments. Human aﬀective states last much
longer than a few seconds. Much computation can be saved if a consecutive utterance
segment is not further processed when it only has a fractional diﬀerence from the
previous utterance. To protect privacy the model allows us to (a) capture audio data
during phone call and break them into audio segments as discussed in T1.1 and (b)
implement the DNN and SRC classiﬁcation framework in the server and a two-way
communication link between the mobile and the server.
A feature management module on the phone allows for generating the various
combinations of segment level features and can calculate the corresponding classiﬁca‐
tion accuracy, resource usage and latency. Datasets to be considered include the Danish
Emotional Speech Corpus (DES) [7], Berlin Emotional Speech Database (EMO-DB)
[2], Polish emotional speech [5], and Simulated and Actual Stress (SUSAS) [11] will
be where the ﬁrst three datasets contain clean speech phrases with various emotions
(e.g., disgust, fear, joy, sadness and surprise). The fourth dataset contains noisy voice
samples encompassing stress and various emotions collected during real stressful situa‐
tions, such as a roller coaster and helicopter ride. In order to simulate noise-corrupted
speech signals (to combine with the clean speech phrases), the DEMAND noise database
(http://parole.loria.fr/DEMAND/) can be used to sample noise segments. This database
involves 18 types of noises including white noise and noises at the cafeteria, car, restau‐
rant, train station, bus and park. b. Admission control strategies and segment level feature
extraction tasks (T3) can be optimised for the phone to obtain the best resource usage
(CPU, Battery) and accuracy trade-oﬀ.

4

Conclusion

This paper presents a conceptual model for automated aﬀect recognition on smartphonecloud architecture. This is a relatively new ﬁeld that is experiencing signiﬁcant attention
and we aim to make a contribution to the ﬁeld in analysis and classiﬁcation of voice to
supplement mood recognition.

A Model for Automated Aﬀect Recognition
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Abstract. In microblogosphere, some microbloggers are not only active but
also influential, called them key microbloggers, who enable information diffuse
faster, wider and deeper. The knowledge of key microbloggers is crucial for
developing efﬁcient methods to either hinder the rumor spread or promote useful
information dissemination. In this paper, we discuss how to evaluate a
microblogger’s influence, investigate microblogging-speciﬁc features that constitute a microblogger’s active index, and present a model attempting to quantify
key microbloggers. We conduct experiments with data, which was crawled from
Sina Weibo, and evaluate ranking accuracy of the proposed model. Experimental results attest that the proposed method is able to identify key
microbloggers effectively in the microblogging behavior.
Keywords: Social media

 Key microblogger  Influence  Active index

1 Introduction
Microblogging has recently become one of the most popular social media services for
people to communicate with each other. Compared to common blogging, microblogging meets the need for an even faster mode of communication. In a microblogosphere,
there exists some users who are not only active but also influential, called key
microbloggers. Aral s et al. [1] suggest that influential individuals, who have influential
friends, may be helpful in the spread of information in the social network. It is a
signiﬁcative and difﬁcult issue to how to identify them from millions users.
Many microblogging services, including Twitter and Sina Weibo, rank influence or
authority of microblogger according to the number of followers who he has or the total
number of posts which he published. But it is not enough to identify key microbloggers
only using these factors. In this paper, we present the deﬁnition of key microbloggers
for the ﬁrst time, discuss influence and activity separately, and combine influence with
active index for identifying key microbloggers, and present a model which quantiﬁes
key microbloggers with regard to a speciﬁc domain.
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
C.K. Chang et al. (Eds.): ICOST 2016, LNCS 9677, pp. 417–426, 2016.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-39601-9_37
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 investigates the related
work of measuring user’s influence or authority in the social media network. The
proposed model of identifying key microbloggers is presented in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we
report our experimental study. Finally, we conclude our paper and discuss our future
work in Sect. 5.

2 Related Works
Currently, the study about influential propagate in a social network has been an area of
much interest. The problem of influence maximization is to ﬁnd a small set of users in a
social network in order to maximize the spread of influence. Unfortunately, Kempe
et al. prove that this problem is NP-hard [2]. [3–5] employ the greedy algorithm to
obtain good approximation solution for influence maximization. However, the greedy
algorithm is apt to suffer from a combination explosion.
M Kitsak et al. [6] found that influential spreaders are those located within the core
of the network as identiﬁed by the K-shell decomposition analysis. K Subbian et al. [7]
proposed a predictive perspective of influence, and present a new approach to supervised rank aggregation.
[8, 9] presented ranking approaches for microblog search taking into account the
social network properties of users and the properties of microblogging itself. Duan
et al. [10] proposed a new tweet ranking strategy which used the content relevance of
tweet, author authority and tweet-speciﬁc features. Cha M et al. presented a comparison
of three measures of influence (i.e., indegree, retweets and mentions) [11].
The aforementioned works give us some enlightenment. However, their researches
are orthogonal to the problem discussed here.
The only work directly relevant to our problem is that reported in [12], which
propose TwitterRank, an extension of PageRank algorithm, measures influence of users
in twitter taking both the topical similarity between users and the link structure into
account. However, TwitterRank ignores the twitter-speciﬁc features, such as the
number of followers which a user in the twitter has, and the number of posts which he
published.
In order to quantify user influence in a social network, [13] propose an adaptive and
parameter-free algorithm, the LeaderRank, another extension of PageRank algorithm
with adding the ground node which connects to every node. However, LeaderRank is
not content-based but linkage-based analysis. The proposed model in this paper will
smooth over their faults.

3 The Model of Identifying Key Microbloggers (MIKM)
3.1

The Framework of Identifying Key Microbloggers

Wing S. Chow et al. [14] analyze the role of social network in organizational
knowledge sharing and ﬁnd that social network signiﬁcantly contributed to a person’s
volition to share knowledge. It is noticed that diverse users are interested in different
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domains. Therefore, it is more meaningful to identify key microbloggers with regard to
different domains respectively. Then the search for key microbloggers can be narrowed
down to the question of how to identify key microbloggers in different domains. Based
on this ﬁnding, we present the framework of identifying key microbloggers which is
shown in Fig. 1.
As shown in Fig. 1, users’ posts and proﬁles are crawled from microblogging site
ﬁrstly. Then domains that microbloggers are interested in are classiﬁed automatically
by analyzing the content of posts which they published. Based on classiﬁed domains,
domain-speciﬁc relationship networks among microbloggers are constructed, and
microbloggers’ influence and active index are calculated. Finally, we leverage MIKM
to calculate the score of microbloggers and rank them according to their scores. The
users of top K are key microbloggers.
3.2

Domain Classiﬁcation

Every microblogger concentrates on his areas of interest. Therefore, it is higher
meaningfulness to identify key microbloggers with regard to speciﬁc domains
respectively. The goal of domain classiﬁcation is to automatically determine the
appropriate domain which a microblogger is interested in through an analysis of the
text in his posts. In this paper, we focus on Naïve Bayes classiﬁcation [15], which has
been shown to efﬁciently model in text classiﬁcation.
In addition, a microblogger’s interest maybe changes in a different period. In order
to alleviate the effects of interest drift and improve the effectiveness of classiﬁcation,
we propose a sliding-window classifying approach for adaptive domain classiﬁcation.
During a ﬁxed period of days, we collect all messages posted by a microblogger,
classify these messages, and then ﬁnd out which domain the microblogger has an
interest in.
There is an open question: What is the best size of sliding window. According to
[16], most of the active periods of topics are a week or shorter. This indicates that the
period of a microblogger’s interest drift is about one week. Therefore we choose 7 days
as the size of sliding window.
3.3

The Deﬁnition of Key Microblogger

In general, posts published by influential microbloggers may receive many comments
or be forwarded many times; during a given period, the more quantity of posts a
microblogger publishes, the more active he is. These phenomena give us much
enlightenment on this research.
Deﬁnition 1 (Influential): If a microblogger attract many followers and his posts are
forwarded or commented many times, we can say he is influential.
Deﬁnition 2 (Active Index): A microblogger, who often publishes a lot of posts,
follows many other users, may be thought to be active. Microblogger’s activity is
indicated with active index.
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Fig. 1. The framework of identifying key microbloggers

An active microblogger may not be a good information disseminator without
powerful influence; and in the same way, an influence microblogger may not be a good
information disseminator if he was not active. Therefore, we put forward key
microblogger which is deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 3 (Key Microblogger): Key Microblogger is a type of user who is not only
influential but also active in microblogosphere, and plays a key role in information
diffusion.
3.4

The Measurement of Influence

In order to quantify the influence, we compute three scores for each microblogger
representing her/his influence independently.
Deﬁnition 4 (Followers Score): The Followers Score of a microblogger i is deﬁned as
fFS ðiÞ ¼ logðNF ðiÞ Þ

ð1Þ

with NF ðiÞ denotes the number of followers which a microblogger i has.
Deﬁnition 5 (Forward Score): The Forward Score of a microblogger i is deﬁned as
fFWS ðiÞ ¼

1 XN
F T ðiÞ
n¼1 n
N

ð2Þ

with N is the number of posts published by microblogger i, and FnT ðiÞ denotes the
number of n-th post is forwarded during a given T days.
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Deﬁnition 6 (Commented Score): The Commented Score of a microblogger i is
deﬁned as
fCDS ðiÞ ¼

1 XM
CT ðiÞ
m¼1 m
M

ð3Þ

with M is the number of posts commented by microblogger i, and CmT ðiÞ denotes the
number of m-th post is commented during a given T days.
According to the deﬁnition 1, the influence of microblogger i can be measured by:
InfluenceðiÞ ¼ xF fFS ðiÞ þ xFW fFWS ðiÞ þ xCD fCDS ðiÞ

ð4Þ

where xF , xFW , and xCD denote the weight of fFS ðiÞ, fFWS ðiÞ, and fCDS ðiÞ respectively,
and xF þ xFW þ xCD ¼ 1.
3.5

The Measurement of Active Index

If an influential microblogger is not active, his influence will be limited. Therefore,
activity is very essential to identify key microbloggers. Active index, which is used to
measure microblogger’s activity, is deﬁned as follows:
In order to quantify the active index, we compute three scores for each
microblogger representing her/his active index.
Deﬁnition 7 (Friend-Score): the Friend-Score of a microblogger i is deﬁned as
fFDS ðiÞ ¼ logðQFD ðiÞÞ

ð5Þ

with QF ðiÞ denotes the number of friends a microblogger i has. The number of friends
each user has is limited to 2000 in Sina Weibo.
Deﬁnition 8 (Post-Score): the Post-Score of a microblogger i is deﬁned as
fPS ðiÞ ¼

QTP ðiÞ
T

ð6Þ

with QTP ðiÞ denotes the number of the post published by microblogger i during a given
T days.
Deﬁnition 9 (Comment-Score): the Comment- Score of a microblogger i is deﬁned as
fCS ðiÞ ¼

QTC ðiÞ
T

ð7Þ

with QTC ðiÞ denotes the number of comments a microblogger i gives during a given
T days.
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According to the deﬁnition 2, the active index of microblogger i can be measured
by:
AIndexðiÞ ¼ xP fPS ðiÞ þ xFD fFDS ðiÞ þ xC fCS ðiÞ

ð8Þ

where xP , xFD and xC denote the weight of fPS ðiÞ, fFS ðiÞ and fCS ðiÞ respectively, and
xP þ xFD þ xC ¼ 1.
3.6

The Measurement of Key Microbloggers

Every factor score is normalized to lie between 0 and 1. According to the deﬁnition 3,
the ﬁnal score of each microblogger is calculated as:
KðiÞ ¼ HðiÞ  ðl  InflenceðiÞ þ ð1  lÞ  AIndexðiÞÞ

ð9Þ

where l is weighting coefﬁcient, which can be dynamic adjusted according to the
requirement of different application.

4 Experimental Results
4.1

Data Set

The data is crawled from Sina Weibo, which is one of the most popular microblogging
sites in China. Every user in Sina Weibo keeps a simple proﬁle about oneself, which
include ID, screen name, the number of followers and the number of post, etc. Users’
proﬁle data can be easy to crawl by calling APIs which are open ofﬁcially by Sina
Weibo. We gather the content of users’ all posts by crawling on web page. The crawler
adopt a breadth-ﬁrst search (BFS) crawling strategy. The crawlers are launched on
November 28th, 2014. Until May 30th, 2015, the dataset consists of 40,598,896 posts
and 63,607,362 users along with their proﬁles.
4.2

Discussion of Weighted Coefﬁcients

In this paper, we employ the analytic hierarchy process(AHP) [17] to determine weight
coefﬁcient of each factor. AHP is a combination of qualitative and quantitative, flexible
and hierarchical analysis method.
Firstly, we model the problem of identifying key microbloggers as a hierarchy.
Then a series of pair-wise factors are compared against our research goal for importance. Based on pair-wise comparisons of the factors, we can establish priorities among
the factors of the hierarchy. Finally, according to the priority of each factor, we endow
it with a weight coefﬁcient.
Table 1 shows all the weight coefﬁcients. Here, we think the importance of
influence is the same as the one of activity, so the l is set to 0.5.
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Table 1. Weight coefﬁcients
Type
Weight Value
0.50
Influence wF
0.84
wFW
0.95
wCD
0.55
Active
wP
wFD
0.23
0.72
wC

4.3

Normalization
0.213
0.380
0.407
0.367
0.153
0.480

Evaluation Standard and Result

4.3.1 Comparison with Related Ranking Algorithms
Many existing studies have proposed different algorithms of ranking users [11–13]. In
this paper, we compare our model with other related algorithms. The related algorithms
include:
– Followers (FS) measures microbloggers by the number of followers. This is the
measurement currently employed by Sina Weibo and many other microblogging
services.
– PageRank (PR) measures microbloggers with only link structure of the network.
– TwitterRank (TR) that measure microbloggers with the structure of network and
the content of microblogging taken into account.
4.3.2 Correlation
We ﬁrst investigate the correlation of our algorithm with other three algorithms. We
employ Kendall’s Tau rank correlation coefﬁcient (s) to measure the correlation
between the rank lists generated by the different algorithms [18]. Kendall’s Tau is
computed as below:
s¼

2ðnc  nd Þ
n2  n

ð10Þ

where nc is the number of concordant pairs, nd is the number of discordant pairs and n
is the total number of items in a rank list. s takes a value within the range of [−1,1].
s = 1 if the two lists are completely the same; if one list is the reverse of the other,
s = −1. For other values in the range, a larger value of s implies higher agreement
between the two lists.
Table 2 shows the s values between the rank lists generated by various algorithms
in the different domains, include politics, sport, entertainment and technology. We also
examine the average s values between the four algorithms. It is observed that our
algorithm has higher agreement with TR than with FS and PR. This is because both
MIKM and TwitterRank take the structure of network and the content of microblogging into account, while FS and PR do not.
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Table 2. Kendall’s rank correlation coefﬁcients
Domain
#Politics
#Sport
#Technology
#Entertainment
AVG

MIKM vs. FS MIKM vs. PR MIKM vs. TR
0.440
0.462
0.683
0.404
0.425
0.661
0.467
0.512
0.695
0.421
0.446
0.676
0.433
0.461
0.679

4.3.3 Accuracy
Normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) is a measure of accuracy of a rank
algorithm, often used in information retrieval. In this experiment, we employ NDCG to
compare the ranking accuracy of each algorithm. The NDCG accumulated at a particular rank position p is deﬁned as:
8 1 Pp r j
< Np j¼1 2  1 j ¼ 1
NDCG@p ¼
: 1 Pp 2rj 1 j [ 1
j¼1 log j
Np

ð11Þ

2

where rj is the relevant label of the item with position j in the ranked list, and Np is a
constant which denotes the maximum value of NDCG@p given the query.
In the experiment, we employ 50 volunteers to evaluate Popularity Index score
(PIs) of microbloggers by scoring 4 to 0 by scanning their lasted 100 posts. We show
top 25 users generated by each algorithm. There are total 39 different users to be
evaluated. Figure 2 illustrates the NDCG@p of Top k users of four algorithms.
Figure 2 shows that MIMK successfully suggests relatively high ranking accuracy
for the entire range. Both MIMK and TR outperform the other two algorithms. The
result suggests the content of microblogging is high relevance to key microbloggers.
The fact that MIMK performs better than TR indicates that key microbloggers in the
microblogging social network can be better determined by both the content of
microblogging and microblogging-speciﬁc features than only by the content of
microblogging.

5 Conclusions
Identifying key microbloggers in microblogosphere is a signiﬁcant issue. We address a
novel problem of identifying key microbloggers by presenting a framework and a
quantiﬁcation model. We propose a classifying approach with sliding-window to
determine which domain microbloggers are interested in. In order to quantify key
microbloggers, we take both the influence and active index into account. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms other related algorithms.
Nevertheless, as an early attempt to identify key microbloggers, our approach still has
space for improvement. We are going to reﬁne and extend our work.
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Fig. 2. The value of NDCG@p of Top k users of four algorithms
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Abstract. Social networks are usually modeled as signed networks. The
community detection is an important problem for the research of signed networks. The time complexity of signed label propagation algorithm is lower than
most existing algorithms for community detection in the signed networks.
However, bad performance on robustness and accuracy in the algorithm should
not be ignored. Thus, we propose a structural balance degree to measure the
balance of an edge in the local network and the local network density. Then a
novel signed network label propagation algorithm with structural balance degree
is proposed for community detection in signed networks. Besides, the algorithm
is tested on several real-world social networks. Experimental results prove that
the optimized algorithm can enhance both the robustness and the effectiveness.
Its convergence rate is also faster than current algorithms.
Keywords: Community detection  Signed networks
degree  Label propagation algorithm



Structural balance

1 Introduction
There are various interpersonal relationships in real world, such as friends, relatives and
even enemies. The network with binary relationship cannot simply be modeled as an
unsigned network, which can cause the core information loss of the edge. For this
reason, the network is usually modeled as a signed network with both positive and
negative edges. The community detection problem [1, 2] is a key research point in
social network analysis. Nodes located in the same community are usually closely
connected, but they may be sparsely connected to other nodes in different communities.
Many approaches, such as user interaction based algorithm [3], clustering algorithm [4,
5], information cascade-based model [6], and semantic network-based algorithm [7]
have been proposed to tackle the community detection problem. Raghavan et al.
proposed the label propagation algorithm (LPA) for community detection in unsigned
networks [8]. It is easy to implement and it has linear time complexity [9]. Šubelj et al.
[10] found that random node update orders within the algorithm severely hamper its
robustness, and consequently also the stability of the identiﬁed community structure.
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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So they proposed a balanced propagation that counteracts for the introduced randomness by utilizing node balancers. It is for the unsigned network which is not our
research point in this paper.
Triangle structural balance theory [11], which is considered as the basis of the
social psychology analysis of the signed network theory, has a great impact on the
research of the signed network. Nakanishi et al. [12] research whether software agents
can influence human relations by using balance theory in agent-mediated communities.
It shows that the balance theory can be used in social network analysis. But the
problem which they research on is not a community detection problem.
Compared to unsigned networks, it is necessary to consider about the sign information of edge when detecting communities in the signed network. As for the problem,
we presented the signed network label propagation algorithm based on LPA ﬁrst. Then,
we presented the structural balance degree which is used to measure the balance of each
edge in the signed network. Last, we presented the signed network label propagation
algorithm with structural balance degree. The algorithm can detect communities in
signed networks effectively and its results are stable.

2 Related Works
Researchers tend to adopt two kinds of methods to solve the community detection
problem in signed network now.
2.1

Whole-Network-Based Algorithm

It sets an objective function of the signed network as the measurement of the network
partitioning result and it is based on the whole network information. It ﬁnds optimal
partition ways by optimizing the objection function solution of the case. The modularity is put forward and used to measure different network partitioning results in
unsigned complex networks. Gomez et al. [13] developed the modularity function to
discover communities in signed networks. It splits network into a positive part and a
negative part and then the corresponding subgraph modularity is calculated respectively. The weighted sum of plus and minus modularity is the overall modularity of the
signed network. Modularity is a measurement function originated from the concept of
network connection density. Thus, this classiﬁcation method is rather closer to the
deﬁnition of the community.
Traag et al. [14] extend an existing Potts model to incorporate negative links as
well, resulting in a method similar to the clustering of signed graphs. They opted for
simulated annealing to minimize an objective function. Its time complexity is much
higher than the time complexity of LPA and the improved algorithms.
Li et al. [15] proposed a two-stage signed network community discovery algorithm.
In the ﬁrst phase, the GN algorithm is used to get a preliminary division in subnet
composed of positive edges. In the second phase, a hierarchical clustering method is
used to combine the negative edges between different positive subnets.
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Bansal et al. [16] introduced the correlation clustering algorithm into the document
network and proposed two clustering goals. One is to maximize the sum of the number
of internal plus edges in clusters and the number of negative edges between different
clusters. The other is to minimize the sum of the number of internal negative edges in
cluster and the number of positive edges between different clusters. They also proved
that the two kinds of clustering goals in the signed network are NP- hard problems.
2.2

Local-Information-Based Algorithm

It is a local community discovery algorithm. Yang et al. [17] presented ﬁnding
extracting community (FEC) algorithm of local random walks on the signed network to
ﬁnd communities. The time complexity of FEC algorithm is linear and it performs well
in terms of time efﬁciency. But the weakness is that the experimental results are not
stable because of the random selection of initial node in the process of random walks
and the uncertainty of random walks steps.
Shama et al. [18] proposed a two-step cluster CRA (clustering re-clustering algorithm) algorithm. Compared to FEC, CRA is more stable because the two step clustering could be afﬁrmatory without the artiﬁcial set of parameters.

3 Signed Network Label Propagation Algorithm
In some particular cases, if there are two strong communities in the signed network,
which are only connected by negative edges, labels cannot spread across them. The
problem is also related to label propagation in two unsigned subnets and it suggests that
the label propagation algorithm is feasible on the signed network. For this reason, we
develop a sign network label propagation algorithm (SLPA). It does not require the
division of the positive and negative subsets in the clustering process. Combining label
propagation algorithm with edges’ sign, SLPA detects communities directly instead of
dividing network into positive and negative subnets.
GðV; E þ ; E Þ is an unweighted and undirected graph which can represent the
signed social network. V stands for all the nodes in graph G, and E þ is the set of all
positive edges; E is the set of all negative edges. eij is the edge that connects the node
vi with the node vj .
li is the label of the node vi ðvi 2 VÞ and the set of the node vi ’s neighbors is
represented by Ni . Niþ is the set of nodes connected with the node vi by positive edges,
and Ni is the set of nodes connected with the node vi by negative edges.
N ðvÞ ¼ Niþ [ Ni , and Niþ \ Ni ¼ ;.
Each node is only affected by its neighbors. If there is a positive edge between the
node and its neighbor, it would get the label from the neighbor node. But if there is a
negative edge between the node and its neighbor, it would reject the label from the
neighbor node. After several iterations, the nodes, which are closely-connected to
positive edges, receive the same label. Finally, the nodes with the same label are
clustered into the same community. The formula of li is shown below:
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li ¼

arg max  þ    
ð Ni ðlÞ  Ni ðlÞ Þ
l

ð1Þ

Niþ ðlÞ is the set of nodes with the label l in Niþ . Ni ðlÞ is the set of nodes with the
label l in Ni . The formula shows that if there are nodes with the label l in neighbor
nodes of vi and the difference value of nodes with the label l in Niþ and Ni is the
maximum, the node vi selects the label l as its new label.
SLPA can detect communities in signed networks, but it does not perform well in
terms of robustness due to its strong randomness. Besides, neither network density
relations nor the structural balance of the signed network are taken into consideration.
Thus, the label propagation algorithm remains to be improved to solve the problems.

4 The Structural Balance Degree of Signed Network
In an unsigned network, if two adjacent nodes have a common adjacent node, the two
nodes and their common adjacent node would constitute a triangle. When calculating
the similarity of the two nodes, the number of their common adjacent nodes is an
essential part of the operator. According to the deﬁnition of the community, the joint
situation between adjacent nodes of the two nodes reflects the connection density of the
local network which the two nodes belong to. Since each edge in the signed network
can be positive or negative, there exist two kinds of relationships between two connected nodes: attraction and mutex. And their common adjacent node can have various
relations with the two nodes.
There may be a positive edge or a negative edge between two nodes in the signed
network. If the edge e12 is a positive edge, there are four types of triangles, which the
edge maybe belong to, as shown in Fig. 1:
According to the triangle structural balance theory of the signed network, Fig. 1(a)
and (d) are balanced, but Fig. 1(b) and (c) are unbalanced. In these unbalanced triangles, the relation among the three nodes still changes dynamically and their ﬁnal
status remains unknown. For example, in Fig. 1(b), if the positive relationship of edge
e13 and e12 is very strong, but the negative relationship of node 2 and node 3 is not
strong, the negative relationship of edge e23 is likely to be converted to the positive
relationship. Thus, in unbalanced triangle, the positive or negative nature of the edges
may gain more possibility to change. The unbalanced triangle in the signed network
does not take part in the calculation of the structural balance degree of edges.
The structural balance degree is used to measure the balance degree of each edge in
the signed network. Its value can use the number of balanced triangles which are
constituted of the edge and its adjacent edges. For the edge eij , its structural balance
degree is Kij .
If the structural balance degree of the edge eij is higher, its sign nature would be
more stable, and its local network density would be bigger. For a positive edge, if the
structural balance degree is higher, the two nodes connected by the edge would be
closer and they gain more probability to be in the same community. For a negative
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Fig. 1. Four types of triangle with a positive edge e12 .

edge, if the structural balance degree is higher, the two nodes connected by the edge
would be more distant and they gain less probability to be in the same community.
As edges have the nature of plus or minus sign, the structural balance degree of the
positive edge should be positive and that of negative edge should be negative. The
product decision method helps to determine whether a triangle is balanced. For a
triangle, if the product of the three edges’ signs is þ 1, the triangle would be balanced
else the triangle would be unbalanced. Figure 2 shows the calculation examples of the
structural balance degree of the four basic triangles.
Concrete steps of the structural balance degree are as follows:
1. In a signed network, eij 2 E and its structural balance degree is set by its sign. If it’s
a positive edge, its default structural balance degree Kij would be þ 1. If it’s a
negative edge, its default structural balance degree Kij would be 1.
2. For the edge eij 2 E, the nodes connected to vi and vj make up a set Nij .
3. For each vk 2 Nij , vi , vj and vk constitute a signed triangle. If the product of eij , eik
and ejk is þ 1, the structure of the triangle would be balanced. If the product of eij ,
eik and ejk is 1, the structure of the triangle would be unbalanced. When the
triangle is balanced, if eij is positive, Kij add 1; if eij is negative, Kij minus 1.
4. The resulting Kij is the structural balance degree of eij .
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Fig. 2. The structural balance degree of four signed triangles

5 Signed Network Label Propagation Algorithm
with Structural Balance Degree
Neither the network density nor the structural balance of the signed network is taken
into consideration in SLPA. Thus, the structural balance degree is proposed to measure
the balance of each edge in the signed network. It not only reflects the stability of the
sign, but also measures local network density. This is primarily because the structural
balance degree also has sign. It can cause the label to spread easily in dense positive
subnets but difﬁcultly in dense negative subnets. For this reason, we propose the sign
network label propagation algorithm with structural balance degree (SBDSLPA). The
label updating strategy is shown as the following formula.
li ¼

arg max X
Kij
l
l v

ð2Þ

j¼l; j2Ni

li is the label of the node vi ðvi 2 VÞ. If vi is connected with vj , eij 2 E, and its
structural balance degree is Kij .
The steps of SBDSLPA are as follows:
1. Each node in the signed network is labeled by a unique integer value. This label
represents the community that the node belongs to.
2. Compute the structural balance degree of each edge in the signed network.
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3. All nodes in V are arranged in a random order, and node’s labels are updated in
turn. The new label of the node vi is calculated according to the formula (2).
4. Repeat step 3 until labels of all nodes no longer change and the algorithm convergence. At last nodes with the same label belongs to the same community.
If there are both positive and negative edges between vi and the nodes which belong
to the Community C, it would be easy to judge whether the positive relationship or the
negative relationship is stronger between Community C and vi , according to the sign of
the sum value of the edges’ structural balance degree. This determines whether the
node vi belongs to the community C. Label propagation algorithm is an intelligent
clustering algorithm based on the label preference of nodes. The structural balance
degree can give the spontaneous clustering a control guide.

6 Experiments and Discussion
In order to compare SLPA with SBDSLPA, some experiments are conducted on three
different benchmark signed network data sets. The algorithms are implemented by the
standard C language.
The experimental environment is shown in Table 1:
Table 1. The experimental environment
Operating system Ubuntu 12.10
Compiler
gcc 4.8
Memory
4 GB
CPU
3.20 GHz

The experiment network data sets are three true signed networks. Their speciﬁc data
attributes are as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. The signed social network datasets
Network
Gahuku-Gama Subtribes Network (GGSN)
Sampson Monastery Network (SMN)
Slovene Parliamentary Network (SPN)

Nodes Edges Edges(+)
16
116
58
18
158
80
10
45
18

Edges(-)
58
78
27

We run SLPA and SBDSLPA for 50 times on the three datasets. For the generating
communities, the average signed network modularity (SQ) and average normalized
mutual information degree are computed and the statistical results are shown in
Tables 3 and 4 respectively. The average running time is displayed in Table 5.
The average signed network modularity of SLPA and SBDLPA on the three different network data sets is recorded in the Table 3. The average signed network
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Table 3. The average signed network modularity
Network
GGSN
SMN
SPN

SLPA
0.35
0.44
0.41

SBDSLPA
0.43
0.57
0.45

Table 4. The average normalized mutual information
Network
GGSN
SMN
SPN

SLPA
0.83
0.85
0.93

SBDSLPA
0.97
0.92
1.00

Table 5. The average execution time (ms)
Network
GGSN
SMN
SPN

SLPA
45
41
43

SBDSLPA
37
29
35

modularity of SBDSLPA is larger than SLPA by 20.7 percent. It shows that the result
of SBDSLPA is closer to the real community classiﬁcation.
Table 4 provides the average normalized mutual information of the experimental
results on the three signed network data sets. The larger the value of NMI is, the more
stable the results from the community detection algorithms are. From the table, the
average value of NMI of the SBDSLPA is larger than SLPA on all the three test
network datasets. On average, SBDSLPA’s NMI is larger than SLPA’s NMI by 10.9
percent. So SBDSLPA is more stable than SLPA.
The average execution time of SLPA and SBDSLPA on the three datasets is given
in Table 5. From the table we can see that the average execution time of SBDSLPA is
shorter than the SLPA. SBDSLPA’s average execution time is shorter than SLPA by
21.9 percent. This shows that the convergence rate of SBDSLPA is much faster than
SLPA on the same datasets.

7 Conclusions
Label propagation algorithm is a linear time algorithm for community detection without
using any prior parameters. It is widely used for solving community detection problems
in unsigned networks. In this paper, we analyze the triangle structural balance theory of
signed networks and propose a community detection algorithm in the signed network
called Signed Network Label Propagation Algorithm with Structural Balance Degree
(SBDSLPA). First, we present a novel measurement to the structural balance degree of
each edge in the signed network. Then, this measure is used to control the label
propagation process. It makes labels propagate easily in the subset where the positive
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edges are intensive, but difﬁcultly in the subnet where the negative edges are intensive.
The experimental results show that SBDSLPA is more effective and stable than SLPA
in the signed network.
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Abstract. In many persuasive health interventions, humanoid robots and other
intelligent systems are capable of carrying out meaningful conversations with
human subjects in an eﬀort to inﬂuence humans towards behavior or attitudinal
change. In human-to-human conversations, the listening party often has the ability
to discern whether or not certain aspects of the conversation should be kept
conﬁdential. Consequently, in conversational service robot scenarios (including
elderly care use cases), humans often have the expectation that humanoid robots
are capable of preserving the privacy and conﬁdentiality of a given human-robot
dialogue. In this literature, we explore the inherent challenges and approaches to
modeling conﬁdentiality in human-robot interaction (HRI) dialogue scenarios
involving a cloud-enabled networked robot. As a result, we share a novel refer‐
ence model for designing persuasive dialogue systems.
Keywords: HRI dialogue · Persuasive robots · Conﬁdentiality · Privacy ·
Reference model · Privacy framework

1

Introduction

Doctor-patient conﬁdentiality and counselor-patient conﬁdentiality are well docu‐
mented as essential aspects of the code of ethics that allows human subjects to freely
discuss private and revealing information concerning their lives [1]. Yet, very little has
been done to advance these tenets in persuasive dialogue systems which often play the
role of a health coach or counselor to humans. Persuasive systems often employ dialogue
systems to support intervention towards attitude and behavior change. The dialogue
system in a persuasive system may be implemented as an intelligent software agent or,
in some cases, as an intelligent companion robot.
In most human-to-human communications, there is often a need to evaluate both
verbal and non-verbal communication signals to truly understand the situation at hand.
Verbal communication often involves the use of spoken words while non-verbal
communication involves visual cues including facial expressions, body movement,
proximity, body language, and more [5, 6]. Generally, when a human stands further
away from another human (i.e. proximity) it indicates their level of comfort with the
other party. In other scenarios, a human might say something positive through spoken
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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word, while simultaneously exhibiting contradicting signals through non-verbal cues.
A combination of verbal and non-verbal signals can be used by intelligent systems to
discern conﬁdentiality in dialogue systems.
Imagine a simple dialogue exchange between a teenage girl (Amy) and her friend
(Chloe) at a college party, Amy whispers to Chloe the spoken word “I’m pregnant” (as
illustrated in Fig. 1 – left image). Even though, Amy did not explicitly indicate to Chloe
that her pregnancy should be kept conﬁdential, the combination of the “whisper” (i.e.
low pitch sound and close proximity to Chloe during the exchange), content of the verbal
communication (i.e. “pregnant”), and the context of the scenario (i.e. at a crowded party
scene) can be enough grounds for suggesting conﬁdentiality. Arguably, if Chloe’s next
utterance in response to the news is a loud pitched celebratory response (e.g. “Wow,
congratulations!”) it might damage Amy’s trust and comfort with sharing future conﬁ‐
dential dialogue with Chloe. This is the type of implicit conﬁdentiality that this literature
seeks to enable companion robots with. The ability to detect and preserve conﬁdentiality
through their day-to-day interactions with humans is critical.

Fig. 1. On the left, we illustrate an exhibition of non-verbal cues in a human-to-human
conversation regarding a conﬁdential subject (involving whispering). On the right, we illustrate
a sample conversation gesture between a futuristic Android robot and a human in an HRI dialogue
as the robot shares spoken word regarding a conﬁdential subject.

A common design practice in dialogue systems involves implementing a dialogue
manager (DM) [2, 3] to generate, consume, and coordinate both verbal and non-verbal
dialogue interactions between the human subjects and the intelligent systems involved.
In the traditional dialogue system, there is often an Automatic Speech Recognition
(ASR) module and a Text-to-Speech (TTS) module involved with consuming verbal
content and exuding speech capabilities in the intelligent system, respectively [4]. That
notwithstanding, non-verbal cues including gestures and facial expression can be iden‐
tiﬁed using the camera inputs on the dialogue system. In investigating an approach to
modeling conﬁdentiality in HRI dialogue, we implemented our solution using the NAO
T14 humanoid robot platform.
In the ensuing literature, we discuss our motivation for this study, the challenges and
requirements associated with implementing confidentiality in dialogue systems, and a
resulting reference architecture model. Previous studies have examined best practices for
designing dialogue systems [2–4]. However, at the time of publication, we were unable to
find any published model for implementing confidentiality in HRI dialogue systems.
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Fig. 2. Reference model for the DMS

Accordingly, we view the proposed reference model as our novel contribution. We conclude
with a review of opportunities for using and extending the model in the future.

2

Motivation and Application Scenarios

Intelligent conversational systems can be used to motivate behavior change among
people who are interested in behavior change towards curbing obesity [5], risky behavior
change among Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) patients, smoking cessation, and
more. There are other applications of conversational robots in elderly care monitoring
scenarios [8]. Our primary motivation is to enable autonomous systems with an ability
to implicitly detect conﬁdentiality and preserve privacy in HRI dialogue systems.
2.1 Relevant Use Cases
Two use cases that we considered in an eﬀort to validate the implementation of the
reference model include the following:
• Simulation of a humanoid robot as an interaction partner in an elderly care scenario.
• Simulation of a humanoid robot as a health coach in a childhood obesity scenario.
In both scenarios, the human parties would expect to use the robot as a socially
assistive partner with human-like social capabilities in lieu of treating it as a meager
tool. In such interaction scenarios, the robot is expected to be able to exhibit commu‐
nication skills by using natural language, emotion, and maintain social relationships over
a period of time [5, 8].
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2.2 Common Challenges and Requirements
Among the scenarios that we examined, the dialogue system would be expected to be
able to cater to the following challenges and requirements:
• Explicit: Detect explicit conﬁdential conversations when the human subject explic‐
itly states (either before or after a dialogue interaction) that the conversation should
be kept conﬁdential
• Implicit: Detect implicit conﬁdential conversations when the human subject
attempts to conﬁde in the robot without explicitly stating that the ensuing conversa‐
tion should be treated as conﬁdential content
• Response: Determine an appropriate way to respond to conﬁdential content uttered
by the human subject so that the human is encouraged to freely share additional
private information
• Consent: Determine how to store conﬁdential content in a centralized intelligent
storage system such that it is not shared with other intelligent systems that share a
common knowledge base
• Compliance: In a US-based smart environment, the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act’s (HIPAA) compliance rules [1] will apply when personal health
information is collected and stored by the dialogue system.

3

Reference Architecture Model

The proposed reference architecture model seeks to address the common concerns
described in Sect. 2, by implementing a Conﬁdentiality Module (CM) in the Dialogue
Management Service (DMS). Using multimodal sources including the ASR module and
the cameras on the intelligent system, the robot system will feed input signals (including
both verbal and non-verbal cues) to the DMS to help discern implicit conﬁdentiality.
Using supervised machine learning techniques, the CM component will evaluate
communication patterns while establishing several input signals as features, in an eﬀort
to classify a speciﬁc dialogue pattern as implicitly conﬁdential. Collaborative ﬁltering
feedback from the end user will be used as additional input to reﬁne the DMS while
making use of machine learning techniques.
The challenges identiﬁed earlier, are addressed in the reference model by having the
robot conﬁrm conﬁdentiality verbally when it is unsure of its conﬁdential classiﬁcation.
Where necessary, the robot can state to the human subject that the conversation in ques‐
tion will be kept conﬁdential unless the conversation involves harm to the subject or
others. Once a dialogue is determined to be conﬁdential, it will be tagged with metadata
indicating that it is conﬁdential prior to persisting it to a HIPAA-compliant central
storage system so other intelligent knowledge systems cannot access it without informed
consent. When the DMS detects personal health information (PHI) it will remind the
end user of its privacy preservation feature.
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3.1 Machine Learning Techniques
Machine Learning (ML) is often considered a domain of computational intelligence
which is concerned with building software solutions that automatically improve with
experience [12]. Notably, a time series is often viewed as a sequence of observations,
St ∈ R that is ordered in time [12]. Invariably, detection of conﬁdential information in
natural language is expected to take the shape of time series data. This approach lends
itself to the prediction of future outcomes based on the past and perhaps oﬀers an oppor‐
tunity to be able to control the process that creates the series data and also understand
the mechanism for creating the series data. In this work, we consider multivariate time
series data where several measurements about a given class of dialogue pattern can be
collected repeatedly. The proposed framework is depicted in Fig. 3, below.

Fig. 3. Proposed strategy for the conﬁdentiality detection engine

Machine learning techniques for Feature Selection can be used to determine
evidence-based features that tend to be more relevant to predicting conﬁdentiality in
dialogue. Each raw feature will have an associated score indicating its level of intensity.
Some of the raw features that we explored include low tone of voice, whispering gesture
pattern, oration of speciﬁc spoken words associated with conﬁdentiality. A weight can
be applied to some of the features based on ratings by experts.
3.2 Exuding Trust and Eliciting Conﬁdentiality
To encourage the human subject to share additional private information and promote
trust between the human and the robot, the conversational robot will seek to select and
respond to the human using a conversation pattern that acknowledges the detection of
conﬁdentiality. Empathetic conversation patterns will be, in turn, selected by the DMS
and spoken by the robot through the Text-to-Speech (TTS) feature.
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Evaluation

To test the eﬃcacy of the proposed strategy, we plan on using a number of approaches
including:
• An end-user survey to determine the perceived accuracy of the system in identifying
implicit conﬁdentiality. A representative sample size with a diverse demographic
background will be employed to take the survey.
• Performance analysis of various classiﬁcation algorithms. Multiple classiﬁcation
algorithms including the following can be evaluated to dynamically select the best
algorithm or model for a given set of input features: Support Vector Machines (SVM),
Boosted Decision Tree, Regression Trees, Random Forests, Neural Networks, and
Nearest Neighbors.
It is important to quantify the performance of the selected classiﬁers in a bid to
measure and improve their accuracy. Our available data set will be split between the
Training Set and the Test Set using an 80:20 split ratio. The classiﬁer will be trained
using the 80 % set and evaluated with the remaining 20 % of the data set. The classiﬁer
accuracy will be measure as a percentage score of test data points that are correctly
classiﬁed by the classiﬁer. We propose the use of ROC curves for comparing the
various models. We expect a greater area under the curve (AUC) to indicate a more
accurate model. The Gini-statistic can also be computed from the ROC curves.
We also propose the use of the K-fold cross-validation technique to minimize poten‐
tial prediction errors. With this approach, we will divide the training set into k (=10)
folds and use the kth fold for testing each of the planned k experiments. This will help
minimize issues pertaining to an unfortunate data split. In addition, the inclusion of a
real-life feedback loop, as illustrated in Fig. 2 will be useful for minimizing uncertainty
in the predictions. We ﬁnd the need for ongoing validation critical to minimizing model
decay over time. In the same token, we expect the model to be ﬁne-tuned or rebuilt when
deterioration in the model accuracy measures are discovered.

5

Conclusion

With the advent of persuasive robots and intelligent systems, we are conﬁdent that the
proposed reference model will be very useful for implementing conﬁdentiality in future
persuasive systems.
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Abstract. We show in this poster the various types of threats to information security
in health informatics and try identifying the promising technical solutions to
addressing these threats. In addition, we contend that information security in health
informatics does not rely merely on technical solutions but on a holistic solution
incorporating more socio-technical understandings. Though the challenges to adop‐
tion of information security controls in health informatics are usually reflected on the
technologies’ usability aspect, they are deeply rooted on the socio-technical level
involving various human factors such as the gap in the working culture, in the profes‐
sional language and its implications, and in the understanding of the workflow and the
operational mechanisms in the two fields - healthcare and security. We will prelimi‐
narily investigate in this poster a promising approach to modelling and measuring the
influences from the socio-technical aspect.
Keywords: Information security · Health informatics · Socio-technical
understanding · Usability · Human behavior and response modelling · Human
factors · Biometric sensing · Data analysis

1

Introduction

Along with the penetration of information and communications technologies in the
healthcare domain, security and privacy concerns are growing in recent years triggered
by the increasing real-life security accidents such as medical database breaches [1, 2],
data and system ransom [3, 4], medical device hacking [5, 6], online privacy leakage
[7, 8], etc. In many cases, health informatics can unexpectedly open another way to the
attackers besides serving its original purpose. The changes brought by health infor‐
matics in the past decade include, but not limited to, (1) digitization of health and
medical records; (2) proliferation of Bring-Your-Own-Devices (BYOD) in the health‐
care context, for both medical staﬀs and patients; (3) telemedicine and electronic
records sharing; (4) connection of medical devices to the cyber space; (5) delivery of
Internet and cloud based healthcare services across the borders. Most of these trends,
while improving the accuracy, eﬃciency, and availability of healthcare services,
increase the attack surface from the adversary’s perspective. For example, taking the
advantage of electronic health records and cloud-based data management applications,
e.g., Microsoft HealthVault, Google Health, and Dossia, an attacker could collect full
proﬁles of the target patients. In addition, BYOD and electronic health records sharing
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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increase the chances of identity theft and data breach, due to the loss of devices or
negligent/malicious security and privacy policy violation [9]. Wired or wireless
connection enabled medical devices, e.g., a Bluetooth-enabled pacemaker [6], can open
a channel to cyberattacks. Under the increasing privacy concerns, the scope of legal
entities has been expanding to include business associates [10], which in turn requires
more stakeholders to adopt technology safeguards for data protection and technology
integrity. On the other hand, statistics showed that most security breaches can be
attributed to socio-technical and human factors [9, 11, 12], such as insiders’ negligence
or social engineering based attacks, which go beyond the scope of technology.
We will summarize in Sect. 2 some trends happening or being envisioned in the
future healthcare sector, and the typical security and privacy vulnerabilities. Section 3
preliminarily analyzes the socio-technical essence of the security problem with health
informatics, and presents a concept design of human behavior analysis based approach
to modelling the human factors and to enhancing the health informatics’ security from
the socio-technical perspective. Section 4 concludes this poster paper.

2

Trends, Vulnerabilities, and Enabling Technologies

Healthcare is a complex ecosystem in which multiple players, e.g., patients, healthcare
practitioners, healthcare research and education institutes, healthcare infrastructure
maintainers, funders such as governments and insurers, ICT service providers, and
information and cyber security experts, get involved with diﬀerent interests, mindsets,
and working cultures. We need to understand the trends in the healthcare domain taking
place in the next decades. Some examples are:
Shifts of healthcare patterns including (1) from hospital to home and cyber space
to reduce the cost, and to maximize the availability of healthcare resources; (2) from inhospital treatment to prevention, to reduce the cost and improve the healthcare quality
from a long-term perspective; (3) from the doctor-centered model to the patient-centered
model, to maximize the healthcare quality based on understanding and respecting
patients’ expectation and making personalized healthcare plans; (4) from pay-forservice to pay-for-quality in cost model [13, 14], to improve the whole eco-system’s
beneﬁt-cost eﬃciency; (5) from healthcare organizations to more stakeholders in
liability to security breaches [10].
Adoption of new technologies including mobile health, oﬀ-the-shelf setups for
heath monitoring, virtual reality and augmented reality for rehabilitation and virtual
clinical trials, cloud based health analytics, crowd data sourcing, social media and online
health forum for case studies and second opinions generation, etc.
Personalized health including the adoption of personal health records (PHR),
personalized health data analytics, personalized medicine, data-driven inference and
information fusion as done by the IBM Dr. Watson platform [15].
In terms of information security, the vulnerabilities of the existing health informatics
system can be categorized into two types – the technique vulnerabilities and the sociotechnological ones. The former include, for example, lack of security-by-design and
privacy-by-design guideline in the technology concept design phase (e.g., the
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pacemaker’s cyber-threat case [5, 6]), lack of lightweight and low-energy-consumption
cybersecurity mechanisms for Internet-of-Things [16], BYOD in the working environ‐
ment, lack of eﬃcient and secure identity management in the healthcare workﬂow, lack
of convenient access controls for the cloud and social media based data storage and
sharing, and those obsolete ICT sub-systems which are un-patchable or not yet patched
but still at service [17, 18]. With such technique vulnerabilities existing in other sectors
as well, we found there are some socio-technical ones being more typical for the health‐
care sector including the usability challenges [19] which have been widely aware of, the
diﬀerence in working culture, the hindrance from the law and regulation aspect [20]
especially for those Internet-based health services delivered across borders, etc.
In recent years, more eﬀorts have been invested in the search of new enabling tech‐
nologies for security and privacy enhancement, which can be promising for the use in
health informatics especially for applications devoted to the cloud environment and data
analysis uses, such as statistical privacy for outsourced data analysis [21], full homo‐
morphic encryption [22], privacy-preserving biometrics [23], anonymity communica‐
tions and data sharing [24], attribute-based authentication [25], etc.

3

The Human Factors

The socio-technical aspect, a.k.a. technological challenges attributed to human and
social factors, characterizes the security problem in the healthcare sector in a unique
way because of many features of the healthcare sector: the beneﬁcence-ﬁrst principle,
trust-based practice, interruptive and sometimes stressful working environment, etc. In
security relevant cases, such human factors can be reﬂected on diﬀerent aspects. It is
noted that there is a gap in working culture between the security and the healthcare
ﬁelds. One example is the beneﬁcence-ﬁrst principle respected by the healthcare prac‐
titioners, which may precede the need of the patients’ privacy during emergencies. In
other scenarios a healthcare practitioner may choose to deliver the healthcare services
to patients without strong requirement of identity veriﬁcation, which may unexpectedly
encourage the actions of identity theft and faking in order to milk the healthcare or social
beneﬁt resources. Another challenges is, for instance, the diﬀerence in working
language, such as the term “health security”, which can be interpret as healthcare service
assurance on the strategy and policy level by professionals working in the public health
domain, or as patient safety understood by a medical staﬀ, or as information security of
the healthcare services from the view of an information security expert. The trust issue
is another typical challenge to the healthcare practitioners, such as blind trust showed
in the survey results disclosed in [19] on the adoption of PKI (choosing to believe they
do not need to care about other security requirements once PKI is adopted), or such as
sharing accounts, leaving the screen open, speaking out passwords, believing that iden‐
tity frauds do not exist by their own experience, not expecting an ID veriﬁcation from
their colleagues [19], etc. All these challenges in trust management can be exploited
easily by attackers via social engineering based tricks. However, from the healthcare
practitioner’s perspective, some good practices in the eye of an information security
expert such as ID checks, system login and sign-oﬀ, screensaver, diversiﬁed passwords
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for diﬀerent systems, etc., can seriously degrade the eﬃciency and availability of the
services to be delivered to the patients. One security concern is that such inconvenient
information security controls actually end up to an encouragement to circumvent such
controls by other insecure but more eﬃcient ways. Other socio-technical challenges
include the lack of security training and awareness, negligence [9] towards security
policy under emergencies or other stressful situations, lack of individualized guideline
for security incident response, etc.
Aware of such socio-technical challenges, we are so far short of a quantitative way
to modelling human factors from the information security perspective. We might need
to resort to an interdisciplinary and socio-technical approach to this end. The future
security and privacy designs for health informatics should incorporate knowledge
created from the behavioral analysis of human responses to account for the socio-tech‐
nical and human factors for incident prevention, detection, response, and disaster
recovery. We propose a concept design towards the future human factors modelling for
health informatics security, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The concept design assumes that the
human factors can be modelled by mapping the measured human responses (e.g., the
subjects’ behaviors captured by the audio/video system and the inner states captured by
wearable sensors) to the security incidents logged by the information systems (e.g., the
ICT infrastructure in the work place, the medial equipment, and the BYOD devices) and
humans (colleagues, patients, etc.) interacted with the subject under the study, i.e.,
healthcare practitioners in his/her working place. The mapping could be established by

Fig. 1. Human factors modeling based on human response measurement and analysis during
security incidents
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the advanced machine intelligence such as the deep learning technologies popularly
adopted nowadays.

4

Conclusions

We presented in this poster a status of the security and privacy threats to the healthcare
sector and health informatics, and especially noted the unique socio-technical essence
of the security challenges. In addition, we proposed a concept design to use biometric
sensing to measure human responses to security incidents and use machine intelligence
for modelling these human factors, as a potential approach to identifying the sociotechnical patterns in order to better understanding the security and privacy problems in
the healthcare sector.
Acknowledgments. This work is partially funded by the strategical funding from the Center for
Cyber and Information Security (ccis.no) to support the research initiative on health and welfare
security.
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Abstract. Crowd-sourced air quality monitoring has been becoming popular in
recent years for environmental surveillance and public health study. Most of
such air quality monitoring programs merely invites volunteers to collect air
quality data by portable or mobile air quality sensors. However, we assume it
could be more interesting to measure a person’s physical activity intensity and
his/her exposure to the air quality in a synchronized way in order to measure the
air quality’s personalized impact on health, because different persons’ physical
activities can differ in location, time, etc., and can be very individualized as well.
To this end, during the 2014–2015 winter-spring season, we designed and
implemented a low-cost mobile platform for recording air quality (both sensor
data and subjective feeling data) and participants’ physical activity intensity.
The developed platform is supposed to assist in future crowd-sourced environmental health studies. Data collection activities were arranged to prove the
feasibility of the developed mobile platform. Over the data collected, preliminary analysis have been done identifying the correlations among air quality
indicators, participants’ subjective feelings of air quality, physical activity status
measured by wearable sensors, and reported health symptoms. The data collection operation and the data analysis results demonstrate the feasibility of the
adopted methodology and the developed platform towards future user-centered,
personalized, and crowd-sourced environmental health and health care studies.
Keywords: Crowd-sourcing  Air quality  Physical activity
monitoring  Health care  Mobile platform

 Environmental

1 Introduction
Air pollution is considered harmful to health and has been linked with respiratory
diseases and cancer [1]. The WHO reported that in year 2012 around 7 million people’s
death were linked to air pollution [2]. A recent report [3] based on the survey data
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collected during year 1990–2013 by the research [4] conﬁrmed the air pollution’s
impact on premature death and health in general. Quantifying air quality’s impact on
human health needs reliable data collected from both environmental monitoring and
public health sectors. However, existing environmental health studies face several
challenges: ﬁrst, data collection activities from the two sectors are not always synergized and therefore in most cases only cross-sectional studies instead of control or
cohort studies can be done; second, due to the cost and size factors, professional air
quality measurement equipment are usually sparsely installed on the town/district level
and not portable, which impacts the trustworthiness of data precision on the community
and street levels; third, public health studies are based on large-scale data collection
which is usually both costly and time consuming; the last but not the least, existing
environmental health studies aim at generating trustworthy global statistics from a
large-scale data survey instead of analyzing personal proﬁles or giving personalized
health advice from a longitudinal study perspective. While technologies advancement
in recent years in personal smart devices, wireless sensors, and compact electronics
makes air quality data recording devices portable and low in cost [5, 6], and crowd data
sourcing makes data collection easier such as what happened in the EU project
CITI-SENSE [7], there is so far few research and innovation on exploiting such new
technologies and the crowd data sourcing methodology for longitudinal studies of air
quality on human health. In this work we aimed to test the feasibility of using low-cost
portable sensors to measure the air quality and the physical activity and using crowd
data sourcing for data collection. Thanks to the fact that the two types of data are
collected from the same subjects, the developed data collection platform can therefore
enable both cohort studies generating public health statistics and longitudinal studies
generating personalized health advice.
The remaining part of the paper is organized into the following sections: Sect. 2
describes the methodologies we used, Sect. 3 describes the data collection platform we
developed, Sect. 4 describes the data collection settings, Sect. 5 presents the preliminary data analysis results, and Sect. 6 concludes this paper.

2 Background and Methodologies
City residents, especially those sensitive to air quality, such as asthma, Chronic
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD), and cardiovascular diseases patients, may
suffer from very localized air pollution, such as at a speciﬁc location at a speciﬁc time
point, which cannot be accurately extrapolated from the stationary air quality monitors
due to distance and other geographic and human factors in the city. Therefore, a system
that can be used to obtain higher resolution (e.g., on the street and residential block
level) air quality monitoring results, preferably in real time, could be very helpful to
those local residents who care about air quality around their speciﬁc living environment
or a location they perform most of the activities at. In addition, long-term data collection and analysis may disclose the air quality dynamics of a speciﬁc location inside a
city so both the local residents and the city facility planning agencies have sufﬁcient
evidence to reason and make an informed and evidence-based decision in personal
activity planning and city transportation and facility planning.
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In Norway, the major air pollution sources include particulate matter (PM) and
nitrogen dioxide (NO2). The particulate matter is mainly contributed by trafﬁc emission, the use of studded winter tires, and wood burning in winter. NO2 is mainly from
the trafﬁc emission. The Mjøsa lake valley area where the authors’ research institute is
located, is especially of interest for a study in this project because of its valley geometric conditions (thus harder for polluted air to disperse) and cold weather (thus more
wood burning) in winter seasons.
To prove the concept of using low-cost mobile data collection platform and crowd
data sourcing for future environmental health study, we adopted the following
methodologies when devising the data collection plan.
Synchronized Data Collection. In order to collect data for case control or cohorts
based public health study, the air quality data and the persons’ activity and health data
should be synchronized, i.e., the person whose health data are examined should be the
same person who was actually exposed to the air quality environment. To this end, we
invited the participants to collect the air quality data and their activity and health data in
the same time.
Multiple Data Collection Sessions. Multiple data collection sessions should be
arranged to obtain enough data along the time axis for longitudinal study on personal
health history analysis and trend prediction. Such cumulated personal data can be used
to ﬁnd known health patterns or be contributed as a case to large-scale public health
databases.
Activity Based Exposure Measurement. In a city, the air quality can be varied in
geographic locations. To increase the sampling density, mobile sensors can be adopted
to measure the air quality in different locations and time as a low-cost means compared
to the case distributed stationary sensors are installed. However, health impacts are
directly caused by human exposures, and therefore persons travelling in the same route
in a city could have different health impacts due to the variance in their exposure
intensity. For instance, travelling in vehicles and by walking usually have different
exposure degrees [8]. We assumed, in our data collection activities, participants may
have different walking routes, and when passing the same geographic location they
may have different exposure degrees which can be reasonably estimated by their
physical activity intensity, for instance, indicated by the heart beat rate [8]. This
assumption inspired us to adopt human activity sensors to estimate the actual exposure
of a speciﬁc participant in a speciﬁc location.
Combined Objective and Subjective Data Collection. To ensure the accuracy of a
crowd-sourced data collection platform, we’d better to have the measured results calibrated with those stationary professional sensors (for both air quality and physical
activity) to ensure the quality of the collected data. Combined objective and subjective
data collection, i.e., recording both the sensors’ output and the participant’s subjective
feeling in the form of a real-time questionnaire in a smartphone, can be another way to
roughly cross-check the quality of the collected data by examining the correlation
between the objective data and the subjective data.
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Low-Cost Mobile Devices. To encourage citizens’ participation, the platform components, namely the air quality sensor, the physical activity sensor, and the smartphone
used to collect the subjective feeling and sensors’ output, should be both compact, light
in weight, and low in cost in terms of the affordability to normal families in the authors’
country.
Usability Enhanced by Efﬁcient Data Logging and Data Sharing. The two types of
data – objective data from sensors’ output and subjective data from participant’s input –
should require as less effort from the participant as possible. Data logging and transmission to the smartphone from the sensors should be automated. The smartphone
interface for taking participant’s input should be easy to operate, e.g., by limiting the
times of screen-touch interaction and setting all questionnaire contents in a linear way.
The collected data should be saved in the smartphone after measurement at each
location and backed up in a remote server. One speciﬁc participant can also browse all
the non-sensitive shared data contributed by other participants in a real time.
Privacy and Data Security. Though air quality collected in public outdoor areas inside
a city has little privacy concerns, physical activity and some subjective feeling data
concerning personal health status should be well protected from being shared to other
participants. In addition, the data stored in both smartphones and the remote server should
rigidly comply with the data separation principle to avoid the linkage of any personally
identiﬁable information of the participant with the data she/he collected and contributed.
All collected data are indexed by the participant pseudonymous code which was assigned
to a participant before the ﬁrst session started. On the other hand, to guarantee the
participant’s privacy right to access or revoke her/his own data in a later phase, the
participants identiﬁable IDs (e.g., name, contact, address, etc.) and the pseudonymous
code should also form a one-to-one mapping to avoid the confusion caused by the
complete anonymity. This one-to-one mapping table should be carefully kept in a
physically separate place. Other general security measures, such as SSL/TLS based
secure data transmission, data encryption in the remote servers’ hard disk, and network
ﬁrewall conﬁgured to limit the accesses to the server to authorized users, should be
adopted as well.

3 The Developed Low-Cost Mobile Data Collection Platform
During the 2014–2015 winter-spring season, we developed a data collection platform
consisting of a smartphone and low-cost air and physical activity sensors. Volunteered
citizens were invited to walk inside the city Gjøvik where the research team lies to
collect at speciﬁed geographic locations the air quality data Particular Matters (PM) in
six particle size channels and the participants’ physical activity data including heart
beat and cadence of walking. In addition, the participants are required to answer the
questionnaire on her/his smartphone App after air quality measurement at each predeﬁned geographic location in the city. The data collection platform consists of the
following components: PM sensor CEM DT-9881 (Fig. 1), WAHOO ﬁtness sensor
TICKR RUN [9], a general-purpose smartphone installed with a questionnaire App
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Fig. 1. The CEM DT-9881 PM sensor compared in size to a mouse

named CrowdAir and the corresponding software serving the WAHOO sensor, and a
remote server for data backup and sharing.
The CEM PM sensor is relatively compact in size and designed to be hand-held.
The PM sensor can record data types including air temperature, relative humidity, dew
point, wet-bulb temperature and PM (with 6 particle size channels: 0.3 µm, 0.5 µm,
1.0 µm, 2.5 µm, 5.0 µm, 10 µm) cumulative counts within maximum 60 s. In our data
collections, the PM measurement time window was set as 20 s. The output is the
number of particles in each size channel. The air flow rate of this sensor is 0.1ft3
(2.83 L/min). These air quality data can be read out right after each measurement
session (20 s) on the screen. They are also recorded in an SD card in the device and can
be output manually. The CEM sensor cost around $340 while most portable PM
sensors in the market have a price range $3,000 to $11,000. With increasing interest in
PM pollution detection from general public and decreasing prices of electronics, we
envision a consumer-electronics level PM sensor with no more than $400 would be
interesting for general public to purchase for home use in the authors’ country.
We make use of the Wahoo Fitness sensor (TICKR RUN) to capture the heart rate
and the cadence (walking or cycling speed) of participants who wear this sensor at the
chest. The Wahoo sensor are worn with participants all the way during a session. The
sensor works together with smart phone by Bluetooth. The heart rate is normally
correlated with the ventilation rate, and can thus be used as an indicator of the air
inhalation. If the ventilation rate is high we consider it a high-dose exposure to the
ambient air environment. The price of the Wahoo sensor is around 90 EUR which is
deemed affordable for most people for ﬁtness data tracking use.
In addition to the sensor based objective data, subjective data about the feelings of
air quality and the symptoms (e.g., cough, sore throat, eye itchiness, etc.) reported via
the smartphone App CrowdAir from the participants are recorded as well.
The types of data and the means for collection are summarized in Table 1.
The Resource Oriented Architecture (ROA) was adopted as the overall architecture
for implementing the platform. ROA is widely used in distributed systems thanks to its
re-usability feature. As an energy-saving solution compared to the Simple Object
Access Protocol (SOAP) based architecture, ROA suits mobile applications. The App
CrowedAir, developed in Java using Eclipse, is intended for different O/S platforms.
To this end, PhoneGap, as a web-based tool towards building cross-platform apps with
HTML, was used in the App development. Windows 2012 R2 was deployed as the
server. We adopted MySQL to implement the database thanks to its open-source and
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Table 1. Data types and collection means

Category
Objective data from the
sensors

Data types
Collection means
PM sensor
Basic air statusa and
PM 0.3, 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, and 10 µm
Heart beat rate
Wahoo
Tickr-Run
Cadence
Subjective data from the
Feeling of air quality in 4 levels:
Questionnaire
participant’s input
“excellent, good, poor, bad”, and
App CrowdAir
Feeling of symptoms in 4 levels:
“none, mild, moderate, severe”
a
The basic air status includes air temperature (AT), dew point (DP), relative humidity (RH), and
wet bulb (WB).

cross-platform features. In addition, a web service was established to synchronize the
collected data between the smartphone and the remote server.
As is shown in the Fig. 2, the overall system architecture consisted of two components: the client side and the server side. On the client side, each participant has two
tasks in the workflow. First, a participant operates the PM sensor to collect the air
quality data while Wahoo sensor automatically records the physical activity data.
Second, a participant completes a questionnaire about their subjective feelings via the
smartphone App CrowdAir. After measurement at each location, the collected data and
questionnaire answers are transmitted via the 3G/4G telecommunications network to
the backend database on server side hosted as a web service. The server side delivers
two services to the participants: (1) pooling all participants’ recorded data, including
the sensor-generated data and the questionnaire answers, to the backend database;
(2) answering queries from participants about publishable data (e.g., the PM data
contributed from all participants and the subjective feeling data about air quality) at a
speciﬁed location. The collected data and questionnaire answers will be temporarily
saved on a smartphone as an XML ﬁles when the 3G/4G network is not available.

Fig. 2. The overall system structure of the developed data collection platform
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The system will synchronize the data with the server in real time as long as 3G/4G
telecommunications network is re-gained. To ensure the privacy of the participants, all
personally identiﬁable information were physically separated from the collected data,
and no symptoms data reported by the participants are shared to other participants via
the platform. To ensure the user experience, all questions listed in the smartphone App
CrowdAir based questionnaire were arranged in a linear way so as to reduce the users’
interaction times to the minimum while keeping the answer options as simple and
understandable as possible.

Fig. 3. Locations for data collection in the city (red-colored: required; black-colored: optional)
(Color ﬁgure online)

4 Data Collection Settings
4.1

Participant Group

In total 12 citizens from the city Gjøvik were recruited as participants in the data
collection. The participants are assigned with time slots according to both their preference and the balance of sessions across a week. In average 2 or 3 sessions were
planned in each day per week including the weekends. Finally, data cumulated in 8
weeks were recorded.
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Constrained by budget and time resources, the number of participants became a
challenge to data collection. Due to the limited number of participants and the crowd
data sourcing essence, the data collected were not always aligned in quality and
completeness. But this is within our expectation because in real operation of such
crowd data sourcing activities, data quality and completeness shall be varied across
different participants as well. Data quality assessment and control is thus of great
importance when processing crowd-sourced data. A typical challenge is that in such
crowd data sourcing scenarios the collected data are hard to evaluate in quality without
reference. Some indirect evaluation method could be used to estimate the data quality
such as using user experience as a rough estimation of the data quality which has been
proven effective in our data analysis experiments.
4.2

Data Collection Locations

A total of 10 locations (8 required and 2 optional) in the city Gjøvik were selected for
data collection. The participants were asked to stop at the locations, measure the air
quality and ﬁll in the questionnaire. The Wahoo activity sensor was always on during a
data collection session so that the participant does not bother to interact with the
Wahoo sensor. The selected locations can be seen in the Fig. 3.
The details about the 10 locations are given in the Table 2. The two locations
No. 3 and No. 9 are optional to the participants to visit considering the fact that they are
relatively farer to reach than other locations. Note that there is no predeﬁned route for
the participants to go through these 10 locations and we assume each participant has
her/his own route to ﬁnish the data collection through all locations which are not
necessarily exactly the same. This strategy was also interesting to be used to simulate
the real case that different citizens may have different exposures to air quality even at
the same location because of the variance in route. For instance, ﬁnishing at the
location #1 in the Fig. 3 could have higher heart beat rate and thus higher air inhalation

Table 2. Details about the data collection locations
No.
1 (required)
2 (required)
3 (optional)
4 (required)
5 (required)
6 (required)
7 (required)
8 (required)
9 (optional)
10 (required)

Information about the location
Main entrance of the university building
Residential area
Area close to a biomass heat plant
Bus stop
Lake shore
Gas station
City hall vicinity
Park close to the central bus station
Outside a shopping mall
Pedestrian area in the city center
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volume and rate than the case starting from the location #1, as in most cases a participant has performed a lot of physical activities approaching the end of a session.
All collected data have timestamp and GPS tags in order to get associated with
locations without confusion caused by different routes adopted by different participants.
To better ensure the accuracy in data collection locations, a picture was required to take
per location by the participant after each measurement.

5 Preliminary Data Analysis
Some preliminary data analysis had been done over the collected data by the developed
data collection platform. Note that the data analysis results given in this section should
not be over interpreted in addition to proving the feasibility in functionality of the
developed platform and the crowd data sourcing methodology.
5.1

Subjective Air Quality Feeling and PM Measurement
in Different Locations

The participants’ subjective feelings of the air quality, which were voted in 4 levels
representing “1(excellent)”, “2(good)”, “3(poor)”, and “4(bad)”, respectively, are
presented in the Table 3 for 7 different locations namely #2, #4, #5, #6, #7, #8, #10.
The two optional locations #3 and #9 are distinctly less in record amount compared to
other locations and thus were not counted in the table to avoid biased comparisons. The
#1 location has a low record amount as well possibly because quite a lot participants
forgot to collect the data at the starting point. The corresponding PM measurements in
the 7 locations were given in Table 4.
It is observed that the subjective feeling votes in Table 3 show obvious correlation
with those PM measurements in Table 4, as expected. The two locations #4 (bus stop)
and #6 (gas station) with bad air quality measured can be attributed to the trafﬁcs. The
locations such as #2 (residential area), #5 lake shore, and #10 pedestrian area are
relatively faraway from trafﬁcs. The trafﬁc is a main source of PM10 and that has been
reflected in lower PM count measured at those locations. Also, it is possible to see a
correlation between presence of trafﬁc and the perception that the air quality is worse.

Table 3. Votes on air quality by subjective feelings
Location
#2
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#10

Level 1 (best) Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 (worst)
67
11
0
0
40
28
10
0
66
11
1
0
44
26
8
0
57
20
1
0
54
23
1
0
64
13
1
0
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Table 4. Average particle counts measured in 20 s with the air flow rate 0.1ft3 (2.83 L/min)
Location
#2
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#10

5.2

PM 2.5 PM 10
581.5 67.6
1128.6 144.4
1036.3 95.0
1328.1 151.4
771.1 89.4
701.9 87.1
668.5 70.5

Regression Analysis Over Sensor Data and Subjective Feelings

Table 5 presents the regression analysis results across the collected data types. In order
to explore the relationship between the air quality and the physical activity, a regression
was performed using the air quality as explanatory variables and the human biometric
data, including heart rate and cadence, as dependent variables. The same method was
applied to estimate the relation between the sensor-generated air quality and human
subjective feeling of the air quality and their health status from questionnaire.
Note that the data collected during this campaign were not enough to draw conclusions on the air quality, physical activity, and health status. The results obtained in
the small pilot study should not be generalized without regarding the speciﬁc data
collection environment in the studied city. The aim of the analysis is to show the
potential of crowd-sourced environmental monitoring of air quality and human health.
The adopted statistic regression method was random effect regression, because the data
pair (air quality/physical activity and air quality/subjective feelings) was obtained by
random sampling and each pair is independent of every other pair. Random effect
model will allow the individual characteristics to be modelled. The software used to
achieve the estimation results is STATA.
Table 5. Regression analysis results
Heart rate Cadence
PM2.5 −0.000368 0.000283
(−1.13)
(−0.85)
PM10 0.00228
−0.00379
(0.50)
(−0.80)
AT
−1.373*** −0.574**
(−6.72)
(−2.85)
_cons 120.8*** 111.4***
(41.23)
(40.24)
N
721
728
t statistics in parentheses
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p

Air quality feeling
−0.0000126
(−0.99)
0.000849***
(4.78)
−0.0193**
(−2.79)
1.551***
(17.21)
728
< 0.001

Health symptom
−0.00000823
(−1.25)
0.000395***
(4.31)
−0.0108**
(−3.12)
1.162***
(26.09)
728
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The values outside parenthesis in Table 5 are the coefﬁcients of the regressions, and
the numbers inside parenthesis are the t-value from statistics. The further of the t-value
deviates from zero, the stronger is the correlation.
Note that the correlation results between {PM2.5 and PM10} and {heart rate and
cadence} should not be over-interpret for a causal relationship between the air quality
and the heart rate/cadence. Though long-term exposure to air pollution may impact on
health status indicated by heart rates, the data collected in this proof-of-concept project
is far too less to draw such a conclusion. Instead, we intended to examine, in the 10
locations, whether the geometric condition or the route selection or other unknown
factors can cause high physical activity intensity (reasonably indicating high air
inhalation rate) under highly polluted air environment, which poses a threat to the
participant’s health and should therefore trigger an alert to the participant.
We can see from the regression results that the measurement of the air quality
PM10 does have a signiﬁcant correlation with the participants’ subjective feelings of
both air quality and health symptom, which may be interpret in a way that either PM10
intensity is detectable to some degree in the sense of human feeling or PM10 emission
usually accompanies other pollutants that are detectable in the sense of human feeling.
It is also observed that the air temperature has a signiﬁcant correlation with both
physical activity and the subjective feelings. Considering the temperature dynamic
range which is roughly [0, 23] degree centigrade in the data collection city, we tentatively assume that colder weather condition may cause the participants to walk faster
and feel worse in terms of health symptom. The air temperature and the subjective
feeling of the air quality shows also noticeable correlation, which is consistent with the
general understanding that there is more particular matters emission during colder
weather dates caused by wood burning and winter-tyre use in the studied city.
5.3

Physical Activity Intensity’s Variance Within Participants
in Locations

As the regression analysis between the air quality and the physical activity did not
show distinct correlations from the average values, we further studied whether we can
ﬁnd some participants who has distinctly different physical activity intensities from
others at the same locations, or has distinctly varied physical activity intensities at
different locations. We randomly picked up 2 participants’ physical activity values
(averaged from all sessions) on the 7 locations mentioned above and this time indeed
observed diversity in the physical activity intensity across different locations and
among different participants. The exemplar values are given in Table 6. These examples veriﬁed our assumption in Sect. 2 that participants when passing the same geographic location (e.g., #4 and #6 which are locations with relatively heavier air
pollution) may have different exposure degrees which can be estimated by their
physical activity intensity. This methodology could be important to capture a person’s
daily routine physical activity patterns that can, when combined with air pollution
exposure, greatly impact one’s health. Such personalized data collection and analysis
could greatly facilitate the patient-centric environmental health study and personalized
healthcare in the future.
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Table 6. Examples of diverse physical activity intensity (averaged number per minute from all
sessions) across the same set of locations by two different participants A and B

#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Heart rate
Cadence
Partic. A Partic. B Partic. A
2 112.8
106.8
126.2
4 114.1
97.6
108.6
5 109.2
162.8
101.6
6 102.0
101.1
118.7
7
81.4
132.1
112.9
8 151.7
95.1
126.7
10 111.5
96.6
138.0

Partic. B
80.4
128.6
184.5
123.9
110.4
109.9
81.8

6 Conclusions
In this work we described the concept of crowd-sourced environmental health study
and the methodologies we adopted in developing such an air quality, human activity,
and health status data collection and sharing platform based on low-cost, portable, and
mobile sensors, a smartphone, and a remote server with a database. Though the preliminary data analysis results generated from this work should not be over interpreted
due to the scale and geographic constraints of the collected data, the data collection
process itself and the main analysis results proved the feasibility of such a low-cost
crowd-sourced data collection platform serving future environmental health study.
Future work efforts will be invested on improving data quality control methods, testing
such crowd-sourced data collection methodology in large-scale public health and
personalized health care studies, adopt real-time big data analytics as a service to the
platform, and improve the usability and social cost models while availing crowd data
sourcing’s high efﬁciency in beneﬁt-cost.
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Abstract. Smart home shows great potential in providing ubiquitous services
within one’s home environment. With the advent of gesture recognition hardware and frameworks, it is now envisioned that most of the household activities
that are used on a daily basis, can now be operated using gestures. This will
allow people with special to use their natural gestures to interact with different
interfaces, whether it be appliances or accessing Internet-based healthcare services. In this article, we present a gesture based natural user interface framework, which supports a set of smart home services through gestures. In order to
get feedback from the user interaction, a reverse feedback mechanism is
implemented, which keeps track of how many gestures are working correctly.
We have developed a mathematical model to represent proposed framework.
From the user feedback and analysis of the gathered system testing data, we are
optimistic about the deployment of the proposed framework in real life
scenarios.
Keywords: Smart home  Gesture based interaction  Natural user interfaces
Remote health monitoring



1 Introduction
Research on smart home aims to make our life comfortable, especially for those who
are at old age or have physical impairments and hence needs caregiver support for their
daily life activities. The evolution of user interfaces has changed the shapes of smart
home research. Among the emerging next-generation user interfaces, use of the biological features of a human body is gaining popularity [1]. Gesture-based interface is
suitable for the control of the networked home appliances due to its intuitive and
natural characteristics [2]. As a result, gesture based systems tend to show potential in
diversiﬁed spectrum of real-life applications such as smart home, in-home health
monitoring, natural user interfaces for medical applications, serious games for kids with
special needs, controlling media within a car entertainment system, gesture based
communication via sign languages, etc. [3]. It offers a simple yet powerful control
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
C.K. Chang et al. (Eds.): ICOST 2016, LNCS 9677, pp. 464–476, 2016.
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mechanism that is appropriate to all users including those with special needs like
children, elderly people and people with physical impairments.
Due to the movement problem of old age people and lack of all-time caregiver
support, gesture based smart home control services play a signiﬁcant role in assisting
people of physical impairments [4]. In addition to controlling various appliances and
other services such as sending SMS, browsing Internet, writing emails, and chatting, the
gestures can be a source of physical or occupational therapy monitoring [4], which
requires a subject to perform a number of exercises. Hence, a smart home can be a means
of rehabilitation space for a subject [5, 6]. Moreover, with the advancements of gesture
tracking technologies, it is now possible to use off the shelf sensors for daily life gesture
tracking in a smart home environment [7]. Examples of economically priced sensor
devices are Microsoft KinectV2, the LeapMotion and the EMG-based Myo [8].
This paper presents a natural user interface framework for next-generation smart
homes in which people with physical impairments can use gestures to control appliances and also consume Internet-based services. In the passive form, the framework
supports occupational therapy by mapping each smart home control motion to a
speciﬁc therapy outcome [4]. Through gestures, a subject can interact with both
appliances at home as well as control software. The framework mashes up 3 state of the
art gesture tracking sensors, namely Myo, Leap Motion and Kinect2, to support a wide
range of smart home related gestures. The Myo armband reads the hand muscle tone
and uses Bluetooth low energy (BLE) to transmit the gesture data to a PC or a smart
phone. Since the operating range of BLE 4.0 is around a home area network, it can
cover appliance control over a typical home. In order to support the complete and very
rich gestures, the framework combines all the three sensors to recognize complex smart
home control actions. In addition to gestures targeting a speciﬁc appliance or software
control (e.g., using gestures to turn a light bulb off or type an email), the sensors also
collect occupational therapy data. The gesture data corresponding to occupational
therapy, often called kinematic data, is collected in the background when a subject
interacts with different smart home services through gesture. We have developed
analytics that help us in kinematic data analysis, which assists a therapist in observing
the phenomena “how many different types of daily life activities can be performed by a
subject him/herself through gestures”. We have developed natural user interfaces,
which allows a subject to control home appliances such as lights or to access
Internet-based services through gestures.
The remainder of the paper is organized as following. Section 2 describes the
architecture and modeling of the proposed system. Section 3 illustrates the technologies behind the implementation. Section 4 presents the test results followed by conclusive remarks.

2 Proposed Framework and Modeling
We assume a smart home where a family is living. There are m number of family
members within the smart home that is equipped with n number of gesture tracking
sensors. All the l number of appliances and the gesture-enabled Internet-based services
in the home are interconnected through our proposed framework. In every room, the
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gesture tracking sensors are available along with the visualization interface. Gestures
performed within any room by any individual is recognized in a personalized way [7].
The framework uses a state machine modeling approach where each gesture is assigned
a state, and when a user makes certain gestures at any room, at any time within the
smart environment, speciﬁc gesture data is collected by the gesture tracking sensor. We
present the gesture modeling by leveraging a gesture vocabulary, which expresses
possible states of gestures and represent those using mathematical expressions.
A high-level gesture is represented as a collection of primitive joint motions [8], which
can be combined to form a high-level smart home gesture. Next, we elaborate the
gesture vocabulary.

Fig. 1. Gestures related to various control actions.

Fig. 2. Gestures related with letters (both hands at pronation).

2.1

Gesture Vocabulary Design

Figure 1 shows a set of gestures that are related to various control actions for navigating within the control menu items. This set of gestures are also used for sending
control signals to the smart home appliances. In order to support control for software
based services such as typing SMS, browsing web pages, writing emails, etc., we use
the gesture vocabulary shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4. Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 listed below
show the various gesture vocabularies used in this literature.
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Fig. 3. Gestures related with numbers (both
hands at supination).
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Fig. 4. Gestures related with special characters
(both hands at supination).

Modeling Primitive Gesture-Based Services

We ﬁrst deﬁne necessary gesture control variables related to context-based services
modeling. To express the user deﬁned smart home control gestures, we use the
primitive gestures deﬁned in [8] to express a complete smart home gesture context. We
express the set of gesture primitives as following [8]:
GC ¼ fgc1 ; gc2 ; gc3 ; . . .; gcl g

ð1Þ

where GC is the atomic smart home gesture context primitive. An example of gesture
context primitive can be as follows: “a subject has to perform an elbow bend and turn
motion to control a light bulb”. Using the modeling described in [8], we can deduce the
high-level context into primitive contexts.
gc1
gc2
gc3
gc4
gc5

=
=
=
=
=

USER
USER
USER
USER
USER

Palm SUPINATED
Elbow FLEXED
Wrist FLEXED
Index Fingertip FULLY EXTENDED
Index Fingertip TOUCHES SHOULDER

If (gc1) and (gc2) and (gc3) and (gc4) and (gc5).
Then Context = USER performing elbow bend and turn exercise to control a light
bulb.
Similarly, other high-level smart home control gestures can be expressed using
primitive actions, which can be recognized by gesture tracking sensors. However, a
user can personalize all such user gestures based on her preference. In our framework
modeling, we assume two types of sensors: gesture-tracking sensors and non-gesturetracking sensors. Gesture-tracking sensors are Kinect, Leap and MYO. Non-gesturetracking sensors are those that a user might use for sensing geo-location, sweat level,
SpO2, etc.
Each element of the set GC is called speciﬁc smart home gesture context as it
deﬁnes one single and unique aspect of the gesture deﬁnition. The gesture primitives
are physically limited to the human body anatomy and therefore limited to a ﬁxed set of
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gestures. However, parameters of Eq. (1) do not mention categories of gestures. To
support gesture categories, we deﬁne:
0

0

0

0

0

GC ¼ fGC1 ; GC2 ; GC3 ; GC4 g
0

ð2Þ

0

where GC is the categorized gesture set; C1 represents geo-location related contexts,
0
0
GC2 represents smart home controlling context, GC3 represents temporal contexts and
0
GC4 represents inter and intra user personalization contexts. The relation between
Eqs. (1) and (2) can be expressed as follows:
0

GCi GC
[4
i¼1

GCi0 ¼ GC

ð3Þ
ð4Þ

Once the atomic or primitive gesture context primitives have been deﬁned, a
high-level gesture expression can be expressed as follows:
GC  ¼ fgc1 ; gc2 ; ::; gcn g

ð5Þ
0

where gci represents a high-level gesture context available from the sub-sets GC1 ,
0
0
0
GC2 , GC3 and GC4 (see Eq. 4). In order to make a complex categorized expression,
zero or more gesture primitive contexts can be taken from each category as shown in
Eq. (5). A particular context of GC  i.e. gci represents a complete and unique smart
home gesture context such as “user makes a gesture to close his window AC of dining
room in the afternoon”. Because gestures are tracked by gesture-tracking sensor sets, a
particular gesture context can be expressed in terms of type of sensor as follows:
00

GC ¼ fGCs ; GCsc ; GCsd g

ð6Þ

00

where GC represents contexts based on which sensor provides the gesture data. For
example, GCs represents the gesture set that are tracked by gesture-tracking sensor
Kinect2, GCsc represents gesture primitives available from gesture-tracking sensor
LEAP, and GCsd represents smart home gestures recognized by the Gesture-tracking
sensor MYO. The relationship among GCs , GCsc , GCsd and GC can be expressed as
GCs [ GCsc [ GCsd ¼ GC. Each sub-set element in Eq. (6) can be rewritten as follows:
GCs ¼ fgcs1; gcs2; gcs3; . . .gcsk g

ð7Þ

where gcsi 2 GC and GCs  GC.
GCsc ¼ fgcsc1; gcsc2; gcsc3; . . .gcscj g
where gcscj 2 GC and GCsc  GC

ð8Þ
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GCsd ¼ fgcsd1; gcsd2; gcsd3; . . .gcsdl g
00

where gcsdl 2 GC and GCsd  GC and GC ¼ GCs
2.3

S

GCsc
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ð9Þ
S

GCsd .

Modeling High-Level Gestures

We assume that a subject within a smart home can perform m numbers of diversiﬁed
types of gesture-based services S, from both hardware controlling gestures and software
controlling gestures, as follows:
S ¼ fs1 ; s2 ; s3 ; . . .sm g

ð10Þ

where si jf1  i  mg represents a high level gesture-based service. We also assume that
a user uses d number of non-gesture-tracking sensors, which can be expressed as the
follows:
NGC ¼ fngc1 ; ngc2 ; ngc3 ; . . .ngcd g

ð11Þ

Combining both non-gesture-tracking sensors NGC with that of gesture-tracking
set GCs as follow:
For any particular gesture-based context gc 2 GCs and non-gesture based context
ngc 2 NGC (derived from Eqs. (7) and (11) respectively), we claim that a one-to-one
function f exists on ngc into gc, f : ngc ! gc so the following relation holds
GCs ðgcsi Þ ¼ fðgcsi Þj9ngci 2 NGC; f ðngci Þ ¼ gcsi g

ð12Þ

For a single gesture service s 2 S and any instance of gesture tracking context
gc 2 GCsc (derived from Eq. (8) and (9) respectively), we claim that a one-to-one
function f 0 on s into gc, f 0 : s ! gc so the following relation holds
o

 n
0
GCsc gcscj ¼ ðgcscj Þj9si 2 S; f ðsi Þ ¼ gcscj

ð13Þ

We now map a set of gesture-based services with a particular context expression.
For any gesture service s 2 S and any instance of context gc 2 GC  , a one-to-one
function g on s into gc, gc : s ! gc. For a particular context gci 2 GC  , a
context-aware smart home gesture service can be mapped as follows:
CGSðgci Þ ¼ fðsi Þjsi 2 S; 8si : gðsi Þ ¼ gci g

ð14Þ

Equation (14) shows a complete smart home user context from GC  in terms of
gesture services from S. Therefore, context-aware gesture services (CGS) can be deﬁne
in terms of user context as follows:
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CGS ¼ fCGSðgci Þjgci 2 GC  g

ð15Þ

The context-aware gesture services can be expressed based on gesture-tracking
Kinect2 sensor GCs as follows:
CGSðgcsi Þ ¼ fðsi Þjsi 2 S; 8si : gðsi Þ ¼ gcsi g

ð16Þ

The context-aware gesture services based on gesture-tracking LEAP sensor GCsc
can be expressed as follows:
0

CGSðgcscj Þ ¼ fðsi Þjsi 2 S ; 8si : gðsi Þ ¼ gcscj g

ð17Þ

The context-aware gesture services based on gesture-tracking MYO-based EMG
signal sensing set GCsd can be express as follows:
0

CGSðcsdk Þ ¼ fðsi Þjsi 2 S ; 8si : gðsi Þ ¼ gcsdk g

ð18Þ

Context-aware gesture services (CGS) can be deﬁned in terms of user context as
well as sensory media as follows:


CGS ¼ fðCGSðgcsdk Þjgcsdk 2 GC  ÞUðCGS gcscj j
ð19Þ
gcscj 2 GC  ÞUðCGSðgcsi Þjgcsi 2 GC  Þg:

2.4

High-Level Architecture

Salient components of the proposed gesture tracking system within a smart home is
shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Salient components of the proposed smart home.
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Gesture data from gesture tracking sensors, called Multimedia Sensors, is processed by Gesture Detection and Quantiﬁcation Engine. It processes the raw media as
well as skeletal data and supplies to the Gesture to Action Map component, which is a
repository that contains all the smart home supported gestures available within the
system. It also stores a mapping table for each user’s personalized gesture commands.
The framework provides a Gesture Action Mapping Interface which can be used to
customize gesture and corresponding gesture tracking sensors. The Action Selector
receives the real-time gestures performed by a user through Gesture Detection and
Quantiﬁcation Engine, reads the relevant gesture from the Gesture to Action Map
repository and shares the gesture with the Gateway. The Gateway incorporates a set of
gesture interfaces related to different hardware and software based controls of different
smart home services. To see the live gesture animations that are being performed, the
framework provides Virtual Reality/Augmented Reality (VR/AR) Interface. Since the
framework also supports occupational therapies, an Analytical Engine reads the sensory data corresponding to the gestures and queries the Therapy Database to produce
gesture activity reports from historical or live sessions, and deduce various quality of
improvement graphs.

3 Implementation
The framework has been implemented using a PC having 8 GB RAM running Windows 10. A KinectV2 gesture tracking sensor was used that can recognize most signiﬁcant 20 joints of a human body. A Leap motion controller was used to recognize
hand gestures. Figure 6 shows smart home environment where KinectV2, Leap, and
MYO are integrated within same environment. The web based interface was developed
using Laravel running within Apache, HTML5, Angular JS and three.js JavaScript
framework. Three.js helps us rendering LEAP, MYO, and KinectV2 frames in 3D
WebGL environment.
We have developed customized web sockets to intercept frames from the multiple
sensors that needs to run on the client computer, which provides the raw skeletal stream
to the HTML4 objects. Gesture-based skeletal data is stored in either JSON or industry
standard BVH format. The relational data containing user, health, gesture to appliance
control mapping data etc. is stored in a PostGreSQL database. Analytical output is
plotted using the Laravel and Angular JS plotting libraries. The live animated skeletal
data are rendered using the three.js library. We have developed both web and smartphone based user interfaces that allows a user to visualize live gestures as well as
consume different smart home services using gestures. A user can personalize gestures
for each type of service from the web based interface. The framework automatically
engages the right sensor from the gesture tracking sensor array. The gesture data from
MYO can be captured by both smartphone or a PC. The mapping action corresponding
to a gesture is intercepted by right sensor and a control signal is sent to the appropriate
appliance. We have also developed PC and smartphone-based visualization interfaces
to reflect the status of the smart appliances.
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Fig. 6. Smart home environment with three gesture recognition sensors

4 Test Results
We have established collaboration with 4 disability centers that support in-home physio
and occupational services for patients having physical impairments. We have learnt
different gestures, their normal range of motion, types of difﬁculty in motion of old age
people or people with movement problem, collected therapy details and observed
quality of improvement metrics corresponding to different in-home gesture-based
activities.

Fig. 7. Different test scenarios with different gesture tracking sensors (a) a disabled child in a
disabled children hospital using both Kinect and LEAP together (b) a right hemiplegic disabled
user uses LEAP attached with a laptop for performing a therapy and (c) a child wearing a MYO
armband controlling smart home appliances.
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Fig. 8. Serious games used as a therapy consisting of a set of gestures for different game actions
(a–b) a user plays a Kinect-based flight game (c–d) a user plays a LEAP and Kinect based ladder
game and corresponding therapeutic gestures and (e–f) a set of therapeutic gestures based on
LEAP and MYO.

4.1

Experience with Human Subjects

Thanks to the support of the therapists from the 4 centers, we have been able deploy
our proposed system both in patient homes and therapy centers. The test conditions in
each of the 4 hospitals are different in nature. For example, Fig. 7 shows setup in three
different scenarios where LEAP, MYO armband and Kinect have been used. Thanks to
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our plug and play middleware framework, it requires a therapist or a caregiver to just
hook up the sensors, connect to our therapy engine, create online proﬁles and start
testing on real subjects.
4.2

Serious Game-Based Gestures

Figure 8 shows three sample implementation cases where the gestures are used to
create high level therapies. Figure 8(a) shows a flying game, which uses Kinect v2
sensor to track head gestures as shown in Fig. 8(b) to control the flight movement. The
game actions are mapped to certain therapies related to head. Figure 8(c) shows a
ladder game which can be played by both LEAP and Kinect v2, the tracked gestures
shown in Fig. 8(d). This game can support hand gestures. Finally, Fig. 8(e) is a proof
of concept of using MYO as a therapy sensor. Occupational therapies (OT) are meant
to help a subject to perform his/her daily life activities by natural gestures. Our presented gesture based smart home appliance management system hence acts as an
occupational therapy platform for a disabled or elderly individual. The occupational
therapeutic data is collected through the natural gesture of each subject, which allows a
subject to continue her daily life works, while her health is examined at the same time.
Figure 8(e) shows a subject with motor disability wearing the MYO sensor controls
different properties of a light using some pre-chosen gestures. To interface between the
appliances and the gesture of a subject, a smartphone is used which coordinates
between the entities. Through the control panel a subject can map each gesture with a
certain appliance property. Also, a therapist can deﬁne a set of OT gestures and map

Table 1. Primitive gesture tracking accuracy (LP: LEAP, KI: Kinect, M: MYO)
Motion
Flexion

Joint
ﬁngers
wrist
elbow
shoulder
hip
knee
Extension ﬁngers
wrist
elbow
shoulder
hip
knee
Supination forearm
Pronation forearm
Adduction shoulder
hip
Abduction shoulder
hip

Conducted sessions Correctly recognized Framework used
60
60
LP + M
120
118
LP + KI + M
210
207
KI
185
178
KI
200
189
KI
180
173
KI
60
60
LP + M
120
117
LP + KI + M
210
208
KI
185
179
KI
200
192
KI
180
170
KI
350
350
LP + M
350
350
LP + M
150
148
KI
155
151
KI
150
143
KI
155
152
KI
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Table 2. Analysis of primitive ROM values for the joints of the SPINE
Therapy name

Joint

Movement

SPINE_CERVICAL_FLEXION
_EXTENSION

Spine Cervical
(Kinect: Spine)

SPINE_CERVICAL_ABDUCTION
_ADDUCTION

Spine Cervical
(Kinect: Spine)

SPINE_CERVICAL_ROTATION

Spine Cervical
(Kinect: Spine)
Spine Thoracic,
Lumbar (Kinect:
Hip_center)

Flexion
Extension
Hyperextension
Lateral flexion
(abduction)
Reduction
(adduction)
Rotation
Rotation

SPINE_THORACIC_FLEXION
_EXTENSION
SPINE_THORACIC_ABDUCTION
_ADDUCTION

Spine Thoracic,
Lumbar (Kinect:
Hip_center)

SPINE_THORACIC_ROTATION

Spine Thoracic,
Lumbar (Kinect:
Hip_center)

Flexion
Extension
hyperextension
Lateral flexion
(abduction)
Reduction
(adduction)
Rotation
Rotation

Range of
motion
0 ! 45

0 ! 45

60
0 ! 90

0 ! 40

20 ! 45

with a set of appliance control signals to test how many of such actions can be
performed by a patient per day.
4.3

Gesture Tracking Accuracy

Table 1 shows the gesture tracking accuracy and the tracking sensor (s) i.e. Kinect,
LEAP or MYO. For example, let us assume a scenario where a patient names Alice has
weakness in completely extending her hand via elbow joints. Hence, she has difﬁculty
in opening doors or doing other house hold activities. The framework captures the
range of motion of elbow joint of Alice from the appliance control gesture data as
follows: starting elbow flexion 15°, instead of 0° and highest elbow flexion is 140°,
which is 145° for a normal person. Hence, Alice has 15° gesture weakness in elbow
flexion at the lower bound and 5° near the upper bound. Alice can conﬁgure gestures
for controlling appliances or other software services that can accommodate this
weakness and at the same time show the instantaneous as well as statistical data about
elbow joint improvement. Using our proposed gesture model, we can deduce the
accuracy of gestures shown in Tables 1 and 2. Although the framework can detect the
gestures with more than 98 % accuracy, we are still working on further increasing the
accuracy.
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5 Conclusion and Future Work
Using off the shelf gesture tracking sensors such as LEAP 3D motion sensor, Kinect2
and MYO, we have developed a smart home gesture monitoring system for people with
special needs. A gesture vocabulary has been developed, which can be emulated
through a set of primitive mapping gestures. The primitive gestures can be combined to
express high level gestures, which can be used by subjects to control home appliances
or performing software interactions such as sending SMS, sending emails, controlling
browser actions, browsing maps, etc. The mapped high level activities can then be
saved to a user proﬁle and recognized by the multimedia gesture tracking sensors.
Since old age people or people with special needs require occupational therapies, the
proposed framework can also be used to support occupational therapies by tracking
how many daily life activities can be performed by gestures. The kinematic therapy
data is then made available to the caregiver medical institution. Our proposed
gesture-based framework has been tested by practicing therapists from 4 hospitals and
their feedback is positive. The accuracy of gesture tracking lies within acceptable range
of motion limit.
Acknowledgement. This project was supported by the NSTIP strategic technologies program
(11-INF1703-10) in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
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Abstract. With the rapid growth of machine learning algorithms, the
artiﬁcial intelligence classiﬁcation technology serves as a useful and an
important reference for physicians or non-specialists to make a diagnosis.
In this paper, we designed a health assistant that aims at enhancing the
quality and the performance of healthcare services. We intend to develop
communication technologies between cloud platform and mobile applications to resolve the data-storage shortage of portable devices. Contribution of our work includes the use of eﬀective and eﬃcient machine
learning algorithms (i.e. Bayesian Network, C5.0, Neural Network and
Neural-C5.0) which have been compared and applied to diagnosis a heart
disease. Our study conducted four experiments and constructed a model
on the cloud. And this article summaries the implementation details and
presents the results of our study.
Keywords: Machine learning algorithms · Cloud based
diagnosis system · Bayesian Net · C5.0 · Neural network

1

·

Auxiliary

Introduction

As of the internet era, the utilization ratio of medical applications [1, 2] by clinicians, patients, and others has increased rapidly. These applications aim at
reducing turnaround time in hospitals, and unnecessary expenses [3]. They provide us with useful and timely functionalities including clinical guidance, hospital
registration, location-based services and access to health knowledge [2, 4, 5] They
improve our health outcome, healthcare service and help to solve the shortage
of medicinal human resources via mobile devices and the Internet.
Heart disease, which is known as coronary artery disease (CAD), occurs when
plaque, a sticky substance, narrows or partially obstructs coronary arteries and
can result in decreased blood ﬂow. This decreased blood ﬂow may cause chest
pain (angina), a warning sign of potential heart problems such as a heart attack.
There are many risk factors associated with CAD. Some risk factors, such as
high cholesterol, obesity, high blood pressure and diabetes [6], related to patients
lifestyle and cannot be ignored. So diagnosing a heart disease involves experience
and highly skilled [7]. One possible improvement is the introduction of machine
learning algorithms in medical diagnosis.
The authors contributed equally to this work.
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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Advances in the ﬁeld of artiﬁcial intelligence gave rise to the emergence of
the auxiliary medical diagnosis system. Machine learning [8–10] is an important
branch of artiﬁcial intelligence and indeed, it is also one of the most rapidly
developing sub ﬁelds. In recent years, machine learning algorithms are designed
to analyze medical data sets. Data with correct diagnosis for patients is available
in the form of medical records. Records of the patients are required to be entered
with the known correct diagnoses into a computer program to run a machine
learning algorithm. The program will derive a trained classiﬁer and some medical
diagnostic knowledge automatically. The classiﬁer will either assist a physician
to diagnose a new patient and improve the speed and accuracy, or to help inexperienced physicians and non-specialists to diagnose patients regarding special
problems [11].
Motivated by the need to improve the medical services, we designed an auxiliary diagnosis system for heart disease, combining the cloud platform and mobile
terminal. Initially, the medical records were prepared and mined to make the
training process more eﬃcient. The medical data was afterwards classiﬁed using
SPSS, a tool for data analysis. Then we compared the performance of several
supervised machine learning algorithms (i.e. Bayesian Network, C5.0, Neural
Network and Neural-C5.0). Later on, our system was evaluated on a cloud-based
mobile application.

2

Related Work

In these recent decades, several machine learning algorithms have been proposed
by researchers for developing eﬀective medical diagnosis system. For breast cancer, the majority of surgeons recommended the breast biopsy. However, it was
point out [12] that the rate of positive ﬁndings is very low. Hence, the author
described a new computer-aided diagnosis (CADx) system by decision tree. After
analyzing the training data consisting of digital ultrasonographic (US) images
of breasts containing pathologically proven tumors, the author adapted the covariance as their features and the texture parameters were used as the inputs
to construct the decision tree model. The results suggested that the CADx system performs better than an experienced physician in various indexes, such as
accuracy and sensitivity.
Das et al. [7] constructed a neural network ensemble based methodology,
focusing on heart disease diagnosis. Three neural networks were used to build
the fully automatic model. In [13], three examples about myocardial infarction,
back pain and survival probability after severe injury were given so as to prove
his conclusion. These examples indicated that the network has the same performance as that of an experienced expert. Medical analysis and diagnosis by
Neural Networks will not only release the burden of doctors but also increase
the accuracy and eﬃciency of diagnosis.
Kukar [14] improved the characteristic performance (sensitivity and speciﬁcity) of non-invasive symptomatic methods (i.e. clinical examinations of the
patients, exercise ECG testing) by evaluating all available diagnostic information with machine learning techniques.
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Fig. 1. Framework of the Health Assistant.

However, some issues should be concerned in these work. When we deal with
a medical diagnosis problem, it is important to give users the transparency of
learned knowledge and the explanation for reasoning process. Thus a comprehensive and eﬃcient machine learning algorithms should be used to solve this
problem.

3

An Overview for the Health Assistant

Our design aims at building a cloud-based medical application, taking the advantages of both in Android and cloud platform with a visual human interface.
Android platform enables users to use full functionality conveniently with their
mobile devices. The cloud platform supplies users with a variety of resources,
available computing power and integrated data management. The combination
of these techniques is bound to oﬀer better healthcare service to all the users
and developers. By merging mobile medical applications and cloud computing,
online data management and oﬀ-line medicinal healthcare can oﬀer some useful
functionality. The framework of the system is shown in Fig. 1.
The increased availability of health data and the urgent need to learn from
our previous observations to improve the eﬀectiveness of diagnostic has been
led to the formulation of predictive models in clinical studies, public health and
individual health. We get the medical records from the UCI machine learning
repository. Then we input the medical records of known correct diagnosis to some
machine learning techniques (i.e. Bayesian Net, C5.0, and Neural Network) and
the program derives predictive classiﬁers. The performance of diﬀerent algorithms will be compared and evaluated. Finally, the application will be built on
the cloud platform and tested on mobile terminals. Users can diagnose a heart
disease by sending a request to the cloud and getting the response from the cloud
database through any portable devices anytime and anywhere.
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The Proposed Methodology and Implementation
Bayesian Network

Bayesian network, which is based on probabilistic inference, is a probabilistic
graphical networks representing a set of random variables and their conditional
dependencies via a directed acyclic graph (DAG) [15]. This means that each
node of the graph represents a random variable, and each arc represents a
direct dependence between two variables. Graphs that reﬂect the structure of
the domain make great diﬀerence - they normally reﬂect expert’s understanding
of the domain, which can be easily extended and understood by others.
A Bayesian network for U is a pair B = G, Θ. The ﬁrst component, namely
G, is a DAG whose vertices correspond to the random variables X1 ,...,Xn , and
whose edges represent direct dependencies between the variables. The second
component of the pair, called Θ, represents the set of parameters
  which quantiﬁes
the network. It contains a parameter θxi |x = PB xi | xi for each possible


 i
value xi of Xi , and xi of Xi , where Xi denotes the set of parents of Xi in
G. A Bayesian network B deﬁnes a unique joint probability distribution over U
given by


n
n



=
PB X i |
θXi |X .
(1)
PB (X1 , ..., Xn ) =
i=1

4.2

Xi

i=1

i

Neural Network

Artiﬁcial neural network is a type of computing which is based on the way that
a brain performs computations. Neural networks are good at ﬁtting non-linear
functions and recognizing patterns by combining many simple computing elements into a highly interconnected system. Knowledge is represented by the
strength of connections between nodes and is required by adjusting the connections through a process of learning.
A simple neural model (see in Fig. 2) consists of three (or four) basic elements:
a set of synapses, a linear combination, an activation function and bias term Bk
(Optional). In our project, the number of units in the input layer equals the
amounts of attributes. We use the following formula to determine the number of
units in the hidden layer [16], and we set m as zero.

(2)
Nhidden = Ninput + Noutput + m (−5 ≤ m ≤ 5) .
4.3

C5.0

Diﬀerent from a general statistical classiﬁcation model, decision tree model, is
also known as a rule inference model, is based on logical rules. The decision
tree model induces the rules from training samples, and classiﬁes the new samples with these rules. Decision tree model is also known as supervised learning.
To build the model, we need only two kinds of variables, target variables and
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Fig. 2. Structure of a simple neural model.

attribute variables. Thus, a decision tree model can deal with non-numerical
data, and it reduces the work of data preprocessing compared to neural network.
The basic requirement to establish a decision tree is to maximize the “diﬀerence” between nodes. There are many algorithms to calculate the “diﬀerence,”
and the method of measurement is the major diﬀerence between the models.
ID3 (Interactive Dichotomiser 3) chooses the attribute which has the optimal
information gain to become the child node of decision trees. The formulas of the
information theory include entropy and conditional entropy.
p(x) log2 p(x)

H(X) = −

(3)

x∈X

p(x)H(Y |X = x) = −

H(Y |X) =
x∈X

p(x)p(y|x) log2 p(y|x)

(4)

x∈X y∈Y

So the deﬁnition of the mutual information between class label D and
attribute A is described below.
Gain(D, A) = H(D) − H(D|A)

(5)

Obviously, the weakness of ID3 is that the model prefers to the attribute
which has more values. To tackle this problem, C4.5 algorithm applies the information gain ratio to quantify the “diﬀerence”. The information gain ratio of
attribute A is indicated below.
n

SplitInf oA (D) = −
i=1

GainRatioA (D) =

|Dj |
|Dj |
× log2
|D|
|D|

Gain(D, A)
SplitInf oA (D)

(6)

(7)
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The C5.0 algorithm which is suitable for processing large data sets is a revised
version of the C4.5 algorithm. It has also known as boosting trees, since it adapts
boosting method to increase the accuracy. It is faster in computing, and occupies
less memory resources than C4.5 algorithm.
The C5.0 is based on the C4.5 algorithm. The pseudo code of C5.0 is shown
in Algorithm 1.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

Input: an attribute-valued data set D
Output: Optimal T ree
T ree = Φ;
if D is ”pure” then
STOP;
end
for all attribute a belong to D do
Compare information-theoretic criteria if we split on a;
end
abest = best attribute according to the above computed criteria;
T ree = create a decision node that tests abest in the root;
Dv = induced sub-data sets from D based on abest ;
for all Dv do
T reev = C5.0(Dv );
Attach T reev to the corresponding branch of Tree;
end
return T ree;

Algorithm 1. Framework of C5.0

4.4

Neural-C5.0

As it is known to us, the decision tree can learn fast and is robust against noise
data. It has excellent comprehensibility but may cause the problem of over-ﬁtting
without pruning. While the neural network has strong self-organizing ability and
fault-tolerant ability, it is also easily extended to approximate the exact results.
However, this algorithm has the shortcoming of low explanation and complex
operation. When we deal with a medical diagnosis problem, it is important to
give users the transparency of learned knowledge and the explanation for reasoning process. Generally speaking, the decision tree and the neural network can
be highly complementary to each other. In our work, we combine the C5.0 algorithm with the neural network algorithms, aiming at improving the performance
of medical diagnosis. Neural-C5.0 is a novel algorithm which trains a neural network algorithm ensemble at ﬁrst and then uses the new result training set as the
input of C5.0 to generate the result. We use the SPSS to implement this model,
and the visual interface is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Neural-C5.0 in SPSS.
Table 1. Division of the Cleveland dataset
Dataset

5

# of instances

percentage #presence #absence

Train set 209

70 %

94

115

Test set

30 %

45

49

94

Experiment

Our project conducted four machine learning algorithms on a heart disease database with the help of SPSS. SPSS is a data mining software built by IBM. It
was used to build predictive models and conduct other tasks. We compared and
analyzed the performance of the algorithms. For a case study, we built the classiﬁer on the cloud platform and evaluated the feasibility of our system on the
mobile devices.
5.1

Dataset Description

The heart disease data set was taken from the UCI machine learning repository [17]. We choose the Cleveland database which was created by Cleveland
Clinic Foundation. There are 303 instances in the data set of which 297 are complete samples, and six are samples with missing values. We apply 70 % of the
heart disease data set to the proposed model, and use the rest of the data set
for validation of the system. The detailed information of the data set is shown
in Table 1.
The database contains 76 attributes, but all published experiments refer to
use a subset of 13 of them. The Cleveland database has concentrated on simply
attempting to distinguish presence (values 1) from absence (value 0) of heart
disease. The attributes are listed in Table 2.
5.2

Results and Analysis

Four experiments used the identical training and testing sets in order to provide the alike experimental conditions. We use SPSS to conduct four machine
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Table 2. Details of Cleveland dataset

Input

Input description

age

age in years

sex

1 = male; 0 = female

cp

chest pain type (4 values): Value 1: typical angina,Value 2: atypical
angina,Value 3: non-anginal pain,Value 4: asymptomatic

threstbps resting blood pressure (in mm Hg on admission to the hospital)
chol

serum cholestoral in mg/dl

fbs

(fasting blood sugar > 120 mg/dl);1 = true,0 = false

restecg

resting electrocardiographic results,Value 0: normal,Value 1: having
ST-T wave abnormality (T wave inversions and/or ST elevation or
depression of > 0.05 mV), Value 2: showing probable or deﬁnite left
ventricular hypertrophy by Estes’ criteria

thalach

maximum heart rate achieved

exang

exercise induced angina (1 = yes; 0 = no)

oldpeak

ST depression induced by exercise relative to rest

slope

the slope of the peak exercise ST segment, Value 1: upsloping, Value 2:
ﬂat,Value 3: downsloping

ca

number of major vessels (0-3) colored by ﬂourosopy

thal

3 = normal; 6 = ﬁxed defect; 7 = reversable defect

Output

Output description

num

diagnosis of heart disease (angiographic disease status), Value 0: <
50 % diameter narrowing Value 1: > 50 % diameter narrowing

learning algorithms and derive predicted classiﬁers. The classiﬁer learns from
the training set and evaluates the performance on the testing set, it ﬁnally classiﬁes the data set into two diagnosis classes: a healthy patient, or a patient who
possibly has heart disease. Classiﬁcation results of the system are displayed by
using a confusion matrix, which allows visualization of the performance of an
algorithm. And we compare the performance of each algorithm by calculating
the classiﬁcation accuracy, sensitivity and speciﬁcity. These three indexes are
deﬁned in the following formulas.
accuracy =

#true postitives + #true negatives
#all patients
#true postitives
#all patients with the disease

(9)

#true negatives
#all patients without the disease

(10)

sensitivity =
specif icity =

(8)

The comparison results in terms of four machine learning techniques are
reported in the confusion matrix and Fig. 4. It is obvious that Neural-C5.0 and
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Table 3. Confusion matrix of four machine learning algorithms
Cleveland dataset

Train
Test
Present Absent Present Absent

Bayesian Net

Positive 79
Negative 15

104
11

28
17

42
7

C5.0

Positive 83
Negative 11

110
5

30
15

42
7

Neural network Positive 80
Negative 14

91
24

34
11

40
9

113
2

33
12

41
8

Neural-C5.0

Positive 84
Negative 10

Fig. 4. Performance comparison of four machine learning algorithms: (a) Evaluations
on training set, (b) Evaluations on testing set.

Neural Network are more accurate than Bayesian Network and C5.0 though C5.0
performs well on the training set. It is easy for a single decision tree to have over
ﬁtting problems if the pruning severity is not optimal enough. However, for
Neural-C5.0, the neural network process can select the representative features
and reduce the scale of the decision tree in the next step. In this way, we dont
need to adjust a high pruning severity and can be able to produce a decision
tree with better performance than that of a single C5.0 tree (Table 3).
5.3

Case Study

For further use, we built an application as a carrier to evaluate the performance of the system. Focusing on diagnosing patients by themselves privately,
our application consists of two parts: mobile terminal and cloud platform. In
the android system, the application includes a visual 3D human mannequin.
With the mannequin, users can precisely locate the uncomfortable part of their
body. Moreover, a 3D mannequin is much more interactive and responsive by
rotating or zooming-in/out the model and clicking the screen. The application
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can have a medical diagnosis on heart disease. Users can send a request to the
cloud platform and start answering questions stored on the node of a decision
tree. The cloud platform stores the structure of the neural-C5.0 model and sends
a response to the mobile devices. Soon it will send the result and feedback to
mobile devices.
Algorithm 2 shows the schema of a feedback mechanism to user requests.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Input: parameters in a url request
Output: response
if parameters reach the nodes then
return Question on the node;
continue to receive the data from Android platform.
end
if parameters reach the leaves then
return diagnosis result;
STOP.
end

Algorithm 2. Feedback Mechanism to User Request
In Fig. 4(a), clicking parts of the mannequin will lead to the corresponding
page with a diﬀerent database, which oﬀers questions for users. When we click
the conﬁrm button in Fig. 4(b), the application would send the answer in a
URL to the cloud and request for the next question after choices being made.
Figure 4(c) shows that our algorithm has conducted the ﬁnal diagnosis result
and it can be displayed on the screen of the mobile terminal (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Workﬂow of the Health Assistant: (a) Mannequin, (b) Question, (c) Diagnosis
result.
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Conclusion

The paper has presented a medical diagnosis system which combines with a
cloud based mobile application. Users are able to diagnose heart diseases via a
mobile device freely. A 3D mannequin which supports zooming and panning to
locate the involvement area precisely is provided. By evaluating the performance
of four machine learning algorithms, we constructed a decision tree model on the
cloud platform, succeeded in establishing the connection between cloud server
and mobile devices by implementing some simple and useful API interfaces.
Also, a highly-reliable, timely-available and scalable services is oﬀered which not
only improve user experience, but also beneﬁting doctors, patients and others.
As for future work, it may include improving the security of user authentication
techniques on the connection between mobile devices and cloud platform, making
the full use of the cloud platform and etc.
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Abstract. About two billion people in this world are using smart
devices where signiﬁcant computational power, storage, connectivity, and
built-in sensors are carried by them as part of their life style. In health
telematics, smart phone based innovative solutions are motivated by rising health care cost in both the developed and developing countries. In
this paper, systems and algorithms are developed for remote monitoring
of human activities using smart phone devices. For this work, time-delay
embedding with expectation-maximization for Gaussian Mixture Model
is explored as a way of developing activity detection system. In this system, we have developed lower computational cost algorithm by reducing
the number of sensors.

Keywords: Human activity detection
delay embedding

1

·

Remote monitoring

·

Time

Introduction

Accurate information regarding human physical activity and ability to access
that information in real time has far-reaching signiﬁcance. Activity information is important to doctors who wants to monitor their patients remotely. This
technology can be used for monitoring elderly people who wants to maintain
their independence. However, such monitoring systems usually require complex
devices and signiﬁcant involvement from the participants. Complex devices can
be expensive whereas intrusive systems greatly discourages the usage in real
life. Consequently, we focused on developing monitoring systems using smart
phones since smart phones are ideal candidate for numerous innovation. Smart
devices has signiﬁcant computational power, storage and communication capability and is conveniently carried out by mass people. Developing a system centered around smart phones will most likely remove the necessity of carrying
other extra devices. Even if it is required to use other sensors, it is possible to
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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connect with those sensors using Bluetooth connectivity. As, by now 2 billion
people worldwide are using smart phones, we now have a unique phenomenon
where signiﬁcant computational power, storage, connectivity, and built-in sensors are carried by mass people willingly as part of their life style. This unique
phenomenon provides a great opportunity in terms of research and innovation.
A realistic smart phone based activity monitoring system can help to reduce the
cost of health care. The initial results of these works are illustrated in Kawsar
et al. (2015).

2

Background

Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) provides unique opportunity to analyze time
series data from multiple sensors. For this reason, we have used this GMM technique for activity detection with time-delay embedding.
2.1

Time-Delay Embedding with Gaussian Mixture Model

Time-delay embedding theorem gives the conditions under which a chaotic
dynamical system can be reconstructed from sequence of observations of the state
of dynamical system. The reconstruction preserves the properties of dynamical
system that do not change under smooth coordinate changes. Taken’s theorem
(Takens 1981) provides the conditions under which a smooth attractor can be
reconstructed from observations. This theorem essentially provides approaches
for reconstructing the essential dynamics of the underlying system using a
sequence of observations. The assumption is that the dynamics of the underlying system are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent for diﬀerent activities of a person. In our
case, we observed accelerometer data along X and Y axis as well as six pressure
sensors from left shoe.
The parameters of time-delay embedding models are learned using a Gaussian
Mixture Model. In our experiments, number of mixture models we used are three.
In reality, true dimension of phase space is usually unknown. Based on some trial
and error, we used a six dimensional phase space with time lag, δ = 5.
2.2

Gaussian Mixture Model

Gaussian mixture models are extension of k-means models. If random variable
X is Gaussian, it has the following probability density function(pdf):
N (x|μ, σ 2 ) = p(x) =

−(x−μ)2
1
√ e 2σ2
σ 2π

The two parameters are mean, μ and variance, σ 2 . p(x) can be conveniently
written as N (x|μ, σ 2 ). If we have independent and identically distributed obserwith unknown mean μ, maximum likevations X1n from a Gaussian distribution

lihood estimation for μ will be N1 i xi .
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Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is useful for modeling data that comes from
one of several groups. The groups may be diﬀerent from each other. However,
data from same group can be modeled using Gaussian distribution. A superposition of K Gaussian densities can be written as
2
p(x) = sumK
k=1 πk N (x|μ, σ )

which is called a mixture of Gaussians. Each Gauassian density is called a component of the mixture and has its own mean, μk and variance σ. The parameters
πk is called mixing co-eﬃcients. Also, sumK
k=1 πk = 1 and 0 ≤ πk ≤ 1 in order to
be valid probabilities.
Expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm is an iterative method for ﬁnding
maximum likelihood estimates of parameters in Gaussian Mixture environment.
Maximum likelihood estimation in Gaussian mixture model is the estimation of
πk , μ and σ of the component of Gaussian mixture.

3

Related Works

Shaji et al. designed an innovative BMA classiﬁer in Shaji et al. (2016) that can
classify diﬀerent physical activities: walking, jogging, sitting, standing, climbing
upstairs, coming downstairs, and lying down. They having got the accuracy of
96.66 %. The tested results of the BMA classiﬁer is integrated with a complete
system where the classiﬁcation system is able to show the above mentioned task
getting data from a context aware system and using their algorithm.
Capela et al. (2016) has developed smartphone-based HAR classiﬁer where
accelerometer, magnetometer, and gyroscope data were used from smartphone.
The author used orientation correction matrix to all sensor data that can give
appropriate information on human movement activities for both able-bodied and
stroke populations.
For human physical activity recognition, Kwapisz et al. (2011) used phonebased accelerometers in their research to build human physical recognition system. Twenty-nine users performed daily activities such as walking, jogging,
climbing stairs, sitting and standing. Labeled accelerometer data were collected
from these users. These data was used as training data to build a predictive model
for activity recognition. As users always carry cell phones in their pockets, this
work can help to collect information about the habits of millions of users.
They have used accelerometer data from android phone to identify several
activities. Android was chosen because the OS is free and open-source, easy
to program. This architecture has the advantage of using a device since mass
people can keep their mobile phone along with themselves. Authors have used
the data to extract six features, namely standard deviation, average absolute
diﬀerence, average resultant acceleration, time between peaks and binned distribution. Now raw time-series accelerometer data must be transformed into
examples since standard classiﬁcation algorithms cannot be directly applied to
it. Three classiﬁcation techniques - decision trees (J48), logistic regression and
multilayer neural network from WEKA data mining suite were used. The system
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is very unobtrusive as the cell phone carried by users work as data collection
system. But it requires the users to carry the phone in a certain location.
Indoor location of a person is estimated in Lee and Mase’s (2001) work. The
system uses a bi-axial accelerometer, a digital compass and an infrared light
detector. This work identiﬁes walking and whether the person is walking in level
ground, going up or going down. It also counts the number of steps. The strategy
adopted by the researchers is hybrid: dead-reckoning for relative measurements
and infrared-based beacon method for absolute measurement. Accumulation of
error is common in dead-reckoning system and an infrared-based beacon method
that detects signals from a transmitter in a ﬁxed place (stairway) helps to correct
those errors. By using conventional peak detection algorithm, the system tries
to ﬁnd the peak values at every sampling. If the values of all four peaks follow
some speciﬁc conditions, step count is incremented. Another feature called crosscorrelation function of x(t) and z(t) is used to improve performance. This feature
is helpful for discriminating between level and up/down. The classiﬁcation results
show good performance for level and down behaviors but up behavior detection
is not satisfactory. One problem with this work is that the connection to central
mobile unit is not wireless.
Yang (2009) developed an activity recognition system using the built-in
accelerometers in Nokia N95 phone. Although the study achieved relatively high
accuracies of prediction, stair climbing was not considered and the system was
trained and tested using data from only four users. Decision tree performed
best among the four classiﬁers evaluated. Other classiﬁers that were evaluated
are Naı̈ve Bayes (NB), k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) and Support Vector Machine
(SVM). As phone’s position on a human body varies from person to person,
its orientation cannot be ﬁxed. Orientation-independent features extraction was
also explored in this study.
Miluzzo et al. (2008) exploits various sensors (such as a microphone,
accelerometer, GPS and camera) that are available on commercial smart phones
for activity recognition and mobile social networking applications. They collected accelerometer data from ten users to build an activity recognition model
for walking, running, sitting and standing. Their applications ‘CenceMe’, collects sensor data of individuals using oﬀ-the-shelf, sensor-enabled mobile phones,
analyzes these data, detects the activities and share these information through
social networking applications such as Facebook and MySpace. To make the system scalable, classiﬁcation task was shared between cell phones and back-end
servers. They also carried a user study on twenty two people who used CenceMe
continuously over a three week period.
Both the Symbian operating system and Java Micro Edition (JME) virtual
machine which runs on top of the N95 have been designed to use small amounts
of memory and computational resources. Designing and implementing ‘CenceMe’
application on top of this environment was thus resource-constraining. One of
the contributions of the paper is the design of lightweight classiﬁers, running
on mobile phones where classiﬁcation is split between cell phone and servers.
Another contribution is the measurement of the RAM, CPU, and energy performance of the classiﬁers and the whole ‘CenceMe’ software suite.
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Experimental Setup

We have illustrated the experimental setup for smart phone based multimodal
activity detection system using plantar pressure sensors in this section. In this
work, we have proposed a novel architecture for the unobtrusive detection of
human physical activity using accelerometer and gyroscope data from smart
phones as well as pressure data from shoes. Our architecture was designed to
make the system unobtrusive and robust against various human behavior patterns. We developed a prototype of the activity detection system using smart
phones and plantar pressure sensors based on our proposed architecture. We
identiﬁed the various issues that came up while developing the system alongside
the caveats and their origins and possible solutions. We analyzed data from four
activities and developed an algorithm based on our analysis. Later we tested how
our algorithm performs and achieved very good accuracy for the activities in the
data analysis stage. Several modiﬁcations of the algorithm and the evaluation of
their performances were also discussed.
4.1

Proposed Architecture

In this architecture, pressure sensors are placed inside the shoes. These pressure
data are transmitted over Bluetooth to the user’s smart phone. If the smart
phone is in the range of Bluetooth, the data collection is performed smoothly.
Since Bluetooth has a range of 5–30 m, the distance from a shoe to the mobile
phone is always within bluetooth range. In this case, we tried to collect pressure
data from shoes. Plantar pressure sensor system are used with cell phones for
activity detection in this research. In addition, we have also collected accelerometer and gyroscope data from the cell phone. The data collection system collects
data from these four sensor systems and stores them in four ﬁles in three different folders. We used the data collection system in two ways: learning and
recognition stage. Plantar pressure sensor system based on a fabric sensor array
shown in Fig. 2 is used in this work.

Fig. 1. (a) System architecture for learning stage and (b) system architecture for activity recognition stage.
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Fig. 2. Sensor system inside the sole of shoes.

This system was developed by Lin Shu et al. (2010). It has 8 pressure sensors
in each shoe. There is also a Bluetooth interface to transfer the pressure data to
an Android phone (Fig. 1).

5

Methodology

In this section we have described activity detection using time-delay embedding
with Gaussian Mixture Model. The fundamental idea comes from the work of
Takens (1981) and Sauer et al. (1991). Their work shows that a time series of
observation samples from a system can be used to reconstruct a space topologically equivalent to original system. It is very easy to reconstruct such reconstructive phase space. Time-delay embeddings attempt to reconstruct the state
and dynamics of an unknown dynamical from observations of that system taken
over time (Frank et al. 2010). Formulating time series algorithm using multidimensional phase space is diﬀerent than developing algorithms using time or
frequency domain features (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Data from PS1 for left shoe for running.
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Fig. 4. Data from second pressure sensor (P2) in the left shoe: walking and sitting.

Determining the dimension, d, of reconstructive phase space (i.e. how many
measurements have to be considered) and determining τ (at what time the measurements should be taken) is a key problem. A row vector is a point in RPS. d
must be greater than two times of the box cutting dimension to be topologically
equivalent. In our case, we experimented with the parameter d = 2 and d = 3.
We have presented our ﬁndings for these two cases. Following is a plot of a time
series for pressure data for pressure sensor 1 (PS1) from left shoe (Fig. 4).
A structure is obvious in Fig. 5 where we made a phase plot in 3 dimension
for time lag 5 and 10.

Fig. 5. PhasePlot in 3 dimension with time lag 5 and 10 for running data from pressure
sensor 1 of left shoe.
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5.1

Our Approach

First we demonstrate our experiment in the case of 2
activities only: running and sitting. We used Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) with Expectation Maximization(EM) algorithm for classiﬁcation of embedding features. We build two models. One model for running and
other one is for sitting. In both cases, we have collected
data from pressure sensor data, PS1 of left shoe. We
used 5 mixtures for GMM. When tested, sitting data
for sitting model showed higher probability; same was
true for running data for running model. That means
GMM with time delay embedding can accurately distinguish these two activities of sitting and running.
Fig. 6. Diﬀerent symbol
We deﬁne LPmn as the log probability of applying for various activites
data of n activity on the model of activity m. We also
deﬁne following symbols for 8 activities which shown in Fig. 6. The following
table shows the log probabilit for just 1 pressure sensor data, P1 from left shoe.
From the above table we see that LPRR > LPsR . We also ﬁnd that LPss > LPRs .
The signiﬁcance of this numbers is that we can distinguish running and sitting
using just 1 pressure sensor P1’s data. After a running model is developed from
running data and sitting model is made from sitting data, applying running and
sitting data on these models show that the probability of running data coming
from running model is higher than it coming from sitting model (Table 1).
Table 1. Log probabilities for siting and running activity for P1 from left shoe.
Case

Log probability

Testing running data against running model (LPRR ) −3.0050 × 10+04
Testing sitting data against sitting model (LPss )

−1.7031 × 10+04

Testing sitting data against running model (LPRs )

−4.2674 × 10+04

Testing running data against sitting model (LPsR )

−1.1068 × 10+06

In the following table, we expand to include standing activity making it a
three activity scenario (Table 2).
• Since (LPR R ) > (LPs R ) and (LPR R ) >(LPSt R ), running activity can be
correctly classiﬁed.
• Since (LPs s ) > (LPR s and (LPs s ) >(LPSt s ), sitting activity can be correctly
classiﬁed.
• Since (LPSt St ) > (LPs St ) and (LPSt St ) >(LPR St ), standing activity is correctly classiﬁed.
We also carried out similar analysis for four activity system and found out that
this approach can correctly classify activities in four activity setting. In our case,
these four activities are: sitting, standing, walking and running.
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Table 2. Log probabilities for sitting, running and standing activity for P1 from left
shoe.
Case

Log probability

Testing running data against running model (LPR R )

−5.2250 × 10+04

Testing sitting data against sitting model (LPs s )

−3.3829 × 10+04

Testing standing data against standing model (LPSt St ) −4.025 × 10+04

6

Testing sitting data against running model (LPR s )

−1.3754 × 10+05

Testing running data against sitting model (LPs R )

−1.6040 × 10+06

Testing standing data against sitting model (LPs St )

−8.1173 × 10+04

Testing sitting data against standing model (LPSt s )

−4.0219 × 10+04

Testing standing data against running model (LPR St )

−1.2025 × 10+05

Testing running data against standing model (LPSt R )

−1.1099 × 10+06

Result

Based on our preliminary experiments, we expanded our system to 8 activity
system. These 8 activities are: cycling, running, climbing stairs down, climbing
stairs up, walking, sitting and driving.
For each activity, we worked with 3000 samples and we divided the samples
in 20 windows making each window with 150 samples. We applied GMM with
EM for training. Here we are working with data of single subject. Parameters
are as follows:
Number of Gaussian Mixture: 5
Time Lag,τ = 5
dimension,d = 6
Time Lag, τ and dimension, d were empirically obtained. We adopted a grid
search approach and observed the values of τ and d for which activity detection accuracy is best. The following Table 3 shows a confusion matrix derived
from applying our approach on accelearation along X-axis. We use the following symbols in the tables: C for cycling, R for running, Sd for downstairs, Su
for Upstairs, St for standing, W for walking, Si for sitting and D for driving.
Table 3. Confusion matrix using GMM based on accelerometer data along X-axis.
W1
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W2
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W3
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W4
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W5
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W6
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W7
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W8
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W9
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W10
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W11
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W12
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W13
C
R
Su
Su
St
W
Si
D

W14
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W15
C
R
Sd
Su
St
Sd
Si
C

W16
C
R
Sd
Su
St
Sd
Si
C

W17
C
R
Sd
Su
St
Sd
Si
D

W18
C
R
Sd
Su
St
Sd
Si
D

W19
C
R
Su
Su
St
Sd
Si
D

W20
C
R
Su
Su
St
Sd
Si
D

Actual
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D
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Table 4. Confusion matrix using GMM based on accelerometer data along Y-axis.
W1
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W2
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W3
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W4
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W5
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W6
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W7
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W8
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W9
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W10
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W11
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W12
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W13
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W14
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W15
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W16
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W17
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W18
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W19
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W20
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

Actual
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

Table 5. Confusion matrix using GMM based on pressure sensor data P3 of left shoe.
W1
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
St
D

W2
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
St
D

W3
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
St
D

W4
St
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W5
C
R
Sd
Su
Si
W
Si
D

W6
Si
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W7
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W8
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W9
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W10
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W11
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W12
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W13
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
C

W14
D
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W15
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W16
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W17
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W18
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W19
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

W20
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
C

Actual
C
R
Sd
Su
St
W
Si
D

Miss-classiﬁcations are shown in red color. Out of 8 × 20 = 160 time segments,
11 time segments are misclassiﬁed (93.13 % accuracy).
A much better accuracy is achieved by using accelerometer along Y-axis as
obvious from the following table (Table 4).
We generated similar confusion matrix based on data from P1, P2, P3, P4,
P5, P7. In each case, there are 20 × 8 = 160 classiﬁcations. For P1, there are 41
miss-classiﬁcations. Similarly, for P2, 31; for P3, 9; for P4, 29; for P5, 9; and for
P7, there were 12 miss-classiﬁcations. As an example of performance of pressure
sensors, we show the confusion matrix of P3 (Table 5).

7

Conclusion

Most promising aspect about time-delay embedding with GMM is that signiﬁcantly good accuracy is obtained just from analysis of small number of sensor
data. We have not applied this approach on gyroscope data, neither did we apply
on pressure data from right shoe. We are now working to develop a fusion of this
approach. For example, we can generate decisions from P1, P2 and P3 sensor
and obtain the ﬁnal decision from fusion of multiple sensor for any time segment.
Even with one sensor, we have signiﬁcant accuracy.
Consequently, it will be possible to reduce computational complexity if we
use small number of sensors. As a result, a more energy-saving system can be
reality. Such systems can reduce energy cost in two ways. First, as fewer sensor data will be transmitted over Bluetooth, energy can be saved by reducing
energy for Bluetooth transmission. Second, as there is less data and consequently,
less computation, reduced energy will be needed for computation. Memory and
computational saving is signiﬁcant as it is most likely that activity detection
applications will run on resource-constraint smart phones. Most activity system demands real-time detection of accuracy. Reduction in computational cost
implies extended battery life. Computational power and battery life, both are
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scarce resource in cell phones and an algorithm that protects these resources are
obviously preferable.

8

Future Works

Our experiment with time-delay embedding shows exciting outcome. This prototype is getting ready to use in Taiwan for elderly care research. Dr. William
Chu, the prominent researcher in the ﬁeld of elderly care, is helping us to setting
up the prototype there. In the future, we plan to incorporate multimodal fusion
approach with time-delay embedding to improve accuracy further.
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Abstract. In some hospitals, rehabilitation professionals usually adopt the visual
assessment incorporated with some posture charts to assess whether a patient has
good postures while he or she is standing still or stretching some joints. While
the advantages of the visual assessment are its simplicity and no need of expensive
equipment, its disadvantages are imprecise, subjective, ineﬃcient, etc. In this
paper, we report the implement of a Kinect-based postural assessment system
which is able to perform postural assessment and create an analysis report with
62 measurements including 22 angles, 35 distances, and 5 postural rotations.
Based on the proposed Kinect-based postural assessment system, rehabilitation
specialists are then able to objectively assess the treatment eﬀect after each indi‐
vidual course of treatment. Some experiments were designed to measure the
accuracy of the proposed system to verify whether it has the potential of being
adopted at hospitals.
Keywords: Postures · Postural assessment · Gaits · Kinect · Therapeutic exercise

1

Introduction

When a patient is admitted at a department of rehabilitation medicine in a hospital, he
or she will be assessed by rehabilitation specialists (e.g., rehabilitation doctors, physical
therapists, speech therapists, etc.) to devise an appropriate treatment program.
According to speciﬁc assessment forms, assessment usually involves in body observing
(e.g., body, mind, and spirit), recording facts and observations, reporting, monitoring
changes, predicting possible outcomes, and making a treatment decision on the needs
of the patient.
In many hospitals, especially in some developing and undeveloped countries, the
rehabilitation medicine is usually lack of the experience of adopting computerized
assessment systems to provide patients with objective measurements and assessments.
Most of the rehabilitation professionals usually adopt the visual assessment incorporated
with some postural charts so that the assessment will be prone to be imprecise and
subjective. Therefore, rehabilitation specialists encounter the problem of being unable
to objectively assess the treatment eﬀect after each individual course of treatment.
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
C.K. Chang et al. (Eds.): ICOST 2016, LNCS 9677, pp. 503–513, 2016.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-39601-9_45
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Owing to this problem, it is diﬃcult for rehabilitation specialists to modify their treat‐
ment programs to help patients quickly recover from treatment programs and back to
normal daily life.
Postures have been considered as an important factor contributing to pains and
dysfunction. For example, some researches have shown that posture and equilibrium
problems have relations with knee osteoarthritis, neck tension, and back pain [1].
However, postural assessment is still a very challenging task because it tends to be
subjective in nature if rehabilitation specialists only adopt simple tools (e.g., goniometer,
photographic measurement) to assess postures. The demand for objective postural
assessment has become more and more important in these years. A literature review on
biomechanical assessment of human posture can be found in [2], where eleven types of
technologies (e.g., force plates, photographs, goniometers, sensors, X-ray, Microsoft
Kinect sensor, etc.) are discussed. An important issue needs to be solved is the validity
and reliability problem. In these years, several measurement technologies have been
evaluated based on their validity and reliability [3–9]. An inter-examiner and intraexaminer reliability study was reported in [3]. Souza et al. evaluated the SAPO posture
assessment software based on the inter- and intra-examiner reliability of angular meas‐
ures [4]. Nixon et al. reported the quantitative evaluation of the Kinect sensor for use in
an upper extremity virtual rehabilitation environment [5]. Galna et al. established the
accuracy of the Kinect in measuring clinically relevant movements in people with
Parkinson’s disease [6]. Clark et al. established the reliability of the Kinect for the
assessment of people following stroke [7]. Cippitelli et al. focused on the validation of
a real-time joint extraction algorithm from a side view of a human body [8]. Schmitz
et al. provided the measurement of in vivo joint angles during a squat using a single
camera markerless motion capture system [9].
The reasons for not adopting computerized assessment systems in some hospitals
can be attributed to one or many of the following reasons: (1) some computerized
systems are very expensive; (2) there is not yet an system which meets the functional
requirements of rehabilitation specialists; (3) rehabilitation specialists are not familiar
with the developments of the up-to-date ICT technologies; (4) some assessment systems
require long-time training; (5) some assessment systems are not portable; and (6) some
hospitals are lack of appropriate assessment environments, etc.
Microsoft Kinect is a viable and low-cost sensing platform capable to provide fullbody and limb tracking; therefore, many diﬀerent approaches have been proposed to
utilize the Kinect in rehabilitation and postural assessment [5–8, 10–15]. The evaluation
results showed that an average absolute error of angle measurements (e.g., the shoulder
joint ﬂexion/extension angle, shoulder joint abduction/adduction angle, and 3-D
shoulder joint angle) not exceeding 10.0 % with the comparisons to the Vicon system
[5]. Clark et al. stated that although the Kinect my not provide the precision of a multiple
camera or body-mounted sensor system, the Kinect provides a more clinically feasible
methods on instrumenting gait assessments [7]. Clark et al. reported that the Kinect can
be compared to a 3D motion analysis system when assessing anatomical landmark and
angular displacement during common postural control tests [11]. All these research
results demonstrated that the Kinect is clinically practical.
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Although many Kinect-based postural assessment systems have been developed and
studied, most of them only provided with measurements of partial regions of the body
(e.g., upper extremity [5], movements [6], gait analysis [7, 8], vivo joint angles [9],
ﬁnger kinematics [12], trunk lean [11, 13], foot posture [14], etc.). This motivated us to
implement a Kinect-based postural assessment system which can provide 62 measure‐
ments including 22 angles, 35 distances, and 5 postural rotations. Most of the 62 meas‐
urements are easy to be computed via the depth information provided by the Kinect;
however, since the Kinect is still subjective to inaccurate tracking and skeleton place‐
ment, a special algorithm based on the Moore-Penrose generalized Inverse operator is
proposed to provide precise measurements about the postural rotations. Some experi‐
ments were designed to measure the accuracy of the proposed system to test whether it
is clinically practical at hospitals.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We ﬁrst present the Kinect-based
postural assessment system in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we give the results obtained by applying
the assessment system to assess postures. Finally, Sect. 4 concludes the paper.

2

The Implementation of a Kinect-Based Postural Assessment
System

In most hospitals, the execution of the postural assessment is evaluated by a qualiﬁed
and experienced rehabilitation specialist who adopts the visual assessment and ﬁlls the
charts with scores. Not surprisingly, these scores are prone to be subjective. Therefore,
a computerized posture assessment system which can provide a more objective assess‐
ment is required by most rehabilitation specialists in today’s evidence-based health care
arena. A good computerized postural assessment system should be able to provide
precise measurements about postures and output documents of the treatment and
progress history. Of course, if the cost of a computerized postural assessment system is
low enough but still clinically feasible, then more rehabilitation professionals will be
willing to adopt the system for their treatments.
The main goal of this research is to cooperate with the Landseed Hospital in Taiwan
to implement a clinically feasible Kinect-based postural assessment system which is
able to provide an objective assessment and output an unbiased report of the assessment
results. Compared with those existing Kinect-based postural assessment systems which
only provided with measurements of partial regions of a participant’s body, the system
implemented by us can provide 62 measurements including 22 angles, 35 distances, and
5 postural rotations. While the 22 angles (e.g., the horizontal alignment of the head,
frontal angle of the right lower limb, vertical alignment of the trunk, left/right hindfoot
angle, etc.) was suggested by the protocol of the SAPO software [4] and the 5 postural
rotations (e.g., the head, rib cage, and pelvic postural rotation) was measured in [3], the
35 distances (e.g., the distances between the right/left ear and the gravity line, the
distance between the anterior superior iliac spines, the distances between the right/left
knee and the gravity line, the distances between the right/left shoulder and the gravity
line, the length of the right/left foot, etc.) were suggested by a group of experienced
rehabilitation professionals at the Landseed Hospital in Taiwan.
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To be able to precisely measure 22 angles and 35 distances, total 36 anatomical
landmarks are required. One thing should be emphasized is that the placements of the
36 anatomical landmarks play an important role in measuring the angles and distances.
The Kinect can provide the 3-D positions of 20 joints but these 20 joints do not all
correspond exactly to the positions of the 36 anatomical landmarks, not to mention that
we actually need 36 landmarks. Although a markerless postural assessment system is
preferred by most of the rehabilitation specialists, we have no choice but require an
experienced specialist to place 36 anatomical landmarks on the participant’s body.
The procedure for measuring the 22 angles and the 35 distances involves the
following four steps.
Step 1. First of all, an experienced specialist place 36 colored balls to serve as the
anatomical landmarks on the participant’s body as shown in Fig. 1. Basically, we
follow the protocol of the SAPO software [4] to locate the 36 anatomical landmarks.

Fig. 1. Participant with anatomical landmarks before static postural assessment.

Step 2. The participant is asked to stand directly facing the Kinect at a distance of
2.5 m. The height of the Kinect is at 1 m above the ﬂoor, with the lens perpendicular
to the ﬂoor and pointing towards the participant. The measurements of the 22 angles
and the 35 distances require the 3-D positions of the 36 landmarks and a set of three
photographs: anterior view, left lateral view, and posterior view, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The 36 anatomical landmarks: (a) anterior view, (b) left lateral view, and (3) posterior
view.
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Step 3. A colored ball tracking algorithm was developed to locate the 36 colored balls.
To reduce the illumination eﬀect, we ﬁrst transform the RGB color space to the YCbCr
color space as follows:
⎡ Y ⎤
⎡ 0.257 0.504 0.098 ⎤
⎢ Cb ⎥ = ⎢ −0.148 −0.291 0.439 ⎥
⎢
⎢
⎥
⎥
⎣ Cr ⎦
⎣ 0.439 −0.368 −0.071 ⎦

⎡R⎤
⎡ 16 ⎤
⎢ G ⎥ + ⎢ 128 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣B⎦
⎣ 128 ⎦

(1)

where Y, Cb, and Cr represent the luminance, the blue-diﬀerence, and red-diﬀerence
chroma components, respectively. Based on the values of the two chroma components,
Cb and Cr, we can quickly locate the 36 colored balls and compute their centroids. In
the following, we use the Kinect for Windows SDK v. 18 to determine the 3-D position
information for all the located colored balls.
Step 4. Based on the 3-D positions of the 36 landmarks, all the 22 angles and 35
distances can be easily computed. The measurements are then outputted to a report in
WORD format.
The aforementioned four-step procedure is for static postural assessment. As for the
5 postural rotations, they involve in dynamic postures. Normand et al. used the PostPrint
internet computer system to measure the postures of the head, rib cage, and pelvis as
rotations about the Z-axis, Y-axis, and X-axis in degrees and translations in millimeters
as displacements from a normal upright stance where they used a right-handed Cartesian
coordinate system with X-axis positive to the left, Y-axis positive vertically, and Z-axis
positive to the anterior [3]. In total, they measured 9 rotations and 6 translations. In our
system, we only measure the ﬁve types of the rotations: head rotations about the Z-axis,
Y-axis, and X-axis and rib cage rotations about the Z-axis and Y-axis.
The range of motion (ROM) of the head rotation about the Z-axis can be easily
computed. First of all, we locate the positions of the forehead and the chin via the use
of the face recognition function provided by the Kinect for Windows SDK v. 18. Then
the angle between the two vectors connecting the forehead and the chin (as shown in
Fig. 3) can be computed via the inner product operator.

Fig. 3. The ROM of the head about the Z-axis (Rz).
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As for the remaining four types of postural rotations, the most important thing needs
to solved is the identiﬁcation of the origin of the rotation axis. First of all, the experienced
specialist has to place the colored balls on the participant’s chin, ear, center of the chest,
and shoulders as shown in Fig. 4. Owing to many disturbing factors (e.g., the displace‐
ments during the rotations, the noise, the instability of the Kinect, etc.), the trajectories
of the colored balls during rotations may not exhibit a perfect arc as shown in the bottom
portion of Fig. 4. If we can’t ﬁnd the right origin of the rotation axis then the computa‐
tions of the ROM will be wrong.

Fig. 4. Four types of postural rotations and their trajectories: head about the Y-axis (Head Ry),
head about the X-axis (Head Rx), rib cage about the Z-axis (Rib cage Rz), and rib cage about the
Y-axis (Rib cage Ry).

A circle with the center coordinates (a, b) and radius r can be deﬁned by the following
equation:

(x − a)2 + (y − b)2 = r2

(2)

We may rearrange (2) to be as follows:
r2 − a2 + b2 + a(2x) + b(2y) = x2 + y2

(3)

Assume we have collected n trajectory points, (x1, y1),…, (xn, yn), during the rotation
procedure. We then have the following equation:

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

1 2x1 2y1 ⎤
x2 + y21
⎡ r2 − a2 − b2 ⎤ ⎡ 12
2
⎥
⎢
1 2x2 2y2
⎥ = ⎢ x2 + y2
a
⋅⎢
⎥
⋮ ⋮
⋮
⋮
⎥ ⎢
⎥ ⎢
b
⎦ ⎣ x2 + y2
1 2xn 2yn ⎦ ⎣
n
n

⎤
⎥
⎥ ↔ W ⋅ p⃗ = 𝜃⃗
⎥
⎦

(4)
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where W is an n × 3 matrix, p⃗ is a 3 × 1 column vector, and 𝜃⃗ is an n × 1 column vector.
We may use the Moore-Penrose generalized Inverse operator to compute p⃗ as follows:
p = W + 𝜃 = (W T W)−1 W T

(5)

After we have computed the p⃗, we then can ﬁnd the center coordinates (a, b) and
radius r. Based on the computed center coordinates (a, b) and radius r, the ROM can be
computed.

3

The Experimental Results

In this section, we present the experimental results for testing the measurement reliability
of the Kinect-based postural assessment system. Many aforementioned systems (e.g.,
[5, 6]) were compared against an infrared camera Vicon system which can be regarded
as a gold standard. In addition, most of them reported the reliability in terms of the interand intra-class correlation (ICC). In reliability studies, if a method with the value of the
ICC higher than a threshold (e.g., 0.7) then it will be claimed to be suﬃciently repro‐
ducible.

Fig. 5. The ground truth preparing for two types of angles, distance, and rotations. (a) the angles
involving three landmarks, (b) the angles involving 2 landmarks and horizontal alignment, (c) the
distance between two landmarks, (d) the rotation about the Z-axis, (e) the rotation about the
Y-axis.
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Although the ICC can serve as a good indicator of reliability, it cannot give clinically
relevant information of the true accuracy [3]. In order to demonstrate the Kinect-based
postural assessment system implemented by us is clinically feasible, we decided to adopt
the mean absolute diﬀerences to verify the reliability of the system.
The computations of the 22 angles can be dichotomized into two types: (1) the angles
involving three landmarks (e.g., A1, A2, A3, A8, A11, A12, A13, A15, A16, and A18
in [4]) and (2) the angles involving 2 landmarks and horizontal or vertical alignment
(e.g., A4, A5, A6, A7, A9, A10, A14, A17, A19, and A20 in [4]). For each type of angles,
we created the ground truth for every 10° from 10° to 180 or 90° as shown in Fig. 5(a,
b). Then we use the system to measure each angle with ten times. The mean absolute
diﬀerences are tabulated in Tables 1 and 2. The overall mean absolute diﬀerence is no
larger than 1.5°.
The computations of the 35 distances can be dichotomized into two types: (1) the
distances between two landmarks and (2) the distance between a landmark and the
gravity line. Basically, the accuracy of the measurement of the second type of distance
is the same as the ﬁrst type of distance; therefore, we only verify the accuracy of the
ﬁrst type of distance. First of all, we created the ground truth for every 5 cm from 5 cm
to 100 cm as shown in Fig. 5(c). Then we use the system to measure each distance with
ten times. The mean absolute diﬀerences are tabulated in Table 3. The overall mean
absolute diﬀerence is no larger than 0.6 cm.
Table 1. The mean absolute diﬀerence for the angles involving three landmarks.
Degree
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
Average

Mean absolute diﬀerence (degree)
0.5
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.7
0.9
1.3
0.5
1.6
2.9
0.7
0.7
2.0
1.1
1.6
1.2
1.6
1.2
1.1
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Table 2. The mean absolute diﬀerence for the angles involving 2 landmarks with respect to
horizontal alignment.
Degree
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
Average

Mean absolute diﬀerence (degree)
0.9
0.6
0.7
2.2
2.0
1.4
2.7
2.4
0.8
1.5
1.5

Table 3. The mean absolute diﬀerence for the distance between two landmarks.
Distance (cm)
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
Average

Mean absolute diﬀerence (cm)
0.2
0.5
1.2
0.4
0.9
0.7
1.0
1.1
0.7
1.1
0.3
0.3
0.9
0.4
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.6

The computations of the 4 postural rotations shown in Fig. 4 can be dichotomized
into three types: (1) rotation about the X-axis, (2) rotation about the Z-axis and
(3) rotation about the Y-axis. Basically, the accuracy of the measurement of the ﬁrst
type of distance is the same as the second type of distance; therefore, we only verify the
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accuracy of the two types of rotations: rotation about the Z-axis and rotation about the
Y-axis. First of all, we created the ground truth for every 10° from 10° to 180° as shown
in Fig. 5(d, e). Then we use the system to measure each angle with ten times. For the
rotation about the Z-axis, if the rotation angle is larger than 50° then the overall mean
absolute diﬀerence is 1.7°. However, if the rotation angle is smaller than 50° then the
overall mean absolute diﬀerence is too larger to be acceptable. For the rotation about
the Y-axis, if the rotation angle is smaller than 60° then the overall mean absolute
diﬀerence is too larger to be acceptable. However, if the rotation angle is larger than 60°
then the overall mean absolute diﬀerence is 5.9°. In our opinion, the large amount of
error may be attributed to the inaccuracy and instability of the depth information
provided by the Kinect.

4

Conclusions

In this paper, we reported the implementation of a Kinect-based postural assessment
system which can create an analysis report with 62 measurements including 22 angles,
35 distances and 5 postural rotations. The experimental results showed that the system
could provide acceptable performance in measuring the angles and distances. While the
overall mean absolute diﬀerence of an angle measurement is either 1.1 or 1.5°, the overall
mean absolute diﬀerence of a distance measurement is 0.6 cm. Compared with the
manual measuring method with the use of simple tools such as goniometer and photo‐
graphic measurement, this level of errors could be acceptable for many rehabilitation
professionals. As for the rotation angles, if the rotation angle is larger than 60° then the
system may be acceptable. Otherwise, the error is too large to be acceptable.
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